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OVERSIGHT HEARINGS ON URBAN EDUCATION

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 27, 1981

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVZS, SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMEN--
TART, SECONDARY, AND VOCATIOAbL EDUCATION, COM-
MITTEE ON EDUCATION AND I.S,BOR,

Washingten,D,C.---
'The subcommittee met, pursuant to adjOurnMent;at 9:40,,-a.m., in

the Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Carl D. Perkins i,(chair-
man of the subcoMmittee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Perkins, Goodling, Erdahl,
Hawkins, Petri, Kildee, and Ratchford.

Staff present: John F. Jennings, counsel, and John Smith, senioi
professional assistant.

Chairman PERKINS. The Sub6ommittee on Elementary, Second-
ary, and Vocational Education is beginning oversight hearings
today on urban education.

In recent years public education has come under severe scrutiny,
evaluation, and criticism. Some critics have said that public schools
have not lived up to their mission of effectively teaching our chil-
dren to read, write, and do arIthmetic.

But in listening to these critics, we must not forget that many
schools and school districts have achieved this mission with great
effort, courage, and dedication. These achieving schools and school
districts are located in innumerable communities through the
United States. Some are in rural areas, some are in the suburbs,
and some are in urban centers of this Nation.

This morning We will be dealing with effective urban schools.
The question we will focus on is, what happens in these schools to
make them effective instruments of learning and Vvhy do their stu-
dents a4ieve above the national standardized tegt norms in read-
ing, writing, and arithmetic year after year?

Today 'we have a distinguished panel of educators who 'have been
leaders in the research study, of effective schools in urban America.
They are here to help us understand what instructiqnal conditions
ate needed to create the kind of educational climate which can
cause an effective school to be so defined.

We are hopeful that after receiving this panel's testimony, this
subcommittee will be able to more clearly define what role the Fed-
eral Government must take in order to promote an effective school
climate throughout this Nation.

We will continue this series of hearings in Washington tomorrow
and in Los Angeles on November 6.

We're delighted to have the panel here this morning. Dr. Barak .

Rosenshine, professor at the School of Education, University of Illi-
(1)
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npis. Come around please. And Ms. Harriet Bernstein, senior asso-
ciate, Council of Basic Education. Mr. Ronald Edmonds, professor
at School of Education, Michigan State University. All the rerpain-
der of the panel come around and take your seats at the table here
this morning.

The other two witnesses, are they here?
UNKNOWN VOICE. Mr. Edmonds iS a little late.
Chairman PERKINS. All right. Take your seat there at the table.,

Is Mr. Edmonds here?qtll right. He's late. We'll go ahead.
Mr. Hawkins, I know 5rou are interested in this issue. You may

want to make,a statement at this time.
Mr. HAWKINS. No, I have nO statement to make at this time. Mr.

Chairman, I wish to thank you for the interest that you've demon-
strated in arranging these hearings and particularly your decision
to have the second one in Los Angeles. We certainly look fcrward
to the witnesses. I think an , excellent choice has been maie in
those who have been invited and I would not want to take any time
away froth them because like yourself I look forward to their testi-
mony.

Chairman PERKINS. All right Dr. Rosenshine, go right ahead.
And withpur objection, Doctor, Our statement will be inserted -in
the record. Proceed in any manner you prefer.

[The prepared statement of Barak Rosenshine followsd
YREPARED STATEMENT OF BARAK V. ROSENSHINE, UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS

EFFECTIVE TEACHING

I am here to testify that today we know a great deal about effective instruction
for .all children, and that the funding and support of the federal government has
played a major role in developing this knowledge.

I have observed many classrooms in effective and successful elementary schools in
the inner city of Philadelphia, East St. Louis, San Jose, and Jackson, Michigan. I
visited tbese classrooms because they were using specific programs which the re-
search has shown to be particularly effective for teaching poor children. I also
wanted to see how the instructional principles which had emerged from the general
research literature were being implemented 'in these classrooms.

EFFECTIVE INSTRUCTFON

The instruction which I saw in those schools matched the findings on effective in-
struction which have been recently developed through educational research. Some
of the major points include: a large number of academic engaged minutes per day, n

classrooms which are academically focused and teacher-led, instruction in groups,
instruction in small seeps using a demonstration-prompt-independent practice
format, large amounts of student independent practice, and students working at a
high level of success.

Academic engaged minutes.Learning takes time, and the number of minutes per
day that a student is engaged in academic activities is an excellent predictor of stu-
dent achievement. In the urban schools I visited the students were engaged in read-
ing, language, and mathematics for a minimum of three hours per day.

Academic focuaSaccessful classrooms have a strong academic focus. Teachers
who make a difference in students' achievement are those who put students into,
contact with curriculum materials and find ways to keep them in contact. They as-
signed homework frequently and helf students accountable, and tested frequently.
The most effective teachers also spent less time on non-academic activities such as
arts and crafts, or asking students open-ended questions about their persona) feel-
ings and opinions, This last sentence is somewhat surprising because it has fre-
quently been argued that some non-academic activities.contribute to academic gain
by motivating students or by providing additional stimulation. Stich indirect en-
hancement was not evident in any of these studies.
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Effective instruction is characterized by a great deal of teacher-led instruction di-
rected at the whole class or toward a group of' students. The realities of' a classroom
of 20-25 students prevent a teacher from spending much time instructing students
on a one-to-one basis. If the teacher has only 20 students and instructed each. one on
a one-tb-one basis, then each child would receive only three minuteS of instruction
per hour and would be expected to work alone for 57 minutes each hoar.

Dernonstration-prornpt-prczetiee.--1We are learning that instruction is most efficientwhen it takes place in a demonstration-prompt-practice format. The teacher pre-sents the first piece of the skill, then.the students practice this piece with prompts
from the teacher, and then the students practice without the proMpts. Then the.next piece is taugbt in the same model-prompt-practice procedure, and then thenext, and finally the skills are integrated using the same model:prompt-practice pro-
cedure. Throughout this cycle, the emphasis is upon obtaining a high percentage of
correct responses from the students. When student errors appear, the demonstration
and prompted practice is repeated. The teacher continues these model-prompt-prac-tice procedures until the students are successful, confident, and firm.

The presentation is organized so that only one skill is taught at a time, and
chances for confusion 'are minimized. Whenever possible, rules and procedures aretaught, so that the students can use the rules to answer to do the next problem.

Frent, independent practiee.After the first demonstration\phase students
have attained a high level of success, but they respond sloWly becauNe the materialis new. Hence, effective instruction requires that students spend a goeti deal of time
practicing the new mateHal. The objective of this practice is not mindless drill.
Quite the opposite. The objective of the practice is to become so quick and so auto-
matic that we don't have to think about the pieces but can put all u r energy intothinking 'about the wholo example, a reader who is using a lot of energy todecode the words has .ery little energy left to understand the meaning of the sen-tence.

Thus, effective classrooms provide for a great deal of successful, independent prac-
tice. This practice, not only includes word lists and math facts, but also extensive
reading of books and extensive work on math problem solving.

A successful program for teaching mathematics contains all, these steps. In the
teacher's manual developed by Thomas Good and Douglas Grouws of the University
of Missouri, the teachers were taught to (a) demonstrate the skill to be learned to.
the entire class, and (b) supervise the students and provide Prompts as they worked
through examples. When students made errois, then the demonstration and prompt-
ed practice were repeated. Finally, the students spent time doing a good deal of in-
dependent practice without teacher instruction. In two studies, one in 'Tulsa, Okla-
homa and one in Milwaukee, students of teachers who received these training pack-
ages and followed the instructions made dramatic gains in mathematics.

This general pattern has appeared in a number of successful. studies for all types
of learners...However, this procedure of small steps with supervised practice, and
continued practice until. the learners are. "firm" is tiarticularl'y effective for "easily
confused learners." "Easily confuSed" is not .a new euphamism of urban poor,rather, it refers to all learners who are 'learning new skills for which they do not
have a strong background. I use these same procedures during the first weeks when
I teach mduate statistics classes, and I seek out teachers who use these procedures
when I learn new areas such as cognitive psychology or skiing.

As we list these, pointsa large amount of engaged time, academic focus, instruc-tion which used demonstration-prompt-practice, a high frequency of successful prac-
ticeone worries that the successful classroom are dull, task-oriented workplaces
where the students ve mindlessly gbing through routines Jed by cold, regimented
teachers. This was not true. If you have heard these rumors. I urge you to visit
these classrooms. The classrooms were indeed academically focused, and three hours
Or more per day was allocated to academic work. But the instruction was so well
designed that the instruction seemed effortless. The kids were. proceeding throughthe task easily and successfully, and there were smiles, and hugs, and mutual help.'
Best of all, the kids were confident, cocky, and firm about what they knew,

One worries that in classrooms which are academically focused and use intensive
direct instruction there won't be room for inquiry and excitement r ad simple
wonder. But I saw all these things in the classroom I visited, and they emerge in my
university classes when I use these same methods. Success'breeds excitement, andthose first attempts to apply something new to a new situation is exhilerating.
When those kids in East St. Louis successfully worked new long division problems,
the students were very excited.
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Although I saw a number Of ontstanding teachers, not all teachers were outstand-
ing. I woulcfrestimate that 20 percent of the teachers were outstanding, 60 percent
were average but successful,l,and 20 percent were below average.

MAKING URBAN SCHOOLS MORE EFFECTIVE

If school district personnel want to improve the quality of their school programs,
where can they turn? I suggest two majoicsources: the validated Follow Through
sites, and new teacher training materials.
Follow Through regional resource centers

I am particularly impressed by-the schools in the Follow Through program which
have been Nalidated by the National Diffusion Network of the Department of Educa-
tion. The impressive, successful schools which I visited in Philadelphia and in East
St. Louis are among those schools.Follow Through schools and sites are particularly
valuable .because these programs have been in operation for more than ten years.
The Follow Through programs with the largest number of validated sites-are the
OKegon Direct -Instructiun Model, the Kansas Behavior Analysis Model, and the
Bank Street College Model, Each of these models have Regional Resource Centers
which can provide' teacher training, and the sponsors also have funds for teacher
training. I would strongly urge personnel from the cities to study the programs used
at these sites, vigit them, and adapt ,the most suitable one for their school or dis-
trict.

Unfortunately, funding is a problem. In order to make a program wor.k an essenr
tial component is a well trained on-site supervisor who can provide helP for on-going
teachers and train new teachers who enter the program. Because of cut-backs, many
sites are no longer able to fund the on-site supervisor.
Teacher training programs Q,

A second source for improving instruction is validated teacher training programs.
One program which impressed me and which was validated by the National Diffu-
sion NetwOrk is ECRI or Exemplary Center for Reading Instruction. It is a highly
structured program for teaching reading, reading comprehension, creative writing,
and study skills, and,.can be used with existing reading series. I have observed class-,
rooms using this prdgram in the inner city of San Jose and the inner city of Jack-
son, Michigan and' I have been very impressed with student achievement, their in-
dustriousness, and the confidence with which they apprbach learning.

Other teacher training programs which have resulted in increased student
achievement when presented to inservice teachers' include those developed by Tom
Good and Douglas Grouws.(University of Missouri), Linda Anderson and her col-
leagues (Michigan State University), Madeline Hunter (UCLA), Carolyn Evertson
and her colleagues (University of Texas), Edmund Emmer and his colleagues (Ifni-
Nersity of Texas) and N. L. Gage and his colleagues (Stanford Univefaity). On the
basis of the, data to date, I can recommend all of these programs for use in inservice
training. With the exception of Madeline Hunter's program, all of these programs
were funded by the National lhstitute of Education.

I would also recommend that everyone interested in improving the quality of
urban education read Robert Benjamin's book "Making Schools Work.' He has
looked at successful elementary schools for the urban poor, provides detailed de-
s,:riptions about how and'why these school% are successful, and elahorates upon the
problems these schools and programs have faced, from the education community.
Foi those with limited time, I strongly recommend chapters 1, 3 and 7.

WILL THE SCHOOLS ADOPT THE SUCCESSFUL PROGRAMS?

Right now, most of the aVailable successful programs involve highly structured,
teacher controlled instruction ,in settings in Which academic achievement is THE
major goal. However, these programs have not achieved wide acceptance.

The idea of academic engaged time is readily acceptable by teachers, administra-
tors, and professor& But as one talks about time spent efficiently in a highly struc-
tured, teacher-controlled environment the opposition grdws. When one discussed
direct instruction and the model-prompt-practice format, then one hears cries that
these programs "stifle creativity,"fail to educate the whole child," are "authoritar-
ian," and do not recognize that "each child is unique and learns in a unique way."
Unfortunately, programs that are successful in teaching children are not necessarily
adopted by leachers and school districts.

Sometimes we're evenly split in our views of these programs. In an excellent eval-
vation ora school which was using the ECRI approach, the report stated that half
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the teachers loved the program because it was structu'red, well-organized, and pre-dictable, and half the teachers disliked the program because it was structured, well-organized, and pre,dittable.
For the immediate future, I would guess that moderately structured programswill be mo,st acceptable. Programs whiph emphasize engaged time, student success,and mastery learning, but which ifre less prescriptive than DISTAR or -ECRI. Someof the, teacher training programs which have recently been developed appear to liein the middle ground.

ADDITIONAL REFERENCES

Rosenshine, B. V. Content, time, and direct instruction. In P. L. Peterson-and H. J. /. Walberg i Eds.) "Research on Teaching." Berkeley, CA: McCutchan Publishing -COmpany, 1979.
4,Rosenshine, B. V. How time is spent in elementary classrooms. In Carolyn hamand A. LiebermanNEds.) "Time to Learn." Washington, D.C. U.S. Depart nt of, Education, National Institute of Education, 1980.

.Rosenshine, B V. Direct instruction. "Journal of Education," 1978, 160, 38-66.

STATEMENT OF BARAK ROSENSHINE; PROFESSOR, SCHOOL OF
. EDUCATION, UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS.

Dr. ROSENSHINE. I am here to .testify that we do know a grea tdeal about effective instruction for all children, and that the fund-ing and support -of the Federal GoVernment has played a majorrole in developing this knowledge.
I have observed many classrooms that are effective and success-ful in urban settings. I've visited these schools in the inner city.of

Philadelphia, East St. Louis, San Jose, and Jackson, Michigan:, I
visited these classrooms for two reasons. One is I had heard that
they were effective classrooms and I wanted to see what was goingon in these classrooms that were making then; effective. And
second, I had read the educkion literature on what made:for effec--
tive teaching and wanted to see if what .went on .in these class-
rooms matched."

And looking at these classzooms and the.literature. I can summa-rize some of the points about effective teaching in four or fivemajor points.
.The importance of a large numberthe importance of. time. Alarge number of academic engaged minutes ber day. The impor,

tance of acadbmicsfocus classrooms wherg tgne is spent on instruc-
tion. Directly so. The importance of instruction using small steps inwhich a teacher begins with -a shortrAemontration, ,provides
prompts and models for th6 students as they learn. And followsthis with student. independent practice where they demonstrate
whether or not they have gdtten it. And then the teacher recycles
if there is ari, problem.

The successful schoolsthe research is showing that there's a
large-amount of independent practice and finally the importance of
students w9rking at a high level'of success. ,

I'd like to go,into some of these points in more detail. Learning
-takes time and if one wants to look at the best predictor of achieve-
ment it would be the numher of minutes per day that a kid is ac-
tively engaged in, learning. And not only actively. engaged, .but en-gaged at a high level of success. And in some Schools ails is as high
as 3 hours. And particUlarly in the successful, schools this gets upto 3 hours Df successful time in reading and math instruction.

Oa



Academic focus. Effective instuction is characterized by this em-
phasis on academic achievement. Teachers who make a difference
are putting students in contact with the materials and finding
ways to keep-- them .in contact. The most effective teachers spent
less time on nonacademic activities such as arts and crafts or
asking students open ended questions about their personal feelings
and opinions.

This last sentence is somewhat surprising because it's frequently
been argued that some nonacademic activities contribute to gain by
motivating children or by providing additional stimulation. This in-
direct motivation was not observed. It was the direct kind that was
import#nt.

As educators, as researchers we're just now starting to under-
stAnd instruction. I am shocked at how little I have known these
past years. And We can begin to characterize- what effective instruc-
tion is. .

it involves this demonstratiOn prompt practice where a teacher
firg, presents a small piece, prompts the students as they learn and
then listens to the student as they practice. If there are problems,
the teacher recycles this demonstration-prompt and practice.

The emphasis-is upon obtaining a high percentage of correct re-
sponses from students. And thisiis continued until the students are
cocky, confident and firm.

After that there's a need for a great deal of independent practice
in these classrooms. And the successful classrooms are sspending
hours doing this.

This general pattern of small steps with supervised practice and
continued praCtice until the leariers are firm is particularly effec-
tive for easilSr confused learners. Easily confused is not a new eu-
phuism for urban poor, rather, -it refers to all learners who are
learning new skills for which they Zon't have a strong background.

- I use these same procedures of model prompted practice independ-
ent practice when I teach my statistics classes.at the University of
Illinois. I use these same procedures when I teach my educational
psychology classes. And I feel almost compelled now to stop and
say: OK, we have had the demonstration, now let's go into the
prompted practice. What are the four point's that I've talked about.
Write them down. Confer, you know, talk to your neighbor. Be sure
you have these points before we go on.

That kind of instruction is as important 'tas much for urban kids
as it is for any of us-when We're learning new areas. When,I learn
skiing this is how 1 want to be taught. When I'm studying cognitive
psychology, as I am today, this is how I want to be taught.

One worries that engaged time, academic focus, a high frequency
of successful practicesyou worry that these classrooms are dull,
task-oriented places where the students are mindlessly going
through routines led by cold, regimented teachers. This is not true.
If you've heard' these rumors, I urge you to visit these classr000ms.
I've seen them. These classrooms were 'indeed academically fo-
cused, and :3 hours or more per day was allocated to academic
work, but the instruction was so well designed that the instruction
seemed effortless. And ,the kids were proceeding through the tasks
easily and successfully. And there were smiles, hugs and mutual

IL-
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help. And best of all, these fcids were confident, coCky, and firmabout what they knew.
I sat in classroms in East St. Louis, which is really a drab city.And watched these -kids go through long division with this verveand fervor. And watched them apply the problems and was just im-pressed with the excitement with which they were doing this: Andthey're confidence and their success. And what impressed me moreis that in this particular case 3 days before I had visited 5th gradeclassrooms in Danville, Ill., and the kids weren't nearly as success-ful as what I saw in the third grade in ast St. Louis. So, this canhappen when the instruction is well organized.
Now, if people want to make their urban schools more effective,what can they do? Well, they can 'take these points and apply themto their classroom. At the same time we now havethere are tworecommendations I have. We now have Follow Through region-al---
Chairman PERKINS. Let me ask you a question at this point. Youmentioned East St. Louis. Were any of these programs federallyfunded?
Dr. ROSENSHINE. All were. Coming donEast St. Louis was titleI rederally funded. The successful programs in Philadelphia werelitle II, federally funded. The succeskful programs in San Jose andJackson, Mich., right in the center of Jackson, Mich., were fundedthrough the National Diffusion Network, I think it was title VI,but they were all federally funded.
Chairman, PERKINS. Can you tell us whether there was any dif-ference in the effectiveness of those programs that were federallyfunded and those that were not?
Dr. ROSENSHINE. Everything that I have found in the researchliterature, with one exception, was federally funded. All the schoolsthat I choose to visit were either federally funded or the primarydevelopment came through Federal funds. I have not seen, person-ally, or read or known of famous schools in my area that has comewithout strong Federal funding.
Chairman PERKINS. do ahead, Mr. Hawkins.
Mr. HAWKINS. Did you choose to visit any of those that were non-federally funded?
Dr. ROSENSHINE. I hadn't heard of them. I choose to visit theschools that I had heard had specific programs and were successful.Mr. HAWKINS: Well, how did you select the ones that Ou choseto visit? Was it; because they were named as effective schools orwas it because,were they randomly selected?
Dr. ROSENSHINE. No. I chose the schools in Pnil idelphia and the.ones in East St. Louis because they were part of the PollowThrough program. And they.had emerged in the Follow Throughresearch as two of the most successful Follow Through models. TheFollow Through program has nine models. The current 'researchhas shown that two or three of these models are the most success-ful. I visited itwo of the models. Xhe Oregon direct instruction 'model which 1lwas being implemented in East St. Louis and the.Kans'as beha lor analysis model which was being .implemented inPhiladelphia

Th\
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Both of these cities, East St, Louis and Philadelphia, have been
validated by the National Diffusion Network for dissemination.
nd it was because they had been validated that I visited them.

Mr. lismxtris. Well, the import pf the qubstion is merely to try
to ascertain whether or not the results that you obtained were
sciniewhat biased because you chose to visit only schools that were
federally funded. I'm not in any way in opposition to what you are
saying, but in,order to make sure that the results were not biased
and that we couldn't draw conclusion that there are notthat
only federally funded schools have proved to be .effective. Do you
-know of any that are not federally funded that have been men-
tioned or identified or sought out by you that would be effective?

Dr. ROSENSHINE. This is notI am not qualified to talk about
those. The nature of my research was such that I had to follow
that r follow the Follow Through program and did a lot or work
through that. If there areRon Edmonds has looked at more suc-
cessful schools which Would probably include some that were not
federally ifunded. In Robert Benjamin's book, "Making Schools
Work" there appear to be some schools that are ncit.strongly feder:
ally funded and that have been successful.

In mji'own research it, has turned out that, I've looked at pro-
grams that were successful, not merely schools, but programs. And
if I'm going to look at nationalat programs that have been imple-
mented around the country, then these programs were either feder-
ally funded or received a great deal of funding from Federal
money.

So, I suspect that my sample is limited because I looked at pro-
, grams. Not merely schools, but programs that have been effective

around the country.
Mr. HAWKINS. Doctor; you may proceed. I think you were inter-

rupted.
Dr. RdSENSHINE. Thank you. And I would suggest and I am im-

pressed with these programs. Andf people want to improve their
urban schools, I would suggest tliat they turn tb these programs.
And now the National Diffusion Network- of the Department of
Education has set up regional resource centers in Follow ,Through.
And the Follow Through programs which-have the largest number
of validated sites are the Oregon direct instruction model, the
Kansas behavior analysis model and the Banks Street College.
model.

°Each of these models have regional resource centers which can
provide teacher training and the sponsors also have funds for
teacher training. I would strongly urge personnel from the cities to
study the programs used at these sites, visit them, and adapt the
most successful one for their school or district.

In additioh there are some teacher training programs whk h are
now available nationally. In particular I was impressed with one
which was validated by the National Diffusiqn Netvr^rk. Yes, I
guess that a lot of' my direction came out of what I heard and a lot,
of what I heard came out of what was validated by the National
Diffusion Network whichin which there was a lot of Federal
funding.

I'm particu!arly impressed with the ECRI or the Exemplary
Center for Reading Instruction program. It's a highly structured
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program for training teachers in the teaching of reading, reading
comprehension, creative writing, and study skills.. I've observed
classrooms,oing. this program in the inner city of San Jose and 'in
the inner crtYr Of Jackson, Mich., and I've been very impressed with
the student's achievement, their industriousness and the confi-
dence with which they approach learning,

There are other teacher training prograrns which have resulted
in: increased achieveinent when presented to inservice teachers.
These have been developed primarily by university researchers.
Ahd as I look over the list, the work of Tom Good at University of
Missouri; Lihda Anderson at Michigan State University; -Carolyn
Evertson at University of Texas; Edmund Emmer, University of
Texas; N. L. Gage, Stanford University. In each case these are NIE
funded teacher training programs.

I would also recommehd, anyone interested in improving the
quality of urban education read Robert Benjamin's book "Making
Schools Work." He's looked at successful schools and has detailed
descriptions about how and why these schools are successful.

Will the schools adopt these successful programs? They have not
achieved wide acceptance. Even the schoolsthe kinds of programs
I saw in East St. Louis, Philadelphia, San Jose, Jackson has not
achieved wide acceptance in the schools.

If I. talk about the importance of academic engaged time; then
it's acCepted. If I talk about time spent efficiently in a highly struc-
tured teacher controlled environment, then the opposition grows. If
I discuss direct instruction, a model-prompt-practice format; then
orie hears cries that these programs stifle creativity, fail to educate
the whole child, are authoritarian and do not recognize that each
child is unique and learns in a unique way. Unfortunately pro-
granis that have been successful have also been subject to this sort
of criticism and are not readily adopted by teachers and school dis-
tricts. And sometimes the teachers themselves are evenly split in
their view.

I read an evaluation Of this ECRI program and as I read the
evaluation half the teachers in the program loved it because it was
structured, well organized, and predictable and half the teachers
hated it because it-was structured, well organized, and predictable.

And I amthe problemin many ways one .can document the
existence of these pi .grams, frequently they're brought in and
they're thrown out. I can say, I know I have seen programs that
work. I can tell you why they work. But I don't know how tri insure
that they will, be adopted by principles, teachers in urban areas.
Perhaps one has to besome new programs I've_seen._that are mod-__-
erately structured will be more easily adapted. Whether or ,not
they'll be successful, we don't know yet:

Mr: HAWKINS. Thank you, Dr. Rosenshine. The next witness is
Ms. Harriet Bernstein.

STATEMENT OF HARRIET BERNSTEIN, SENIOR ASSOCIATE,
COUNCIL FOR BASIC EDUCATION

MS. BERNSTEIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am Harriet Bern-
stein, representing the Council for Basic Education. And we are
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honored to be asked to give testimony at these hearings about
urban schools and the Federal role in urban education.

The Council for Basic Education is not primarily a research orga-
nization, and I do not come here today as a scholar, but as an advo-
cate for a position on urban education. For 25 years, the Council
for Basic Education has been steadfast on two major points:

First, that every American school child is entitled to a basic edu-
cation, by which we mean not only reading, writing, and arithme-
tic, but also literature, science, history, geography, Government,
the arts, and foreign languages.

Second, that every child unless he is severely retarded, is capable
of learning those basic subjects, at least to a level that would
permit him to be a productive person and a good citizen.

Until very recently, this simple message was either not heard or
not believed by very many educators. Over most of the history of
the Council for Basic Education that vieWpoint has seemed hope-
lessly elitist by those who did not really believe that disadvantaged
students could learn basic academic subjects.

Over the.last several decades, it has become part of the conven-
tional wisdom to believe that basic academic subjects were for the
upper classes, but the masses needed some form of practical educa-
tion which would render them Suitable for work in an industrial
society. The tendency to withhold a real education from the many
was further fueled by the end of segregated schooling. Suddenly
confronted with a large numher of black children who had been
shortchanged for generations, the schools responded by blurring
distinctions between success and failure in the name of equality.

In the years since Brown, school has become easier in this coun-
try. Textbook reading levels have dropped; requirements have been
eased; and the burden of failure has gradually shifted from the stu-
dents and teachers to the wicked and unjust society at large.

An army of researchers canie forward to justify the academic
failure of.poor and minority children on the basis of social deficits
and deficits in the children themselves. The burgeoning testing in-
dustry supplied us with aggregate data and average test scores,
proving that poor and minority kids did less well in school on the.
average, than their white and advantaged peers. Those who found

__Ip y en poo anun iysuens
were consoled -by the national statistics andlthe average test scores
of minority groups.

Social reformers came to see' academic failure as an inevitable
companion of poverty, and a.condition that would not be remedied
unless there were a revolutionary redistribution of power and
money. Always there was this tieup between poverty and failure;
between race and failure; and between money and redemption.

The design of Federal education programs grew out of those as-
sumptions and positions. ,In 1965, when ESEA was passed, child-
deficit and social deficit theories were white hot, and freshly
minted out of the very best universities, and associated with liberal
enlightenment and a developed social conscience.

But while those great social experiments in education were un-
folding, divergent bodies of research were forming. In 1968, Ro-
senthal and Jacobson published their book, "Pygmalion in the
Classroom," which reported on their research into the powerful ef-
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fects of teacher expectations on students' learning. And although
their pgrticular approach to researching expectations has not with-
stood the test of subsequent replications, they did set in motion the
series of studies which would attest to the power of people's beliefs
about student potential, and begin to turn some eyes away from
the mechanistic input mentality of the late ,1960'sa time when
improvement was usually equated with more aides, smaller classes,
more books, and better equipment and supplies.

, Jh 1971, George Weber, who was then asSociate director of the
Council for Basic Education, published a study called "Inner-City
Children Can Be Taught to Read: Four Successful Schools."
Weber's intention vas to disprove James Coleman, who was then
saying that family background was all powerful and schools had no
noticeable effect on Student outcomes. Weber believed that Cole-
manism gave intellectual support to those who .wanted an excuse
fot failure. Weber found four inner-city elementary Schools whose
students were from predominantly low-income and minority fami-
lies, and who were being successfully taught to read to a level that
would have done credit to the average suburban school. ,

There wag an immediate flurry of reaction to Weber's research.
The New York Times and the block press gave his findings a big
play. And the successful schools that had been identified in the
book were pilloried, according to Weber, by their less successful col-
leagues. And that is one of the problems with this kind of approach
of identifying successful schools. It is very difficult for those schools
that have been identified. Success was dismissed by the others on
the grounds that the particular school hadjust happened to have
a lucky mix of students, or an unusually good principal or faculty.

But Weber's paper had breached a wall. He had demonstrated
that .effective urban schooling was possible. Finding just one school
would have been enough to rebut Coleman; but Weber found four.
for good measure. It was a.bitter pill to swallow for those who justi-
fied their platform of income ,,,,redistribution on the grounds of
urban 'school failure. It was a blow to those who had come to be-
lieve that work was a middle-class hang up. And it was a threat to
those whose prominence in life depended on their stewardship over
failed ,people.

After Weber's ground-breaking work, there followed a series of
torts tn sam .

suppose you'll ,hear today. Dr. Rosenshine, whom you've heard,
Lawrence Lezotte, Brophy, Good, and others. And in England,. a
team of British researchers studying inner city London high
Schools reached the same conclusions that Ronald Edmonds
reached here: And that is that schools do make a difference. That
effective urban schools have strong leadersstrong principals who
are committed to the academic mission of the school primarily.
That these schools are successfulare businesslike and friendly
places that don't waste time. That expect all students to learn the
material. And that maintain an orderly atmosphere. Effective
schools keep close tabs mi student progress and understand how to
modify program on the basis of test results. They make sure that
teachors assign homework, since homework helps students consoli-
date learning from school. In successful schools, the faculty has a
coherent and consistent vision of what the school-is about and how

I 11 0
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° the students and faculty should-behave. There is a school-wide
ethos.

The virtually identical findings of Ron Aid Edmonds in the United
States and Michael .Rutter in England are supported by a growing
number of researchers and practitioners. So, ladies and gentlemen,
the evidence is beginning to pile up. And it is not based on theories
of human behavior. It is not based on the hope of societal transfor-
mation or political coalition. It is based on proven successes in ordi-
nary, run-of-the-mill urban schools. And it suggests some direction
in which we need to go for improved urban education.

Much of the school effectiveness research and practice suggests'
changes that can only be made by teachers and the principals in
the individual schools. Most of the charactertistics of successful
urban schools are under the control of the school, and that is very
hopeful news. But school districts, States, and the Federal Govern-
ment might be instrumental in bringing this hopeful body of re-
search and practice-to the attention of local schools. Changes in at-
titudes, changes in priorities, changes-in beliefs are at the root of
school effectiveness, and although those kind of changes don't in-
volve large -outlays of money, they do require some funding- for
staff training and whole-fadulty planning. And they are the 'kind Of
changes that require leadershiPleadership at all levels of govern-
ment.

The Federal compensatory education programs, particularly title
I, were born with the noblest intentions, but I believe that they are
misshapen by the social theories that were prevalant in the 1960's.
Their very language betrays. the underlying premise that poor and
minority children are somehow defective; and thus the need for
compensation, remediation, diagnostics, prescriptions, treatments,
and isolationa medical model based on the notion of poverty as a
sickness.

The Congress need to monitor closely the Federal dollar has led
to pullout programs and even though the Federal Government
claims that pullout strategies are not required by Federal regula-
tion, the fact is that federal monitors virtually require it in order
for the school districts to prove that money was spent only on eligi-
ble children. But pullout has been demonstrated over and over
again to be an ineffective educational strategy. It has segregated
children from their peers; deprived them of mainstream instruc-
tion; and acted to lower expectations fOr their learning.

Title I has stood on the belief that things that money could
buyaids, specialists, books, supplies, and equipmentwould com-
pensate or equalize education for disadvantaged students, Title I
alSo expressed an assumption about the relationships between par-
ents and school officialsit assumed that school. officials were
trying to get away with something and that parents would be in-
strumental in keeping the schools on the path-of righteousness.

My point in mentioning these underlying premises of Federal
categorical programs is to show, the differences in perception and
understanding between 1965 and now. Current research on success
in urban schooling would not support the child-deficit assumption
that are inherent in title I and other Federal programs. It would
not support the idea of pullout programs. It would not place very
much stock in equalizing edUcational outcomes through compensa-,,
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tory largess. It would prefer parent and school relationships that
work together toward educational goals kit': specific children's
learning, rather than an adversarial concept built on the idea of
monitoring.,

Most importantly, Federal categorical programs, as they are now
designed, have built-in disincentives to success. Money is initially
awarded On the basis of educational failure; and after a while,
there is a small cadre of school employees who have a vested inter-
est in the perpetubtion of that failure. Should the children succeed,
they would eventually lose the money that'supports their jobs.

There are those who say that title I has been a success. And look-
ing at it from one point of view you could certainly say that. They
point to the fact that title I dhildren make a'month's gain for every
month in school. But for ,the inner-city child who enters junior high
school reading on a fourth-grade level, the fact that he is making
steady progress is very small comfort. The results achieved by the
compensatory approach just aren't good enough in ...a society that
has almost no work for the unskilled or semiliterate. Urban youth
who are peeded to work in high technology industries cannot suc-
ceed there with a minimal education. They must be able to read on
a fully adult level and do math problem solving. Most of all they,
must be able to reason and that skill is not acquired in a minima-
list 'school. Even those youths who are destined for the military
need to read on at least a lOth-grade level in Order to cope with
advanced military technology, There is .no escape. We have to im-,
prove education in the cities, and, do it soon.

Fortunately, we have this phenomenon of successful urban
schools. And their numbers are growing and the body of researchabout them is also growing. Their presence on the scene gives us
hope and direction when we need it most.

The Council for Basic Education hopes that the Congress willfind ways to suppo this promising trend through research and
disseniination. We also hope that the next reauthorization of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act will be accomplished in
a manner which replaces low expectations with high expectations;
which will reward success rather than codify failure; and which
will rely more on sound ideas than on uncertain -dollars. Federal
money is still needed in our urban centers, but we need it to pro-
mote the excellence that we now know is possible.

Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you, Ms. Bernstein. The panel has now
been joined by Mr. Ronald Edmonds, professor of the school of edu-
cafion at Michigan State University. Mr. Edmonds we welcome you
to the panel. And as soon as you've completed the prepared state-
ment or statement that you care to make, we will then direct ques-
tions fo the three panelists. We are very delighted to have you.
You've served on many ,advisory groups and participated in many
of the seminars that the Chair has been responsible for sponsoring
and for that service and your strong commitment to education, we
certainly want to applaud you this morning and look forward to
your testimony,

Mr. EDMONDS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. All I really intend is a
'fairly brief summary of the remarks I've prepared and submitted.
The paper is divided into three parts. The first part is a review of
the literature to which my colleague was' referring a few minutes
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ago. That is the first part of this paper is a reference. to a body of
research that is fixed on identifying and analyzing characteristics
of effective schools and I'm not going to .say very much abotit that
because council and your colleagues can read that at their leisure.

[The prepared statement of Ronald Edmonds follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF RONALD EDMONDS, MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY

I have been asked to reyiew what we know now of effective city schools. In pur-
suit of that assignment this paper is divided into two parts. Part I is a review of the
research, including my own, that forms the substantive basis for our conclusions re-
garding the characteristics of effective schools. To the extent, that this part of the
discussion is repetitive for those of you familiar with this research I apologize and
urge you to skip to Part IF. Part II of this discussion examines the use of the re-
Search as the basis for programs of school improvement in New York City and a
number of other cities.

The paper ends with summary observations regarding both the research and its
implementation,

PART I

Let us begin with those school studies that are most explicit in identifying mad
advocating particular school characteristics. Weber was an early contributor to the
literature on the school determinants of achievement in his 1971 study of four in-
structionally effective inner city schools. Weber intended his study to be explicitly
alternative to Coleman, Jensen, and other researchers who had satisfied themselves
that low achievement by poor-children .derived principally from inherent disabilities
that characterized the poor. Weber focused on the characteristics of our inner city
schools in which reading achievement -was clearly successful for poor children on
the basis of national norms. All four school's had 'strong' leadership" in that their
principal was instrumental in setting the tone of the school; helping decide on in-
structional strategies; and organizing and distributing the schools' resources. All
four schools had "high expectations" for all their students. Weber is careful to point
out that high expectations are not sufficient for school success but they are certain-
ly necessary. All four schools had an orderly, relatively quiet, and pleasant atmos-
phere. All four schools strongly emphasized pupil acquisition of. reading skills and
reinforced that emphasis by careful and frequent evaluation of pupil progress.

"Weber goes on to identify and discuss additional reading personnel, phonics, and
individualization as important to the instructional success of the four schools. I'll
not endorse,or pursue these Weber findings: first because subsequent resr arch does
not sustain their relevance as it does leadership, expectations, atmosphere, reading
emphasis, and assessment; and second my own research, of which more will be said
later, giver greated weight to the first mentioned variable than-the latter.

Despite these reservations my own view is that Weber was essentially correct
both'in concept and basic research design considering the relative modesty of his
enterprise. . .

In 1974, the New York State Office of Education Performance Review published a
study that confirmed certain of Weber's major findings. New York identified two
idner city New York City public schools, both of which were serving an analogous,
predominantly poor pupil population. One of the schools was high-achieving and the
other was.low-achieving. Both schools were studied in an attemptto identify those,
differences that seemed amost responsible,for the achievement variation-between the
two schools. The following finding§ were reported:

the differences in student performance in these two schools seemed to be at-
tributid 'to factors under the school's control;

administrative behavior, policies and practices in the schools appeared to
have a Significant impact on school effectiveness;

the more effective.inner city school was led by 3n administrative team whiCh
provided a good balance between both management and instructional skills;

the administrative team in the more effective school had developed a plan for
dealing with the reading problem and had implemented the Plan throughout

, the school; and
many 'professional personnel in the less effective school attributed childrens'

reading problems to nonschool factors and were pessimistic about their ability,
to have .an impact, creating an environment in which children failed because
they wer,e not expected to succepd. However, in the more effective school, teach-
ers were less skeptical about their ability to have an impact on children.

7
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This study has shown that school practices have an effect on reading achieve-
ment. At the mery least, the children in low achieving schools should have the op-portunities available to the children.of the-high achieving schools. These oppottuni-ties, which do not result from higher overall expenditures, are clearly within thereach of any school today.
. For Our purposes these findings reinforce the relevance of leadership, expecte-tions, and atmosphere as essential institutional elements affecting pupil perform-

ance. If further evidentiary support for these findings is wanted, you are invited todose scrutiny of the 1976 Madden, LaWson, Sweet study of school. effectiveness inCalifornia. In a more rigorous and sophisticated version of the Weber and New York
studies Madden and his colleagues studied 21 pairs of California elementary schoolsmatched on the basis of' pupil characteristics and differing only on the basis of pupilperformance on standardized achievement measures. The 21 pairs of schools werestudied in an effort to identify those institutional characteristics that seemed mostresponsible^ for the' achievement differences that described the 21 high-achievingschools: Compared to the low-achieving schools the high-achieving schools had:greater principal support; greater teacher effort; a more orderly and task oriented
classroom atmosphere; more time spent on various subjects like social studies; limit-
ed and non-instructional use of teacher aides; greater access to materials; highly
limited faculty influence.on overall instructional strategy; npre support services
from district administration; and greater teacher job satisfaction.

My own conclusion is that aside from intrinsie merit the California Study is chief-ly notable for its reinforcement of leadership, expectations, atmosphere, and instruc-tional emphasis as consistently essential institutional determinants of pupil per-formance.
I want to close this part of the discussion with summary remarks about a recent

and unusualry persuasive study of school effects. In 1977 W. B. Brookover and L. W..
Lezotte published their study of "Changes In School Characteristics Coincident Withchanges In Student Achievement." We should take special note Of this work partlybecause it is a formal extension of inquiries and analyses begun in twO earlier stud-
ies both of which reinforce certain of the Weber, Madden,'et al, and New York find-
ings. The Michigan Department of Education "Cost Effectiveness Study". and the.Brookover et al study of "Elementary School Climate and School Achievement" areboth focused on those educational variables that are liable to school control and im-
portant to the iqua,lity of pupil performance. In response to both of these studies the
Michigan Department of Education asked Brookover and Lezotte to study a set of
Michigan schools characterized by consistent pupil performance improvement or 4e-

, cline. The Brdokover, Lezotte study is broader in scope than the two earlier studits
and explicitly intended to profit from methodological and analytical lessons learnedin the "Cost'Effectiveness . . ." and "Elementary School Climate . . studies.Since the early 70's the Michigan Department of Education has annually testedall Michigan pupils in public schools in grades four and seven. The tests are crite-rion referenced standardized measures of pupil performance in basic school skills.
Over time these data were used by the Michigan Department of Education to identi-fy elementary schools characterized by consistent pupil performance improvement
or decline. Brookover' and Lezotte chose eight of those schools to be studied (6 im-proving, 2 declining). The schools were visited by trained interviewers who conduct-ed interviews and administered questionnaires to a great many of the school person-nel. The interviews and questionnaires .were designed to identify differences be-
tween Ihe improving and declining schools, which differences seemed most impor-

- tant to the pupil performance variation between the two sets of schools. The sum-mary results follow.
"1. The improving schools aie clearly different from the-declining schools in theemphasis their staff places on the accomplishment of the basic reading .and math-ematics objectives. The improving schools accept and emphasize the importance of

these goals and objectives while declining schools give much less emphasis to suchgoals and do not specify them as fundamental.
2. There is a clear contrast in the evaluations that teachers and principals makeof the students in the improving and declining schools. The staffs of the improvingschools tend to believe that all of their students can master the basic objectives; and

furthermore, the teachers perceive that the principal shares this. belief. They tendto report higher and increasing levels of student ability, while the declining schoolteachers project the belief that students' ability levels are low and, therefore, theycannot master even these objectives.
3. Th'e staff of the improving schools hold decidedly higher and apparently in-

creasing levels of expectations with regard to the educational accomplishments of
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their students.In contrast, staff of the declining schools are much less likely to be-
lieve that their students will complete high school or college.

4. In contrast to the declining schools, the teachers and principals of the improv-
ing schools are much more likely to assume responsibility. for teaching the basic
reading and math skills and are much more committed tO doing so. The staffs of the
declining schools feel there is not 'Much that teachers can do to influence the
achievement of their students. They tend to displace the .responsibility for skill
learning on the-parents or the students themselves.

5. Since the teachers in the declining schools believe that there is little they can
do to influence basic.skill learning, it follows they spend less time in direct reading
instruction than do teachers in the improving schools. With the greater emphasis on
reading and math objectives in the improVing schools, the staffs in these schools
devote a much greater amount of time toward achieving,.reading, and math objec-
tives.

6. There seems to be a clear difference in the principal's role in the improving
and declining schools. In the improving schools, the principal is more likely to be an
instructional leader, be more assertive in his instructional leadership role, is more
of a disciplinarian and perhaps most of' all, assumes.responsibility for the evbluation
of' the achievement of' basic objectives. The principals in the declining schools
appear to be permissive and to emphasize informal and collegial relationships with
the teachers. They put more emphasis upon evaluation of the school's effectiveness
in providing a basic education for the students.

7. The improving school staff's appear to evidence a greater degree of acceptance
of the concept of accountability and are further along in the, development of an ac-
countability model. Certainly they accept Michigan Educational Assessment Pro-
gram tests as one indication of their effectiveness to a much greater degree than the
declining school staffs. The latter tend to reject the relevance of the MEAP tests
and make little use of these assessment devices as a reflection of their instruction.
IMEAP refers to Michigan Educational Assessment Program.)

S. Generally, teachers in the improving schools are less satisfied than the starfs 'in
the declining schools. The higher levels of reported staff satisfaction and morale in.
the declining schools seem to,reflect a pattern of complacency and satisfaction with
the current levels of eduCational attainment. On the other hand, the improving
school staffs appear more likely to experience some tension and dissatisfaction with
the existing condition.

9. Differences in the level of parent involvement in the improving and declining
schoo's are not clear cut. It seems that there is less overall parent involvement in
the improving schools: however, the ir.juil.mving school staffs indicated that their
schools have higher levels of parent initiated involveMent. This suggests that we
need to look more closely; at the nature of the involvement exercised by parents.
Perhaps parent initiated contact with the schools represents an effective instrument
of educational change.

10. The coMpensatory eduCation program data suggests differences between iM-
proving and declining schools, bin these differences may be distorted by the fact
that one of the declining schools had just initiated a compensatory education pro--
gram. In general, the improving schools are not -characterited by a high.emphasis
upon paraprofessional staff, nor heavy involvement of the regular teachers in the
selection of students to be placed in compensatory education programs. The 'declin-
ing schools seem to have a greater number of different staff involved in reading in-
struction and more teacher involvement in identifying 5h...dents who are to be

placed 'in compensatory education programs. The regular classroom teachers in the
declining school report spending more time planning for non-compensatory educa-.
tion reading activitkk The, decliners also report greater emphasis on programmed
instruction.

Befbre making summary remarks about the policy import of these several studies
I want to say something about my own research. "Search for Effective Schools: The
Identification and Analysis of City Schools That Are Instructionally Effective for
Poor Children." This discussion will describe our ongoing efforts to identify and dna-
lyze city schools that are instructionally a.Lfective for poor andior minority children:
I am pleased to note that we have already developed unusally persuasive evidence
of the thesis we seek to 'demonstrate in the research under discussion. Our thesis is
that all children are eminently educable, and the behavior of the school is critical in
determining the quality of that education.

The "Search for Effective Schools" projeCt began by answering the question: "Are
there schools that are instructionally effective fOr poor children?" In September of
1974, Lezotte, Edmonds, and Ratner described their analysis of pupil performance in
the twenty elementary schools that make up Detroit's Model Cities Neighborhood.
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All of the schools are located in inner-city Detroit and serve a predominantly poorand minority pupil population. Reading and math scores were analyied from De-.troit's Spring 1973 use of the Standford Achievement Test and the Iowa 'Test ofBasic Skills. Of the 10,000 pupils in the twenty schools in the. Model Cities' Neigh-
borhood, 2500 were randomly sampled; With minor variation, the sample included
eight pupils per, classroom in each of the twenty schools. The mean math and read-
ing scores for the twenty schools were compared with citywide norms.. An effectiveschool among the twenty was defined as being at or above the city average grade
equivalent in math and reading. An ineffective school was defined as below the city
average. Using tiiese criteria, eight of the twenty schools were judged effective in'

, teaching math. Nine were judged effective in teaching reading and five were judgedeffective in teaching both math and reading.
We turned next to the problem of establishing the relationship between pupil

family background and building effectiveneii. Two schools among the twenty, Duf-field and Bunche, were found that were matched on the basis of eleven social indica-
tors. Duffield pupils averaged 'nearly four months above the city average in reading.
and math. Bunche pupils averaged nearly three months below the city reading aver-
age and 1.5months below the city math average.

The similarity in the characteristics of the two pupil populations permits us toinfer the importance of school behavior in making pupil perforinance independentof family backgraund. The overriding point here is that, in and of itself, pupil
family background neither causes nor precludes elementary school instructional ef-fectiveness.

.bespite the value of our early work in Detroit, we recognized the limitations of
the Model Cities' Neighborhood analysis. Our evaluation of school success with poorchildren had depended on evaluating schools yith relatively homogeneous pupilpopulations. The numbers of schools were too few to justify firm conclusions. Final-
ly, the achievement tests were normative, as was the basis for determining building
effectiveness among the twenty schools. Even so, valuOle lessons were learned in
Detroit from which we would later greatly profit.

The second phase of the project was a reanalysis of the 1966 Equal Educational
Opportunity Survey (EEOS) data. Our purpose was'to answer a number of research
questions that required a data base both larger and richer than had been availableto us in the Model Cities' Neighborhood analysis. We retained our interest in identi-fying instructionally effective schools for the poor, but in addition we Wanted to
study the effects of schools on children 'having different social backgrounds. Such aninquiry would permit us to evaluate school contributions to.educational outcomes
independent of our ability, to match schools on the. basis of the socioeconomic char-
acteristics of their pupils.

Summarizing and oversimplifying results, we found at least 55 effective schools in
the Northeast quadrant of the EEOS. Our summary' definition of school effective-ness required that each school eliminate the relationship between succesgful per-
formance and family background. The effective schools varied widely in racial com-position, per pupil expP.,ulture, and other presumed determinants of the schoolquality.

The "Search for Effective Schools Project" is now completing its analysis,of social
class, family background, and pupil performance for all Lansing, Michigan pupils ingrades three throufga seven. We have identified five Lansing schools in which
achievement seems fndependent of pupil social class. The .achievement data are:local and normative; and state and criterion. We use both sets of data to identify
schools in which all pupils are achieving beyond minimum objectives including mostespecially those children of low social class and poverty family background. We
have gathered similar data for Detroit pupils in the elementary grades in schools
whose pupil population is at least 15 percent poor.
, The on-site study of Lansing's effective schools as compared to ineffective schoolstook place during the 78-79 and 80-81 school years. Our basic notions of the charac-ter and origin of effective and ineffective school differences derive from work we've

already done in combination with the Lansing analysis and the New York City caseStudies.
What effective schools share is a climate in which it is incumbent on all personnel' to be instructionally effective for all pupils. That is not of course a very profound

insight but it does define the proper lines of research inquiry.
What ought to be focused on are questions such as: What is the origin of the cli-

mate of instructional responsibility; if it dissipates what causes it to do so; if it re-mains what keeps it functioning? Our tentativeanswers are these. Some schools aro
instructionally effective for the poor because they have a tyrannical principal whocompels the teachers to bring all children to a ininimum level of mastery of basic
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skills. Some schools are effective because theY have a self-generating teacher corps
that has a critical mass of dedicated people who are committed to be effective for all
the children they teach. Some schools are effective because they have a highly po-
liticized Parent Teacher Organization that holds the schools to close instructional
account. The point here is to make clear at the outset that no one model explains
school .effectiveness for the poor or any other social class 'subset. Fortunately. chil-
dren know how to learn.in more ways than we know how to teach thus permitting
great latitude ip choosing instructional strategy. The great problem in schooling is
that we know how to teach in ways that can keep some children. from learning
almost anything and we often choose to thus préceed when dealing pith the chil-
dren of the poor.

Thus' one of the cardinal characteristics of effective schools is that they are as
anxious to avoid things that don't work as they are committed to implement things
that do.

I want to close this part of the discussion by describing as uneqUivocally as I can
what seem to Me the most tangible and indispensable characteristics of effective
schools. They have strong administrative leadership without which the disparate
elements of gOodchooling can be neither brought together nor kept together.-
Schools that are instructionally effective-for-poor_children have a climate of expec-
tation in which no. children are permitted to fall below mini-ate-butefficacious__
levels of achievement The school's atmosphere is orderly without being rigid, quiet
without being oppressive, and generally conducive to the instructional business at
hand. Effective schools get that way partly by making it clear that' pupil acquisition
of the basic school skills takes precedence over all other school activities. When nec-
essary school energy and resources can be diverted from other business in further-
ance of the fundamental objectives. The final effective school characteristic to be set
down is that there must be Some means by which pupil progress can be frequently
monitored. These means may be as traditional as classroom testing on the day s
lesson or .as advanced as criterion referenced system-wide standardized measures.

.The point is that some means must exist in the school by which the principal and
the teachers remain constantly aware of pupil progress in relationship -to instruc-
tional objectives.

PARTLI

I want now to describe my efforts to use this wOrk as the basis for basic reforms
in the policies and programs of the New York City Public Schools. In 1978 I was
invited to become chief instructional officer of thet,New York City Public Schools
and to use my research as the basis for improving teaching and learning in the New
York City Public Schools.

The first thing I did when I went to the c ty was to articulate a pedagogical party
line. I wrote, publicly disseminated, and professionally circulated the teaching and
learning premises from which the New York City schools were to proceed from the
point on.

First the New York City school system now presumes that all the children in
school are educable. Premise two, is that this system presumes that the educability
of the children derives far more from the nature of the school to which they are
sent than it derives from the nature of the family from which they come. If the re-
search has taught us anything so far, it ha, taught us that while Coleman, et al are
correct in the assertion that pupil perforinance is highly correlated with family
background, they are profoundly incorrect in the conclusion that family backFround
is the cause of pupil performance: This was one of-the primary questions to which
we addressed ourselves as researchers. We concluded that it is not family back-
ground that determines pupil performance. It is school response to family back-
ground that determines. pupil performance.

I then undertook changes in the way central administration is organized. The
changes were designed to make °the system more receptive to the importance of
what I have been doing. We also addressed:the other major research conclusion that
has application to how you approach the issue of change. The, controversial ques-,
tions is what effect is more Ooworful in the analysis of achievement. Is the teachel:
effect most powerful, the familial effect most powerful, the school effect most power-
ful or the district effect most powerful? We have concltided, pretty firmly, that the
mose powerful force at work in the issue of achievement is the school effect. That is,
the school effect is much more powerful th the individual teacher effect. This
statement is not meant in any way to dismiss teachers Or to denigrate the critical
character of their role in the issues of skills acquisition. It is merely to say, and I
suspect your own experiences have long since demonstrated this that poor schools
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a 4are sufficiently powerful to depress otherwise creative, energetic, productive, in-.

structional personnel. Conversely, instructionally effective schools are sufficientlypowerful to raise otherwise mediocre people to levels of instructional effectivenessto which they might not ordinarily have thought they could inspire. ,The topic I want to focus on now is the direct intervention in a crotts section ofCity schools. The New York City public schools have rtiore than-1,200 schools. It wasfairly clear to me early on that I was not going be able to do what I Wanted if Ihad to intervene in each one of those schools 'one at a time. What I did was todesign a project called the School Improvement Project.\ Through this project I entered the New York City schools with a program of inter-vention that is predicated exclusively on the school characteristics referred to a fewmomerits ago. I have brought together a group of men and women in New York City, who arn,,called school liaison people. They have been trained in the import of thetieschool characteristics and assigned to the schools that are participating in theSchool Improvement Project. Thvir job is to walk the administrative and instruc-tional personnel of the school through an evaluation of the school's relative strength
and weakness with respect to each of the characteristics to which I referred. Theoutcome of that examination is what we call the Needs Assessment Document. The
document has been prepared primarily by the liaison person but in fairly close col-laboration with a representative group of people who have been convened in eachparticipating school.

Each document talks with some specificity about the relative strength and weak-
ness of the instructional leadership in the building, the, relative strength and weak-ne of the instruitional emphasis of the building, the relative strength and weak-ness of, the climate of the building and so on through all of the charadteristics. Ithen use these documents as a basis for making the decisions about, what kiwi oftechnical assistance would bring the school on line. Bear in mind that the premisefrom which all this proceeds is that any school that has obtained the five character-istics all at once would immediately begin to show very substantial improvement inskills acquisition for precisely that portion of the pupil population that ordinarilyprofits least from the way we approach teaching and learning in city schools. Forexample, if the needs assessment says the principal in the building is found wantingin some aspect of instructional leadership. Then the question is 'What can one dothat would improve that principal's skills In the exercise of instructional leader-ship?".0ne of our very firm conclusions was that the principal of the school has to,be the person to whom the instructional personnel look for instructional leadership

. in the school. If they do not, the implications for the building are considerably nega-tive. We know that one of the measures of instructional leadership is that the prin-cipal has to visit classes, systematically observe, and systematically respond to theobservatiOns. Therefore, if we discovered that the principal just never did that, wemight respond by assigning a person to work with the principal to teach what he orshe might need to know in order to be a sophisticated and consistent evaluator ofteaCher performance in the classroom. This might mean that we would assign a re-tired principal with a twenty-year record of incontestable success in his methodolo-gy of visiting classes, sorting out what 'he sees, and responding to it. Or if the needsassessment says that the teachers are insecure about their use of achievement data,we might assign to the school a professor of measurement and say that we want theteachers to participate in seminars on readirig assessment data or evaluating theachievement outcomes. Or we might assign a curriculum person because we wantteachers trained better in how you use achievement data as a basis for programdesign and so on. The point I have been trying to make is that this process of inter-vention does not alter per pupil expenditure, does not add in Eir permanent way tothe resources with which the school works, does not reduce class size, and does notadd-to the repertoire pf services that the school has to offer. It merely sets out tohelp the school people see that there are way,s to make better use of the resources .already there.
"I have designed in the New York schools a program that says children may not bepromoted from any one grade to the next unless they can demonstrate on the basicof objective data their mastery of a sufficient minimum of school skills such ispermit us to professionally predict that if they Move on to the next grade they willbe successful. Ifdata will not permit you to make that prediction, then you can notmove them. In New York City this will remain the primary responsibility of the 32decentrailized districts which control the elementary and intermediate schools. Eachdistrict elects its own board and the board hires its Own superintendent and theteachers are hired from a central Iit. We give them a central budget allocation, andso on. in this program you are denied the.discretion of promoting exclusively on thebasis of teacher judgement and in order to promote you must have the objective evi-

9
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dence of pupil mastery of the minimum skills of which we all hear so mucn. The
program says that in the 4th grade and 7th grade, no matter what the decentralized
district does, the central administration will itself adminigter, the city-wide test in
reading, writing, and math and interpret the results, This in wsense verifies wheth-
er or not the decentralized districts' criteria for promotion are in conformity with

,
what is implied lay the statement that no child is to move unless and until that
child can demonstrate sufficient mastery of the bodies of knowledge and sets of
skills that in the third grade are prerequisite for predictable sUccess in the fourth
grade. Many of you may be thinking.that there is no justification fOr noppromotion
Wall you can offer children is a repeat of what they just did. I understand that. One
of the characteristics of the program is the understanding that children; particular-
ly in the 4th and 7th grade, who do not get promoted wiH have the opportunity to
participate in a program designed to correct the academic difficulties that constitute
the objective explanation for why they did not get promoted.

I have made remarks about the program tO illustrate the sorts of things that
ought to be done in central administration to reinforcewhat is essentially a school-
based design for improvement. My .gbal iR that eventually all the schools in New
York City will have their own school improvement program and not haveto partici-
pator; a project in order for that to, be true. To do that, central administration has
to institutiohalize its capacity to be a credible, procedural and substantive resoUrce.
We walk a school' through a evaluation of its relative strength and weakness with
respects to the characteristics I have mentioned and then Made the important,deck
sion ,about what repertoire of technical resources need to be assigned in response to
such deficiency as may have been found. We can use these experiences to evaluate
what kinds of men and women representing what kinds of skills are needed to
becOme permanent part of the curriculum division. This will eventually permit any
one of the 1,200 schools to decide for itself who it wants in its owirschodl improve-
ment project. Then a school can turn to the central administration to say ftiat it
was determined that these and theSe are the kinds of technical assistance this par-
ticular school needs in orderto made better use of those resources that it already
has.

I'm happy to report that achievement has risen dramatically in the last three
years. Aggregate New York City pupil performance,is now above national norms as
measured by the CAT. Disaggregration shows that while the gain has been city wide
it has been greatest in those districts enrolling the largest proportions of low income'
children.

There have been equally clramatie improvements in the individual schools partici-
pating in the School Imeirovement Project.

I want now to briefly describe other programs of school improvement in several
other Nties.

Milwaukee, Wisconsin wasithe first school district to launch a formal project of
school improvement based on the findings of the SES project. In 1'978, the Milwau-
kee superintendent named Maureen Larkin to guide a program of instructional im-
provement aimed at twenty Milwaukee elementary schools designated by the super-
intendent as ineffi..-ctive. "Project RISE" set out to implement programs of staff de-
velopment, materials review and instructional redesign based on the assumption
that the "RISE" schools must come to possess the five characteristics of effective
schools identified by SES. It is interesting to note that the SIP schools in New York
City were volunteers while the RISE schools in Milwaukee were not. There are
other equally dramatic differences by one striking siMilarity. Ms. Larkin reports
that the gains in achievement in the RISE schools ai-e dramatic as is the case in the
SIP schools. 1.

Beginning in 1980 John Ervin, Vice President Of the Danforth Foundation, set out
to persuade school officials in St. Louis to permit him to implemenra prograrin of
school improvement based on the findings in SES. During the 1980-81 school year
Vice President Ervin in close collaboration with District Superintendent Rufus
Young launched a program of school improvement in four inner city St. Louis ele-
mentary schools. The St. Louis design is heavily focused on staff development and
an elaborate design for broad consultation and shared decision making. It is much
too soon to have any basis for assessing project outcomes. It is interesting to note
that in St. Louis, unlike New York and Milwaukee that initiative for school im-
provement came from-outside the school system.

Perhaps the most extraordinak, of the designs to be summarized is the "New
Jersey Education Association Sc-hool Effectiveness Training Program." Teacher
unions are pot often noted for formal programs of school improvement. The NJEA
program is notable for its combination of formality and sophistication. The program
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is available on teacher demand and uses staff development as the major instrumentof intervention.'
Finally I want to note programs o school improvement in the state of Connecti-cut. In 1979 Mark Shedd, Connecticth Commissioner of Education, asisigned Mary JoKramer of his staff the task of organization a State Department Office of SchoolImprovernenmt. This state initiative took two forms. The state offers local districtssmall grants to enccurage projects pf school improvement b"ased on the SES. NewHaven is one of the recipients of such a grant and has organized a prOgram beingrun from the office ,)f New Haven Superintendent Gerald Tirizzi. The New Havenproject is the only one known to Me that includes all of the schools in the district.The second form of the state initiative is technical assistance. The staff of Con-necticut's Office of School Improvement has spent considerable time in New YorkCity studying my research and the operation of the New York City School Improve-

.ment Project. Connecticut has modified the needs assessment instruments and hasfield tested them. Thus state department personnel are available to local school diS-tricts to teach them the techniques of assessing the five factors from the SES.The impact of all these projects is their contribution to our knowledge of ther leans by which school districts can use research findings 'as the basis for local pro-Lrams of school improvement.

SUMMARY OBSERVATIONS

Ope of the most straight forward and widely disseminated utcomes of the gESproject is its description of' the five factors that characterize i tructionally effectiveschools. The accuracy of the characteristics is reinforded by t e findings in the NewYork City Case Studies. Moreover Leadership, Climate, Exr4ctations, InstructionalEmphasis and Assessment now form the basis for a number jf projects of school im-provement. We are thus compelled to face a number of issues that logically proceedfrom the SES.
While we can m w be reasonably confident-that -0;e-five cbaracteristies'are corre-lates of school effectiveness we do not kno* whether theTharacteristics are causesof school effectiveness. The outcome bt-thechool improvement projects in NewYork City dnd Milwaukee N sufficient to .derribastrate-the efficacy of a sdhool inter-vention strategy based on correlates. Such prograrns would tiowever be dramaticallystsengtheried were we to make progress in our understanoting of the origin of thestitutional changes that produce improvements in teaching`ond learning.Two bodies of knowledge offer immediate opportunities fostrengthening strate-gies olschool intervention based on the SES findings. The disc yline of organization-al de3elopment adds sophisticated _process to the substance cf the five factors. Iknow of no instances in ,:chin the lessons from Organizational Pevelopment informthe designs for school improvement associated with the-SES. The bodies of knowl-edge and sets of skills that have derived from certain of the .stildies of teacher ef-fects are of equally dramatic immediate applicability in designing programs ofsnool improvement.

kWhat is wanted here is research that seeks to integrate school effectS, teacher ef-fects and organizational developmtnt. I expect to pursue such an agenda as part ofmy work at the Institute for Research on Teaching w M.S.U.
Finally, it must be noted that the activities being reported on here are of littlemoment unless educational decision makers,express an interest in uSing what we'velearned about the characteristics of effect4T schools. After all one cif the character-istics of effective schools is that they`care about the quality of teaching and learningfor all jf their students. Unfortunately we know far more about th4 desirability of

such caring' than the means by which it is brought to pass.

STATEMENT OF RONALD EDMONDS, PROFESSOR, SCHOOL OF
EDUCATION. MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITVr

iMr. EDMONDS. What I really wanted tp taik about siere briefly,three things. No. 1, a quick descriptiOn of my oWn study of school
effectiveness because it is illustrative of those to which 4 refer. AndI think that a description of my own is in many respects a descrip-
tion of several.

Second, I wanted to talk about the use of that work in New York
City and 'some other places because one of the interesting ,things
about what's going on with the research in school ef e s is the

9
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extent to which at local Achdol and at State initiative the work is
increasingly being used as the basis for programs of actual school
intervention. So, I wanted to make some brief descriptions of New
York and Milwaukee and a few other places and say something
about what' the outcomes there are because fortunately we've been
at it long enough now so that in addition to describing how we use
it as a basis for designing actual programs a school intervention,
we can also talk about what difference it makes. That is what do
we have to show for ,the initiative that are now underway.

And finally I did want to briefly summarize what I think is sort
of the state of the discourse on effective schooling which really de-__
rives from a larger question. The larger question being what is the
interaction in the United States between pupil performance in
school and pupil social class and family background.

That is to the extent that the Congress contemplates programs
'and funding and legislation, is it now more reasonable to design
thoge programs on the-basis of the conclusion that how well chil-
dren do in school depends primarily on the nature of the family
from which they come or is it more appropriate to design those pro-
grams and activities on the basis of the conclusion that the basic
explanation of how well children do in *school, depends on the
nature of the school to which they're sent and can be and often is
relatively, independent of the nature of: the fami;ies from which
they codie.

Welt, the study that I'm responsible for that set out to contribute
at least to the answer to that question began by the simple device
.a asking the question are there any schools anywhere in the
United States in which pupil performance is relatively independent
of social class and family background.

More explicitly, in order to answeif the question, we aske)d if we
collected inconte social class family background data on a group of
children in .a number of cities throughout the United States in
grades three through seven-inclusive so that we would know with
some specificity the socidl class of all of the children we were look-
ing at. And then went back for those same childrenthat is having
identified their social class we then went back and for those same
children ccfiected achievement data for all the years they'd been in
school. So, that now we not only knew what their social class was
we also knew how well they performed on every standarized test
they ever took. We then asked the question of the data. Can we
find any schools in which the ptoportion, of low-income children
demonstrating mastery of their school requirements is virtually
identical to,the proportion of middle-class children demonstrating
mdstery of iheir school requirements.

For example, the city of Detroit we presume that if you did an
examination of the proportion of middle-class children in the fifth
grade in Detroit consistently demonstrating mastery, you were
'probably looking at about the best in the way of instruction that
Detroit had to offer and we could make the same statement about
Chicago andoLos Angeles and Cleveland, and so on.

So, that our standard for making, the initial judgment goesis
gorat by asking the question if you re talking about only middle.,
class children in the third, fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh grade
what proportion of them consistently learn what they need to know

r-
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in order to be successful ai the next level of schooling and a typical
answer is somewhere between 94 and 99 percent. That is typically
between about 94 and 93 percent of middle-Class children consist-ently learn what they need to kaow in order to be successful at
both the next grade and at the.next level of schooling.

We then ask in the same schools in which we put the question
could we find any schools then in which.if 94 percent of the middle-
class children were consistently successful, could wa find schools in
which 54 percent of the low-income children were consistently suc-
cessful. And the answer was, "Yes. We did."

Now, this does not mean that we found schools in- Which poor
children as a group were performing identical to middle-class chil-dren as a group. That is, theseeven these schools that met ourstandard of effectiveness were still schools in which middle-class
children as a group tended to do better than poor children as aroup.:Bit the reason we were willing to call the schools effective
is because no significant proportion of either the low-income group
or the middle-class group was falling below the minimum they
needed, to master in order to be virinally guaranteed success at the
next level of schooling. And we could find sehools that met that
standard. That is we could find schools in which the distribution of
achievement met the most rigorous standard of equity despite thefact that the achievement gap remained. But the floor of achieve-
ment rose and so far as we can -tell, continues to rise fairly dra-matically.

So that phase of the work merely went to the question are there
any schools anywhere that ,can meet such a standard of effective-
ness and we answered the question ."Yes."

The second Set o(questions we asked of our datawell, given the
fact that there do, exist in the United States city schools in fairly
typical urban circumstances serving demographically, typical pupilpopulations what is there about those schools that makes themthat way? That is what's the difference between the schools thatmet our standard of effectiveness as contrasted to the ones that
didn't when it was clear that what we were looking at were two
groups of schools in which similarities were far greater than differ-ences. That is, we were looking at two groups of schools that were
approximately the sanie size, approximately the same income,
social class distribution, virtually identical per pupil expenditure,
pupil-teacher ratio. Issues of that kind.

In order to answer the second set of questions, I mean about
what the differenee between the schools, that met the standard of
effectiveness as contrasted to the Ones that don't. We paired each
of the effective schools with an ineffective school. Saw to it that in
doing the pairings each of them met some of those other controls
that I mentioned. Racial composition, sacial class distribution,
issues of that kind. We then designed a set of instruments to record
school life. Trained a-grOup -of obsegvers to use those instruments
and put them in the paired sets of schools for extended periods of
time to record school life.

Our, observers were always blind as to whether they had been as-
signed to a school that was effective or ineffective. As a matter of
fact we deliberately added a third group.of schools that we charac-
terized as being aggressively innoxious so that even if you were as-
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signed either to an effective or ineffective school_ you wouldn't be
quite so tempted to guess since we didn't want the recording of
school life to be influenced by our observers- knowing in advance
that they had or had not been assigned to a school that met our
standard.

In any caSe, our observers then used their observation time and
used instruments to record school life across a broad range of insti-
tutional organizational variables. All those data came back to us.
At that time I was still at Harvard University. l'he data came back
to us at Harvard University and we subjected the data ,to a fairly
straightforward analysis. Our analysiS merely asked. the question if

. you exclude from consideration institutional organizational charac-
teristics that exist in-both effective and ineffective schools. That is
if you could exclude from consideration the fact that class size ap-
pears not to vary very much between effective and ineffective,
schools, racial composition appears not to vary very much. lAge of
the building appears not to vary and pupil teacher ratio appears
not to vary and so on, will You end up with anything at all. Will
you end up with any organizational institutional characteristic&
that exist in the set of effective Schools and do not exist in the set
of ineffective schools..., That was the kind of analysis we subjected
the data to and.when our analysis was fihished we ended with
what I suMmarized.as five characteristics.

The reason I say I-summarized it is because language being what
'it is you might be able to say that these are seven characteristics.
Or, you might be able to say that they're three. It is partly a func-
tion of language but the point is the list isn't all that long and nei-.
ther do I think it to be. particularly esoteric and I will describe in
in a very few words, but I'll introduce it with two cautions.

No. 1, I'm going to describe these characteristics as consistently
describing the schools that met our standard of effectiveness which
is not the-same as saying these characteristics are necessarily the
cause of the difference we were observing. We know these charac-
teristics to be the correlations. We're not sure whether or not they
are the cause. I mean I'm not sure it matters because later on
when I remark on their use you'll see that you can use correlates
just about as effectively as you can use causes. But in any case,
that is a caution.

The second' caution, I'm necessarily going to recite these charac-
teristics in some ordering, bUt it is not a rank ordering. That is I'm
notthis recitation is not meant to imply that the third character-
istic is less impOrtant than the first or more important than the
fifth. We only know that the schools that met our standard had all
of the characteristics and they had them all at once.

And they are first the fact that we detected very noticeable dif-
ferences in the way principals behaved in effective schools as con-
trasted to the way principals behaved in ineffehive schools. And to
summarize that one very quickly it suffices to say that probably
the most dramatic illustration is our conclusion that men and
women presiding over ineffective schOols tended, to spend most of
their time performing managerial functions from their offices. That
is they tended to make their greatest investment of time -and
ene-rgy in budgetary decisions and organizational decisions in the
physical decisions about the nature of the environment and they
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tended relatively spea4ing not to participate in the actUal teaching
and learning that described the school.

Wherein the effective schools the men and women who presided
over, those tended to behave in very different ways. That is theytended, for example, to spend relatively little time physically intheir offices. They tended to spend most of their time out and
abut-in the school and for the most part in being out and about inthe school they were intimate parties to matters instructional.That is they were' in classrooms participating in a program of in-
struction. They were conferring with teachers about the choice ofmaterials or the organization of the classroom. Or they were evalu-ating whether this space is more instructional appropriate for thisfunction than that and so on.

. And to summarize it the Men and women who met our standardof presiding over an effective school were notable for the fact thatthey were in fact the instructionaL leaders in their schools. I shouldsay since I didn'thaven't said it already. I am talking here pri-
marily about elementary and second, about intermediate. I am not,tatkAng about high schools at all. I mean I can do that, but it wouldbe a very venAifferent conversation.

I'm talking here about primarily elementary and intermediateschools.
Second set of characteristics that we concluded had to do with in-stitutional emphasis or instructional emphasis and I can illustratethat most easily by telling you what we did in order to get at that

particular yariable. In these schools we convened a cross section of
adults, teachers, parents, principal of the building, paraprofession-
als. Adults who represented the men and women who worked orhad to do with the larger school community. And we asked themall the same question. And the question wassome variation of,What does this place care most about? What 'does this school em-phasize? What does it regard its primary outcome? So forth.Now, in recording the answers to those questions our evaluations
revealed that variation in the substance of the answer tended notto make much difference. Tended not to be the correlate of the dif-ference we were interested in. What tended to be the most dramat-ic correlate was the pervasiveness of the adult understanding of
whatever the answer to the question was.

I mean I can most easily illustrate that by saying everytime veasked a principal this 'questionWhat does this school care mostabout? Principals of course always answeredanswered at consid-erable length. Often with substantial documentation, eloquence,and persuasiveness. And we then went on and asked the rest of theadults only to make the 'discovery that the only person in the build-
ing in ineffective schools who answered the question the way.prin-cipal did was the principal.

And then one of it's major Characteristics is that the definition of
institutional emphasis tended to vary as a functiOn of who was an-swering the eluestion.

Conversely, in the effective schools the most notable difference
on, this variable was the fact that all adults tended to answer thequestion the same way. That is they didn't say to usthey didn't
say they believed it. They didn't even say they liked it, but theysure made it clear they knew the answer., And I don't think that's
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a particularly extraorainary observation, but the point is one of the
characteristics of theSe effective schools is this pervasive under-
standing of what the institutional emphasis is suppose to be. Which
I think is another.manifestatitm of leadership, if you will, because
it also gives the principal of this building the opportunity to moni-
tor the relationship between adult behavior and whether or not it
advances what institutional emphasis is suppose to be.

Third set of ,characteristics had to do with" climate. Climate is
probably the least ambiguous most straightforward of our. examina-
tions. I mean this word chmate in schools is'clefined in various and
sundry ways. And let me make clear that for the most part I'm
using a fairly tangible definition of what climate is.

Climate here refers to relative orderliness. Relative cleanliness,
relative physical repair, and so on. And I'll give you a quick illus-
tration of that. We were interested, for example, in answering the
questiondo effective schools have any greater incidence or lesser
incidence of broken windows than ineffective schobls? And so we
you know, that wasn't all that hard to do. We counted broken win-
dows in the paired sets and matched it to see whether or not we
detected any significant variation in the incidence of broken win-
dows. We also counted burned out light bulbs. I mean you can see
how you could do a variety of measures on something like that.

And we had to conclude that relatively speaking virtually, no
variation at all. But that the variation was in how long it took to
fix the window and how long it took to replace the burned out light
bulbs. That is in ineffective schools relatively speaking it tended to
take a long time..Whereas in effective schools it tended not to take
a long time.

-Now, the reason I emphasize here that that,is a correlate of ef-
fectiveness is because clearly whether or not you replace a light
bulb is not the cause of achievement, but I do think that what's
going on' in that particular variable is that those things are stand-
ins for adult, attention to the environment. Schools that have
broken windows and holes in the walls and broken furniture and
those things are riot attended to, is simplyit seems to me in the
interpretive sense of it another way of saying to the children we
don't really care about this place. We don't take it so seriously that
we'll replace bulbs when they burn out and fix windows when they
get broken and so forth and so on.

The fourth set Of characteristics are probably the most ambigu-
ous because they're the most interpretive. And that has to do with
our interpretation of the children's interpretation of the teacher's
expectations.

The reason I say that to you it's actuallyit's not quite as com-
plicated as it sounds. But I can illustrate.it fairly quickly. We re-
corded, for examples in classrooms the relationship between pupil
participation in recitation aria pupil social class. That is we wanted
to questionis there any variability in incidence of participation as
a function of whether we're looking at an effective or ineffective
school and the conclusion was fairly straightforward.

One of the characteristics of ineffective schools is that pupil par-
ticipation in recitation tends not to be random. That is the children
most likely in ineffective schools to answer a 'question are those
children most likely to know the answer. Children most likely to
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participate in a varieiy of things that go'bn in the classroom arechildren most likely to be middle class. Children most likely to bewhite. I -mean however you want toconstruct it so that you get anonrandom distribution of the phenomenon of recitation.
Whereas in effective schools it- tended to he quite the opposite:That is children participating in recitation the rise and fall of thattended to be absolutely independent of their color, the nature oftheir language, their sex, their size, and so on. And I think that thereason that's trueI- mean I'm saying again that the correlate isthe incidence of participation. If you want to. go on and speculate

about what there is about it that influences the phenomenon of ex-pectation, I think it's the following: ,
I think= that if you are 'for example a lowerj-slass black boy andyou're in a classroom that's ,mixed. And dly after day you notethat the teacher only calls or prefers to call on children who aremiddle class and brightegt 'and well prepared and that sort ofthing, eventually I think what happens is that these lower classchildren conclude that the" teacher does not expect them to knowthe answer to questions. And in any case Ale teacher tends not tocare all that much about whether they know the answer in rela-.tionship to -how the teachers feel about other kinds of children.In the effective schools the difference is that all children ere vir-tually compelled to conclude that they have as much chance ofbeing asked to answer a question as any child. That is thatImean I'll give ,. you one quick illustration of that and I'll move onquickly.

We noted,for example, a classroom teacher that began each day
with a blank piece of 81/2 by 11 inch paper and as the day went onthe teacher made dots on this piece of paper and we were mystifiedas to what that represented. And upon asking discovered that theteacher began the day with this blank piece of paper and then ifthe teacher called on that gentleman there in the upper right hand
corner of this room to answer a question the teacher made a dot onthis paper that approximated the student's location in the room.And as the day went on the teacher repeated that procedure. And
her reason for doing that is her intent that at the close of everyschoolday the distribution of those dots should apPioximate the dis-tribution of children in the room.

Now, the role that has in expectation it seeins to me is fairlystraightforward. It merely means that it wouldn't take you verylong of being- a student in such a class to come to understand that
even if you didn't get asked to answer a question, the probability of
your being asked was as great as it was for anybody. And it seemsto me that that is one of the things effective schools do. Is thatthey do manage to convey the, idea that the people that run thisplace expect all these children to obtain certain levels of mastery
and they comport themselves in ways that reinforce that.

The final set of characteristics I want to mention have to de withtheachools use of evaluation. That is the kind of evaluation you getout of standardized achievement data and that merely means thatin ineffective schools when pupil performance on standarizedachievement tests reveals that a significant number of children arenot doing particularly well, ineffective school people tend to ex-plain that gway. They tend to say 'these children aren't doing well
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because they're poor, because they're linguistically unsophisticated,
, because they have cognitive difficulties and nutritional depriva-

tions and so. And the upshoot of it is that having explained that
away school personnel then go on to do whatever, they've been
doing.-

On the other side of the coin, in the effective schools whenever
pupil performance on achievement data reveal that a significant
proportion of the population isn't doing what they should, then the
school people make the decision to do things differently. That is
they don't know exactly what they should do next, but they do
know they're not going to do again exactly what they just did. And
that is a quick summary of those characteristics.

Now, one of the interesting things about this work is the thought
that between 1978-7-August 1978February 1981 I did divide my
time between Harvard University. in New York City and used this
work as the substantive bases for programs of school improvement
in the city of New York. Now, obviously it iswhile these 'ideas
were important to that effort, it matters a good deal that- Chanel-
lor Frank Macchiarola cared about them and that Chancellor Mac-
chiarola had surrounded himself with men and women who, in my
judgment, were committed -to a single Outcome and that was to
make the New York schools better places for all 'of the million chil-
dren who still go to school there.

To give you the outcome before I even mention the process of in-
tervention, as of June 1981, the New York City schools are above
the national average in their performance on standardized achieve-
ment tests and rising. And it is also true that the substantive intel-
lectual bases for Chancellor Macchiarola's programs of school im-
provement and institutional redesign do derive from the body of
work of which my own research is illustrative and that /'m glad to
say that I hid some significant part to play in that outcome.

In summarizing it I can also tell you, for example, that this re-
search forms the basis for programs of school improvement in Mil-
waukee, Wis.; in St. Louis, Mo.; in a number of school districts in
the State of Connecticut, and in a number of school d,istricts in the
State of New Jersey.

In the State of New Jersey it is interesting to me that the New
Jersey Education Association is using thib research as the basis for
having designed a program of school improvement that the union
makes available to its people on teacher demand. That is one does
not ordinarily note union initiative in the direction of such direct
instructional service to its, constituents and I think it's interesting
that they are doing that.

In any case, a good deal is going on. I think that there is reason
for some cautious optimism about prospects fbr the future. 1 think
it unfortunate that the public's increasing interest in and endorse-
ment of these approaches to school effectiveness cannot be accom-
panied by a national rhetoric in both the Congress and the execu-
tive branch that endorses these initiative& and encourages these
initiatives because obviously what's going on is that while the
public and the school people on their own are engaged in what I
regard as some fairly unusual behaviors in these programs of
school improvement, it's also true that the Washington discourse
on education seems to be moving in quite another direction.

.
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I would, for exam`ple, endorse the remarks my predecessor made
about making changes in title I, but quite frankly I don't know
how optimistic I am about that because I'm rather more concerned
about whether the Federal Government will stay in the education
business at all. And I'll end this by telling you, at least in sum-
mary terms, why I think you should.

I think there's little doubt that in the years between the mid-six-
ties and the Tiresent whieh is the period of Federal participation in
elementary-secondary education': There's little doubt that we have
a good deal to show for,that. We've a good deal to show in system-
atic evaluations of improvements and performance for low-ineome
children. Furthermore, we can also tell you with some considerable
specificity, the circumstances under which title I programs are
almost always instructional effective.

Now, but more importantly even than thatwhat the Federal
Government has done for public schooling in the United States it
has compelled both attention and reources be focused on precisely
that portion of the school age population that has historically prof-
ited least from the way we do things. I mean if there has been a
Federal triumph, it may be unsung. It may be too modest to receive
the sort of attention it deserves. But if you want to note a triumph,
I think it takes two forms. No. 1, I doubt that there's any Federal
program that has been as successful than title I in seeing to it that
congressionally allocated resources were in fact delivered to pre-
cisely those children for whom they were intended. That has been
one of the extraordinary outcomes of title I.

But the second more notable outcome is not the Federal role, in
education has given local and State educational decision-makers
the opportunity to avoid the politics of local deciaionmaking would
make it dramatically difficult for them to pay attention to that por-
tion of their local and_State constituency that is most politically
impotent; has the least influence and the least opportunity to influ-
ence the way local and State boards operate. And on those grouhds
and in combination with these initiatives about school improve-
ment, I certainly hope .that the Congress stays in the education
business and as a matter of fact if anything it gets greater instead
of lesser. Thank you.

Mr. HAWKINS. The Chair would like to commend all three wit-
nesses for the excellent presentations that they have made to the
committee. The statementsthe prepared statements in their en-
tirety will be printed in the record as they were presented to the
committee.

First, Dr. Rosenshine, may I ask you in the statement that you
madethe prepared statement, on page 7, asks the question, Will
the schools adopt the successful programs? And you indicated that
they had not received wide acceptance and you had seemed to
imply great doubt that 'they would be adopted. Could you explain
why you think the schools or school districts are not inclined to
adopt whdt may be cited as successful programs?

Dr. ROSENSHINE. That, I cannot give a very good answer. My pri-
mary work as.a researcher is identifying what 'worksidentifying
successful practices, identifying successful programs. I'm not in ad-
ministration. I'm not in a position to haveI haven't done any
work on this problem.

91-113 0-82---3
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One of the problems apparently is that what goes 'on these pro-
gramsthis direct instruction, highly controlled structured envi-
ronment is different from what the teachers were trained to do in
their colleges of education. And so thatbecause years ago in col-
leges of education we didn't understand instruction and so we gave
out nostrumsor they gave our nostrums like educate the whole
child and each child learns differently. And I think the conflict be-
tween thewhat I consider the misrules that were learned 10 or 15
years ago and what is coming out as effective education is one of
the reasons as to why these things aren't being accepted.

Another reason is I think just simple competition. If school A
down the road has put in this specific program then they're getting
all the publicity and school Bthere s no paYoff for school B to
simply imitate school A.

But I can't answer more on that.
Mr. HAWKINS. With respect to the point made by Ms. Bernstein,

and I think to some extent referred to by Mr. Edmonds on the suc-
cess of title I programs, 'did you in any way in the schools that you
observed bad any opportunity to observe the operation of title I
programs? And if so, how did you evaluate them?

Dr. ROSENSHINE. Well, all schools that I observed were ,schools
that were primarily, serving poor children. Therefore these were all
heavy title I programs.

-Mr. HAWKINS. They were all effective schools?
Dr. ROSENSHINE. Those that I saw were all effective schools ,and

because I--
Mr. HAWKINS. Would you say that the effectiveness of those

schools was in any way related to the title I programs?
Dr. ROSAISHINE. I don't know. Is Follow ThroughI don't know

if the Follow Through program is directly under title I. But I do
know that the Follow Through program washas developed cer-
tain cites and programs that are quite effective. Now wHetherI
don't know if that's title I or not.

Mr. HAWKINS. Ms. Bernstein, you indicated or did criticize the
title I program in d very definitive way. There's no doubt that you
do, not dvaluate them very highly. And you indicated in the final
paragraph that on the reauthorization of the/Elementary and Sec-
ondary Education Act ,that we ,should replace the low expectation
with,higher expectations and should reward success rather than
codify failure. Could you simplify that for the committee. And what
way then would we make changes in the Elementary and Second-
ary Education Act that would accomplish what you believe to be
more desirable than the emphasis that has been placed on title I
-programs?

Ms. BERNSTEIN. All right. Let me explain first' of all to back-.
Mr. HAWKINS. Well, how would you replace title I programs?

That may be a better way to--
Ms..BERNSTEIN. Oh, OK. I still believe that the, way the Federal

Government awards title I funds is basically sound in the sense
that the distribution is controlled as to the. States. And as to the
school districts within the States and as-to the schools -within the-
school district.

How I would change it is that once that money got to the level of
the school, which by definition and by the operatien of the formu-
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las in the Federal and State formulas is almost by definition a low-
income and minority school with educational problems. That oncethe money got to the schoolhouse, that there mould not be this at-tempt to segregate the eligible children from the rest of the chil-
dren' in the schools.

Nearly all of thoSe schools have high percentages of low-income
and minority, students. But that the title I staff would not be
trained separately from the regular staff That there would bethe
Federal regulations would iiermit the training of the whole faculty
to create this wholeness that Dr. Edmonds is referring to and
which other researchers have found to be an important ingredient
in the successful school.

That the kind of allowable expenditures would focus more on the
changing of the concept of the school. The changing of the empha-sis of the school rather than on focusing on the buyable things that
are allowed to be purchased under the present title I regulations
such as books and materials.

This is not to say that those schools don't need money. It is onlyto say that the way in which all of that got laid down in 1965placed a heavy emphasis on the material., and the purchasable
rather than that which was the ideas that would transform a pe-destrian school to a successful school. I think that the successful
schools that people are identifying now are nearly all title I
schools, But the question is why 'is it that one title I school is meet-
ing the objectives and another one is not? What are these critical
differences and those critical differences are the ones that Dr. Ed-monds has explained.

I think that this effective school movement is almost independ-ent of title I. IV§ notand in some respects I think it's incompati-
ble with the rules of title I in that title I does not promote a whole-
ness at the school level. Of whole school planning, a whole school
supportive environment. It tends to divide the students and dividethe faculty and to create tensions within the school rather than
unity within a school.

Mr. HAWKINS.'Would you say then that the Federal money that
has been flowing to the school district Under title I should be con-
tinaed, but that its concentration should be upon the school ratherthan directed to a certain group of students within the school?
Would you favor the continuation then of title I?

Ms. BERNSTEIN. Yeah, I'd like to seeI think these school dis-
tricts need money. And they're going to need more money in the
future. And I'd certainly like to see the Federal Government con-
tinue to assist school districts that have high concentrations of kids
that have historically been difficult to teach. But I'd like to see the
philosophical assumptions on which title I was drawn in 1965 reex-
amined by the Congress when it redesigns the program in the.future.

The answer is yes. I think that money should keep flowing, butthat there Should--
Mr. HAWKINS. And should it go to the so-called disadvantaged

schoolsthe schools where there is a concentration of disadvan-
taged students. You would agree up to that point?
, MS. BERNSTEIN. Right.
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Mr. HAWKINS. It's only the distribution of the money within the
school itself among its students that you find a difference?

.

Ms. BERNSTEIN. Where I take exception, that's right.
Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Edmonds, in what way dv-you answer the

same genral question with respect to a compensatory education as
embodied in title I?

Mr. EnNtoNns. I think that the problem that some people note in
title I has to do with its origin. Title I was born in the middle of
the 1960's in response to what's called familial effects analysis or
the origin of achievement. The prevailing explanation of achieve-
ment in the mid-sixties was still the Coleman report. The Coleman
report allowed people .to interpret the notion that if you wanted to
cause children to do better in school, you didn't alter the school,
you altered the children. And that's why the program was called
compensatory education. It was designed to compensate these chil-
dren for the differences that presumably prevented- their doing
beter in school.

In my judgment the single stroke of the pen that could wipe out
the familial effects origin 'of title I is to change eligibility, from
income to performance. That 1s to eliminate family characteristics
as the measure of pupil eligibility for title I and substitute pupil
performance on standardized measures of achievement.

What you would discover if you-did that is that the eligible popu-
lation would change hardly at all but the -whole of this difficulty
about the intellectual disability of familial effects and all of that
would be wiped out at one stroke.

The other benefit that that would have is that it seems to me
that if you then talked about pupil eligibility as a function of how
well they're doing in school, then you get away from the politics of
arguing that you'i.e only interested in one portion of the Population
and presumably therefore less interested in the other Portion of
the population. And I think that then permits what the Federal
Government itself hasnlready concluded in its own studies are the
three characteristics of title I when it's most consistently effective.
No. 1, it's most effective when- it occurs in the lower grades. No. 2,
is most effective when it's characterized by tight administration
and careful programing and No. 3, perhaps most importantly, it is
most effective when it is not a pullout program. That is title- I pro-
grams are most effective when their approach to remedial instruc-
tion is a whole group instruction in which supplementary materials
and supplementary personnel operate under the direct administra-
tion of the local principal and the local c!assroom teacher. And
these outside resources and these outsid, men and women are.
made to do the bidding Of the local school and they are not free to
work their will by taking these eligible children physically out of
the room gild they participate in a separate program with separate
materials and separate measures of outcome and so forth and sO
on.

Let me just conclude that, Mr. Chairman, by saying that you
asked" my colleague earlier why weren't schools using what we now
know of effective programing. I think that there are twothere are
a number of answers, but I'll just give two very briefly.

The first answer is there is an intellectual explanation. The
United States is still notable for the fact that its primary explana-
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tioh for the origin of achieyetnent is still a familial explanation.
That is most Americans as do most social scientists still continue to
conclude that how well children do in school is still far more a
function of the nature of their family than the character of their.
school. And as long as that's true, then our school colleagues have

tellectually legitimate explanation for why they',
don't serve spoor children e e do.-_

The second reason is a political one. That is it does turn out,"as I
suspect we all know, that in the rigors of local political decision-
making and State political decisionmaking the low-income family is
the most potent. It is the least uble to compel educators and other
social servants to do what those families want done for them. And
as Are 'all know, social service isas it ought Ithink to be Ei politi-,

°cal exercise and the social' servants serve those they think they
must. And when they think they needn't then they don't. And
since most low-income, families are unable either to politically
reward those who do their bidding or to politically punish those
who don't, then local school people lack a political motivation for
using the advances and research on effective schooli being talked.
about here.

That's one of my reasons for wanting the Federal Government to
remain in the picture because the Federal Government dissipates
that limitation on what is otherwise the genius of American politi-

, cal decisionmaking at the local level.
Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you, Mr. Edmonds. Mr. Goodling?
Mr. GOODLING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Edmonds, I think,

Follow-Through after the 1978 amendments became a special pro-
ject rather than a title I. .

Mr. EDMONDS. It did that.
Mr. GOODLING. It's an interesting Lituation because many of the

creative administrators and eduk:ational leaders, of course, were in-
volved in Follow Through before the Congress decided they should
be in Follow Through. And we are now asking them to pay back
the money that they spent. In many instances ESEA title I, be
cause-they-were-ereative and ahead of their time or ahead of Con-
gress time I should say.

The importance of the leadership in the school has been men-
tioned. But, I discovered in supervising student teachers that some-
times in spite of good leadership in the school, the teaching staff'
was so poor that they had a difficult time leading toward excel-
lence. Did you discover that in your studies?

Mr. EDMONDS. I'll give mine first because it's pretty short. Our
conclusion was that effective leadership was unnecessary but by no
means sufficient prerequisite to school effectiveness. And that we
never found an ineffective school that didn't have effective leader-
ship, but we did find ineffective schools with otherwise exemplary,
principals. And that it clearly to us was because some of the other
critical institutional Characteristics weren't present to reinforce
what the leader was hble to offer.

Mr. GOODLING. Does anyone else wish to respond?
Dr. ROSENSHINE. Suppose we have a less effective teacher. What

can we do for her or him? We can say be a professional. We can
say be concerned. We can say teach the whole child. I would hope
that we can give them specific training programs that they can
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use. And these things are emerging now. They're emerging out of
the educational literature,- out of the educational research. Some of
du- Follow. Through prograins I've seen in some of these Follow
Through or some of the other, teacher-training programs, ,teachers
who are apparently burned out, who got into these specific pro-
grams and got all fired up. I know of research where we have
taken teachers in urban settings and where the children were-
achieving low, gave them these instructions about teaching, .the
'teachers used them and the achievement scores went up,

Such has been one experiment that Tom Good did in Tulsa,
Okla., which was receutly.replicated in Milwaukee, Wis. So, It's an
issue of what do. we have to give the teachers rather than say OK;
go out and locate materials somewhere. And I would hope thatI
don't know how one does target, that we would target it more
toward the validated proven materials. At this point we do have
validated proven approaches. And I .think it's unfortunate that the
schools are told no one thing works the same for all children arid
go out and find the material that you think are appropriate when
they frequently choose inappropriate material.

Mr. GOODLING. That is true particularly when they're talking to
the least- effective teachers who would have a very difficult time
finding material: There are a lot who probably could go out and
find good material. But there are a .lot, partictllarly, I always felt,
from the post-World War.II baby boom era who could not. I had to
hire an awful lot of breathing people. That's the best I could say
for them, but they got on tenure and it was a problem.

Dr. ROSENSHINE.. But I know in one case where we passed out
these reacher-training instructions to teachers and the teachers
turned around and said how Come we never saw this before. .

Mr. GOODLING. Teacher expectation -was mentioned. Is there a
danger that we could go to the other extreme and undo all that you
saw s happeqing partially because of teacher expectation?

'M EDMONDS. I'm not sure I understand.
. GOODLING. I've had experience with teachers who had a

ten ency to over-expect and seemed to be rather devastating in re-
latinship to the youngsters you're talking about.

r. EDMONDS. Well, let me tell youat le,st ,froni my point of
what I would regard as an unrealistic expectation and what I

Id regard as a realistic ekpectation. I do not think at the pres-
moment it is realistic to expect schools to eliminate the educa-

nal advantage of being middle class.
do not think it realistic to believe that low-income children as a

. g up can be taught in ways that will'make them as academically
's ccesSful as middle-class children as a graup. I mean one of the
a vantages of being middle class' is that you learn to learn in ways
t at schools prefer to teach. And I don't even object to that middle-
c ass advantage. So., that I think those of us who pay attentiOri to
t is phenomenon of the gap, I do expect it to remain. And so, if you
s t out to bliminate it I think you're going to be disappointed.

I do think it, however, highly realisticI mean my remark is not
eant to suggest that they are not individual low-income children

who outperform everybody. Who out perform middle-class'children
as a group and low-income children as a group. That continues to
happen with individual low-income children.
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But then talking about what is realisticwhat is realistic is the
straightforward notion that if We can agree on the body of knowl-
edge and sets of akills that tiescribe mastery for. any grade we
choose to discuss, it is highly realistic to expect something lkke 99.5
percent of the school-age population to master that. That is a
highly realistic- expectation. And therefore, I mean in some re-
spects, obviously we could talk about expectations in ways that
would cause people to be grievously disappointed. But I don't think
that the description I'm giving subjects our teacher c011eagues to
such an unreasonable measure of outcome.

Mr. GOODLING. Two other quick questions. What role.do you seethe highly organized collective-bargaining system playing, particu-larly as we speak of effective leadership within the school? Did
that negate effective leadership in some instances? Or did it makeit more difficult?

Mr. EDMONDS. I'll make. two -quick responses to that. One is'one
of the differences between effective principals and ineffective prin-
cipals is that effective prinCipals find ways to use the union con-
tract to their own school adyantage. And they are not struck either
dumb or unable to move irk-Consequence of having to work with the
union contraCt. So, I don't see it as a insurmqpntable obstacle to
effective leadership. That's one.

But I will tell you what is, in my judgment, a very serious prob-
lem. We are not going to make adyances on a reasonable basis for
dismissing incomPetent teachers until local school districtspar-ticularly in a school district like New York, have a greater local
oPportunity to use their systematic and defensible evaluation of
teacher performance as a basis for whether of not to dismiss teach-
ers. At the moment the politics of the design for tenure review andthe State role in any effort in the local school district to dismiss a -teacher even for the most un-ambiguous cause in my view, repre-
gents an unreasonable obstacle to the full exercise of local educa-
tional authority. And I say that to you that way because I do not
regard that as a Problem of pedagogy or social science. It is a politi-
cal problem. It derives from the fact we have found ourselves in
some school districts in circumstances in which there is a clear un-
balance in the political authority of the local board =ofeducation ascontrasted to the teacher representatives and I think that some po-
litical attention needs to be paid to that. And that we're not going
to make progress on that one because we make advances in the re-
search on the school effecSiveneas.

And'I do not mean in saying that to say that I am in opposition
to teacher unions. Far from it, I um a strong advccate. My interaC-
tion with the United Federation of Teachers in New'York City was
cooperative and white it was not altogether sweetness and light, we
worked together and we did things well. But I say to you what I
said to them. I do think, that the New York City Board of Educa-
'tion cannot approach. the political authority of the United Feder-
ation of Teachers in discussions of teacher dismissal and I think
that is a redress and that it is in the beat interest of the public in-
terest that some advance be made on that front. 1

Mr. Goonufm. I have one last question thafall three of you may
want to respond to. I'm afraid this whole tax credit issue, of course,
is before us or will be before us. Could I have your reaetion in relit-

.
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tionship to urban education and the tax credit issue? Or, doesn't
anyone want to touch that?

Ms. BERNSTEIN. They're looking at me for some reason. Maybe
they don't want to answer. My organization does not have a ppsi-
tion on that issue. But we .will observe, however, that tbere'slan
awful lot of not very elevating_arguments being made on both sides
of this issue. It seemsto me to be a measure or a move which is a
predictable response to the anxiety that the American people feel
about the decline of the schools. But it seems to me not to be
straight forwardly headed in the direction of excellence. It seems to
me morethat the minds of the people who support the concept of
tuition tax credit is more along the lines of triage. We will save
those who are motivated and we will forget about the rest. It seems
to die-that that is it'S likely outcome. I don't really see how--

Mr -GOODLING. That's my major concern about the whole issue.
Mr. EnmoNns. Well, my position on that would be that the

American. exneriment in mass public education' is the most success-
ful of it's kind in recorded history. I Mean we don't even have any
near seconds in that regard. That is no group of people have been
as successful as American educators in demonstrating the educa-
bility of any portion of the population to which you choose to pay
attention.

The difficulty in dur limitation 'in the American system of mass-
public education and the circuinstances that have prevented us
from applying what we know of those solutions to all of the set-
tings that need them, I regard that as the major obstacle to the ad-
vance of edutational equity in the United States.

TO enact tak credits will virtually preclude our making. those
kinds of advanc,es because if the preponderance of low income and

, minority children in the United States have prospects for the edu-
cational future it is because of the fact that the 'most successful set-
tings for serving such children exist in American cities. Anything
that dissipates the power and authority of public schools in Ameri-
can cities to get on with the business at hand. And as I think the
tax credit would do, is going to make even less likfily the facte that
we will extend what we now know of effective schooling to precise-
ly that portion of the population that is in most need of that.

And there's nothilig I know about the advance in tax credits or
the proliferation of private schools that would accrue to the, ulti-
mate henefits of the masses of children that we are still responsible
for schooling in American cities.

Mr. GOODLING. Thank you.
Mr. HAWkiNs. Mr. KiIdee?
Mr. KILDEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I'd first of all like to wel-

come Mr. Ronald Edmonds from Michigan State University to the
hearing this morning. I found all the testimony excellent and
picked up some very good ideas. I'm in real-life a schoolteacher.

When I was in the,Michigan legislature,-I was one of the authors
of chapter 3, the State of Michigan program which supplementso ,
title I. I feel that it is a very important program. I think Ms. Bern-
stein and Mr. Edmonds agree that it is an effective program de-
spite whatever differences you might or might not have .as to how
much flexibility should be alldwed within a school building.
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My questcon s very simple and it's pointed and probably leadiiv!,
How do you feel the Congress should react to President Reagan's
recommendation that the. title I funding be dropped from what was
last year $3.1 'ta $2.47 billion? I've been trying to ask school dis-
tricts throughout the country about what percentage of their Fed-
eral dollars is title I. And it's been running roughly one-third to
one-half.

Would ahy of you care to comment on the effect of that cut in
Title 1?

Mr. EDMONDS. For my part one of the great problems in title I
and in chapter 3 has been the faCt that neither has ever been able
to be fully funded for 100 percent of the eligible population. Title I
at its height was only subsidizing about 66 percent of the legally
eligible title I population.

Now, the problem that is represented in -title I has been that the
administrative rules and regillations on title I have said children
who are farthest away from the' norm are suppose to be funded
first. So, the proportion of the title I eligible' population that isn't
funded are precisely those children who are already closest to the
standard we want them to meet. But they're ineligible for title 1
funding because, you know, In the name of equity we've argued
that we ought to help the kids that have fallen the farthest behind.
The irony, is though that the kids that we. don't fund get farther
and farther behind and then eventually they do become eligible for
title I and by that time they're a devil of a lot more difficult to
help than they would have been if we'd funded them in the first
place..

Therefore I think that it is a very very serious error to diminish
the title I appropriation at all precisely because of this business of
saying that one of the things that would really have advanced title
I all along would have been to fund it in a way that made 100 per-
cent of the eligible population able to participate.

So, I hope that does not go forward in that way.
Mr. KILDEE. The House so far has not gone alone with that.
Mr. EDMONDS. Right.

KILDEE. Mr. Natcher has kept the higher appropriation.
Ms.:BERNSTEIN. One thing that does seem to ibe happening, Mr.

Kildee, is that the States and localities are imitating the Federal
Government in the sense that they're passing on responsibilities to
the lowernext lowest level of government without passing on the
money. And you know, cuts are being made. Block granting is hap-
peiiing in same States. .

It seems to me a substantial cut in tiile I funds at this time
would really devastate some school districts who are already losing
because of inflation, losing because of declining enrollment, losing
because of cuts in the State foundation program, losing because of
Federal cuts. Sa, that a substantial upset in the Federal allocation
for title I would, although I'd prefer to see it allocated on a differ-
ent philosophical base, but I'd ratherbut theSr can't run schools
on air. They've got to Nave money for running the schools and a
school district that relies heavily on title I that would be a substan-
tial. blow and might even cause the closing of schools in some
school districts, as we're already seeing.
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Mr. KILDEE. In Michigan, as a matter of fact, right now two ,
school districts have closed dowm I can't believe that in my State. I
chaired the educational finance subcommittee in the Michigan
House. I say that with somewhat of an apology. I use to have to
distribute the inadequate education dollars as equitably as possible
when I was in .charge. 'Right now I don't know how Michigan dan
fund our supplementary chapter 3 program let alone take the cut
in Federal dollars for title I.

In Michigan? I'm afraid to look at results out there.
Mr. GOODLING. 'You must be afraid to go home?
Dr. ROSENSHINE. There's n couple of things I've noticed about

successful programs. These are national successful programs. One
of them is that they have a full-time teacher supervisor in the
school district. This takes away the idea of it coming from the out-
side. This teacher supervisor I've seen walks around from class-
room to classroom helping the teachers, aiding the teachers and
training the new teachers as they come in this program.

A second thing that these successful programs frequently have is
teacher aids because the poor kids- need time and they work better
when they're working with the teacher helping them.

Now, when the money is cut back two things that go very quick-
ly are that supervisor and those aids. And then frequently you can
have a successful program that gets hUrt and the kids fall back
when that supervisor isn't there to help train the new teachers and
the aids aren't, there for the kids.

Mr. KILDEE. All right, thank you very much. And thank you, Mr.
Chairman.

Mr. HAWK/NS. Mr. Petri?
Mr. PETRI. I'd just like to thank the panel for what I found very

exciting testimony and-I'm curious if you could provide any greater
guidance on changes that -we should be making in legislation based
on what it is that you've found. You were quite critical--7or at least
I understood you to be quite critital as to the way title I is current-
ly structured and a suggestion was made that perhaps we go to
some sort of a test as a basis for dispensing the funds. How would
that work exactly? Really? Would that be of children coming into
school? Otherwise they would be an incentive for kids to do poorly
on tests even if they did very well the rest of the time. How are
you going to do that sort of thing? Would that be to the school dis-
trict then or to a particUlar school so we would have in affect a
block grant to each school and then it would be up to the adminis-
trator? Would there be guidelines to prevent the local people from
dickering around their local taxpayer base to compensate for the
fact that some school was getting more title I money? We'd have to
keep an eye on some things like that, I would suppose.

Could you flush out that idea a little bit becausp I think we're
going ,to be eager to improVe things like title I, bui as "'you know,
there are interests that areit's written the way it is now because
it reflects a lot of different dynamics in the education community.

Mr. EDMONDS. Well, it's interesting that one of the solutions to
the funding problem is in Mr. Kildee's reference to chapter 3. One
of the innovations that chapter 3 made was to take the position
that when students were eligible -for Michigan subsidy by virtue of
low p ormance, that district subsidy would be for at least 3 con-
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secutive years. The reason for that is so that if in the first year ofeducational intervention, you brought the student up to or abovethe standard you were interested in, yon didn't immediately get pe-nalized and loose your funding.
If you did that, then it seems to me that you woilld then clearly

be rewarding improvement as contrasted to rewarding failure. Butthe other thing is that I don't think that any local school district isgoing to be able to politically survive if the record shows that it ismaking some inordinate proportion of it's population eligible foranybodY's subsidy because it seems to me we've long since learned, by. now-that local people are not going to tolerate giving increasing
sums of money to educators who are not professionally responsiblein what they do with it

So, I think there are formulas for distribution and eligibility thatcan solve; the problem and then other circumstances that can pre-vent its abuse.
You know several years ago ihe House, on it's own initiative didhave very serious discnssions about substituting standandized testsas the basis for title I instead of family characteristics. And at thetime NIE's evaluation was that since we have so little in the .wayof standardized testing that that was going to be an inordinateburden and unworkable and so forth and so on.
I think two things have happened since then to make that a re-. sponsible prospect. It does not in fact require a Federal program.No. 1, an increasing number of States have very psychometricallydefensible State programs of assessment that the Federat Govern-ment could use for purposes of doing this evaluation.No. 2, even those States that don't have it, since it is a desirableprogram by any measure, could be encouraged by this kind of Fed-eral initiative in adopting a State program of assessment and thedifficulties of measurement and comparability and the like are notso great as to require every State to imitate every other State, Butthe technology of this advance. I mean if you look for example, atthe hiStory of the Michigan educational assessment program whichis now 10 years old, you know, that our ability to more econoMical-ly, more sensibly, and more defensibly to go Torward with that kindof a program, makes prospects for using achievement as the basisfor title I eligibility better than it has ever been before.

Mr. PETRI. Would you structure it so it would have aid based ona curve so to speak? Or a cutoff point andand concentratedif 30percent of the pupils fell below sOme guideline or would you givesome to every school because every school is naturally probablygoing-to have a few kids--
Mr. EDMONDS. Well, first,---I think if you look at it now. I meanlook now at the distribution of title I funds and what I'm predict-ing. I mean actually you could do a preliminary inquiry and askthe question.
What I'm predicting is that if you shifted at this moment fromincome eligibility to achievement eligibility you would virtually noteffect the distribution of title I funds at all. But to answer moreexplicitly your question; I would still take the position that anyschool district having a significant 5 percent; some arbitrary cutoff.any significant proportion of the population in any of its local

'1
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schools that was faitiOg to rheet a certain agreed upon normative
standard of mastery, ought to be eligible for that kind of subsidy.

Mr. KILDEE. Would the gentleman yield on that point? Mr. Ed-
monds you suggested a change from testing to poverty charactertis-
tics

Mr. EDMONDS. No, the other way around.
Mr. KILDEE. Yes. That is what I meant to say. The change from

income-level characteristics to testing characterist.cs would not sig-
nificantly change the distribution of the dollars. Does that mean it
would not really change the student body served by those dollars?

Mr. EDMONDS. Right.
Mr. KILDEE. You're serving basically the same students?
Mr. EDMONDS. That's correct. But your rationale for doing it,

would be different.
Mr. KILDEE. Right. I just want to clarify that point. Thank you

very much. .

Mr. PETRI. Well, that is a point of contention though because I
you don't wantthere was other testimony you don't want to
pullout or segregate students in the schools. You want to leave it
up to the schools and you want to try to have themhave educa-.
tion proceed on a--

Mr. EDMONDS. Well, that's still just a contest between pullout
versus whole instruction. But I mean the rules and regulation on
title I could still say when a school building is eligible for title I,
the Federal Government's preferred approach to instruction is an
integrated approach to instruction as contrasted to pullout.

The NIE evaluation of title I, which was finished I guess about 3
years ago, came down very, very hard. I mean even under present
circumstances NIE came down very hard on the argument that
whether you changed eligibility or not, the title I program should -
cease its encouragement of pullout programs because the record is
unambiguous in conderiming them asas instructionally affected.

Mr. PETRI. Just one last question and an open ended one if I give
you a chance, to respond to this as well. And that is that are there
any other things besides these changes in title I that we might do
to nudge or encourage schools in the direction that these studies
seem to be pointing us? That we won't end up making things worse
by--

Ms. BERNSTEIN. Right. Well, I'd like to--
Mr. PETRI. It's very easy to have the best of intentions and then

end up with--
Ms. BERNSTEIN. I'd like to mention thatthat we have through

these research studies of successful schools there are now a list of
characteristics that you can look at as to the characteristic of a
principal of a successful school. The characteristic of the faculty
and characteristic of the program. And the whole dimension of ex-
pectancy. Sut we don't really know very much about how to create
that in a situattop where it does not naturally exist.

In other word I've been Woking around trying to find out if
they're any school districts that are modeling their recruitment se-
lection training and evaluation of principals on the school-effective-
ness principles. I haven't been able to locate any place where that
seems to be done in a systematic way.
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There are efforts underway around the country, to systematiZe
the selection of principals and make it more scientific. But it
doesn't seem to correlate with the knowledge from the school-effec-
tiveness research, .

The Federal Government could help do that. A school district
can't really do, that by itself with its own funds. We could help
define what constitutes ahow do you know when you've got a
principal that has an academie focus. How do you know what the
-principal's role is in assuring time on task and how. can you tell in
advance before' you've made somebody a principal whether they're
going to be the kind of person who can do that.

Again looking at expectancy we don'tmost people if you ask
them do you expect children to learn, they're going to say of course
I expect children to learn. There's a big difference between people
who really expect children to learn and people who only think that
they expect children to learn. And we don't have very much infor-
!nation about how you look at that dimension and how you know
when you've got it. And how you create it if you don't have it. So
the Federal Government certainly could sponsor through NIE a lot
of research on how to flush out and realize these findings from the
school-effectiveness research because they really are in their infan-
cy now. I think that would be an important contribution.

Mr. PETRI. It would seem to be an administrative rather than a
programmatic thing as much as anythingAre there training,
schools or refresher courses for superintendents of instruction or
something that we couldI mean what you want to do is get the
'guy in charge and have him fully understand this and then it fil-
ters down through Alle whole system because of the nature of
people who are promoted and hired to be principals and it's a lead-
ershipit's not us writing laws and handing out money as much as
it is people and how they organize their schools.

Ms. BERNSTEIN. I think big beefing up of the national diffusion
network along these lines would probably be helpful. And some re-
searchscholarly contribution which the Federal Government
alone seems to have the critical mass of resources to do. And look-
ing at all-of these dimensions of successful schooling and providing
more specific operational information about how a school district
that wants to move in that direction can do so with reasonable se-
curity that what they're doing is going to be effective.

Mr. EDMONDS. Mr. Petri, two things there. No. 1, I'm going eti ask
Mr. Hawkins' permission, to send to Mr. Smith a paper of mine
that is a rather more explicit evaluation of title, I and summarizes
a good many of the points I was trying to Make because it isI
mean this paper here was an attempt to summarize the research
that we've all been talking about. And I would like thepermis-
sion to send to Mr. Smith a paper that isthat gets at a good deal
of this discussion about title I in a much more direct way\

For example,one of the things I was going to addthere are two
things that title I can do that encourages everything we've been
talking about. One is title I does not now permit the rollover of its
allocation which is a problem because it makes long-term use ,of
those resources and careful planning with respect to those re-
sources. Very difficult. They have to be expended in the year in
which they are assigned. That causes some serious problems, but in
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my judgment the key to the whole of this discourse is the .role eval-
uation plays in educational decisionmaking.

Before I would encourage the Federal Government to pay any
legislative attention to leadership and expectations and matters of
that kind, it seems to me that the one thing the Federal Govern-
ment can pay substantial attention to is its encouraging.of the .use
of evaluation in educational decisionmaking. That's a far less con-
troversial, difficult potentially troublesome thing to do. And Iand
.say you raise the issue of our offering training programs and the
like for educators and decisionmakers and so on. One of the rea-
sons I moved from Harvard University to Michigan State Universi-
ty was to join the NIE funded Institute for Research on Teaching
at Michigan State which is one of the preinier places in the coun-
try for studying this sort of thing we're talking about. And one of
my major assignments at the university is to organize, in the first
instance for Michigan educators but in the second instance for all
interested parties prograins, that orient superintendents and
deputy superintendents and the like to what this research is about.,
what is the relationship between school effects research and teach-
er effects research and what can we explicitly offer superinten-
dents of schools in the State of Michigan and elsewhere and their
instructional leaders that allows them to take advantage of this ad-
vance in the state of the art. And I assure you that in the State of
Michigan superintendent .endorsement of this approach and super-
intendent eagerness to participate in it is virtually. unanimous.

Mr. HAWKINS. Without objection, the paper referred to by Mr.
.Edmonds will be entered into the record at this point.

[The information referred to by Ronald Edmonds followsd
!From Socja Policy, Srptember October 19,,1 )

MAKING PUBLIC SCHOOLS EFFECTIVE .

(By Ronald R. Edmond%)

The Reagan Adminkration and its Congressional allies are determined to reduce
federal support for public shooling in general and compensatory education programs
in particular. Prompted by fiscal-austerity priorities and a clearly diminished con-
cern for the poor ithildren who are the major beneficiaries of compensatory educa-
tion, neither the Administration nor Congress recognizes the significance of the edu-
cational programs they are so eager to destroy. It behooves us, then, to look closely
at what is to be sacrificed, for example, with the crippling of Title I of the Elemen-
tary and Secondary Education Actboth in terms of its current merits and its po-
tential as an instrument of compensation for social, economic, and educational dis-
advantage,

Recall "The War on Poverty" and the compensatory education programs that
were intrinsic to it. Since they began in the mid-1960s, wg have experienced an ab-
solute decline in poverty, together with considerable improvement in the quantity
and quality of schooling available to low-incOme Americans. These gains in educa-
tion and income have been most especially notable for low-income white Americans
and least notable for low-income Black Americans. The gains made should be sus-
tained and extended to include a greater proportion of the latter.

Begun in 1965 in concert with federal initiatives in civil rights and desegregation,
Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act was intended by the Con-
gress 'to extend a broad range of services to low-income and minority-group school-
children. And yet it remains true that Blacks, the largest minority in the American
elementary and secondary schools, are less effectively served than the white major-
ity whose children are enrolled in proportionately fewer numbers in public schools.

According to the "National Assessment of Educational Progress," the source of
our most, comprehensive longitudinal' measures of ptipil performance, aggregate
Black performance (at ages nine, 13, In ranges between ten and 17 points below the
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national mean in reading and math, while aggregate white performance ranges be-tween two and three points above the mean.
An even more telling summary of pupil performance is the dropout rate for publicschools across the nation. Among Black students of secondary school age, almost 20percent fail to graduate, while for whites the comparable figure is 12.4 percent.Among the largetcity Systems the aggregate Black dropout rate stands dangerouslynear 50 percent, which means that mere statistics cannot convey the desperate edu-cational constriants on inner-city minority youth. It is reasonable-to suppose thatinadequate academic preparation is a primary explanation for the decision not tofinish school. While there vay, of course, be other causes, school-performance datamake the imperative for school responsibility quite clear.
Most American children begin school with above-minimum primary requisites,but by the third and fourth grade poor and minority children as a group begin tofall behind to the point that in big cities a high school diploma goes to only one ofevery two ninth graders. Seen in this perspective. Title I's overivhelming emphasis

on academic achievement has been a powerful resourceleading'to unprecedented,though still far froth satisfactory, gains in school performance by disadvanagedBlack students during the last 15 years. In the absence of Title 1, the dimensions ofour educational failure would be dramatically greater.

TITLE I

Title I is most effective in redistributing scarce resources. Title I aid per pupil isapproximately 'fives times as great in low-income school districts as in high-incomeareas. In fact, among the poorest school districts. Title I support approximates 30percent of the total district budget even though Title I is only 3 percent of the na-tional K-12 educational expenditure. Excepting only that the Title I per pupil allo-cation is tied to the state allocation, the average per pupil expenditure Title I fundsgo to the most needy and in the greatest amounts to those districts that have thegreatestconcentrations of low-income children. The Title I allocation is greatest forthose cities whose states include high per pupil expenditure in subsurban schooldisctricts. This is because the Title I district allikation rises and falls as a functionof average statewide per pupil expenditure.
Despite these fluctuations in Title I's per pupil allocation, it is still true that TitleI serves only 66 percent of eligible students. The Congressional allocation is not suf-ficient to serve a full 100 percent.
Eligibility begins with pupil family income as measured by a weighted,formulathat combines family AFDC eligibility and free-lunch eligibility. These data deter-mine the amount 'of Title I monies that are sent to A school. After the funds arriveat the school, their in-school distribution depends on the levels of pupil achieve-ment. Only pupils well below the district achieveinent norm are served by Title. Ifunds: Modification of this limit,could lead to much greater Title I efficacy since, atpresent, students least likely to be served by Title I are often precisely those stu-dents most likely to profit from it. Low-income children whose achievement is onlyslightly below the acceptable norm are denied Title I service, although such chil- 'dren if served would be most likely to rise to and above the norm. In the absence ofany program of educational treatment, children who were marginal in their earlyyears of schooling slip farther and farther behind, eventually becoming eligible forTitle By the time such eligibility occurs, these students constitute some of themost difficult and intractable instructional problems faced by compensatory-educa-tion instructional strategies.

Longitudinal evaluative Title I data consistently demonstrate the instructional ef-ficacy of Title I when three conditions are present.First, Title I programs are most likely to be effective in the early grades. Second,these programs are most likely to be effective when carefully organized and welladministered. Finally, they are most likely to be effective when they do not use"pull out" programs that substitute for inclass instruction.
Furthermore, children participating in Title I programs that meet these threeconditions consistently tend to show math and reading gains of at least one monthfor each month in the program. Children showing these gains do not lose them overthe summer.
In sum, Title I is an instructionally effective program for eligible and needful chil-dren when organized and administered appropriately. Most instructional activitiessuppOrted by Title I are consistent with prevailing practice in school districtsthroughout the United States. Title I is neither especially inventive nor is it experi;mental. Achievement variations across programs tend to be more a function of orga-
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nization and administration than a function of differences in program materials or
instruCtional strategy. .

MAKING TITLE I WORK BETTER

Instead of moving to deny more children access to Title,' opportunities, Congress
should be planning how to make it an even greater instrument of educational im-
provement. A first step in this would be to alter the Title funding formula so that
per pupil \Title I support does not rise and fall as a function of average statewide per
pupil expenditure. As things now stand, poor children attending schoo,1 in states
with low per pupil expenditure are doubly penalized. First, such children are penal-
ized because statewise support for their schooling is below national norms. Then
they are fuither penalized by the failure of the Title l*support for which they are
eligible to rise to levels of support in other states. Since all other financial aspects of
Title I have a predistributive effect that favors poor children, it seems needlessly
contradictory to have the statewide average per pupil expenditure partially undo
other deliberate finandal effects of Title 1.

Next, Congress should alter Title. I eligibility to remove family income and social
class as relevant variables in Assessine pupil eligibility. Title l's major limitatiorras
an instrument of instructional reform comes from the use of family characteristics
as the major determinants of pupil eligibility.

This preoccupation with family background derives from, and reinforces, the "fa-
milial effects" analysis of the interaction between pupil performance and family
background. Such analysis concludes that a 'child's level of achievement depends .

principally on the nature of the family fromwhich the child comes. Consfstent with,
such analysis is the fact that most Title I compensatory programs concentrate on
altering children in ways that will teach them to learn in conformity with the
school's preferred method of teaching.

The problem with this approach is its failure to accept the possibility that pupil
performance depends more on the character of,the school than on the nature of the
family. For so long as Title I eligibility derives from family background, Title I pro-
grams must imply that pupil disability is due to some familial limitation as opposed
to an inadequacy on the part of the school. As a result, Title I, as it stands, fails to
influence school life in ways appropriate to actual pupil needs. Much better simply
to make pupil progress, as measured by standardized achieyements tests, the sole
criterion for eligibility. Merribers of the House of Representatives proposed consider-
ation of such a change as long ago as 1974, but NIE has consistently argued that the
absence of a natibnal testing program makes this proposal impractical.

However, since Title I should be strengthened by abandoning family background
eligibility criteria, it makes sense to accept a state-by-state testing program. The
costs, whether borne by the state or federal government, are not dramatic. The
change in Title I allocations would not be great, but minority children would be cer-
tain beneficiaries.

Further reform of Title I requires the guarantee that disparte instructional aotivi-
ties not consistent with the school's summary. Purposes be excluded. Title I pro-
grams should conform to the school's mission, and should-remain Subject to the ad-
ministrative and instructional personnel in the school. The effectiveness of adminis-
trative instructional leadership is a fundamental ingredient in school succeis, and
Title I programs should reinformce and reflect it.

Finally, the ironic flaw in the Title I situation (that academic progress for low-
income children can jeopardize a district's allocation) should be rectified. All Title, I
legislation, together with its administrative rules and regulations, should be re-
viewed to permit Title I support for improving students to:continue for at least two
years following the initial year of improvement.fflearly, such changes would have
to be accompanied by funding formulae that did-iwt prompt districts to support
grievously deficient students while ignoring those of slight or marginal deficiency.

The most efficient way to solve this problem is to fund Title I at the level that
would support service for 100 percent of Title' I eligible students. A reduction in
Title I funding:will exagerate the problem of failure to serve students who, with
only modest service, could meet the exceed national standards of skills mastery.

In the same vein some rollover of a district's Title I allocation should be permit-
ted. The rollover would permit funds not spent in one year to be spent in the follow-
ing year. Under present Title I rules, districts do not have permission to retain un-
expected Title I funds from one year to the next. The absence of such permission.
discourages frugality' and some districts procedureS an orgy of Title I expenditure as
the funding cycle draws to an end.
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SCHOOLS DO MAKE A DIFFERENCE

Overall, the Title I experience proves the point that public schools can be much
more effective in transmitting basic academic skils than they usually are. Evidence
from particular program efforts confirms this conclusion. In an earlier article in
this magazine (March/April 1979), I discussed a number of such program efforts,
along with the studies of Weber, Madden, Brookover, Lezotte, and others that have
carefully identified some of the more critical -aspects of the effective school. I wish
now, through reference to my own work, to- further illuminate the proposition that
pupil acquisition of basic school skills primarily depends more on the nature of the
school to which the children are sett than on the character of the families from
which they come,

In 1974 my colleagues and I began a research project at Harvard that collected
income, social-class, and family background data on children in elementary and in-
termediate schools in a number of urban districts throughout the United States. We
followed our collection of income and social-class data by collecting achievement. fl
data for the same children especially for gradeS three through seven.

We analyzed the data in search of schools that had gone far toward abolishing the
elf too predictable:rerationship between performance and family background. Such a
school had to deliver basic school slc;:ls to a full range of its pupil population.

Our analysis or school effectiveness followed two steps. We first used our data on
social class to assign each,student to one, of five social-class subsets. Once having
established, with great specificity, how many children in each grade were poor,
middle class, and so on across the five social-class subsets, we used our data on
achievement to analyze the interaction between pupil performance and pupil social
class. By this means we found a number of elementary and intermediate schools
that were academically effective with the full range of their pupil population.

Having identified.these schools, we se* about to determine what else distinguished
them from less successful schools. We maintained sufficient controls to be certain
that if we did identify institutional differences it would be those institutional and
organizational characteristics that accounted for the variation in achievement from
school to school. There was, then, insufficient variation in the character of the pupil
populations, the neighborhoods, or the circumstances under which the schools func-
tioned to explain away dramatic achievement differences.

Next, we paired the effective schools with ineffective schools and assigned obsery:-
ers to each of the pairs. The observers recorded various aspects of school life, with
written instruments we designed for that purpose, and sent us the data. We then
analyzed the descriptions of school life to see whether any set of characteristics con-
sistently described the effective schools as contrasted with those that Were ineffec-
tive. We concluded that five institutional organizational characteristics consistently
were evident in the effective schools and were absent in whole or in part in the inef-
fective schools: the style of leadership in the building; the instructional emphasis in
the building; the climate of the school; the implied expectations derived, from the
teacher's behavior in the classroom; and finally the presence, use, and response to
standardized instruments for measuring pupil progress.

These five characteristics are much more than research findings. Indeed, they are,
in fact, the basis of an instructional reform agenda that has been the guiding princi-
ple of New York City's "School Improvement Project." In its effort to translate edu-
caional research findings into day-to-day professional educator behavior, the poject
has pioneered a new pedagogical context for the implementation of Title I impera-
tive and opportunity. Together they present a formidable force for school improve-
ment. The research, the know-how, and the funds are essential.

Our work was guided by three premises: first, that all the children in the New ,

York City public schools are educable; second, that the educability of the children
derives far more.from the nature of the school to which they are sent than from the
nature of the family from which they come; and third, and perhaps most important,
that pupil acquisition of basic school skills is not determined by family background.
It is the school response to family background that determines pupil performance.

Two points should be emphisized here. First, these references to pupil perform-
ance refer to Math and reading skills as measured by pupil performance on stand-
ardized achievement tests: Such tests are, of course, only a basis for evaluating a
school's Minimum obligation. The emphasis on these minimum obligations must not
be taken to mean that the loftier purposes of education are served by such a stand-
ard. The focus on measurable minimums is merely meant to assert that school effec-
tiveness precedes edticational excellence. A second major point to be emphasized is
that'effective schools are not necessarily characterized by identical levels of achieve-
ment for the social-class subsets present in most urban schools.

91-113 0-12--4
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My standard of effectiveness merely requires that the proportion of poor children
achieving Minimum mastery approximate the pi-TO-Portion of middle-class children
achieving minimum mastery. As a group, middle-clms children may still outperform
poor children as a group, but no significant proportion of either group in an effec-
tive school will fail to obtain the prerequisites to successful access to the next level
of schooling.

Evaluation of existing school practices was basic to the School Improvement Proj-
ect. School liaisons were trained and aesigned to the participating schools. Their job
is to guide the aaministrative and instructional personnel of the schools through an
evAluation,of the school's relative strength and weakness with respect to each of the
characteristics above. The outcome of that examination is what we call the Needs
Assessment Document. These, documents have been prepared primarilY by the liai-
son peoPle but in close collaboration with a representative group that has been con-vened in each school.

Each document talks with some specificity about the relative strength and weak-
ness of the instructional. leadefship in the building, the instructional emphasis of
the building, the climate of the building, and so on. These documents are then used
as a basis,for making decisions about what kind of technical assistance would bring
the school the characteristics we wanted it to have. Bear in mind that the premise
from which all this proceeds is that any school that has obtained the five character-
istics all at once would begin to show improvement in skills acquisition for preciselythat portion the pupil population that ordinarily profits least from the way we
approach teaching and learning in city schools.

For example, if the needs assessment finds the school principal wanting in some
aspect of instructional leadership, then the question is put: "What might be done to
improve that principal's skills in the exercise of instnictional leadership?" One of
our 'very firm conclusions is that the principal of the school has to be the person to
whom the instructional personnel look for instructional leadership. We know that
one of the measures of instructional leadership is that the prinCipal has to visit
classes, systematically observe, and sespond to the observations. Therefore, if we dis-
covered that the principal seldom does that, we would respond by assigning a person
to work with the principal to teach what he or she migf ,eed to know in order to
be a sophisticated and consistent evaluator of teacher pe . mance in the classroom.
If the needs assessment shows that the teachers are . zeure about their use of
achievement data, we might assign to' the school a pn,i.....or of measuremerxt and

.say that we wanted the teachers to participate in seminars on interpreting -assess-
ent data or evaluating achievement outcomes. Or we niight assign a curriculum
rson if we wanted teachers better trained in how one uses achievement data as a

b 's for program design.
".T point I'm trying to make is that this process of intervention does not liter

per p pil expenditure, does not add in any permanent way, to the resources withwhich e school works, does not reduce class size, and does not add to the reper-
toire of rvices that the school has, to offer. The project merely sets out to help the
school sta f see that there are Ways to make better use of the resources already in

'the school.
The resul have been both dramatic and unambiguous. Pupil performance on

city-wide, nat .nally normed, standardized tests of math and reading have dramati-
cally improved each school year since 1978. By the spring of 1981, tests showed an
aggregate performance in the New York City public schools above the national
norms.

The summary point of this article is that an understanding of schooleffectiveness,
when applied to educational resources like Title I, produces dramatic gains in teach-
ing ahd learning. Other school systems are beginning to follow New York City's ex-
ample; educational research findings on the characteristics of effective schools hold
great promise for more \effective school practices. But without the resources and

iservices supported by Title I, the gains n school effectiveness could not have oc-
curred. New York City's now high rating in school achievement is a dramatic exam-
ple of what poor children stUnd to lose if Mr. Reagan succeeds in his proposed reduc-
tions in educational spending.',

Mr.'EDMONDs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
DT. ROSENSHINE. May I answer?
Mr. HAWKINS. Yes, Dr. Rosenshine.
Dr. ROSENSHINE. A couple of things about the Federal role. One

is I would certainly endorse the encouragement that more money
be allocated to encourage research on instruction. We can't train
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the principals and the superintendents in instruction until we un-,
derstand it. We're starting to understand it and the funded projeCts
are aiding in -this. We don't really know how to teach reading. We
don't really know how to teach math. We don't really know how to
teach reading comprehension.

We're starting with our research on instruction, and with some
of the research on learning and cognitive psychology and informa-

.

tion processes. Some of which is going on at Illinois in our federally
funded Center for Study of Reading. Out of this is going to come a
technology for instruction, and the continued research on this to
me seems extremely important. Research on learning and instruc-tion.

Second, and I'm not sure of the political advisability on this, but
as I look at it, What would I do? We hav& the national diffusion
network in the Ellepartment of Education which has listed validated
programs. By validated proeams, they mean these programs have
demonstrated sufficiently to the panel that these programs have
obtained achievement gain for frequently urban poor title I kids.I don't know whyand every program that I've seen that I'm en-
couraging is on that list, has made it to the validated list. What if
one said you can only use programs that come from the NDN, Na-
tional Diffusion Network validated list. That those are the ones
that are going to be eligible for funding and not anythingand not
anything else.

Mr. EnmoNns. Mr. Chairman, may I just--
Mr. HAWKINS. Yes, Mr. Edmonds.
Mr. EDMONDS. While there is a considerable merit in that, and I

can understand why my colleague would make that remark, I hopeyou donl do that I mean the trade-off is just too great. I mean Ithink that it is true that, you know, all of us are at some level
critical of local practice and-sP on. But the truth is that if there is
genius in the American political system, and I think there is, it's
cloSer to local school districts than it is to the Congress role in edu-
cation decisionmaking. And tempting though it may be, I really
wouldn't like _to see the Government participate in education deci-
sionmaking at that level.

Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Erdahl.
Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. And I, too,

want to thank the panel for being with us today, and regret that
another committee meeting kept me away from part of it.

It certainly is a timely topic to try to make our educational proc-
ess more efficient to try to educate this group of young people with
the expanded universe of knowledge. We're trying to do with less
dollars at almost,every level.

Mr. Petri, the New York Times' lead story, says, "Court invali-
dates school financing in New York State bias against the poor
found." I don't want to make Mr. Kildee feel bad, but as I walked
into this meeting, the clerk's office right next door had the TV on
with this story, two more school districts in Michigan shut down.
We hear the assaults on expenditure. We hear talk about title I
funding being reduced coming from our administration. In my
home State of Minnesota, we.read the htgadlines of a $500 million
shortage in State funds. So it'g difficult.
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Mr. Petri already touched on this, but he's leaving, so he won't
have to hear the redundance of it. You can go now. That's all right..
As we think of the balance between the prerogatives of the States
and the school districts, eE;ch guards his area jealously and, I guess,
properly establishing policy on the local level.

At the same time, we have the NIE and other places where we
can do research on the national level. My question is, How can We
best see these programs implemented that research has proven to
be effective? We have pilot schools that have done them well. I
think of the teacher that was asked what she taught. The person
asking was thinking of the subject, but she thought of the result, as
said, teach kids.

I think this is kind of the attitude that we have to have. But can
we have an economic carrot or a bureaucratic stick on the part of
the Federal Governms-mt, or are there avenues within the private
sector or within the educational mechanism itselrto share. ideas? I
knoW it's a broad and general observation, maybe more than a
question, but how can we put the research into practice and do .a
better job of it?

Anyone of you that wishesand all of you can comment, if you
wish. .

Mr. EromoNns. There are some things that are going on that are
encouraging that can be made more encouraging. NIE is beginning
to 'invest more in funding programs that are intended to evaluate
what we're talking about. 1 think the major point to be made is
that we now know more about the characteristics of effective
schools than we know about how to put them into practice'.

And that since we now have a number of natural settings that
have decided on their own initiative to try to use effective schools'
research as the basis for programs of improvement, then one of the
things at which NIE is very good, is we could just do systematic
evaluation of what that looks like in a variety of places in an at-
tempt to get a better handle on how you use what we now know. I
mean, we have to confess that we know a lot more about telling
you what the schools should look like at the end of the program of
intervention than we know now,to tell you exactly how to design
the program of intervention. That is a real gap in the knowledge.
And I don't know of any substitute for long-term evaluation studies
to get after that.

BuLtite-one-thing the Federal Government can do now, because
we have the technology to do it, and we have more than sufficient
evidence in support of it, legislation in title I ahd other Federal
programs that subsidize education, can be far more aggressive in
insisting that local school officials demonstrate the role that evalu-,
ation played in their" decision, either to repeat a program or to
modify a, program.

I mean, at this moment, we are hard pressed to understand the
origin- of the decision in a local school district to use any kind of
outside resources in support of one program and at the expense. of
another.

And since the Federal Government has long had a tradition of
saying that it wants evaluative data. °to accompany the reports of
the use of its money, it does seem to'rne that you are now in a posi-
tion to.become a good deal more aggressive in saying that you want
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more than just the evaluation data. You want a description of the
role that is played in what the local officials decided to do.

Because the major obstacle to their using what we're talking
about is that evaluation plays a very, very modest role in education
decisionmaking in most local schools.

Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Erdahl, would You complete it'?
Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you very much. And if other pipet members

don't have any comments at this time, I'll thank yoti for this time,
Mr. phairman.

Mr.. HAWKINS. Thank you. f assume there are no further ques-
tions. Again, the Chair would like to thank Ms. Bernstein, Dr. Ro-
senshine, and Mr. Edmonds. As my colleague on the left side of the
aisle has indicated, an excellent program: I think it certainly
stands as one of the finest hearings that we have conducted on the
Education and Labor Committee, and certainly, this subcommittee.

And I think the presentations have been of great benefit to us,
and we certainly wish to thank each of the witnesses.

That concludes the hearing this morning. The hearing will con-
% tinue tomorrow morning at 9:30 in this room.

P
(The hearing was adjourned at 11:45 a.m., on October 27, 1981.]
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OVERSIGHT HEARINGS ON URBAN XDUCATION

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 28, 1981

HOUSE OF REPRESSNITATIVES, SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMEN-
TARY, SECONDARY, AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION, COM-
MITiEE ON EDUCATION) AND LABOR,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met af9:32 a.m. in rOom 2175, Rayburn House

Office Building, Hon. Carl D. Perkins (chairman of the subcommit-
tee) presiding.

Members Pivsent: Representatives Perkins, Kildee, and Erdahl.
Staff present: John F. Jennings, counsel; and John Smith, senior

professional assistant.
Chairman PERKINS. The doors are closed, a quorum is present.

The Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Edu-
cation is continuing oversight hearings this morning on urban edu-
cation.

The members of this subcommittee are aware that in recent
years public education has come under severe scrutiny, evaluation,
and criticism. But in listening to the critics we must not forget that
there are public schools and public school systems in this country
which are doing an eXcellent job of teaching the basic skills. We
are also aware that some of the most rigorous teaching and learn-
ing is occurring in some of our most deprived, disadvantaged urban
communities. How can this be explained when we are so often led
to believe that just the reverse is true? I believe that some of our
questions may be answered by today's witnesses.

Our witnesses today are practitioners of educational excellence
who come from many different parts of our country. Through their
experience as outstanding edUcators in urban school settings they
are going to help us more clearly understand what eduCational
components enable a school or: program to demonstrate a high
degree of effectiveness; what characteristics distinguish a more suc-
cessful school or program from a less successful school or program,
and what the 'Federal Government can do in order to encourage
and, support the growth of more effective schools in the Nation.

Given the current Federal'policy espoused by the administration
or withdrawal of the Federal support for education, how do you see
this impacting on your school program?

Our first witness today is Dr. Rondle Edwards, superintendent of
the East Cleveland Schools, East Cleveland, Ohio. We are delighted
to have you here, Dr. Edwards. And Dr. Paul Loughran, assistant
superintendent from up in New York. Come around both of you
Dr. Edwards. And *e've got Dr. Hendrix likewise, here, from the
Chattanooga public\ Schools, Tennessee. We'll first hear from .Dr.
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Edwards; Dr. Hendrix, a'nd then Dr. Paul Loughran. Go ahead, Dr.
Ed Wards.

[The prepared statement of Rondle Edwards follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF RONDLE E. EDWARDS, PH. D., SUPERINTENDENT, EAST

CLEVELAND CITY SCHOOLS, EAST CLEVELAND, OHIO

Members of the House Education and Labor Committee, Officers in the Depart-
ment of Education,. Colleagues in Education', Ladies and Gentlemen, I am pleased to
be able to speak about quality urban education today. It is as true today as it.always
has been that the education of our youth is our best guarantee for a bright fature
for our nation. More specifically, for youth in my community, education is their
only hope of breaking the proverty cycle. I am pleased, also, that the East Cleveland ".

Schools are being recognized as a deliverer of effective education to its students. My
constant fear is that the loss of stf.to and federal revenue could end all of this. Much
of this forum today is a conside- ation of the appropriate federal role in American
education.

A description of this federal role should begin and end with the assurance that
"equality" and "excellence" are the purposes of federal educational actions.

I America has a historic commitment to education that began with the nation's in-
ception. This dedication to education has been, and will continue to be, fundamental
to the grovirth and progress of our country. We need to keep in mind that education

° is the very cornerstone of successful democracy in America. Perhaps Thomas Jeffer-
son has expressed it best: "If a nation expects to be both ignorant and free . . it
expects what never was and never will be. '

It was from this national commitment that our present -system of local schools has .

grown. We must build on this broader historic perspective while at the ,same time
preserving the equally firm commitment to educational pluralism at the local level.

A key role of our federal government in education is to encourage and reinforce
local initiative in facilitating quality education and school success. Equally impor-
tant for the federal government is the role of initiating action when local commit-
ments wane, cease to occur, or fail to deliver quality education for all citizens, re-
gardless of race, social class or economic conditions.

George Washington, our first president, spoke of this national commitment when
he said:

"In a country like this . . . if there cannot be money found to answer the common
purposes of education, there is something amiss in the ruling political power, which
requires a steady, regulating, and energetic hand to correct and control it."

John Adams enlarged upon this concept in stating that: "The whole people must
take upon themselves the education of the whole people and be willing to bear the
e pensepf it."

Finally, . Kennedy-reminded us that: "The human mind is our ftindamen-
tal resouree . . .. The Federal Government's responsibility in this area his been es-
tablished since the earliest days of the Republicit is time now to act decisively to
fulfill that responsibility . .

The protection of the Civil Rights of minorities and the handicapped is certainly a
role of the fedetal government. The correction of deficits and negative conditions
due to the history of segregation throughout this nation is a moral and constitution-
al obligation of the federal government. Not to meet this obligation would result in
a far more costly situation in terms of the compromising of our moral stature in
relation to out national vigor and as an international leader.

Also, I believe that a citizenry armed with an adequate education is a most effec-
tive national defense tool. Additionally, the federal government has a definite role
in what I call international educationan education for world understanding, for
national defense and for worldwide commerce.

Perhaps a description of the East Cleveland community is in order at this point.
The city of East Cleveland, with a population of 38,000 is comprised of a 4-square-

mile area, bordered on three sides by the inner city of Cleveland. S:nce 1970, East
Cleveland ha:, axperienced a rapid loss in industry. There are approximately ten
majcir employers in the district. Qf these, only two, General Electric Company and
Huron Road Hospital, employ over nine hundred persons. General Electric is the
major industry in the community and accounts for approximately fifteen percent of
East Cleveland's tax base. The loss of industry over the past decade has meant a
serious decline in monies available each year to operate schools.

The city ranks second lowest among thirty-two municipalities in Cuyahoga
County for family income; at the same time, it ranks second highest in the state
(out of (78 school districts) in school tax millage collected for educational purposes.

u
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Percentage of home ownership has shifted over the past decade from the highest inthe county to the lowest. The -unemployment rate by national statistics, as of July19, 1981, is approximately fifteen percent.
Another indicator which illustrates the economic status of East Cleveland resi-dents is the number of children in the school system who come from families whoreceive public assistance. Approximately thirty-six percent (3,101 out of 8,614) of stu-dents in attendance, as of October, 1981, come from such families. An additionaltwenty-eight percent of the students come from families whose yearly inCome fallsbelos the poverty line as established by the federal government. Approximately 42percent .of the students in the district qualify for a free or reduced .price lunch.Moreover, the school district has the third lowest tax valuation per pupil of all citydistricts in the state.

, The racial composition of the city is approximately 80 percent minority and 20percent nonminority. A large percentage of the nonminority population consists of-senior citizens living in low rent; high rise apartment complexes and other nonmi-norities concentrated in the southeastern portion of the city. In essense, since thenonminority populace is primarily concentrated in one section of the city, four-fifthsof the city exists in racial isolation. Thus, the community, the most densely populat-ed city in the state, is racially isolated and reflects a populace that quite clearly issuffering from economic insufficiency. However, despite the economic circumstancessurrounding most families, the ccmmunity has overtaxed itself in order that thechildren be provided with a quality olducation. East Cleveland is one of t'he very fewcommunities in Ohio that' has never rejected a school operating levy or bond issue.The community overwhelmingly passed an operating levy in the Fall of 1976 and abond issue in the Spring of 1978. In a time in our history when school levies andbond' issues were being rejected by the Majority of communities in 'the state, EastCleveland residents responded positively, in spite of their economic circumstanCes,because they confidently believed that quality education is a major vehicle throughwhich their children can free themselves of the yoke of poverty.
The East cleveland school district is comprised of seven elementary schools(grades kindergarten-6), one middle school (grades 7 and 8), and one senior highschools (grades 9-12). Student enrollment in grades kindergarten through 12 num-bers 8,614. Minority students comprise 98 percent of the total enrollment (predomi-nantly Black, with less than 30 of the students Caucasian, Hispanic, Oriental andVietnamese backgrounds).
At the elementary level, student enrollment in the various schools ranges from300 students in the smallest to 820 in the largest. The middle school enrollment is1,331 students while the ienior high school has an enrollment of 2,573. A pupil-teacher ratio of 22 to 1 has been reached across the district. Students.enrollmenthas Continued to.climb slowly.
Most of the school.structures` in the district were built betvieen 1906 arid 1930 andhouse the bulk of the students. Between 1950 and 1977, two elementary schools werereplaced; a new vocational wing was added to the senior high school; and additions

or major improvements were made to four elementary schools, the middle school,and 'the senior high school. Despite these efforts, space is still inadequate. A $7.6million bond issue, approved by the voters in 1978, enabled the district to renovatethe buildings and replace one elementary building.
Students mobility rate across the district poses serious problemSfor the schoolsystem and is an indication of the degree of resident transiency which is a commu-nity problem. During the last school year the student mobility rate for the districtaveraged 27 percent. The majority of students transferring into the district camefrom the inner city of Cleveland. In essence then, the majority of students in attend-ance have spent and continue to spend their lives in racial isolation.It is important also to note that the student mobility rate for grades 9 through 12is much higher than the district average. For the 1979-80 school year, this rate wasapproximately fifty percent. Thus, in a period of one school year, about one-half ofthe student body represents either new students or the large number of those whofollow the pattern of transferring "in and out".
With this degree of mobility, it is difficult to design and maintain an instructionalprogram that reflects continuity, to effectively assimilate new students into theschool environment, to provide an educational program and learning environmentthat meets the affective and cognitive needs of all students.
In summary, over the p`ast decade, the school system and community have beenconfronted with dramatic changes brought about by rapid racial and socio-economicchanges. In turn, these events have created critical affective and instructional needswhich have been faced with limited financial means. Thus, even if there were in-creased financial support at the local level, the East Cleveland Board of Education
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and the administration would have to continually seek outside funding as well as
persistently lobby at the state level for increased basic aid in order to maintain an
educational program that will meet the identified needs of all students.

Several years ago, then, the East Cleveland system was not much different than
other urban schools of that time, with the poor attendance, poor achievement, and
the vandalism conditions we're all familiar with. Experienced teachers had fled and
of those who remained some found that their teaching styles, which formerly had
been successful, no longer worked. Some' others who remained pursued teaching
strategies that were destined for failure from the onset. This latter group of teach-
ers most often behaved in the classroom out of a negatively biased perception of the
pupils and the families from which the pupils came. These same teachers were often
those who covertly predicted that their pupils would not achieve academically and
socially,'and yet expressed alarm when the same negative predictions were actual-
ized. Replacement teachers were young, inexperienced, and lacked skills and under-
standings required for teaching urban students. These latter two catetories of teach-
ers expected learning to take place in classrooms with a sterile affective involve-
ment of the teacher and the learner. Our first efforts to counteract tKese problems
were in four areas: parent involvement, teacher training, enrichment instruction,
and remediation. To restore quality education we needed to form a team of dedi-
cated teachers and parents. We needed to establish an affective climate that would
motivate students to learn and motivate teachers to stimulate achievement exCel-
lence.

A Home-School Liaison Program, funded under ESAA Title VI, enabled us to in-
stall Home Visitors in the schools to contact parents when children were absent or
repeatedly tardy. They visited parents at home to develop joint action to help stu-
dents with chronic behavior or attendance problems+. We also established periodic
teacher-parent conferences and encouraged teachers to phone parents to report both
the good work or problem behavior of their children. These efforts communicated
several messages to the parents: the schools expect students to be in attendance and
to arrive promptly, that we care about their youngsters, and that we cannot eduCate
their children without their active support. These same messages went to our staff.
By initiating these steps, our teachers and administrators understood that parent
cooperation is important to us and that we care about our students and their pres-
ence in school. Today, it is not an unusual event for both parents to leave work for a
teacher conference if a child is experiencing problems. There is high attendance at
Curriculum Nights. Open Houses, and parent-teacher organization meetings. Last
year, over 800 parents, relatives and students attended the young (Authors Confer-
ence at a.m. on a Saturday, to see the bookuthored and published by their chil-
dren.

Teacher training was accomplished in two ways. Local universities in conjunction
with a school fac:ulty, designed Masters degree programs with classes taught at the
school site. These degrees programs were built around the identified teaching-learn-
ing needs of the East Cleveland school district. Also, a systematic effort to dismiss
incompetent teachers was launched. The position of Curriculum Specialist was de-
veloped. These persons are experienced master teachers who have demonstrated the
knowledge, teaching skill and interpersonal skills necessary to be an intructional
leader, resource teacher, and teacher supervisor. We placed Curriculum Specialists
in each school. These persons lead effective teachers and help the less effective to
improve. The role of principal also is that of an instructional leader, so a team of
teacher support is functioning in each building. Using a variety of strategies, the
team tries to promote a positive self-concept of feeling of confidence in each teacher.
We recognize that unless we demonstrate respect for the integrity of our staff, we
cannot expect teachers to treat their students intthis manner. We reward excellence
and efforts of teachers and we expect them to treat students similarly. Through this
staff development program, we demonstrate that our district cares about the wel-
fare and performance of its teachers in the same way as it does about the students;
that we have high eXpectations of our teachers, the same for our students.

Enrichment activities have taken several forms. The initial effort was the En-
riched and Extended School Year PrOgram. Elementary students at all grade levels
attended school year round, with I- and 2-week vacations scheduled periodically.
These children and their teachers spent one to two week periods each month in one
of ten nearby institutions in University Circle, such as the Cleveland Art Museum,
Health Museum. Western Reserve Historical Society or Karamu Theater. These in-
stitutional staffs provided experiential learning that could not; take place in the
classroom. These extended visits also removed the students from their racially iso-
lated envifonment and expanded their horizons. This program raised students abili-
ty and achievement scores to a significant level. Later the program changed to con-
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form to the regular school year, but the institutional educational experiences con-tinued. Initially, this program was financed as a Title VI-ESAA Pilot Program.When that funding was eliminated, funds came from the Ohio Disadvantaged PupilProgram (DPPF). The program was ended this past June when our DPPF fundswere cut.
. This enrichment program was important, not only for the stimulation it offeredboth to students and teachers, but also for the instructional style used. Teachingthrough active experiences is an appropriate method of learning for many urbanchildren.

A program for our gifted and talented students has been implemented. Selectedstudents attend special classes which offer a unique instructional program includingFrench and Spanish languages. The program has'received minimal funds from thestate Gifted and Talented Program and is financed mainly through the operatingbtidget. It extends from grades 2 through 12.
Foreign language instruction as enrichment is offered in each of our elementary--schools. Last year, in state wide competition, our elementary student team took firstpri-The program, also financed through general operating funds, includes grad&three through high school. At the high school level, other languages are added tothe curriculum: Plans are underway to strengthen the foreign language curriculumand to make credits in foreign language a high school graduation requirement.An example of how we try to stimulate children is a smaller offering, the CareerAwareness Program. Students who achieve well in math and.science are enrolled inSaturday classes from grades 7 through 12. At the middle school level, as motiva-tion, minority scientists and engineers provide them "hands on" experiences and actas role models. They are introduced to a wide range ofcareers.At the high school* level, field trips to regional universities are added to the pro-gram as well as weekly enrichment in math and science courses from college in-structors. This program is supported by corporate.and philanthropic foundations.We also have upgraded the elementary music and art progranis. Art teachers andmusic teachers are scheduled into each elementary school. We are proud of our dis-trict elementarY chorus and an orchestra.

These enrichment programs have resulted in several benefits. Students' learningis accelerated, both teachers and students are motivated, and both teachers' and stu-dents' standards and expectations are raised. Parents are also affected. When theiryoungsters participate in enrichment activities, they are encouraged about theirchildren's educational opportunities in our schools; they feel better about their stu-dents' academic progress and this positive feeling is reflected in their encourage-ment of their children.
Many of our students, hOwever, for a variety of' reasons are not achieving at gradelevel. We operate our own Preschool and,Head Start Programs for ages 3 and 4, andKindergarten for the 5-year-olds. An E'Sigy School Prevention Screening Program,an NDN (National Diffusion Network) offering initiated through Ohio Title IV-CAdoption Grants, was begun three years4go. General operating funds now supportthe ptogram. It includes ages 4 and 5, and first graders. Children are screened fordevelopmental .deficits and a prescriptive remedial plan is prescribed, The programhas been demonstrated as being effective by pre-post scores. At the elementary.

.level, Title I Reading Teachers give remedial reading instruction to eligible stu-dents. This continues through the middle school. At the high school, general fundsprovide remedial reading and math labs and state Disadvantaged Vocational Fundssupport two vocational reading labs.
These remedial programs also communicate a variety of messages to parents andstaff: that the system cares about the achievement of all students, the successfuland the less suceessful; that we strive to meet the needs of each child..,Another strategy designed to help regain control of the schools and re-establish apositive learning climate was to reorganize the structure of the middle schooI andhigh school.
Our middle school annually copes with 200 to 400 more students than can be com-fortably housed, has two grade levels, 7 and 8. Half of the student body is new to theschool each year. These are pre-adolescent students and their stage of developmentresults in their, being demanding challenges to parents and teachers alike, With ini-tial private foundation support, the middle school was restructured into a unitsystem, called the Multiflex Curriculum. Each unit, led by a master teacher, consist-ed of core curriculum teachers in math, science, English and social studies. Theseteachers stayed together and with their classes through both grade; levels. They oc-cupied contiguous classrooms, restricting students' hall movements. A similar struc-ture was instituted in the ninth grade at the high school to ease students' transi-tion.
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Students follow a traditional schedule as a sophmore, except that they must take
two courses from a choice of math, science, or social studies. This insures that stu-
dents have 2 years of either math or science, since both are required the first year.
At the junior level, students must elect to enter one of four interdisciplinary
schools: Fine Arts, Humanities, Practical Arts or Math/Science, or Vocational Edu-
cation. In addition, they have three electives. Their senior year requires only Eng-
lish and the rest of their schedule is tailored to their interests and goals through
electives.

These organizational designs at the middle and high schools have fastened the es-
tablishment of a feeling of closeness among groups of teachers, groups of students
and between small groups of teachers and students. A peer support system is al-
lowed to develop which gives both teachers and students a base from which to con-
centrate on the task at hand; producing well educated students.

The final component of our educational efforts that I'd like to describe is our
building-and maintenance program. Previously, I mentioned our recent extensive
building renovation project. We also have "a vigorous maintenance schedule. Our
buildings are inspected monthly and needed maintenance scheduled promptly. You
can walk down the hall at any time of the day in any of our schools and see attrac-
tive and clean walks and sparkling windows. You will find no graffiti, no broken
windows, no vandalism. All school grounds are well maintained and attractively
landscaped. For it is our belief that a well-maintained and attractive physical plant
will positively affect the attitudes and actions of the staff and students who spend
the majority of their waking hours in that environment: We know that for many
students, the only clean physical spabe in their lives is at the school. The attractive
buildings also send messages to the people of the community; that school is a desir-
able place td be and that they as taxpayers are responsible for these attractive
schools.

I've described some of the strategies that were employed in East Cleveland that
resulted in a comprehensive and high quality educational program. I'd like now to
outline the essential factors that I believe that these actions represent.

I. Leadership.From the entire central office administrative staff, to each build-
ing administrative group, to the leaders among teachers and parents. Each group
has a role to perform, but the tone and direction are set in the superintendent's
office. Leadership is not just decision making. It is planning; it is dedication and
hard work each day at all levels. It is- constant monitoring and communicating
among and within all levels.

2. Use of knowledge.We are continuously inundated with information, from
within and from outside the school district. It is sometimes easy to become involved
in daily routines and problem solving and thereby ignore information that could aid
us in achieving our goals. Two examples are achievement test scores and research
results. We are persistently making an effort to use these types of useful informa-
tion. We use program evaluation and test scores to help make decisions about pro-
gram changes. This strategy also builds in an accountability factor. We attempt to
sift through.educational research and use that which seems to be significant for our
schools. For example, this year we have undertaken systemwide ,staff development
on the concept of "Time on Task", and will incorporate the teaching strategies from
that research throughout the system.

1. Attitudes and affect.Afte'r describing our actions taken in each of the areas of
programs, organization, personnel and building maintenance, I suggested several
nonverbal messages that resulted from these activities. I think it is important for us
to be aware that our actions taken and those Omitted always communicate attitudes
and values held by the decision makers. While the effect of each strategy alone may
be minimal, when several actions are taken, a consistent message develops and be-
comes a powerful influence on the receivers, a climate is created. And attitudes are
a key ingredient to successful school's'. Our teachers and administrators care about
the students, about the parents, and about each other. As a group, we are a part of
and are involved in community life. Our attitudes influence our expectations of each
other and of our students. Attitudes exist whether or not we are aware of them, and
since they are so powerful, it is essential to create the best possible climate for atti-
tudinal influence.

4. Successful tnstruction.There are several common characteristics among the
programs I've described and we've found these qualities to lead to improved achieve-
ment. One is enrichment. All children are entitled to enrichment activities which
will stimulate ideas and motivate them to learn. These activities will also help stu-
dents to acquire concepts. Concepts are amorphous entities which are difficult to de-
scribe, teach, or to learn. Many urban students, especially those who have been edu-
cationally disadvantaged, need to be active participants in their learning; they need
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to experience learning, not be told about it. Planning this kind of learning takesexperienced, creative teachers who are willing to make the extra effort and useextra time to structUre lessons. And these extra efforts are deserving of more re-wards than we are able to give to our dedicated staff. .

The variety of strategies I've been describing combine to form an educationalprocess that is successful in many ways. But we realize that it is necessary to ac-complish more. Cwrently, we are revising our district language arts and math.cur-ricula and will soon undertake the same task for science and social studies. We have,been forced to alter or eliminate some programs due to reductions in federal and
state funding. These losses are affecting the level of our students' education. Yet, aquality education is the only avenue by which our youngsters will be able to im-prove their quality of life. Our students may come to us as culturally, educationally
and economically disadvantaged. We are determined that they tucceed in spite ofthese obstacles.

Our community supports their schools and has demonstrated this support by
never rejecting a levy or bond issue. Yet the poverty level in the community is sogreat that local taxes cannot be the sole support of the schools. If these future gen-erations are not to be doomed to the unemployment and welfare roles like manymembers of their families, the federal and state governments must fulfill their re-sponsibilities to`the schools. In the long run, quality education is much cheaper thanunemployment.

STATEMENT OF RONDLE E. EDWARDS, SUPERINTENDENT, EAST
CLEVELAND CITY SCHOOLS, EAST CLEVELAND, OHIO

Dr. EDWARDS. Thank you, Mr. Perkins. Members of the House
Education and Labor Committee, and officers in the Department of
Education, colleagues in education, ladies, and gentlemen.

it certainly is my pleaSure to speak about quality urban educa-
tion today. I am most encouraged to know that 'you care enough tobe here and that you. are also concerned. I will rely very heavily
upon reading from an abbreviated form of my formal presentation.
Hopefully that way we'll leave much time for many of your queS-tions that I will certainly be very happy to try to answer.

The education of our youth today is our best guarantee for abright future for our Nation. For most of the youth of .my commu-nity, and that is East Cleveland, education is certainly their only
hope of breaking away from the poverty cycle and living productivelives. I am also pleased that the East Cleveland schools are being'recognized today as a deliverer, of effective education to its stu-dents. We have worked hard. for this over the past 5 yeais and we
are pleased to be so recognized.

However, my constant fear. is that the loss of State and Federal
revenue could end so much of this effectiveness. Much of thisforum today, I believe, is a consideration of the appropriate role,
appropriate Federal role, in American education. Therefore, I dowish your indulgence in a few comments on that role.

First, I believe that a description of the Federal role should beginand ,end with the assurance of equality and excellence. America's
historic commitment to eduCation has been and will continue to be
fundamental to the growth and progress of our Nation. We need tokeep in mind that education is the very cornerstone of .successful
democracy .in America. Thomas Jefferson has expressed this quitewell, and I quote: "If a Nation expects to be both ignorant and free,
it expects what never was and never will be."

It certainly was from this type of national commitment ex-pressed by Thomas Jefferson that our present system of even local
schools has grown. I believe that we must build on this historic
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broader perspective while at the same time preserving the equally
firm commitment to educational pluralism at the local level.

Again, a key role of the Federal Government is to encourage and
reinforce local initiative, facilitating quality education and school
success. Equally important for the Federal Government is the role
of initiating action when local commitments wane, when local com-
mitments cease to occur or when they otherwise fail to deliver
quality education for all citizens .regardless of race, social class, or
economic conditions.

John F. Kennedy, again, has remindedus that;
The human mind is our fundamental resource * the Federal Government's

responsibility in thig area has been established since the earliest days of this great
republic.

Certainly the protection of the civil rights of minorities and the
handicapped is a role of the Federal Government that should be
welt pronounced today. The correction of deficits and negative con-
ditions due to the history of segregation throughout this Nation is
a moral and constitutional obligation of the Federal Government.
Also, I believe that a citizenry armed with an adequate education
is a most effective national defense tool. Furthermore, the Federal
.Government has a definite role in what I refer to as international
education, education for world understanding, for national defense,
and certainly for world:commerce.

A description of the East Cleveland community is well document-
ed in the formal statement that I have prepared and is.. available
here, Therefore, I 'will not spend a great deal of time going to that
because it will take up much of the time that I have for testirriony.

I do wish to point out some aspects of the East Cleveland commu-
nity very briefly. The city of East Cleveland has a population of
38,0U0 people and is comprised of 4 square miles, and it borders on
three sides the city of Cleveland. We always hasten to add, in East
Cleveland, that we are a separate city. There's nothing wrong with
Cleveland, but we want to be properly identified.

SinCe 1970, East Cleveland has experienced rapid loss of industry
that has meant a serious decline in the moneys available to public
education to operate schools. Approximately 36 percent of the stu-
dents in attendance come from families on public assistance. Forty-
two percent of the students in the district qualify for free or re-
duced price lunch. The racial composition of the city is approxi-
mately 80 percent minority, and when I say, in East.Cleveland 80
percent minority, I am speaking of black.

To summarize, the population characteristics of East Cleveland
create critical educational needs that have to be met with limited
financial resources. East Cleveland, the most densely populated
city in Ohio; is racially isolated and reflects a populace that quite
clearly is suffering from economic insufficiency.

Yet, this community has continued to tax itself in order that the
children be provided with the quality education. I want to say this
loud and clear, that East Cleveland is one of the few comrnunities
in Ohio that has never rejected a school operating levy or bond
issue in the 139-year history of that school district. That's quite a
record for a school district in Ohio.
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Now, a few. words about the school district. First- of all, it is com-
prised of 7 elementary schools, 1 middle school, and 1 high school;
a total school population of approximately 8,614 students. Minority
students, again, in the school system comprise 98 percent oft'the
total enrollment. We are pleased to report a pupil-teacher ratio of
22 to 1. However, our student population continues to climb each
year. Over the past decade the schodl system and community have
experienced rapid racial and economic change. These events have
created a critical affective and instructional needs which have been
faced with, again, limited financial resources.

Permit me here to just brieflyand this is for the sake of future
questionsto review what I call the four phases of Federal aid to
East Cleveland schools, from 1960 to 1980. Not much different than
other urban areas. First, I'll say, the early 1960's were the begin-
ning of desegregation. During this period token integration was ac-
ceptable by the community, but there. was the constant fear that
Federal money Would accelerate it. Thus, very little was applied for
in Federal money to improve education.

Then there's the early to mid-seventies, when we had an in-
creased minoritY population in the schools. Federal money then
was sought after, it was actively sought after, but to solve the mi-
nority problem, not to necessarily improve schools for all, but to

solve the minority problem. What can we do with the rush, the oh-
slaught of minorities coming into dur school district?

Then, I would look at the late 1970's when the schoois were pre-
dominantly black and Federal money was withdrawn,. since in the
minds of Federal officials nearly all black schools did not constitute
racial isolation.

I have been here before to talk about this concept to members of
the Department of Education and certainly to some key legislators..
New rulings on title yll to say that when a district becomes pre-
dominantly black, almost all black, the problems of isolation are
not to be attended by Federal aid through title VII, now title VI.

The fourth phase, today, 1981, a time of State financial crisis in
Ohio and elsewhere, the Federal Government expresses its desire
to abdicate responsibility for the general welfare through educa-
tion.

Now, briefly, I want to get into the problem and what we did
about it. And this is what happened to East Cleveland. The prob-
lem I'll state, and what we did about it. I want to advise that much
of the help did come from Federal funds but certainly now greatly
on the wane.

Several years ago the East Cleve4hd system was not much dif-
ferent from other urban schools. Violence, vandalism, low morale,
low achievement, and poor attendance were common. Experienced
teachers fled and of those who remained many pursued teaching
strategies that were destined for failure from the onset. This latter
group that remained behaved in the classroom out of a negative,
biased perception of the pupils and of the families from which the
pupils came.

These same teachers were often those who covertly predicted
social and academic failure for their pupils and yet expressed
'alarm when these negative predictions were actualized. Newly re-
cruited teachers were inexperienced and despite interest that they.
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had in the young people they lacked the necessary skills to do very
much.about it.

Now, our efforts tocounteract these problems were in four areas:
Parent involvement, teacher training, enrichment instruction, and
remeciiation. We needed to establish an affective climate that
would motivate students' learning and motivate teachers to draw
out excellence from their students. In other Arords, we sought a
team of dedicated teachers, administrators, and parents.

Now, under ESAA title VI we initiated a home-school liaison pro-.gram: Home-school visitors would monitor student attendance and
tardiness, parents of chronic absentees were called, home confer-
ences were held to get parents involved in solving their youngsters'
behavior problems, parent and teacher conferences were schethiled
periodically and teachers were encouraged to call .parents for both
the good that they did and certainly for their behavior problems.
Parents and teachers alike learned that students were expected to
be in school everyday and that we needed the active participation
of parents in order to educate their students.

Todayand I'm pleased with th'istoday it is not unusual for
both 'parents, working parents, to leave work for a teacher confer-
ence if a child is experiencing a problem. There is high attendance
at what we call curriculum night, open houses, and certainly at
parent-teacher organization meetings.

Teacher training took two directions. Several local universities
offered masters degree level programs for our schools. Classes were
held at the various school buildings after school. These graduate
programs were built around the identified teaching-learning needs
of our school district. Also, a systematic effort to dismiss incompe-
tent teachefs was launched. And I want to emphasize: Yes, we dis-
missed many incompetent teachers.

The second thrust was to install curriculum specialists in each
building. These master teachers with exceptional interpersonal
skills led other effective teachers and certainlY helped those who
were less effective to improve. We have developed the same high
expectations of ou r. teachers that we have for our students.

Enrichment activities also took several forms. The enriched and
extended school year program sent elementary classes into nearby
museums and theaters for 1- to 2-week learning experiences. These
extended visits removed the students from their racially isolated
environments and expanded their horizons. As all-black, predomi-
nantly black schools, we did not have a large number of white
youngsters for our youngsters to integrate with. The integrative ex-
periences could not be had in that mode. But we did use title VI
and earlier title VII funds to transport these students to places
where they could have integrated involvements, virtually integrat-
ed involvements, and thereby raise their horizons.

Transporting students to these cultural institutions for experien-
,tial learning raised IQ's and we can document that in achievement
scores. Under title VI these programs were originally funded, and .

later they were transferred to State funding. I am bothered to add
that this program was eliminated this past June when State funds
were not available. Title VI moneys, I will add, have to be used for
integrating only bodies, that was the purpose; not for the eqUally
valuable experiences of expanding horizons.

'I
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We are in the fourth year of a program for gifted and talented
students. Students attend special classes where the curriculum and
teaching methods better meet their needs. I am ple4s4d to hear the
most recent pronouncements on foi-eign languages here in the Con-
gress. I want to say that foreign language instruction is being of-
fered in all of our elementary schools. For instance, Spanish in-
struction is taking place from grade 3 through the high school.

Our career education program includes designs for high ability
students interested in science or other careers. From grade 7
through 12 they attend Saturday classes at the local high school
and middle school as well as local colleges to introduce them to a
wide range of careers to Upgrade their math and science skills. Our
full career education program extends from kindergarten through
12.

We have also improved our elementary art and music programs.
Specialists are scheduled into each elementary school. Last year a
districtwide course, elementary, and a districtwide elementary or-
chestra were established.

These enrichment programs have several benefits. Both students
and teachers are stimulated. Students' learning is accelerated and
both teachers' and students' expectations are raised. And I want to
emphasize for the sake of your questions, expectations being raised
,on the part of students as well as on the part of teachers. Parents
also are encouraged when their children participate in these pro-
gram designs.

We have several remedial elementary reading and mathematics
'programs under title I and,certainly Head Start over the last 7 to10 years. It's been truly a success. We have screened kindergarten
children for learning problems and prescribed remedial activities
for identified deficits. At the high school we have three reading
labs and two mathematics labs with partial funding from the State
disadvantaged vocational funds. As you well know, much of the vo-
cational moneys for the States come from Federal sources, and that
vocational money has been greatly cut. ,

One other successful program strategy I would love to mention
briefly is that at the middle school and the first year of high school
we .installed small units of students and teachers to increase stu-.
dent-teacher closeness and reduce 'the extent to which students
travel alone through halls and corridors. Other organizational
structures have'created teacher support teams and a close relation-
ship between the smaller group of students and their teachers.

The final component of our efforts to restore excellence in the
East Cleveland schools has been our building maintenance pro-
gram. Ron Edmonds was here yesterday and I'm certain that he
mentioned the value of facilities when we try to exact effective
schools. All of our buildings have been rk..novated or replaced
within the last several years. A regularly scheduled onsite building
inspection insures that building repairs and cleanliness are accom-
plished. You find no broken windows or vandalism in our schools:
We maintain the buildings and grounds and we provide an attrac-
tive environment for students and teachers. This instills pride in
the community.

In closing, let me say that the sum of these efforts have made
East Cleveland an effective school district. Yet today we are in the
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midst of program cuts and eliminaticili due to the reductions in
Federal and State funding. These losses will -,ffect the quality of
education our students are receiving and it is this very education
which is the only avenue by which our youngsters will be able to
improve the quality of their lives and add to the quality of this
Nation.

Most of our students, as I have indicated before, come to us edu-
cationally disadvantaged. They come from highly transient fami-
lies. The school just might be the most stable factor in their lives.
We are determined that our students will succeed in spite of these
obstacles but we do need help. We Are sUpported by our parents in
this effort. In spite of high taxes that they impose on themselves,
we know that we will have te,Gontinue to Seek outside funding. If
these future generations are iigt to be .doomed to poverty and un-
employment, certainly the Federal Government must fulfill its his-
toric responsibility, its historic role to public institutions.

Ladies and gentlemen, I hurried through that because I knew
that it would exceed the 10 minutes allotted here, but I do hope
that you will have some questions whereby I might be able to
expand on those concepts and add more to what I am proud of as
one quality school district. I hope you will come to visit us some-
time.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much for an excellent state- I
ment. We will hear the other witnesses before-interrogation. The i
next witness is Dr. Hendrix. Go ahead.

[Theprepared statement of Clifford Hendrix followsd
/PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. CLIFFORD L. HENDRIX, JR., ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT

FOR. PUPIL PERSONNF,I.; SERVICES, CHATTANOOGA .PUBLIC SCHOOLS, CHATTAN0061,
TEN

CHATTANOOGA PUSH FOR EXCELLENCE: AN APPROACH TO MEETING THE NEEDS Ot
QUALITY URBAN EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES

INTRODUCTION

I am extremely, honored to have been invited to participate with this panel on
this occasion to address the Congressional Committee on Education and Labor and
this Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education reg rding
some factors contributing to effective and quality education in urban public chools
of these United States.

In recent decades the problems and issues pertaining to urban educitiq4 have
been widely researched and published. Out of this emphasis has emerged a , ass of
theory and concepts focusing on thoie characteristics which denote an effe tive cli-
mate for learning and those qualities that ensure a meaningful instructi nal pro-
gram "especially for the poor children in urban distriáts.

This presentation will-attempt to address these same concerns by sh ring with
you just one example of a Demonstration Program which is attempting t.,6 put some
of these theories and concepts into practice. It is a program which while still in its
infancy, has received more than its share of scrutiny, criticism, and me a exposure.
The unusual attention, perhaps, is attributhd to its creator, the chrisntitic and con-
troversial founder and President of Operation PUSH and the.PUSH r Excellence
Program, Reverend Jesse Jackson. He, his staff, and the program 'sftes across the
country, have had great difficulty in transforming a dreama mOementinto a
legitimate educational proposal. My reference will focus specificalYy on the PUSH
for Excellence Program of Chattanooga, Tennessee, which has expirienced a reason-
able success in its initial efforts to demonstrate how certajn factors can make a dif-
ference in improving the quality of education in urban, inner-city neighborhoods.
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NATURE OF THE PROBLEM

The PUSH for ExcellenCe (PUSH/Excel) Project had its beginning through the in-spiration and foresight of Rev. Jesse Jackson when about 1975 he began to speak
about some eXtrernely,Aifficult problems Confronting the nation's public schools.These were certainly -familiar problems to educators and some &immunity leaders,
especially those in the larger urban areas. Student apathy and lack 'Of motivation,
drug abuse, low performance in academic performance, violence and misbehavior-on
school property were just a few of the many issues.discussed in the media, at profes-
sional conferences, in school disciplinary hearing:,, ond in university departments ofeducation. Ihe popular conclusion was that prcblems like these were characteristic
of schools serving minority and low incomestudents.

An unfortunate fact was that as educational and job ipportunities were beginningto reach out to previously denied minorities, and as rt.cial and class barriers werebeing lifted, too many students were not investing their efforts in preparation forthese opportunities. Students in large . measures were not pursuing excellence
through good school attendance, hard work and setting goals, self-discipline, andpersonal integrity.

Rev. Jackson did not place the total blame on the students, however. Other seg-ments of the community were also charged with a share of the responsibility,namely: the parents, by their/lack of concern; the school, through their low expecta-tions for student performance and achievement, as well as their ill-definethand
poorly implemented standards of student behavior; and the community, because igits lack of: interest in what goes on in the schools. He concluded that students, par-
ents, and communities must become partners in the solution. Thus, the concept ofExcel's "total involvement" had its birth.

THE pUSH FOR EXCELLENCE MOVEMENT IN CHATTANOOGA, TENN.

The Chattanooga program had its beginning in an extensive, grass roots cam-
paign, led by the rdoderator of the local Operation PUSH Chapter. In August 1977,
PUSH/Excel propobents started at lhe community level by cirCulating a petition,among residents of vai :ow target neighborhoods. The petition outlined several as-pects of the Chicago-based movement and was eventually signed by an estimated3,000-4,000 people.

Subsequent efforts were directed at publicizing the proposal and gaining the sup-port of key citizens, the Board of Education, and the local Chamber of Commerce.
The program began formally in July 1979, when the Chattanooga Public School
System, entered into contract with PUSH for Excellence, Inc.

ADMINISTRATION AND ORGANIZATION OF THE PROGRAM

Chattanooga PUSH/Excel is a motivation program. In accordance with the na-tional thrust, it is designed to challenge and involve the maximum number of per-sons and organizations, especially parents, to impact creatively and constructivelyon public education. It seeks to take the school from isolation and put it in. thecenter of a positive social-cultural environment.
Responsibility for the administration of the program is divided into two parts. The

PUSH/Excel Director and Assistant Director are responsible for implementing allactivities that originate in the community by community participants. Six school-
community liaison workers are assigned to each of the six participating schools andwork under the direction of the PUSH/Excel Director in carrying out both schooland community activities,

The School District Coordir.ator is the administrator who is responsible for coordi-nating all in-school activities with principals, teachers, and students of the partici-pating schools. To assist him are six staff-advisors who are full-time professional
staft members assigned to each-of the six schools, but who devote up to one-third of
their time providing in-kind services to the program in their respective schools. ,Three high scliools, tifree junior high, and beginning this school year, two elemen-tary schools comprise the eight participating schools. Approximately 3,500 studentsmake up the total enrollment of whiCh approximately 70 percent of the students areblack. Two of the high schools are completely black.

All of the schook are located in neighborhoods in the urban core of the city.
These schools were selected primarily becausb of their location and need. In these
neighborhoods 70 percent of the families have incomes at or below the poverty level.
However, another Important criteria for selection of these schools was a willingness
and commitment by the principal and school staff to support this type of communityinvolvement.
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Responsibility for citywide planning and development is charged to a community
advisory board. This body endorses and interprets the national goals common to all
sites, and acts in behalf of the Chattanooga School Board to insure the effective im-
plementation of the program both in the community,and the schools.

Program implementation in the schools is initiated by the principal of each par-
ticipating school who chairs a- school advisory committee consisting of -parents,
teachers, students, and community representatives. This committee identifies school
specific needs and goals to be accomplished with assigned activities and programs.

SELECTEI) PROGRAM OBJECTIvES AND ACTIVITIES BY CATEGORIES OF PARTICIPANTS

In keeping with the "total involvement" concept, the Chattanooga PUSH-Excel
Program a'ssigns specific objectives and activities 'or outcomes to eight distinct
groups or categories. These groups are selected because they represent particular
persons who influence, in son% way, the cognitive and effective development of stu-
dents: The eight categories which have the responsibility for providing solutions and
alternatives to certain problems that students faZe today are: Parents, students,
principals, teachers, churches, organizations business and Industry, and the media.

This report does not atternpt to identify all of the objectives and activities as-
signed to the,yarious categories. Instead, examples of each are selected here to dem-
onstrate how significant individuals and groups impact upon the students' learning
environment and their future development.

A. Parents.In order to better facilitate the learning and academic growth of stu-
dents, parents are being asked to volunteer their services and work cooperatively
with school personnel. Tilus, the participating schools are getting parents to arrange
school visits, complete parent-teacher conferences, pick up report cards, and assist
as volunteers with certain school activities to a much greater extent than before the
program was implemented.

E. Stildents.In order to achieve the ultimate of excellence in education, students
are expected to become more responsible for enhancing their chances of receiving a
fair and equitable education. Hence, students in the participating schools now, more
than ever, are attending school and classes more regularly, attempting to improve
their academic standing, and receiving information regarding career opportunities.

C. Principals.In every aspect of the PUSH for Excellence program the role of
the principal as a dynamic and effective leader is emphasized. Thus, this key perst,n
is expected to provide direction to the school's advisory committee where important
decisions are made concerning prioritizing objectives for the school, determining ac-
tivities to be completed, and deciding on procedures for coordinating community
support. Without exception, principals of the participating schools are providing
more leadership in surveying the problems of school, setting objectives for imptave-
merit, mobilizing staff and students for committnent to positive action, and seeking
out parents, business leaders, ministers, community leaders, and media representa-
tives to operationalize the "total involvement" concept.

D. Teachers.As efforts are heing made to improve the school climate, reduce dis-
cipline problems, and change apathetic attitudes, teachers are expected to plan for
more effectiveness in teaching with higher expectations of students in learning.
Teachers are now preparing daily lesson plans which focus on a diagnostic-assess-
ment instructional approach to teaching the basic academic skills. Fuither, teachers
are applying classroom instructional techniques so that students are preparing to
think about the future. Thus, students now more than ever in the participating
schools are being exposed to the world of work through field trips to businesses, in-
dustries, and governmental and social agencies. Also, representatives from the work
places are being invited to.visit classes and help students become better informed
about career opportunities.

E. Churches.Since churches are still a catalyst around which people revolve.and
intertwine their lives, they are being asked to extend their role in areas which are
considered relevant to the education and well-being of its youth. As a. result of this
new alliance between the church and the school community, ministers are serving
on the advisory committee of each participating school. Parents and community rep-
resentatives are being reached through the church congregation to encourage their
involvement in the neighborhood schools. Churches are donating their facilities for
parent meetings and tutorial programs, and recognition programs and scholarship
awards are being given to honor students who excel and have shown great improve-
ment over the previous school year.

F. Organiiations:Since excellence in performance and the desire to help create
an improved society are worthy goals of most organizations, they are being solicited
to become involved in wAys that Will motivate and encourage youth to'excel in all
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aspects of scnool and community life. In fulfilling this goal, organizations are volun-te9ring their time and resources: to provide academic assistance after school, to con-duct workshops to help students improve their test-taking skills, to formulate aspeakers bureau to be available to the participating schools, and to recognizeachievement of students with scholarships and certificates of merit.
G. Business and industry:Educators have long been criticized for not involving'

professionals in business, industry, and Government in helping students prepare for
a future livelihood. Consequently, now more than ever, reputable community firmsand their leaders are being asked to contribute their expertise through career edu-
cation aptivities, sadopt-a-school programs, after school work experiences, student
tours, classroom consultants, and scholarships to deserving students.

H. Media:It is generally agreed that the media has a significant influence on
the behavior of students and should be used to transshape students' views of their
present and future. Thus, officials of local radio, television, and newspapers are par-ticipating in a most effective way to: (1) provide a forum for students to present
their .views while improving their communication skills, (2) publicize the excellent
programs to project a more posipve image of the school, (3) inform students of theimportance of an education fot, future successT thereby hdping to reinforce the
school's objectives, and (4) serve on advisory committees of the participating schools
to become better informed about the various programs and activities.

CONCLUSIONS/ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS/RECOMMENDATIONS FOR EXPANDING PROGRAM
GOALS

Since the Chattanooga PUSH/Excel program began in the 1979-80 school' yeAr, it
has produced encouraging results. Attendance has increased an average of 4 percent
among the schools represented in the program. The percent of students withdrawingfrom school has declined in all except one of the schools, indicating improved persis-
tence. Generally, test scores ^at PUSH/Excel schools have improved at a more rapidrate than has been noted for other schools' in the Chattanooga City system. And,through all of the PUSH/Excel activities within the school and community, parentsin general are at least beginning to demonstratre an awareness of what the pro-
gram is about and their role in the "total involvement" movement.

While in the short existence of this program, many of the activities have reaPed
some measure of student excellence, there are still strategies with certain targetgroups which need further attention. In a recent summary evaluation of the Chatta-nooga' Program, the Project Director for the American Institutes for Research, the.
National Evaluation Agency for PUSH for Excellence Program, reported that
'while this demonstration site comes closest to the 'total involvement' approach en-
visioned by the program's founder, it has not fully implemented the model." The
report stressed further the need to mobilize long-term volunteer suppoi ,; from par-entssid the community, and work to achieve some of the basic objectives of the

mat movement, for example, "parental monitoring of study hours, and from stu-
ents, increased self-initiated efforts to achieve."
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. GOALS FOR FUTURE PROGRAM EMPHASIS

We believe that the PUSH for Excellence Program and its concept of getting thetotal community involved in reaching common goals is one approach to making
urban (especially inner city) schools more instructionally effective for poor children.
The National Evaluation Reports from AIR substantiates the worth and potoitial
success of PUSH/Excel. Their criticisms and recommendations, such as the ones al-ready Mentioned, are con_ tructive as well as instructive in suggesting Possible new
strategies for future consideration.

I believe that the Federal government is interested in 'supporting educational pro-
posals which originate from concerned citizens and attempt to address quality edu-cation and school success for the less fortunate, and, therefore, Federal officials
must not desert local and state governments in their struggle to maintain financialsupport for such promising proposals.

In closing, the Chattanooga PUSH/Excel Program has an unfinished agendawhich,. like many other state and loch programs, may not survive without contin-
ued support at the Federal leyel. As the staff continues to plan and work, efforts
will be directed toward imprdved strategies for tke following expanded goals:

1. To work more effectively with target stuts who have been identified as
chronic absentees, chronic failures, and serious discipline problems;

2. To (Assist school staffs in developing techniques for students to become more re-
sponsible for planning and deciding on realistic futuile goals and careers;
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3. To provide instructions and support for parents on how to organize for super-
vised study time for their children in the home;

4. To develop more effective strategies for community involvement, including spe-
cific directions for business and industry, churches, community organizations, recre-
ational centers, and the public media;

5. To plan orientation for parent and community groups about the public educa-
tion system with emphasis on how to get thier concerns heard and their needs met
in the interest of a better education for their children; and

6. To develop a more complete summer program which will involve the staff in
making contacts with churches, businesses, and community centers to plan future
activities; and complete group sessions with students and parents who need help to
improve their school relationships.

We believe that program objectives and strategies which attempt to include all
facets of community support will come closest to the ultimate goal of providing a
wholesome learning environment and a quality instructional program for the less
fortunate young citizens of this nation. And we believe, further, that the leaders of
the Federal government have not only the responsibility of continued financial sup-
port to these endeavors, but also the right to monitor and evaluate the extent to
which the funds are serving its purpose and achieving its goals.

STATEMENT OF CLIFFORD L. HENDRIX. JR., ASSISTANT SUPERIN-
TENDENT FOR PUPIL PERSONNEL SERVICES, CHATTANOOGA
PUBLIC SCHOOLS, CHATTANOOGA, TENN.

Dr. HENDRIX. Thank you, Mr. Perkins, and other members of this
subcommittee. I am extremely pleased to have this opportunity to
participate on this panel and share with you some factors which we
feel contribute to quality education in the, urban schools of these
Wnited States.

In recent decades the problems and issues pertai,ning to urban
education have been widely researched and published. And out of
this emphasis has emerged a mass of theory and concepts focusing
on those characteristics which denote an effective climate for
learning and those qualities that insure a meaningful instructional
program, especially for the poor children in the urban districts.

This presentation will attempt to address these same concerns by
sharing with you just on e example of a demonstration program
which is'attempting to put some of these theories and concepts into
practice. My reference will focus specifically on the push for excel-
lence program of Chattanooga, Tenn. which has experienced rea-
sonable success in its initial efforts to demonstrate how certain fac-
tors can make a difference in improving the quality of education in
certain inner city schools.

The push for excellence project had its beginning through the in-
spiration and foresight of the Reverend Jesse Jackson when about
1975 he began to speak: about some extremely difficult problems
confronting the Nation's public schools. These were certainly famil-
iar problems to educators and some community leaders. Student
apathy and lack of motivation, drug abuse, loini performance in aca-.
demic achievement, violence and misbehavior on school property
were just a few of the many issues discussed in the media, at pro-
fessional conferences, and in university departments of education.
The popular conclusion was that problems like these were charac-
teristic of schools serving minority and low income students.

An unfortunate fact was that as educational and job opportuni-
ties were beginning to reach out to .previously denied minorities
and as racial and class barriers were being lifted, too many stu-
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dents were not investing their efforts in preparation for these op-
portunities.

Reverend Jackson did not place the total blame on students,
however. Other segments of the community were also charged with
their share of the respOnsibility: namely, the parents by their lack
of concern; the schools through their low expectations of student
performance and achievement as well as their ill-defined and
poorly imnlemented standards of student behavior; and the commu-
nity because of its lack of interest in what goes on in the schools.
He concluded that students, parents, and communities must
became partners in the solution. Thus the concept of total involve-
ment had its birth.

The Chattanooga program had its beginning in an extensive,
grass miots campaign, led by the moderator of the local Operation
PUSH chapter. In August 1977, PUSH/Excel proponents started at
the community level by circulating a petition among residents of
various target neighborhoods. The 'petition outlined several aspects
of th,e Chicago-based movement and was eventually signed by an
estimated 3,000 to 4,000 people.

Subsequent efforts were directed at publicizing the proposal and
gaining the support of key citizens, the board of education, and the
local .chamber of commerce. The program began formally in July
1979, when the Chattanooga Public School System entered into
contract with PUSH for Excellence, Inc.

Chattanooga PUSH/Excel is a motiVation program. In accord-
ance with the national thrust, it is designed to .challenge and in-
volve the maximum number of persons and organizations, especial-
ly parents, to impact creatively and constructively on Public educa-
tion. It seeks to take the school from isolation and put it in the
center of a positive social-cultural environment.

Three high schools, three junior high, and beginning this school
year, two elementary schools comprise the' eight participating
schools. Approximately 3,500 students make up the total enroll-
ment of which approximately 70 percent of the students are black.
Two of the high schools are completely black.

All of the schools are located ill neighborhoods in the urban core
of the city.

These schools were selected primarily because of their location
and the need, 'as 70 percent of the families in these neighborhoods
have incomes at or below the poverty level.

In keeping with the total involvement Concept Chattanooga
PUSH/Excel program assigns specific objectives and activities or
outcomes to eight distinct groups or categories. These groups are
selected because they represent particular persons who influence in
some way the cognitive and affective development of students.

This report does not attempt to identify all of the objectiVes and
activities assigned to these eight categories. Instead, examples of
each are selected here to demonstrate how significant individuals
and groups ;impact upon the students' learning environment and
t,heir future development.

First, parents: In order to better facilitate the learning and aca-
demic growth of students, parents are being asked to volunteer
their services by arranging school visits, completirig parent-teacher
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conferences, picking up report cards, and assisting as volunteers in
certain school activities.

Students: In order to achieve the ultimate of excellence in educa-
tion students are expected to become more responsible for enhanc-
ing their chances of receiving a fair and equitable education. Now,
more than ever, students are attending school and classes more
regularly, attempting to improve their academic standing, and re-
ceiving information regarding career opportunities.

Principals: In every aspect of the PUSH for Excellence program
the role of the principal as a dynamic and effective leader is em-
phasized. Thus, this key person is expected to provide direction to
the school's advisory committee where important decisions are
made concerning prioritizing objectives for the school..

Teachers: Teachers are now preparing daily lesson plans which
focus on teaching of the basic skills. They are applying classroom
instructional techniques so that students are preparing to think
about the future: Their students, now more than ever, are being ex-
posed to the world of work as representatives from the workplaces
are being invited to visit classes and help students become better
informed about career opportunities.

Churches: Since churches are still a catalyst around which
people revolve and intertwine their lives, they are being asked to
extend their role. In this new alliance between the church and the
school, ministers are serving on the advisory committee of each
participating school. Churches are donating their facilities for
parent meetings and tutorial programs, and recognition programs
and scholarship awards are being given to honor students who
excel and have shown great improvement over the previous school
year.

Organizations: Since excellence in performance and the desire to
help creite an improved society are worthy goals of most organiza-
tions, they are being solicited to become involved by providing aca-
demic assistance after school, conducting workshops to help stu-
dents improve their 'test-taking skills, formulating a speakers'
bureau to be available to participating schools, and recognizing
achievement of students with scholarships and certificates of merit.

Business and 'Industry: rducators -have-long been criticized for
not involving professiOnals in business, industry, and Government
in helping students prepare for a future livelihood. Consequently,
now, reputable community firms and their leaders are being asked
to contribute their expertise through career education activities,
adopt-a-school programs, afterschoOl work experiences, student
tours, classroom consultants, and scholarships to deserving stu-
dents.

The media: It is generally agreed that the media has a signifi-
cant influence on the behavior of students and should be used to
help shape students' views of their present and future. Thus, offi-
cials of local radio, television, and newspapers are participating in
a most effective way to provide a forum for students to present
their views and improve their communication skills, to 'publicize
outstanding programs to provide a more positive image of the
school, and inform students of the importance of an education for
future success, thereby helping to reinforce the school's objectives.
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Since the Chattanooga PUSH/Excel program began in the school
year of 1979-80, it has produced encouraging results. Attendance
has increased an average of 4 percent among the schools represent-
ed in the program. The percentage of students withdrawing from
school has declined in all except one of the schools, indicating im-
proved persistence. Generally, test scores at the PUSH/Excel
schools have improved at a more rapid rate 'than has been noted .

'for the other schools in the school system.
While, in the short existence of this program, many of the activi-

ties have reaped some measure-of student excellence, there are still
strategies with certain target groups which need further attention.

The American Institutes for Research in their -evaluation report
made an. overall conclusion of this as they say, "While this demon-
stration site comes closest to the 'total involvement'.approach envi-
sioned by the program's founder, it has not fully implemented the
model."

The Chattanooga PUSH/Excel program thus, then, has an unfin-
ished agenda which.like many other State and local programs may
not survive without continued .assistance at the Federal level. As
the staff continues to plan and work,, efforts will be directed toward
improved strategies for the following five expanded goals.

No. 1, to work more effectively with target students who have
been idenlified as chronic absentees, 'chronic failures, and:serious
discipline problems.

Two, to assist the school staffs in developing techniques; for stu-
dents to become more responsible for planning and deciding pn re-
alistic future goals and careers.

Three, to provide instruction and support for parents on how to
prganize for supervised study time for their children at home.

Four, to develop more effective strategies for coMmunity involve-
ment, including specific directions for business and industry,

public media.
And five, to plail orientation for parent Sand 6mmunity groups

about the public education system with emphasis on how to get
their concerns heard, their needs met, in the interest of a better
education for their children.

We believe that the program objectives and strategies which.at-
tempt to include all facets of comMunity support will come closest
'to the ultimate goal of providing a wholesome learning environ-.
ment and a quality instructional environment fpr the less fortu-
nate young citizens of this Nation. And we believe, further and fi-
nally, that the leaders of the Federal Goverriment have not only
the responsibility of continued financial sttpport jn these endeavors
but also the right and the responsibility to monitor and evaluate
the extent to which the funds are serving its purpose and achieving
its goals. Thank you.

Mr. KILDEE. Thank you very_rnuch, Dr. Hendrix. The chairman
has had to step away and I have assumed the Chair: I feel a close
affinity with all three of you. Ten years of my life were spent in
education. The last 17 years I have beEn in a long sabbatical work-
ing at legislative Work, so I personally welcome all of yoii here this
morning.
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Our next witness is Dr. Paul Loughran, assistant superintendent,
Mahopac Central School District, New York.

STATEMENT OF PAUL A. LOUGHRAN, ASSISTANT SUPERINTEND-
ENT. NIAHOPAC CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT. NEW YORK

Dr: LOUGHRAN. Thank you. Good morning, Mr. Chairman, mem-
bers. It is indeed a pleasure to be here. Remind me never to follow
the son of a preacher man again.

Much to-do has been made concerninegpecific characteristics in
the literature that contribute to school success. A review of the cur-
rent research concerning school effects reveals anywhere from. 5 to
10 major characteristics which are important, but in my opinion

. not as important as the assessment and planning process which
should grow from an awareness of these particular characteristics.

Research in general has an inflammatory effect on staff, both'ad-
ministrative and teaching, who view themselves as working in the
trenches. The assessment, planning, and implementation process, is
really.where the future focus of Federal aid to local districts should
be. More attention should be paid to the personal characteristics
specific to effect instructional leaders, and his/her role as catalysts
in the improvement of instruction.

With declining enrollments and budget cuts the principalship
has become a--much more crucial position. If he or she cannot de-
velop creative responses to shrinking resources and enrollments,
substantial program development will cease. The principal also has
to be organized to the point that effective followthrough and staff
evaluation will take place as part of the implementation process
for all instructional programs. The ability of the instructional
leader to select capable staff is most important since few positions
are being created. Evaluation of school effectiveness has to include
the perceptions of the parents and community.

School climate is critical in producing a quality educational prod-
uct. However, 'professional responsibilities, mandate that staff rise
above bureaucratic paper flow and systemic situations due to the
special nature and missions of schools.

The institutions have a responsibility to provide as paper free
and as productive a climate as possible but the concern of the indi-
vidual professional should and must be focused on their current
charges.. In the urban setting in particular personnel pmblems play
a large role in the setting of poor climate. Paychecks that are not
generated for 3 to 6 months, lost checks, slow hiring procedures,.
and cavalier attitudes toward staff all distract the professional
from the task at hand. I might add that brief funding cycles and
living from ,year to year on a grant has not been conducive to a
healthy climate. In addition, pullout programs whether i.t be for re-
mediation or for the education of the gifted and talented have not
provided the articulation between specialist and classroom teacher
that enables the professional to feel that they have control and
total responsibility for the end product.

The role of the principal at the building level is critical in devel-
oping a productive, climate. The ahility to raise self esteem and
good feelings concerning the school as a whole is a most difficult
task considering the age, conditions, and lack of public support for

7
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teachers. Staff development efforts should be of a personal nature
so that burnt-out teachers feel that they are capable of changing
and influencing their environments. ,Obviously, these efforts haveas their goal the improvement of educational quality.Schools in all settings can be made more effective. It requires
total commitment from a strong principal and dedicated staff. A
formalized management and planning process is required to makethe schools more effective. The most important characteristics in-
clude formalized curriculum on a grade-by-grade basis with specific
objectives for all content areas and an expectation that progress bemade not only with each child but also with the school as a whole.
This planning process should involve administrators, teachers, andparent representatives.

Program design is and should be the total responsibility of theprincipal and he or she should seek in-put from all levels so that
the staff and community feel that they have the ability to influ-
ence institutional goals and structure..Money alone does not solveeducational programs and problems. Commitment and a fresh per-spective toward program design can solve many if not All of cur-riculum dilemmas. Effective and efficient test reporting is absolute-ly vital not only for superior instruction but for setting and analyz-
ing school priorities. Many school resources are misdirected, and in
many cases remedial target populations have been selected overthe years based on unsophisticated data.

Instructional positions in the past have been more a function offunding source and organizational pattern rather than demonstrat-ed need. The instructional leader cannot make meaningful instruc-
tional designs unless he has at his fingertips a concise summary ofwhere the pupils are at by class and grade level. In this age it isludicrous to have teacher-generated achievement and criterion-ref-
erenced test data when computer-generated formats are so readilyavailable 'and inexpensive.

Instructional materials comprise at best 1 to 2 percent of school
budgets and especially at the upper grades where more independ-
ent learning takes place it seems incredible that the most appropri-ate texts, tests, and media are generally, not available. In social'studies in particular, the area of Afro-Asian studies, materials areout of date on an almost yearly basis. It is inappropriate for schoolsto have as many as 10 basal readers per building due solely to alack of analysis and planning, 'especially in light of the relatively
insignificant funding required.

As enrollments shrink, personnel costs go through the roof due
to senioritY'lliring and average experience. The age of the typical
teacher in New York is currently in their forties, and salaries are
commensurate. Therefore, more effective instructional materialsand planning should lend themselves to far more efficient educa-
tional sygterns.

Last, the impact of the computer, both micro and CAI-CMI for-mats, cannot be overstated. As a recordkeeping device and instruc-tional tool for use by the teacher, they provide superior instruc-
tional formats in drill and practice and criterion-referenced test re-porting. Hopefully, computer software authors will soon catch upwith hardware manufacturers.
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It is important for the youngest elementary pupils to have A cer-
tain degree of computer literacy because they will coercey
coerceteachers in the upper grades, especially mathematics
teachers, to becorne computer literate. Planning grants and instruc-
tional formats utilizing computers could be one means of introduc-
ing staff to them in a nonthreatening manner. I have witnessed
burnt-out staff come to-life with the addition of each.

The need for superior communication skills is vital to the success
of the instructional leader and his or her programs. In many ways
they have to promote and market educational concepts, and indeed,
in the future, in the near future, this could be a Prime characteris-.
tic.

The Federal Government's role in facilitating quality education
and successful schools should rely on catalst ,and planning models
and not rely, as in the paSt, on compensatory programs. A need
exists for tightly defined curricula and programs in which expecta-
tions are placed at all teaching and administrative levels. The Fed-
eral Government can best meet its responsibilities to the schools by
providing voluntary planning grants for district 'and schoolwide
programs designed to meet the needs of the entire population
rather than a fragmented tourniquet approach as in the funded
programs of the past.

Grants should be available to schools that voluntarily request
help in needs assessment, attitudinal change, curricula structure
and implementation. No sure cures exist and mandated cures only
make people hostile. A change process takes a minimum of 3 years
to complete and Federal grants should support this planning proc-
ess and not supplant instructional .moneys which should rely on
local resources.

The benefits of these grants would accrue to all concerned,
pupils, teachers, administrators, and the institUtion as a whole.
Schools should be exciting places for, all concerned: The talents and
skills necessary to provide instructional leadership are many. It
has been this author's experience that with appropriate support ad-
ministrators can have an enormous effect on unproductive school
situations. Thank you.

Mr. KiLnEE. Thank you very much. Dr. Loughran. I'll start ques-
tioris in reverse order since you raised a point here that fits in with
some testimony the subcommittee heard yesterday.

You mentioned that in many cases remedial target populations
have been selected over .the years based upon unsophisticated
dataI'm reading from your testimony here. Yesterday Ronald Ed-
monds, formerly of' Harvard, now of Michigan State University, in-
dicated that perhaps we should consider title I on the basis of stu-
dents' test results rather than on their familial profile or poverty
level.

He also indicated, howeverif I can recallthat this probably
would not significantly change the population of' students who were
being served. Would you care to comment on whether we might use
another method of identifying those to be served? Maybe all three
of you could comment on that.

Dr. LOUGHRAN. Certainly my colleagues from the more directly
urban situation might comment on that more directly, but I think
my point was made thatI mean, what do tests measure, the way
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the testing programs are currently conducted? Generally it's a
.teacher-generated test. Excuse me, it's a' validated test, but it's run
in a typical classroom. In many cases, in Most cases, it's teacher
scored. Certain scoring errors can creep in. I think testing condi-
tions on the whole, I think that the educational community
throughqut the country perhaps could use a great deal more
inservice in regards to the manner in which tests should be given.
And also the statistical formats: How are these summarized? Quite
frankly, in my current position I came into a situation where each
school ran its own testing program. One administrator or a staff
would use percentiles or create equivalents, and there was no com-
parability of data. And the first thing I did was to Computerize it
all, and quite frankly, the data that was generated was totally dif-
ferent than community expectations.- There was a perception that
remedial math prOgrams were in great need: just not a fact. I
mean, the pupils are achieving, and I really think the analysis, the
data has to be available, approgriate or accurate data has to be
available before any meaningful decisions can be made. Unfortu-:
nately, I've seen very, very few instances where test programs have
been that tightly constructed. Certainly similar comments could be
made concerning the applicability' of title I guidelines.

Mr. KILDEE. Dr. Edwards.
Dr. EDWARDS. Mr. Kildee, if I might respond to what I think was

one part of your question, title .I moneysmaybe this is the partthat I want to reSpond tobut a matter of the identification of title
youth and how moneys or the strategies for following these youth

up with money, I certainly hesitate to mention voucher systems
and so forth. But if we could imagine in the public sector, in public
education, a form of a voucher that would follow that titie I quali-
fied youngster,.qualified from the standpoint of income as well as
qualified from the standpoint of need for educational remediation,
identifying that youngster and granting him a voucher that could
be usea at any school, this.would be a way of generating respect for
that youngster. It's partly what happens in the private school.
When you come to the schoolhouse with the big buck the school

,has cause to make use of that big buck.
Now, I would hate to have anyone go from here extrapolating

from what I've. said that I support a voucher system. I'm speaking
of moneys for public education and fOr youngsters who have need
of it rather than moneys as we've spent in the past, where districts
have reluctantly received maybe title I moneys and then used
those moneys for purpoSes other than that child who fully quali-
fied. Thereby. if; the youngster goes to school on this side of the
track or the other side of the track, the people on what isperceived
to be the, proper side of the track as well will generate respect for
that youngster because he brings the buck with him, and then
theyll call'it. The failure in much of title I has been the fact that
the buck is put out here by the Federal Government but they're
negligent in their monitoring of how that buck has been spent.,
How much of the buck is spent on that youngster, how much of it
is spent on this corporate executive who complains that we are
spending too much Federal money for education, how much of this
buck was spent actually on his designs or his strategies that he
claimed that he would sell to the school system.
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Mr. KILDEE. Dr. Hendrix?
Dr. HENDRIX. Just very briefly, I think I would have .some reser-

vations about judging eligibility of title I funds for youngsters
based primarily .on test data. I think it would be worthy of consid-
ering a combination of that and poverty or income as a matter of
looking more closely at eligibility.

Mr. KILDEE. Dr. Edmonds indicated yesterday that he didn't
think the students who would be served would change much be-
cause the problems in the home attendant to poverty do create edu-
cational problems which would be reflected in the test scores.

Dr. HENDRIX. There is a definite correlation; yes.
Mr. KILDEE. So he was suggesting that maybe more or less as a

selling point for the program rather than as something that would
substantially change the population that would be served. In Michi-
gan we halie a program called chapter 3 which works in conjunc--
tion with title. I. There is testing involved in chapter 3 which,
again, results in the same basic population being served.

The President has proposed a rather significant cut in the
amount of dollars for title I. In the reconciliation bill, the House
and Senate agreed to fund title I at $3,480,000,000, and the House
appropriated close to that, $3,200,000,000. But the President now
recommends in his second round of cuts that that*$3,200,000,000 be
cut to $2,474,000,000. Could you comment on what the effect of that
might be? The reason I ask this is thai we've gleaned from most
other witnesses in their school districts about one-third of the Fed-
eral dollars which they receive are for title I. Would you care to
comment on what the effect might, be on those programs in your
schools?

Dr..EDWARDS. Certainly in the East Cleveland District we would
suffer some severe loss. Many of the special designs that I have
mentioned to you or special help for teachers, curriculum special-
ists, special remedial programs in reading and mathematics," the
State funding certainly is for basic prOgrams. These specialized ef-
forts we have had to, look to Federal money and even to private
foundations. I expect that this year we will receive about $500,000
in title I money. In 1978 when we initiated many of these programs
we were receiving in excess of $1,300,000 of title I money.

We have found it desirable to accelerate these programs to serve
more youngsters and at a time that we are receiving less in money.
Not only is there the money from title I, the facts of the Federal
Government's concern as expressed through even the limited
amount of moneys that we received in the past, has suggested
something to teachers and administrators, that this is a form of a
Marshall plan, an endorsement by the Federal Government that
education is important. You have to be mindful of the fact of the
climate, the attitudes that are being created now when the Federal
Government wanes in this responsibility, at least in this caring.
There goes forth the mindset that education really might not be
that important:So we will suffer.

Mr. KILDEE. Dr. Loughran, do you care to comment on that?
Dr. LOUGHRAN. I am currently not in a situation that would be

heavily affected, quite frankly. In my previous position in New
York City, obviously, there was a tremendous impact and as you
can tell from my statement, I guess from my experiences in New
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York City nd now in a suburban rural district, I feel that whether
it be title or any other funding source, that the help really should
be of a planning and management nature, Of focusing on solving
problems but not directly providing instructional services. I just
feel that very deeply.

Now, obviously, it has great implications. In New York State yes-
terday we had an overturn of our local State property tax situation
for the support of the schools and obviously it's going to be a very
bloody battle. It has taken many years and my district happens to
.be a part of that lawsuit against the State to force a change in the
taxation, and philosophically. I have to say that, you know, I be-
lieve that the Federal role should be one of planning, helping with
management, but not supplanting instruction. So I guess I really
wouldn't be in agreement with everybody at this particular table.

Mr. KILDEE. Dr. Hendrix.
Dr. HENDRIX. I guess we would feel that to make that type of cut;

in the title I funds would seem to contradict the theory that we've
had that there indeed are a number of school systems, a number of
youngsters, who are so far behind that that so-called extra layer is
not only needed but is most essential if, not so much that they're
going to catch up, but they're going to keep from getting further
and further behind. It seems to me that if there is a great concern
as it relates to money for the title I program that the emphasis
ought to be on. trying to find a way to determine if States and
school systems are indeed putting the best use to the money and
getting the best results that can be achieved. That in a sense might
seem.to suggest that we are talking about more Federal control but
it's been my thought that funds, whether they're title I or what-
ever, that there is a responsibility at the Federal level and a need
to make sure that the funds are put to good use and have school
systems and States be able to document that they indeed are put to
good use.

Mr. KILDEE. Let me ask this, and I mean it objectively, although
I have to use a term that:ight open me to the charge of subjectiv-
ity.

Among your school population, would you consider your title I
students among those whom you would deem, to be more truly
needy?

Dr. EDWARDS. I think I'm missing your point.
Mr. KILDEE. My point is that the administration, in fiscally and

philosophically changing the direction of Government in many
areas including education, has assured us that they would some !
how provide some type of protection for those who are truly needy.
Education ce'rtainly is a need. Would you consider your title I stu-
dents to be those who are in greater need, perhaps, than others?

Dr. EDWARDS. I would have to say absolutely so. Do I consider the
title I students more in need than--

Mr. KILDEE. You would consider them among the more needy of
your students?

Dr. EDWARDS. Very much so. The identification process results in
just that. TheY are thewhat is the terminology in Washington
now`tthe truly needy, the 'title Iif I'm understanding you cor-
rectly.

Mr. KILDEE. Yes. We have true needs, we have--
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Dr. EDWARDS. The methodology for identification would suggest
that they are the truly needy.

Mr. KILDEE-. We have been told that there is supposed to be a
safety net for those who have have need of housing, education, and.
nutrition. We think of education as something that a person has a
right to and we try especially to aid people that are more needy
than others. You would indicate that the title I students certainly
are very needy?
. Dr: EDWARDS. Very much so.

Dr. HENDRIX. I'd say they need it second only to handicapped.
Certain handicapped students certainly are the mOst needy in
many of our areas and many of our programs. So next to that
waild be the title I students.

Mr. KILDEE. Thank you very much. The gentleman from Minne-
sota., Mr. Erdahl.

Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and thanks
to the gentlemen for being with us today.

This is referring primrrily to title I, because both yesterday's
and today's witnesses have mentioned that pullout programs are
counterproductive if the reality of strict Federal audits forces many
local offic ds to resort to such pullout techniques to insure what
they call a clean audit trail.

Doesn't it make more sense to allow local officials to degign pro-
grams to assist those students with special needs without the
threat of such strict audit requirements? Coming down to my final
point, it seems that strict audit procedures often result in the dis-
placement of goals. In other words, the goal becomes to have a suc-
cessful audit rather than to create a program. And if any or all of
you wish to comment on that, I think it would be helpful to the
committee. Volunteer. Go right ahead, please.

Dr. LOUGHRAN. That has been a major concern, certainly, in New
York City as well as in some of the suburban situations. I think,
obviously, the audit trail is the most important function and has to
be provided, but the impact, the negative impact on instruction of
the pullout programs I think is overwhelming. One of the major
problems is that after several years it really leads to a situation
where accountability, responsibility, planning does not take place
by the classroom teacher for that particular need. And whether it
be for a compensatory situation in reading and math or for a gifted
and talented situation, whatever it may be, the planning and ar-
ticulation between pullout specialist and classroom teacher for the
most part does not take place and we feel that you're really sup-
planting instruction in many cases.

Mr. ERDAHL, Anyone else wish to comment? Dr. Edwards or Dr.
Hendrix?

Dr. EDWARDS. I would simply sa,/ that I believe that the pullout
programs can be 6ffective. Certainly we are showing tremendous
gains in such designs as tutorial reading under title I. I heard you
mention the concern about audits. And I think that certainly audit-
ing of programs and auditing of accounts must be had and is very
important, but-sOmq of past guidelines that have come in have cer-
tainly caused persons to be somewhat overly conscious, maybe, of
the auditing. process.and giving too much time and attention to
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that over against time of actually program implementation and
success of program. This is not to discredit au ing at all.

Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you very much.
Dr. HENDRIX. 1 guess the only comment I 1. '111t to make is just

from the standpoint of my school system and rom what curricu-
lum people in my district say. And that is the fa-t that the pullout
program has been successful in that it accomplIshes for teachersthe opportunity to get those students for a period of time to give
more concentrated instruction. And actually, at the classroom
teacher level they don't get concerned about audit to that extent.
Their role is to try to work with the students in their individual
needs, so I guess I don't See it as that big of a problem though I do
recognize the concern that you've raised.

Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you very much. Several words came through,
I think, from all three of you today, relating to this whole idea of
enrichment, motivation, creativity. Dr. Hendrix, you emphasized
that a broad involvement of just a.bout everybody seerris to be oneof the keys to really having a good program, to get the community,
teachers, principals, students, business/professional people, the
churches, other people, involved. It seems to me, also, if you look at
the whole prwram and these examples of successful programs inlarge cities in typical areas, it seems oftentimes that children, and
maybe not only children, tend to Lise to. the level of our expecta-
tions. I think this is one of the things that you've done successfully
is to expect achievement, expect discipline, expect performance,and I think it is .apparent to one who has been involved at least
legislatively in education for a long time, I think those are things
that pay dividends.

A question for Dr. Edwards. ',guess I'll put it in a pretty blunti.
and direct way, because you mentioned it as an important part of
your program. How do you get rid of an incompetent tenured
teacher'?

Dr. EDWARDS. I tnew after I raised that point that I would get
that question. Let me assure you it's not the easiest------

Me. ERDAHL. I guess, as an aside, how do you deal with teachers'
federation, the.NEA or your teacher groups. How do you cope?

Dr. EDWARDS. Let me assure you that we don't juSt go out every
day and try to find incOmpetent te-achers to get rid of'. We have de-
signs for helping to make mediOcre teachers into better teachers,
and better teachers into even better teachers. than that. And the
designs I've mentioned to you, curriculum specialists and the prin-
cipal as an instructional leader, all of these designs are keyed to
helping people to be successful, raising their expectations of them-.
selves and secondarily raising the expectations of their students.

When all of that fails, we must as administrators 'in education as
we would in the corporate sector make a decision that we have to
change the human resources, if' that is the problem. And we do.Now we have nOntenured teachers, throughout the Nation. When
v'e have helped them all we can, and they're not able to perform,
we can, if .we document our efforts to help them, we can get rid of
them. Many superintendents and school boards fail to do so be-
cause they do not care to go through the community hassle of' get-
ting rid of such persons. We simply, after all help, we indicate the
persons and we document our case and say that they must. I would

91 113 () -Q -
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have to admit that in my 5 years in East Cleveland I've been in
court sever. times on such cases. On tenured teachers--

Mr. ERDAHL. But you're still there so that must have been suc-
cessful.

Dr. EDWARDS. Seven times in court can take up a lot of time, be-
ck_ Ise there's a lot of preparation for it. But I think the heart of it
all is that the administrator must stand on his feet and be an ad-
ministrator and decide that this is.best for the young people, this is

'best for the community, even though it's going to cause me a prob-
lem, it's going to cause some community concerns and certainly
concern some unions. I must make a decision and that is more im-
portant than whether or not my contract is*going to be renewed
another year.

ERDAHL. Thank you very much. I'm not sure if it was--2
'Mr. KILDEE. If I could, maybe--
Mr. ERDAHL. Certainly I yield at that point.
Mr: K1LDEE [continuing]. Dialog with you on that. Having taught

for 1,0 years and having gone through the records of the tenure
commission in Michigan, I have discovered that school districts
that seem to have a better record of getting rid of the incompetent
teacher had administrators who were willing to take time to docu-
ment the incompetence, just like a prosecutor going into court has
to present -a good case. Administrators-can:t simply go in and say,
this teacher isn't cutting the mustard. Good documentation gener-
al!) was sufficient to get rid of an incompetent teacher. Principals
or superintendents who go before the tenure commission with
undocumented complaints are not as successful. A prosecutor who
presents such evidence would have his case thrown out of court. I
do think that very often in the past superintendents have just been
unwilling or imableto document their cases. Cases containing
documentation of incompetence usually prevail before the tenure
commis`sion in Mlehigan. A lot of teachers have been dismissed be-

: cause of incompeP_oce, if the case is Well prepared.
Mr. ERDAHL. And thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would assume,

also, that when these events happen that they might be traumatic,
for the' administrator and the teacher and -ithers involved. But it
does have a psychological impact on the other teacher, because, I
thio-jc, oftentimes, the fellow teachers probably recognize the in-
conipetence, sometimes, maybe before the principal or the superin-
tendent. I think sonietimes the kids detect this first of all.

Another question or comment. Again, I'm not sure who brought
this to us, and it came up yesterday in the testimony as well, is
using the school time in a productive way, spending the tinie teach-
ing. Someone mentioned less time in the hallway or on the parking
lot. How do you really accomplish that and get the kids involved in
more creatiVe activities than sometimes happen in the hallways or
in the parking lots? I think maybe, Mr. Edwards, I think you were
the one that mentioned it. I'm not sure. And any of you could re-
spond.

Dr. EDWARDS. I'll be very happy to start the response. We hear in
the litefature now, let's hope it's' not jogging 'time on taSk, how
much time do we sp'end on certain tasks that we have, prioritized to
be of importance, of significance, even, to the, accomplishment of
the school's goal? Yes, we waste *a lot of time in schools. We waste
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a lot of time because we have not programed, we have not strate-
gized and have not prioritized that which is important. We waste
time in high schools in simply passing, or wake time in getting
started in classes, we waste time on what I might cJl trivial sub-
Act matter. Time on task is a real jssue in my district. We are con-
centrating heavily on mathematics and reading. Not that we do not
think that .scienceand social studies and the other skill disciplines
are important, but we want to do much of even those through read-
ing. and mathematics, let's say the language arts. And therefore we
have prioritized those tasks as being very important, even the time
of day that they are taught. No teacher in East Cleveland elemen-
tary schools should be found teaching mathematics, unless you just
want to add somrthing to it, at 2:30 in the afternoon. It should betaught in the morning, and -when youngsters are fresh. Let's do
physical education as much as" we can in the afternoon. That is a
matter of prioritizing time.

Teachers have a tendency to teach that which they feel most
competent in, and therefore we have to give them help in teaching
those disciplines, not just those that they are interested in, but
those that are very, very important to the success of the school'sprogram.

Key to all of 4.hat is that peopleand I'm certain that Ron Ed-monds mentioned this yesterdayall of us in the schoolhouse,
whether it's teachers and .principals and allplanning and know-
ing exactly what our mission is, what our goals age, what we hope
to accomplish, curriculum guidelines that we're going to relate to,
and we know, 'one, from one grade to another what we are teach-
ing; curriculum or curriLala articulation, what I might call it, and
understanding that thoroughly.

Mr. ERDAHL. Please go ahead, sir.
Dr. LOUGHRAN. I just wanted to comment that time on task for

pupils is also time on task for teachers as well, and I don't know
whether the educational community or the public at large under-
stand the rising costs as much as someone who is in charge of per-
sonnel in the district. Our aPerage teacher in New York is about
44, our average galary in the suburban rural situation I'm in now
is $28,000 a year plus fringe, which works 'out to a little over
$40000 a year per teacher. And in the past, when teachers were
perhaps less expensive, one wasn't as concerned with pull-out pro-
grams and specialists and all that, but when your average staff
member is costing you $43,000 a year it's a big concern, especially
when, as you lose 4 percent of your elementary population each
'year, anti (Iowa's starting to hit,the secondary schools, it's the less
expensive teacher who leaves, due to seniority. So, as a result, your
average age keeps increasin

The only areas, quite fr nkly, that we have young teachers are
in sonie. of the newer arç like computer and special education.
And so the public perception is that you can close the building, you
save money. It's just not a fact because it' your older teachers who
are staying and' the cost factors just keep climbing: So.we, as a dis-
trict policy, are trying to take more advantage of the staff in terms
of time on task instead of perhaps letting those 5, 10, or 15 minutes
before school 'and after school slide. We've been able to negotiate
into the contract after-school help, where teachers-will stay for an
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hour and 20 minutes after school and work on planning and small
group instruction et cetera. And it's the only way we see we'll be
able to create new and more meaningful programs.

Mr. ERDAHL. Dr. Hendrix, yes?
Dr. HENDRIX. Yes, sir. Time on task in the Chattanooga system

got to be an issue at the negotiations ...able, and rightly so, as teach-
ers were concerned about all the interruptions caused by princi-
pals, but mainly interruptions caused by community groups. Every-
body'Q got something that your kids should have that's of value to
them and thus they make demands on the kids and the teachers.

So, as a result of this, we did make an agreement that uninter-
rupted time for instruction in the basic skills must be held to, and
the other instructional areas, and then a certain portion of that
time for the other kinds of things that might come up. So we do
adhere to that. It's Very much a concern in our system.

Dr. EDWARDS, Mr. Erdahl, if I might add?
Mr. ERDAHL. Yes, sir, go ahead.
Dr. EDWARDS. Then the cruel thing that goes forth in public edu-

cationlet's say, in education in this Nation, in that same
regardwe have often middle-class-oriented teachers who decide
for themselves, out of their own expectations and respect for the
youth they teach. They make a decision that it might be a waste of
my time to deal with certain disciplines and therefore I will deal
with that which I believe that is more productive for these young-
sters rather than what they need.

I have a conference coming up .,00n of a teacher that we have
questioned seriously about going to Australia every summer and
coming back and spending, in a predominantly black school, spend-
ing a half or a quarter in social studies on Australia. Not that Aus-
tralia's not impdrtant but for the youngsters in my district there
are a lot of places a lot more important to them than what she dis-
covered in Australia. And so I might be back in'court again.

Mr. ElinAHL. Thank you very much. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KILDEE. Thank you, Mr. Erdahl. Education is a different type,

of profession. Everyone's an expert on education. Unlike medicine
where, you don't have a lot of community groups suggesting a
better way, of doing an appendectomy, but everyone is, in a sense,
an expert in education. While it might be confusing the community
is always going to be involved in education and making suggestions I

about howjwe can better educate. As a matter of fact, the Congress
has played a role in having advisory councils of parents set up to
advise educators Someone has once said that education is too im-
portant toil be left to educators alone. I always make sure they add
the "alon,:r because, being- a p:ofessional educator, I think it is
very imp rtant. We are one profession where the parent, the stu-
dent, and the public provide input We are different than other
professions and other disciplines, because we do get advice frr ii all
sides.

Are any of you aware of any longitudinal studies of the effective-
ness of title I or chapter 3 on those studeil:s who participated inthe

programs, in elementary school?
Dr. LOUGHRAN. No, I'm not.
Dr. EDWARDS. I can't quote studies that have been scientifically '

conducted kby learned organizations or societies. I could only say
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that there must be programs, there are programs in school systems
which have worked that certainly have been deemed effective
through objective measurements that those several school districtshave used.

I have been acquainted for a number of years with the Rich-
mond, Va., public school system, and I have found many programsthat were effective there, and I can quote those also in East Cleve-land.

Mr. KILDEE. At a time like this when we find draconian cuts in
funding being proposed to a program that I think all three of youwould feel has in some way helped develop effective education,
some type of objective study would be very helpful in defending theprograms.

Visiting schools regularly and looking at neighborhood groups, I
have observed subjectively the effectiveness of this program. Itmight be something that some group would study to get us someobjective data about how these programs have affected the learningof children.

Dr. EDWARDS. Mr. Kildee, this is a form of the serious monitoring
that I called for from the department of education or from the Fed-
eral Government. I'd first of all demonstrate the belief in what weare doing when we are spending Federal dollars by following upand insisting upon having evaluations and studies made by such or-ganizations.

Mr. KILDEE. Por the most part the bulk of these dollars have
been concentrated in urban school areas. Are there some thingsthat we have learned through titlel, that cpuld be replicated inrural and more affluent suburban schools?

Dr. LOUGHRAN. Yes, I'd just like to comment on that for amoment. I didn't mean to give the impression before that, when I
mentioned that I really am not supportive of the pullout concept at
this particular time, that I didn't think that title I was successful.
Obviously, with the size and scope of the programs in New YorkCity, there are many, many, many instances of programs which areviewed as being highly successful, not just with pupils but also
with the staff impact, teacher training.

We have a program, the title I high school reading programwhich is perhaps $12 million, $13 million. It's probably the biggest
reading program in the country involving over 100 high schools,and it's a prescriptive, diagnostic format, basi,ally a pullout, but at
the secondary level it's, you know, with scheduling everything is
pullout, basically.

And in local districts I know of many, many of the programs that
are successful. The point I want to make is that, for where we're at
now, with shrinking resources and given the success of the new
program in Congress, the new budget, I think the reality statesthat perhaps pullouts are not the best situation and that the best
use of the money that is available or that will be available could be
for planning and for inservice.

I know the formats that I described in my talk really to a largedegree grow out of formats that were developed under title I. So Iwould be most emphatic in stating that many, many of the pro-grams have been successful.

0.
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Mr. KILDEE. Thank you for clarifying that. At this point I will
calk upon counsel fbr the majority for any questions he may have.

Mr. SMITH. Dr. Loughran, you made the statement that the gov-
ernmental role should be to rely on catalysts and planning models,
and not rely, as in the past, on compensatory programs. And then,
further down in that same statement, the same paragraph, you say
Federal grants should support the planning process and not sup-
plant instructional moneys which should rely on local ,resources.
Are you making a comment on the Federal role in terms of instruc-
tion and its supplementive moneys for instruction? I'm not sure
what your point is.

Dr. LOUGHRAN. I think the point there is that in the daily press
of business there is certainly a fine line between supplanting in-
struction and supplemental instruction, and tliat I think at this
point, with limited resources, it's more important to focus on plan-
ning and helping to strucSure the curricula, perhaps, rather than
participating in the pullout programs that have been discussed. I
don't know if that clarifies it?

Mr. SMITH. Yes.
Mr. KILDEE. Does the counsel for the minority have any ques-

tions? Apparently not.
I want to thank you for your presentation this morning. We are

at certainly a fiscal turning point in the Federal role vis-a-vis the
State and local delivery systems of education, and perhaps at a
philosophical turn in the road as well. We want' to make sure that
the programs the Federal Government does put into place are pro-
grams that are needed' and effective. I am not original in this state-
ment, but certainly education is, and should remain, a local func-
tion. It is primarily a State responsibility, but it is and will remain
a deep Federal concern if for no other reason because of the mobil-,
ity of the people in our society. People educated in Michigan may
spend a part of their career in Alabama, a part in Oregon, and a
part in Arizona. We do have a strong Federal concern for education
which cannot be ignored. Although liberals, conservatives and
people of various philosophical bents will argue about what the in-
volvement of the Federal Government should be,.we cannot ignore
the fact that there are national concerns Which the Federal Gov-
ernment must address. It is for this reason that we have these
hearings; to insure that we are aware of national concerns and are
advised about how we might best respond to national concerns'and
.needs.

I want to thank you for helping us in that.
[The hearing was adjourned at 11:10 a.m. on October. 28, 1981.]



OVERSIGHT HEARINGS ON URBAN EDUCATION

FRIDAY. NOVEMBER 6. 1981

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMEN-
TARY, SECONDARY, AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION, COM-
MITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Los Angeles, Calif
The subcommittee met, pursuant _t6 call, at 8:35 a.m., in theMuses Room, Museum of Science and Industry, 700 .1State Drive,Exposition Park, Los Angeles, Calif., Hon. Augustus F. Hawkinspresiding.
Members present: Representatives Perkins, Hawkins, Miller, andKildee.
Staff present: John F. Jennings, majority counsel, and JenniferVance, minority senior legislative associate.
Mr. HAWKINS. Tbe Subcommittee on Elenietttary, Secondary, and

Vocational Education is called to order.
Ladies and gentlemen, this is one of a series of hearings on thesubject of education, particularly as it is related to urban educa-tion. I am the acting chairman today, may I say, by courtesy of thechairman of the Committee on Education and Labor, who is alsothe chairman of the subcommittee.
I am delighted to welcome to Los Angeles today, on behalf of thesubcommittee, our distinguished colleagues, on the far right, Mr.Kildee of Michigan, and on my left, Mr. George Miller of Califor-

nia. To my immediate right is the chairman of the full committee.It is a great pleasure for us to have Chairman Perkins present be-
cause Mr. Perkins is bne of the Members of Congress who seldomtravels. He will travel from Washington to his district in Kentucky,Where he is a great champion of his district in the field of educa-tion, particularly vocational education. More ,recently he has distin-guished himself in terms of his opposition to the education cuts. Soit is an unusual pleasure to have the chairman of the fpll commit-tee with us today, and at this point I will yield to him" for any re-marks that he may care to make. .

Congressman Carl Perkins of the State of Kentucky.
, Mr. PERKINS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

I visited here when Max Rafferty was State school superintend-ent around 1964. I am very much impressed with the changes thathave taken place since that time. I stayed in the same hotel lastnight that I stayed in back in 1964. The change in this great citycomplex and these -tall buildings is amazing. The tallest buildingthat I could see here in 1964 was the Hilton Hotel. Now I lookaround the place and see the Bank of America and all these other
(83)
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tall buildings and it makes me think that you are representing one
of the greatest areas of the Whole world.

During hearings in Washington on October 27 and 28, we heard
excellent testimony on effective urban programs which have result-
ed in significant academic gains for their school populations. Ln ad-
dition, we received testimony calling for a strong and continued
commitment from the Federal Government in education.

I want you to know, Mr. Chairman, that it is a real pleasure for
me to be able to come to Los Angeles to participate in this hearing.
I appreciate this opportunity to get a closer look at the educational
needs, problems, and accoMplishments of' this great city.

I wbuld also like 'to commend my colleague,. Gus Hawkins, for
initiating these hearings. Mr. Hawkins has been one of the most
able members ofour Committee during his tenure in Congress and
a true friend of education. In addition, Mr. Hawkins is probably
the most respected leader in the House. I feel honored to serve
with him in the Congress.

Your State has also sent us in Washington another excellent
Member of Congress, George Miller. Mr. Miller is one of the most
respected younger leaders in Congress, and I can predict with abso-
lute certainty, based on his record so far, that he has a brilliant
future ahead of him.

We are alsO joined today by our colleague, Dale Kildee, who has
also distinguished himself in Congress for his expertise and con-
cern in all matters affecting education.

This morning we have scheduled panels of witnesses represent-
ing a broad. spectrum of educational and community groups. We
look to hear testimony to provide us with an understanding of the
educational needs and problems of the Los Angeles area. I would
also like to hear your views on how the Federal Government can
facilitate school effectiveness in urban areas. As you know, the
President has proposed a greatly diminished Federal role in educa-
tion. We would be interested in hearing your views .on the impact
of the administration's budget and legislative proposals on your
city's effort§ to provide quality education.

The hearing testimony will, in my judgment. prove to be a valua-
ble resource in the subcommittee's deliberations on how to support
education for youngsters in our large cities. .

And let me say I am delighted to meet so many educational lead-
ers here this morning that Mr. Hawkins has asked to be present.

In conclusion, let me state that of all the accomplishments of
Gus Hawkins in the Congress, I 'hardly feel that the people in this
whole area realize what he has meant to you over a period of
years. He is such a deserving legislator that nothing that you
people could do in this country, could ever repay him for his serv-
ices. He stays on the job all the time. I personally would like to see,
some dayGus and I are getting up there in years-

Mr. HAWKINS. Just you, Carl.
Mr. PERKINS. See this great city name this museum and this

beautiful rose garden after Gus Hawkins. I think he deserves that
kind of a tribute. [Applause.'

I want to say a word about my other colleagues here this morn-
ing.
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I have had experience serving with hundreds of Members in theCongress. I came to the Congress when Truman was eleCted in19.48, and took the oath on January 3, 1949, a youngster in that day
and time. We bad coalitions in the Congress. We had a coalitionthat was organized against civil rights legislation, and we didn'tcompletely break that up until about the year 1965. But I took
pride in being the first Congressman from the St. uth that eer.voted for a civil rights law in those days, and I am so proud of it.But with the progress that we have been. making over a priod of
years, I hate to see us lose the momentum that we have gained inthe way of these legislative proposals to cut back on education and
other necessary social programs.

When George Miller came to the Congressabout 1972, I- pre-sume, you could tell from day 1 that he was one of the outstanding
young Members in the U.S. Congress. He has served his district
ably ..ind everybody respects him for his leadership. He is on thecommittee that I happen to chair, and when George Miller wrestleswith a problem, anybody else can forget about it because he always
goes to the bottom of the problem and works for the correct solu-tion which is for the welfare of the people in the district that he
represents in the United States.

I think his district is a little north of here, but all Californians
can be proud of George Miller and Gus Hawkins.

I want to say something about the gentleman here on my rightwho is with us this morning, Dale Kildee. He comes from a Michi-gan area where you have tremendous automobile plants and, ofcourse, he has seen a lot of unemployment in that area, his ownarea. But on ail occasions, he has been a quarterback with GeorgeMiller in the Congress. They came about the same rime. They have
worked together all the time,

We have all strived to improve educational opportunities in thiscountry for all the people, and we are still trying to do that. We
are trying to do it today to find out what we can do in the urban
areas, and Dale Kildee has worked with us every inch of the way
and is, likewise, one of the great leaders in the Congress.

Mr. Chairman, that is all I have to say. You have your witnesses
organized, so you just go to it and call them.

Mi.. HAWKINS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The purpose, as you have been told, of the hearing today is tocontinue to look into the effective programs that have operatedsuccessfully in various areas of the country and also within the

ghetto areas where many have said effective schools could not be.
created.

The committee has listened more recently to educators in Wash-
ington who have testified as to the viability of the public education
system. We know that the system itself is under attack: We knowthat there are some problems with it, but this committee, morethan any other committee in the Congress, has spearheaded the
drive to improve and to protect the public education system.

The committee is very mindful of the attacks that have been
made, the threats that exist today, and we believe that through
these hearings the public will be correctly informed about what isgoing on, and also the Congress will be able to onderstand the ef-
fectiveness that has been achieved in the public education system
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in this country, perhaps the greatest institution on the American
scene, and we are determined that it not be undermined and that
it will remain as a great force in American life.

The various witnesses have been selected on the basis of those
who occupy key positions in which decisions are going to be made
locally. Before the end of the day, however, community persons as
well as others will be heard from, even though they may not be
scheduled, and if you will be patient with us, if the witnesses will
try to confine their remarks to the highlights of their prepared
statements, I think we can accommodate every individual who
wants to say something in this area.

We can assure you that all of the statements, however, whether
given orally or not, will be in the official r-ecord of this hearing, so
nothing will be lost.

At this time I will be glad to yield to either one of my distin-
guished colleagues if either one of them would care to make a
statement. Mr. Miller? Mr. Kildee?

They have politely declined. I am Sure we will be hearing from
them throughout the day.

The first panel of witnesses, then, will be called and may be
seated at the witness table, Dr. Harry Handier, superintendent of
the Los Angeles Unified School District; and Ms. Rita Walters, a
member :of the Los Angeles Unified School District Board of
Education.

Dr. Handler and Board Member Walters, kindly be seated at the
witness table.

May I'Ssk of the audience in the meantime whether or not the
microphones are transmitting the meeting successfully? If not, at
any time just raise your hand and we will adjust the system.

Dr. Handler, I suppose we wilI call on you first, as listed, and
after you have given your statement, then Ms. Walters, and then
both of you will be asked to answer what questions the members
may have. It is a pleasure to have both of you as the leadoff wit-
nesses today. You May proceed.

STATEMENT OF HARRY HANDLER, SUPERINTENDENT, LOS
ANGELES UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT

Dr. HANDLER. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, members of the committee: Since you have my

testimony in -writien form, I shall present only a brief synopsis at
this time.

First, may I .indicate our sincere admiration and gratitude for
the leadership which Representative Perkins has given in this field
of Federal involvement in education over a period of almost two
decades.

May I also acknowledge our gratitude to Representative Haw-
kins, whose vigorous supPort of the Los Angeles Unified School Dis-
trict has served as an inspiration to this community.

BriefV, some characteristics of our district for , those who may
not be aware of them: We are the second largest district in the
Nation. We cover 650 mainland square miles. We have over 540,000
students, almost 60,000 employees, we have a steady growth of His-
panic and Asian students, and more than 100,000 of our students
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are in ypar-round programs because many of pur schools are over-crowded.
You asked that we respond to four questions. The first questiondealt with effective school programs and effective schools.
Briefly, we support and we can document that it does work, the

research findings of significance that have been reported to this
committee. Eff,Ttive schools require strong educational leadership,
strong adminiscrators at the school level, high expectations for stu-dents held by teachers and the staff, formalized learning struc-tures, a focus on basic skills, and frequent monitoring of pupil -progress.

We would also add that it is ,important that schools be able toprovide health services, food services, reasonable class size, appro-priate instructional materials, a secure and wholesome learning en-vironment, and provisibns for parent support and involvement.
In regard to the question related to school behaviorand as I in-dicated, more information is in the document I submittedwe areconCerned that what appears to be a national indifference toward

the value of education. We are concerned about the continuing de-
terioration of public support for schools. We are concerned aboutthe attitudes and values that some of our students bring to school.

We believe that students must come to school aware of their re,sponsibility to learn, but we also believe that children cannot learnin a climate of fear and anxiety. School campuses must be placeswhere students are physically safe and emotionally secure, and asyou probably know, our district spends over $11 million annually
for school security, and because of our limited resources we have a
maintenance backlog of over $200 million.

Instructionally effective schools for poor children was the thirditem on your list. We prefer to speak of children with special learn-
ing needs. We believe that we have thousands of outstandingyoungpeople in our district. Man3F of them do have unique instructional
needs, either because of the lower economic areas, limited English
speaking, physically handicapped or emotionally handicapped prOb-
lems which they have at this time relative to learning within thepresent setting.

But we do believe that the same characteristics that I mentioned
in response to question No. 1 apply to question No. 3, but there is aneed for additional resources in order to provide the individualized
and personalized kind of service that young people with specialneeds need.

You asked relative to the role of the Federal Government. We be-lieve one of the critical roles of the Federal Government is to estab-lish education as a priority, indeed a priority for our great Nation,and to aisist in solving critical problems. An example of one of our
critical problems at this time is the severe shortage of mathematics
teachers. I recall when the Federal Government initiated 'a pro-gram as part of the National Defense Education Apt which
strengthened secondary instruction in mathematics. We need simi-lar programs. We need help in vocational education so that our
young people can keep abreast of rapid, complex, technologicalchanges that are occurring.

But it seems incongruous for me to be talking about future needs
when at this time the amount of support is being reduced, so
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permit me to take a moment to describe the effect of Federal re-
ductions on. the district at this time.

First, the fiscal 1981 supplemental appropriations and rescissions
bill, Public Law 97-12, reduced elementary and education funding
nationwide by $1 billion. The Los Angeles Unified School District's
combined Federal programs, which had .amounted to almost $194
million in 1980-81, were cut by. $45 million. Because most Federal
education programs are fbrward funded, the fiscal year 1981 redud-
tions are reflected in our current'1981-82 school year.

The effects include: The immediate termination of 1,048 public
service employees funded by CETA; a reduction of 40,000 in the
number of library books to be purchased; a reduction of $8 million
in food services support, causing a 20-percent reduction in the
number of students who can affbrd to buy lunch, and the projected
closing of the breakfast program in approximately 100 schools.

. Mandated ticketing procedures will cost $2 million this year.
That is enough to provide 2 million free lunches. The loss of the
milk subsidy, about $1 million, is forcing many students to forgo
this type of nutrition. A loss of Emergency School Aid Act funds
has affected our magnet schools and special projects funds, result-
ing in the elimination of 136 teachers, 40 counselors, 100 teacher
assistants, and 17 classified personnel.

These events have already siccurred.
Next, the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of ,1981, Public

Law 97-35, reduced the authorized levels of funding for .Federal
programs to conform to the budget limits set by ,Congress. These
reductions amount to approximately $612 million n-ationwide, or 9
percent of the previous year's funding prior to the rescission. The
provisions of the budget reconciliation bill include further cuts in
the ESEA program, one that is critical to the district's voluntary
integration program.

Although the appropriations measures currently being consid-
ered in both Houses provide almost $1 billion more for fiscl year
1982 funding than the administration requested, the ESEA title I
concentration grant of particular importance for urban districts
was eliminated. Our concentration grant for 1980-81 was $3.8 mil-
lion.

Even more ominous is the PreSident's September 24 request for a
new round of reductions amounting to another $2 billion from ele-
mentary and secondary education. Assuming Proportional reduc-
tions in the various programs involved, we anticipate an additional
loss of $18 million. These figures do not, of course, reflect the addi-
tional impact of inflation.

The block-grant portion of the Education Consolidation and
Improvement Act of 1981 would result in a partial solution for
numerous prOlems faced by California's local school districts by
eliminating many restrictive regulations and providing the flexibil-
ity necessary to meet those needs of students identified at the local
level. On the other hand, this wduld mean further reductions in
the funding of those discrete programs that are currently providing
services to our students.

Nevertheless, we applaud Congress for excluding ESEA title I,
Public Law 94-142 programs for the handicapped, bilingual educa-
tion and-vocati8nal education from the block grant. Urftil Federal
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regulations have been promulgated and the State mechanism for
aetermining the allocation of block-grant funds to school districts is
implemented, we cannot foretell the precise fiscal impact on our
district. ,

Finally, these factors do not augur well for public education in
Los Angeles. Despite our critical financial problems, we are expect-
ed to provide even more individualized services to an ever-increas-
-ing population of students with special needs. Each new require-
ment encroaches upon the general fund of the district. The deci-
sions being made now regarding public education wilt have a criti-
cal effect upon the future of our society.

My own personal feeling is that an investment in public educa-
tion is an investment in national defense.

I appreciate your continuing interest in and support of public
education, and thank you for the opportunity `to share some of my
thoughts with you.

[The prepared statement of Harry Handler follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. HARRY HANDLER, SUPERINTENDENT, Los ANdELES

UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT

Mr. Chairman, .members of the committee: MayT I indicate our sincere admiration
and gratitude for the leadership which Representative Perkins has- given in this
field of Federal involvement in education over a period of almost two decades.

May I also acknowledge our gratitude to Representative Hawkins, whose vigorous
support of the Los Angeles Unified School District has Served as an inspiration to
this community.

My remarks today will be made in the context of the second largest school district
in the United States which encompasses 650 mainland square miles, enrolls oyer

,540,000 students in regular classes and special education and has almost 60,000 em-
ployees, over half of whom are certificated. Our enrollment pattern shows a steady
growth, of Hispanic and Asian pupils which has intensified the need to provide bilin-
gual an'd bicultural programs. Because thege new arrivals tend to locate in specific
parts of the school 'district, many of our schools have become- drastically over-
crowded. We have been forced to place enrollment ceilings on some of our schools
and transport now students to other school sites, some of which are a considerable
distance away.

A final key factor affecting the status of our district is our fmancial situation. We
are forced to make severe cuts in our educational programs yearly. Staff recruit-
ment and morale are seriously affected by our inability to keep our employees
abreast of the continually rising cost of living.

You invited us to share our views on four questions.
First, "Effective School Programs and Effective Schools"We endorse the recent

research which has pointed to the significance of strong educational leadership at
the school level, high expectations among teachers and other, staff members, formal-
ized learning structures, focus on basic skills, and frequent monitoring of pupil prog-
ress as% elements identifying effective school programs and effective schools. We
would, however, wish to add our belief that factors related to supportive services;
e.g., health services, food services, the matter of class size, the significance ofappro-
priate instructional materials, and the assurance of a secure and wholesome learn-
ing environment are additional factors important to effective schools.

I should like to approach the topic of School Behavior first from a rather global
perspective. I am concerned that there may prevail, nationally, an attitude of indif-
ference toward the value of education. I believe this attitude has contributed to a
continuing deterioration of public support for our schools. It affects significantly the
attitudes and values that pupils' bring to school. The very.structure of public schools
requires that pupils come to the school aware of their responsibility to learn. The
'development of this awareness is a primary obligation of parents.

There is abundant evidence that children cannot effectively learn in a climate
characterized by fear, and anxiety., Thus, in addition to assuring that school cam-
puses are esthetically pleasant, we must be sure that they are places where students
are physically safe and emotionally secure. In Los Angeles we spend ov,er $11 mil-
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lion annually for school security and we have a maintenance backlog of over $302
million.

The Carnegie Foundation Report of over a year ago emphasized the importance,
especially at the secondary school level, of providing learning opportunities other
than the regular school setting for the student whose school behavior damaged not
only that individual's learning progress, but also placed a handicap on the learning
opportunities of others. In a nutshell, this means that when a child cannot function
in an acceptable manner in a regular school setting, some other, kind of learning
opportunity must be made available.

The third item about which we have beervinvited to comment relates to "Instruc-
tionally Effective Schools far Poor Children." Let me suggest immediately that,
rather than speak of "poor children," I would prefer to speak of children with spe-
cial learning needs. Under this heading, I include children with unique instruc-
tional needs who are,'in almost all cases, poor children, the aon-English-speaking,
the physically handicapped and the emotionally handicapped.

An instructionally effective school for children with special needs has all of the
features which I described earlier related to effective school programs and effective
schools. I would add an additional dimension. Children with special needs seem to
require a significant amount of personalized attention and related resources.

It is my belief that, as we seek to balance our perception of the optimum charac-
teristics of effective schools for children with special needs, with the hard realities of
'iminishing resources available to public schools, we must request that federal and

Ite agencies remove some of the_rigid demands imposed upon us, all with good
altent but which impose unattainable requirements.

Finally, the role of the federal government has been a major positive factor in the
success of public education. In the coming decade, the federal government can con-
tinue to play a critical role in those areas where its involvement canproyide focus
and direction to address critical problems.

For.example, in our district and, indeed, nationally, there exists a critical short-
age of teachers of mathematics. The federal government could immediately initiate
a piogram similar to the National Defense Education Act (NDEA) which it spon-
sored in the late 50's and the 60'sprograms which permitted us to provide stipends
to teachers for summer training and retraining in critical fields. Some of you will
remember the post-Sputnik era, when, in a very few years, secondary instruction in
math, science, and foreign language was given a much needed shot in the arm by
federal intervention through NDEA and other efforts.

Secondarily, the rapid and complex nature of technological change demands a
continuing presence by the federal government in the area of vocational education. I
see no resource other than the federal government to provide the continuing suP-
port required to keep abreast of the rapid technological changes that we are wit-
nessing in industry and, in a more limited degree, in the field of business.

Having briefly noted a few specifics regarding the significance of federal involve-
ment in education, let me point out the effect of some of the funding reduCtions
which have already been made and those which have been proposed.

The first round came with the fiscal year 1981 Supplemental Appropriations and
Rescissions Bill, PL 97-12, which reduced funding for elementary and secondary
education nationwide by $1 billion. In the Los Angeles Unified School District, dur
combined federal programs, which had amounted to almost $194 million in 1980-81
(Column 1 of Exhibit A), were cut by $45 million (Column 2 of Exhibit A). Because
most federal education programs are forward.funded, the-fiscal year 1981 reductions
are reflected in our current 1981-82 school year. The effects include:

Immediate termination of 1,048 public service employees funded by CETA.
Reduction of 40,000 in the number of library books to be purchased.
Reduction of $8 million in food services support causing a tweaty percent reduc-

tion in the number of students who can afford to buy lunch and the projected clos-
ing of the breakfast program in approximately 100 schools. Mandated 'ticketing"
procedures will cost $2 million this year that is enough to provide two million
free lunches. The loss-of the milk subsidy, about $1 million, is forcing many stu-
dents to forego this type of nutrition.

A loss of Emergency School Aid Act (ESAA) magnet school funds causing the
elimination of 32 education aides.

Reduction of ESAA special projects funds resulting in the elimination of 136
, teachers, 40 counselors, 100 teacher assistants, 17 classified personnel and otherr.

Reduction or elimination of centralized services for numerous ESEA Title I com-
ponents, including audio-visual, nursing coordination; counseling and psychological
coordination, research and evaluation, computer-assisted'instruction, and school-
community relations (including 12 teacher positions).
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Phaseout of over 1,300 opportunities in the in-school youth employment program,depriving many youth of the economic means.weded to stay in school.
Reduction of vocati6Eal education resource teachers, instructional supplies andequipment.
As you know, the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981, PL 97-35, reducedthe authorized level of funding for federal programs to conform to the budget limits

set by Congress. The provisions of this bill include further cuts in the ESEA pro-gram, one that is critical to this district's voluntary integration program.The appropriations measures currently being considered in 1Doth houses provide.almost $1 billion more for fiscal year 1982 funding than the administration request-
ed. Nevertheless, the ESEA Title I Concentration Grant, of particular importancefor urban districts, was eliminated. Our Concentration Grant 'for 1980-81 was $3.8million.

Looming even more ominously is the President's September 24 request for a newround of reductions, amounting to another $2 billion from elementary and second-
ary education. Assuming proportional reductions in the various programs involved,
we anticipate an additional loss of $18 million (Column, 3 of Exhibit A). These fig-
ures do not, of course, reflect the additional impact of inflation.

The block grant portion of the Education Consolidation and Improvement Act of1981 would result in a partial solution for numerous problems faced by California'slocal school districts by eliminating many restrictive regulations and providing the
flexibility necessary to meet those needs of students identified at the local level,. Onthe other hand, our interpretation is that the effect of the block grant portion goingto the local school districts will result in further reductions in the funding of thosediscrete programs that are currently providing services to our students.

NPvertheless, we applaud Congress for exCluding ESEA Title I, Public Law 94-142programs for the handicapped, bilingual education and vocational education fromthe block grant.
Until federal regulations have been promulgated, and the state mechanism for de-termining the allocation of block grant funds to school districts implemented; we

cannot foretell the precise fiscal impact on our district.
Compounding this uncertainty, is the unstable fiscal climate in the nation. Com-

bined, these factors do not augur well for public education in Lcis Angeles.
I appreciate this opportunity to meet with you and to share some of my thoughts.

Put lic education continues to operate in an atmosphere of crisis. School districts arein deep financial trouble. They are expected to provide ever more individualizedservices to an ever increasing population of students with special needs. Each newrequirement encroaches upon the general fund of the school gistrict.
Our school district is composed of thousands of teachers and other staff who arededicated, skilled,' interested, and committed. I will not be so dramatic as to para-phrase Winston Churchill when he said "Give us the tools; we will finish the job,"but I think the Zlecisions that are made now regarding public education will have acritical effect upon the futurf our society as. we know it today.
M4 I conclude by again expressing appreciation to this committee for its continu-ing interest-in the welfare of public education and its support of the local education-al agencies efforts to serve our children and youth.

EFFECTS OF RESCISSIONS AND ADMINISTRATIVE REQUESTS FOR REDUCTIONS IN FEDERAL

FUNDINGLOS ANGtLES UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT, OCT. 12, 1981

1980-81

SOO yeat

198142 1982-83.

Adult educabon basic grants ...... $1,454,104 $L500,000 $1,320,000Bilingual education .

1.966,213 926,501 815,320Civil Rights ActTitle llt:
Sex equity..., .........

97,844 90.989 80,070
Nationat origins. 489.466

CETA.. P.
PSE

10.731.315
In.school youth employinent 4.765.15? 1.536.939 1.352,506
Adult skill training ..... ........ .. ..... . 4.870.909 1,880,125 1,654,510

Education for, the handicapped. basic grants 7.241,400 6.320.700 5.562,216ESEA, Title

Basic grants 50,018,711 50,250,944 44,220,830

9
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EFFECTS OF RESCISSIONS AND ADMINISTRATIVE REQUESTS FOR REDUCTIONS IN FEDERAL

FUNDINGLOS ANGELES UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT, OCT. 12, 1981Continued

SchmA yeir

1980-81 1981-82 1982-83,

-

Neglected and delinquent 529.873 342.077 301,027

Colicentration 3.800.000

ESEA, Title N-8 2.555462 2.402,134 2,113878

ESEA, Title N-C 1,253475 1,115.363 981,519

Emergency School Assistance Act 15,994,586 6,958,231 6,123,243

Follow Through 1,361.722

Impact aid ... .... 2.520336

School lunch and child nutrition 78,897,195 70,839,720 62,338,953

Vocatio01 Education:

Basic gtants . 4,191,761 3,190,202 2,807,377

Program improvement 500,038 440,150 '-' 387,332

Special programs for disadvantaged 196,684 132,71 116.856

Consumer and homemaking 497,967 355,205 312,580

Total ' 193,934,843 148,282,071 130,448,217

r Inc !oddly rescissions
=School year 1981-82 lunding less a 12 percent reduction,as requested by the administration

Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you, Dr. Handler.
Next, Ms. Walters.

STATEMENT OF RITA WALTERS, MEMBER, BOARD OF
, EDUCATION, LOS ANGELES UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT

MS. WALTERS. Thank you, Congressman Hawkins.
Before I.begin my remarks, I would just like to say to Congress-

man Perkins a herty welcome from the city of Los Angeles and
that I personally have had over th e. years a great admiration for
the work that you have performed in the Congress on behalf of all
of fhe children of these United States.

I would like for you to know, from us in Los Angeles, just how
very high in esteem we hold our Congressman., Augustus Hawkins.
He, truly-is a beacon for us and we are pleased that you feel the
same way we do.

I am pleased to welcome all of tfie members of the Subcommittee
on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education to Los Ange-
les, and I am also pleased to have the opportunity to present my
views and concerns regarding the status and quality of public edu-
cation, as well as my perceptions of the proper role of the Federal
Government in education. It is in regard to the latter that I shall
concentrate my remarks.

This' hearing is being conducted in the heart of district 1, the
area I represent on the Los Angeles Board of Education. It is one of
seven school board electoral districts in our unified system. It con-
tains 52 elementary schools, 11 junior high schools, 5 senior high
schools, 3 continuation high schools, and 4 adult schools. There are-
about 95,000 pupils in electoral district 1-68,000 of those are kin-
dergarten through 12th grade students. -

In terms of students in schools, electoral district 1 of the Los An-
geles Unified School District is comparable in size to many entire
school districts elsewhere in the Nation. In its racial and ethnic

90
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composition, which is predominantly black and Hispanic, it is simi-
lar to many urban school districts throughout the country.

By way of contrast, the total Los Angeles Unified School Dist .ct
has 694 schools serving kindergarten through 12th grade students,
and a K-to-12 student enrollment of 543,791, of which approximate-
ly 48 percent are Hispanic, 22 percent black, 22 percent Anglo.
About 7 percent of our students are Asian-Pacific islanders, and
less than 1 percent are Alaskan Natives or American Indians.

Of the 52 elementary schools in electoral district 1, 50 have been
designated as title I-10 of the 11 junior high schools receive title I
funds, and 3 of the 5 senior high schools are title I. That represents
more than one-fourth of all of the title I elementary schools in the
Los Angeles Unified School District, more than half of the juiuor
high schools in title I and nearly one-third of the senion-high
schools.

In the entire Los Angeles Unified School District, aboui.:-.21 per- '
cent of the students are members of families who receive aid to
families with dependent children, and in the area that I represent,
that percentage is considerably higher.

In the Los Angeles Unified School District, 74 perceht of the
nearly 550,000 students participate in the free or reduced-price
meals program, and that figiire climbs to above 80 percent in the
district that I represent. In this program alone, Mr. Chairman, the
Los Angeles Unified School District has absorbed an $8 millionre-

'duction in Federal and State funding.
The foregoing data is offered to not only provide.the subcommit-

tee' some insight into the needs of children in the immediate area,
but to emphasize that those needs are pervasive in the total Los
Angeles Unified School District.

The need 'fbr Federal assistance is a continuing one if we are to
provide the disadvantaged children of this and other school dis-
tricts an equal educational opportunity _in. order that they may lead
full and productive lives. In California, as you know, proposition 13
has removed all taxing authority from local school districts, and we
are now dependent on the State for the bulk of our support. The
State surplus provided relief for distrcts arid other agencies imme-
diately following the passage of proposition 13.

Now that the State surplus has disappeared, we also find the toll
in Federal reductions mountine.40,000 library bpoks, $8 million in'
the free and reduced-price meals program, 1,300 jobs for disadvan-
taged youth, numerous teaching Positions, counselors, teacher as-
sistants and education aides as a result of the reduction in ESEA
funding, vocational education resource teachers, instructional sup-
plies and equipment, and various nursing, counseling and audiovi-
sual programs.

I fear the list maygrow even longer.
Many children across this land have already begun to feel the

damaging effect of these sweeping reductions in Federal assistance
to education. People with compassion and concern for children are
waiting disheartened and disillusioned to see where and when the
next blow will fall.

My appeal, Mr. Chairman, is for congressional action to ward off
the assaults on public education, and in particular the assaults on
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poor children by those whose political agenda includes no concern
for either.

A recent editorial in the Nation, a news magazine, quoted the
views of Secretary of Education Terrel Bell, whose chief task for
the moment appears to be not only to dismantle the Department of
Education but also to dismantle public education itself. The editori-
al indicated that in a recent TV appearance, Secretary Bell zeroed
in on one of the chief sins of the past as he saw it, that of too much
concern for the bottom level. That is the disadvantaged and slow
learners. The Secretary was quoted as saying, "We have shifted our
priorities down to the lower range of students. That is why teen-
agers aren't achieving."

The editorial offered this pitch as hard-ball new federalism, with
the old reliable Laffer curve as a change-up. "Get the Government
out of education, turn it .back to the States via block grants, and
cut taxes to free the investment funds that will create jobs, thus
reinvigorating the local tax base and kenerating more money for
the schools." The message the writer received ft-mil all this is an
inference that I also draw, and that is that Secretary Bell was also
enunciating a prescription for the abandonment of the egalitarian
goats of public education in favor of a two-tier system catering to
the middle and upper classes.

In this context, Mr. Chairman, the Nation pointed out the reduc-
tion in the free and reduced-price meal program takes on added
significance. The school lunch program has for 35 years sought to
provide a significant amount of the day's nutrition for poor chit-
dren who do not get that nutrition at home. I don't believe any
new evidepce is needed to prove that hungry children simply do
not learn as well as those who are fed.

The Nation went on to say: "Not only will poor children be un-
derfed; they would be on short rations of learning by the curtail-
ment of programs designed to make up for the lack of home influ-
ences that give middle-class children a head start. The cuts in title
I, aid to inner-city schools, that the administration is seeking are
part and parcel of this campaign. Add to this the drive against
busing as a legal measure of last resort in desegregating schools,
the effect of which will be to ratify permanently 'white flight' to

-the suburbs, and you have the growing pall of inequity over Ameri-
can schools."

The Nation concluded: "Free and equal public education availa- ,

ble to allthat is the demobratic ideal. Today it is in jeopardy."
Whether it is the Los Angeles Unified School District or any

other school district in this Nation, each child deserves to receive
an education of a quality equal to any other child in that school
district. On that there can be no debate.

I must emphasize, Mr. Chairman, that I am unalterably commit-
ted to the concept that segregated schools are as inherently un-
equal today as the Supreme Court found them to be in 1954. At-
tempts to eliminate one-race schools gives some promise that our
constitutional guarantees of freedom, of justice, and of equal oppor-
tunity will be fulfilled. That promise must not be discarded.

Mr. Chairman, under no circumstance should the education of
disadvantaged children be viewed as education of the bottom level,
as Secretary Bell has termed it. Because a child is born black, or
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brown, and poor, doee not mean that he or she cannot learn. In
fact, there is mounting evidence schools are effective in teaching
all children when there is a will to do so: Prof. Ron Edmonds of
Harvard and other researchers examining pupil achievement data
among student& in schools serving low-income neighborhooas found
that some of the schools brought the achievement level of "the chil-
dren of the poor to those minimal masteries of the basic skills that
now describe successful pupil performance for the children of the
middle class."

Professor Edmonds states: "All children are eminently, educa-
ble," and that "the behavior of the school is critical in determining
the. qualiLy of that education." There was a certain similarity
among those schools whose students were successful. Among them
was the conviction shared by teachers, administrators, parents, and
students themselves that they were indeed expected to succeed at
learning.

Mr. Chairman, all of our children are worthy of the very best
that we can give them, for it is they who will maintain the great-
ness of this Nation, a greatness which has been achieved in very
large measure through a commitment made long ago to this great
and noble idea of public education.

[Eorrox's NOTE.The paragraph in the written statement which
was omitted in oral testimony followe]

For example, shortly after their arrival, the puritan fathers set about to found
Harvard College, the Padres landed on the shores of California and began immedi-
ately to organize schools for children. Shortly after the city of Los Angeles was
founded, the newly-elected mayor said, "First, in importance, among the needs of the
city is education. The recognition by blacks of education as aliberating force while
still enslaved is historical.

ME. WALTERS. Several years ago, A. W. Clausen, immediate past
president of the Bank of America and currently president of the
World Bank, said "Education is a game of chance and the prize is a
higher quality of life for our children." Education is. the great
American gamble, but as far as our future is concerned, it is the
only game in town.

Mr. Chairman and other members' of the Committee, for some to
assign a low natiOnal priority to public education, thereby relegat-
ing some of our children to second-class citizenship, to regress in
our support of the noble concept of free education for all, to waiver
in our commitment to all children, is to weaken this Nation and
jeopardize its future. I plead with you not to let this happen.

Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you, Ms. Walters, foruour usual good
statement, well presented.

At this time the Chair would yield to Mr. Perkins.
Mr. PERKINS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
First, I wish to compliment Ms. Walters and Dr. Handler for ex-

cellent testimony.
I am sure we are all aware of what has taken place in Washing-

ton this year. 'The Office of Management and Budget has stated
that this is a ' local function; in other words, that the city of 'Los,
Angeles can pick up the slack and pay out extra money for all
these cutbacks. But I am wondering, with your resources here, ,and
so many minority groups of children in this city, how many are
going to be. left out and not get .the proper assistance under title I
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in this inner-city area if we follow the philosophy of the Office of
Management and Budget in Washington.

They are still planning on, or trying to get momentum to cut
title I further in Washington, which I don't think our committee
will go along with under any set of circumstances because it is just
the wrong thing to do.

What is going- to be the effect here in your city if you do not get
increased funding for title I, taking into consideration the cutbacks
that have already fallen in place? I will let each one of you answer
that question. Go ahead first, Ms. Walters.

Ms. WALTERS. Thank 'you, Congressman.
I; too, am concerned that young people now being served by title

I will no longer receive the same level of services, and that it is not
to mention new students that may come into our district who also
need title I services, bilingual services.

The Congress has never been able to fully appropriate the
amount of funds that your committee would assign to meet the
needs of the students in title I. We have done pretty well with
what we have, but to gut it furthtr means that ire have no local
money to pick up-the slack..

The first 2 years that I was on the Los Aligeles School Board, we
cut a combined $100 million in local programs, locally funded pro-
grams, because of a lack of money from the State. Now with $45
million being cut already in Federal assistance, to cut even further, '
I am afraid, would spell disaster for those programs.

Mr. PERKINS. Dr. Handler, you go ahead and answer. -
Dr. HANDLER. Thank you, Congressman Perkins.,
I have asked a member of our staff, Assistant ,5uperintendent

Pauline, Hopper, to give me the number of schools that are present-
ly being served and another number which we will have in a
minute of the schools where there are children who are eligible
who aren't being served right now. There is the assumption that
we have been able to serve all of the youngsters who are eligible,
and we have not, and then making an assumption of a 25-percent
cut, I will he able to give you an example. We will submit a
number.

But one of two things can occur. It either means fewer schools or
schools that are presently in the program no longer participating,
or it means a dilution of those services that are pqsently being of-
fered, and eventually, when you begin to dilute, you reach a point
of close to zero-effectiveness.

Mr. PERKINS. Let me ask you another question, a: Handler.
You suggested that the Federal Government has a role in en-

couraging vocational education. How should the Federal Govern-
ment do that, and do you believe we should encourage programs in .
regular high areas or in area vocational schools?'

Before you answer that question, I want to add one more ques-
tion in order to conserve time.

You know how we cut back the school lunch program, and I
want to ask you, in this section out here in Los Angeles, in the
inner-city areas, whether you have witnessed any dropouts of chil-
dren participating in the school lunch rrogram and what effects
haVe occurred from the cut in the milk program, where the pro-
gram was limited to.schools without regular lunch programs?

L
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Dr. HANDLER. The last of the two questions first, if I may.
Mr. PERKINS. You go ahead any way you want to.
Dr. HANDLER. It is too early to be able to indicate the extent to

which .the cuts,, in food services this yea? will or will not contribute
to an increase in dropouts.

The second question, insofar as the milk program is cuncernedI
am s'orry, but could you please repeat the second part of that
second question? ,

Mr. PERKINS. That was in connection with where you do not have
the lunch program, where the pr igram was limited to schools with-
out a regular lunch program, I asked you what effect the cutback
in the milk program would have.

Dr. HANDLER. We have' to'increase our prices. And with an
crealoo in prices, what we do is we get about a 20-percent dropout of
participation in the program pe;iod.

Mr. PERKINS. Have you already noticed a dropout because of the
increase in prices resulting from the cutback in Washington2

Dr. HANDLER. Yes, sir.
Mr. PERKINS. To what extent have you noticed the dropou t of

this regular school lunch program here in this city, or in the free
and Teduced-price program here in this city?

Dr. HANDLER. May I ask the food services expert?
Mr. PERKINS.. Yes. Go ahead and ask him.
Dr. HANDLER. He has all of the data. We anticipate--
Mr. PERKINS. And then I will ask Ms. Walters, too, to answer the

same questions. Go right ahead.
Mr. HAWKINS. Would you identify the witness, please, Dr. Han-

dler?
Dr. HANDLER. Mr. Al Woods, the head of our food services de-

partment.
Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF AL WOODS, FOOD SERVICES DEPARTMENT. LOS
ANGELES UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT

Mr. Woops. Good morning, gentlemen of the committee.
We have some early figures in regard to the question that you

asked, and they are very severe in the impact because of the price
increases that we ,had to inflict, if you will, on the youngsters in
order to pick up for the cuts that were occasioned by the Govern-
ment's action.

In the full-price lunches, we raised the elementary level from 50
cents to 75 cents, and that was the first large increase that we had
in 9 'years. That has occasioned a 37-percent dropout in the kids
that participated in that program.

In the free 'program, we have already had.b 6-percent dropout,
and this was supposed to be a-group of people that wouldn't be im-
pacted by the cuts.

So you can see it is quite severe. We are talking in terms of
maybe 15,000 children.

Mr. MILLER. If I could interrupt you, do you know if the children
in the free category moved, if they are now partici ating in the re-
duced-price or they are simply not participat

. 1 u
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Mr. WOODS. There has been an increase in the participation in
the reduced-price, but some of the youngsters therethere is Ai

transferthat were formerly qualified for the reduced-price pro-
gram are no longer qualified because of the change in the criteria

for eligibility.
So all along the line the impact has been quite severe, given the

early figures. What we are concerned about is some of the things
we are hearing down the line relative to the deferral program,
which may be another 12-percent cut this year.

Mr. PERKINS. In other words, the whole school lunch program in
one sense of the word is in jeopardy because of the increased price
you have had to add on, and that affects the truly needy that the
President spoke abbut that vied not be hurt, the free awl re-
duced-price children.

Mr. WOODS. Across the board,it affects everYbody, and I am not
sure what truly needy means any more.

Mr. PERKINS. Well, I am not either. That is the President's lan-
guage.

Mr. WOODS. We don't look on this program, incidentally, as a
social or welfare program. It is a child nutrition program, and
when you impact all of the children, it dirñidishes their capacity to
assimilate what is a very good educational program.

Mr. PERKINS. We don t ever want to see it turned into a welfare
program.

That is all, Mr. Chairman. Thank you.
Let the lady, Ms. Walters,-comment.
Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Woods, will you remain at the table, just in

case there is a question?
Ms. Walters?
Ms. WALTERS. I would just like to say that I share the concerns

exp?essed by both Mr. Woods and Dr. Handler. It really seems to-
me that when we start attacking the nutrition of our children 'at
the expense of providing additional funds for the Department of
Defense, we have put our priorities in truly the wrong place.

Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you. Mr. Miller?
Mr. MILLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. Walters, I want to commend you for your statement, and it

ties in. It is interesting that you have chosen to single out the Sec-
retary of Education here, because he appeared before our commit-

"tee earlier this year, and when asked about the title I program and
a couple of nutrition programs, he told this ctimmittee-that no one
could argue that these programs had not been successful and that
they had not worked, but they were simply going to go ahead and
cut thpm because that is where the money was; that is where the
big chunks of money that they.had to contribute to the President's
effort were, in spite of the fact that they were successful and they
were, in fact, working.

I say that in light of your statement that I think is almost key in
this budget fight, and that is (1) that there is no evidence needed
on the nutritional plight of poor children in this country, especially
in urban settings. And by the same token, you say there is mount-
ing evidence, and I suspect also that there' is no new evidence
needed, that poor children can learn and, in fact, do learn, and
when given the proper resources learn to the same extent to which
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middle-class or wealthy children learn and can accomplish the
same tasks.

Yet, as you point out with The Nation article, we find an admin-
istration moving to suggest that, in fact, our schools will be reseg-
regated, perhaps not along racial lipes, but clearly along economic
lines. I think that people ought to be aware of that and I am happy
that you raised those points. I am sad that they have to be raised,
but I think you articulated them in an outstanding fashion; that
despite this continued cynicism or cocktail-party talk about how
these programs don't work, in fact, the programs do work. We
know that the nutritional programs, between what Chairman Per-
kinS has done in school lunch, and what has been done in food
stamps have basically been the sole reason for the eiadication of
the devastating hunger that wag-found in this country as late as
1970.

We know that under title I, those children are learning better,
they are learning faster, and they are retaining it longer than the
children who didn't participate, as are the children in Head Sta-t.

The sad thing is that an administration can get off with the rhet-
oric rather than the evidence, 'because the evidence is absolutely
contrary, aS I think you have pointed out, and as I .think Superin-
tendent Handler has pointed out. In this diarict where you have
had the 'resources, you have been able to deal with the problems.
You have been able to achieve successes.

That long statement leads to a question. I guess the cuts, and
whether the 12 percent is successful or not, I think it is pretty
clear that at least another attempt is going to be made at another
round of cuts,.either this 12 percent or in this first budget resolu-
tion next year. If the cuts are a fact of life, and the Congress goes
along, even though there will be greater reluctance this time but I
suspect they very well may go along in any case, how Vb.i1d you
rearrange what money comes to you to allow you to surskve the
best you can?

Superintendent Handler, you mentionedwhich I am not quite
clear aboutthat you have a mandateiry ticketing which you be-
lieve costs you around $2 million, and I guess we are all in the
business now of seeing how we can make that dollar go as far as
we can. I would just like some of your thoughts on What we can do.
It gets caught up in the rhetoric of reduced paperwork,- but I,
haven't seen that that has really saved anybody money, and I am
looking for more than just that rhetorical answer.

Dr. HANDLER. The administration,Of the National School Lunch
Program, and in that I include the breakfast program, is very
costly ,because of the requirement for masking the identity, the
anorrymity, if you will, of the free lunch and reduced-pride lunch
recipient. That, in and of itself, is a good thing.

But coupled with that, coming down the line now, there are in-
creaging requirements relative to validation of the applications,

!_. asking food service people dr -school district people to determine
whether or not there has been any fraud perpetrated, and we don't
have the capacity to do that; and any of that cost must, perforce,
cqme out of the money available to present a lunch or a breakfast.
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These are increasing requirements, and as other costs go up,. they
go up in turn, too. We are spending roughly about $2 million in Los
Angeles now.

Mr. MILLER. Let me ask you if it is your testimony, are you tell-
ing us that you are spending more to determine whether or not you
have these problemS than the problems cost the program? I mean,
do you have such a great number of people who are into the pro-
.gram in violation of the guidelines that -you are ferreting them out
and you are saving this $2 million, or are you spending $2 million
to ferret out a couple hundred .thousand dollars worth of people
who are in one program or the other where maybe they shouldn't
be?

Dr. HANDLER. .We don't have any firm figures on how many
people' may or may not be telling the truth on an. application pres-
ently. However, it is my decided opinion, based on about 12 years
of involvement in this program, that the amount of money expZnd-
ed to catch the rejqtively few, if you will, that may be perpetrating
a fraud would be unconscionable because of the cost; in other
words, we would, be spending more to catch up with that individual
by.many times over9what we are expending ,to give that lunch Out
to that person, albeit illegitimately.

Mr..MILLEft. Ms. Walters, you testified as to the statistics within
your district, as to virtually every school--

Mr. PERKINS. Will the gentleman yield to me at this point?
Mt, MILLER. Surely.
Mr. PERKINS. I remember when we were ,in conference and we

tried to get Senator Helms to knock these provisions out, and Mr.
Miller was right there insistring, and we just could not do anything
-at-t-hat- time to- gethirn- to-dp4hatT-hat- is -whatis_costing you. extra
money today.

According to the figures that I have before me, you people up
until this year, before they set in on us in Washington, were receiv-'
ing more money, reimbursement money, in the child nutrition pro-
grams, WA million in this city, compared with only $50.6 million
for title I. That is the way they hammered on us up there in that
darn conference, that reconciliation process, but we fought our
hearts out, Mr. Miller, Mr. Hawkins, Mr. Kildee. We are all on it.

Rut if we had not been there, they would have taken this school
lunch program for a rough ride. They would have just about de-
stroyed it, kV all intents and purposes, but we are trying to hold
and cling and do everything we can to gain everything back that
we have lost.

Excuse me, Mr. Miller; for interrupting you to (hat extent.
Mr. MILLER. I -appreciate that, because that is a re-rup of what

we experienced when I worked in the 'legislature with Ronald
Reagan. He always spent more money to catch Me thieves than the
thieves took.

Virtually every school at all levels in your, district is a title I
school, according to your testimony. I just wondered, as you talk to
the administrators and to the school-site people,- how do they envi-
sion that they are going to cope with these cuts,that the district is
going to sustain? They have the population that we are supposed to
be, or at least uP until now, are trying to get ahead With.

IL)
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MS..WALTERS. I think their concerns and .attitudes and plans, if
you will, are probably best embodied in an anecdote that Congress-
man Perkins related tq a group of public edtkators last spring in
Washington when he said what the administration was .asking
school districts to do was akin to a family whose father had been
parceling out the money all along and suddenly turns to the wife
and said, "You take charge ,of the pursestrings,- but. I am going rogive you 25 percent less money. We still have the same number of
children and may hatTe more in the future, but you are going to
have 25 percent less money to deal with':

It really is, looking as a family would look, to meals of lesser
.cost, and in terms Of educational offerings tq, youngsters, where do
you start cutting? Far away from the classvoom. Well, counselors \
are not in the classroom. Maybe you take out counselors. Maybe
you take out nurse-IThe young people who are served by title I
funds are the very youngsters'who need most those kinds of sup-

'port services that title I has been able. to offer.
So it becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy. If Secretary Bell feelsthat--
Mr. 'HAWKINS. MS. Walters, riay I interrupt? We are having a

few difficulties hearing. Would those speaking tfy to use the instru-
ments in front ofithem sal that those in the rear of tlie 'room can be
heard?

MS. WALTERS. Yes, Congressman. Sorry. Is that better?
Mr. HAWKINS:Yes. We ,certainly don't want to lose what you are

saying. It is very well said.
Ms. WALTERS. Thank you,
_It. just seems to me that' to pull out this money, to question the

need, to somehow feel that funding poor children, funding school
programs where poor children attend is looked upon as some _mas-
sive welfare handout, is really to miss the issue that is involved
here. I have never been able to understand how mass,ive Federal
guaranteed loa-ns for Lockheed that, as far as I -am concerp`ed, is
guilty of overruns, cost overruns, that are astronomical in terms of
Federal contracts, and yet the Government underwrites those loans
and does not call it welfare.

Yet we have hungry children, children who absolutely will-gowithout food if these programs are totally withdrawn, and others,
because of the regulations that pay push them into higher catego-
ries, wiil also go without' food, and the rederal governMent under
this administration does not Perceive it has a rble 'in supplying or
meeting that need. I have difficulty understanding it.

Mr, MILLER. This is my last point, M.r. Chairman.
But you don't see the school-site personnel having the abilityand when I say the ability, I mean the wherewithal to do it; not

their willingness to do itto rearrange so dramatically th,e educa-
tional programs that that school could provide *he same level of
program as they were providing before, under these cuts?

MS. WALTERS. Absolutely not.
Mr. MILLER. That is the theory, if you remember.
Ms. WALTERS. That is the theory, and I think it is a bucketful of'

holes. Again I remind you, and .I know I-do not need to reMind you
of what proposition 13 has done to governmental institutions across
California, and particularly to school districts. We are the onlygov-
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ernmental entity who was ever forbidden from raising and levying
a tax. So there is no local tax base to raise jor schools.

We are at the mercy of the State. 'The State is running out of
money. The Governor has called back the State legislatufe tb deal
with the problems of welfare funding. Just this morning statistics
were released that indicated California is leading the Nation in un-
employment.

How does 'a. fanrily that is unemployed, a family* that was living
on the edge of disaster to gin wits, feed their children and send
them to a school that is reducing the educational food, and how

.,cloes that child come out at the end of that cycle prepared--to be a
contributing citizen?

Mr. MILLER. I don't have the answer td your question.
Ms. WALTERS. It is my frustration in dealing with 'the probleins

of Act only my district, but the problems of the total LosAngeles
District, and I know it is your frustration as you dedicate yourself
to 'dealing with the educational problems of poor children across
the Nalion. -

Mr. MILLER. I certainly want to thank you, Ms. Walters, because
I think that ydu have helped iri a very dramatic and articulate
fashion to pierce that rhetorical veil around the claims of this ad-
ministration that they could cut you by 20 to 25 percent and life
would go on as it had before. Xoti are demonstrating to this com-
mittee that, in fact, that is not the case and that certainly the Con-
gress ought to heed what the evidence is that has come pouring in.

We have heard similar evidence to what you said, Mr. Woods:all *V'
across the country about the closing down of progiams when, in if
faZt, no Program was suriposed to be hurt, no poor children' were
supposed to be injured. They have been left without ,any program
in many school districts. Not partial participation; no..pagtlicipation.
I think we are finding in title I schools, I know in my district
where I havelta substantial number of title I schools,. the story is
the same. The level of educatiopal: opportunity is dramatically
being compromised against what children were being offered
before..

Ms. WALTERS. It absolutely is, Mr. Congressman. And if I may be
snbold to say, the cost of one of these AWACS planes, ortsome of
these MX.missiles that they are going to stash around the country
would go a. long:way to educating the children thdt are in our
schools today, and to the identification of-those children who .may
be the scientists of tomorrow and to those children who must have
theopportunity to fill the seats in which we sit today.

Mr. MILLER. There are a lot of studies, you know, that they won't
have the engineers or scientists to fire the missiles in the future if
we don't take care of this population.*It may be a blessing..

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am sorry I went on so long.
Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Kildee.
Mr. KIIDEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I understand the the math scores have gone up this year. in Los

AngeleS and that reading sco'res for younger students have gone
up, and haVe stabilized for the older students. Is that correct?'

Dr. HANDLER. That is correct. Our third-grade reading scores
have gone up- slightly. Our fifth- and eighth- grade scores have
stayed about the same. Our math scores at 3, 5, and 8, have gone
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up. I am pleased that they have gone up, but we still have a long
way to go to hit the national average.

Mr. KILDEg. DO you think title I 'has helped you in achievingthat?
Or. HANDLER..YeS, sir.
Mr. KILDEE.. The largest school district in my congressional dis-

trict in Michigan is Flint Community Schools. They receive about
$9 million in Federal assistance. Metre than a third of that, close to

million, is title I. What percentage of your Federal assistance is
for title I, roughly?

Dr. HANDLER. As a percent of our total Federal assistance?
'Mr. KILDEE. Yes.
pr. HANDLER. About -a third.
Mr. KILDEE. That is whaf I have been hearing from representa-

tives of school districts throughout the Country. So to the degree
that the Reagan administration wants to cut title I, you are getting
cut pretty severely in Federal assistance?

Dr. HANDLER. Yes, sir. I havethose numbers of schools. We pres-
ently have 231 schools in the title I program. We have 60 schools
that are eligible that aren't heing served because the dollars
wouldn't go far enough: that is, the current dollars. In the event
the most severe case_ of these cuts should occur, we would drop to
about 17)3 schools out of the need for 291 schools, and that is rather
severe.

Mr. KILDEE. Are your plans, then, to serve fewer students and, try to keep the qilality of the program, to serve the same riumber
of students with a reduced-quality program, or to combine these ills
somehow?

. Dr. HitNDLER, If I maY, it is difficult for me to respond to the
question because ,I don't know the nature of the regulations that
will-come forth-yelative to the dollars. However, having been in-
volyed in the questions related to title I funding and programs
since their inception, it is a shame to throw away what we have
learned.

One of the things we leAned in the process, after about the
fourth or fifth year, is the irinportance of what was referred to in,those days as the critical mass, a concentration of services as op-
posed to,dilution. My feeling is that either approach, Whether you
begin to reduce up to the point where 'you are no longer effective,
or you begin to eliminate schools, colild'negatively affect at least
100,000 students in this district.

Mr. KILDEE. The administration is able to sell a,lot of these cuts
to programs under a flag of fiscal integrity, but really, under that
flag of fiscal integrity there is a strong philosophical flag. What is
beginning to bother me more and more in light of various enuncia-
tions from the administration is that I am also beginning to detect
d.certain antipublic schoOl bias.

Would you care to confment on that?
Dr. HANDLER. 'Yes, sir. I included that in my statement. If youwill note, I reference that as one .of our major concerns. I don't

hold the credentials of an economist. However, from what I under-
stand, With Federal cuts, and v6th the reduction. in taxes, with
more monex available, the private sector now is in a better position



to create jobs to stimulate the economy, and all of these good
things have the potential of occurring.
' Now, thporetically that may be appealing. What I haven't heard
is,- where is the safety net for public education if the assumptions
inherent in this economic theory do not hold to tie true?

Mr. KILDEE. It could be disastrous, couldn't it?
DT. HANDLER. Yes, sir.
Mr. KILDEE. I think education is so vulnerable to problems in the-

economy. Michigan right now is suffering enornious unemploy-,
ment. My own district, for example, has 16-percent unemployment.
The governmental unit that is most vulnerable to a downturn in
the economy is education. ou just see it. The city of Flint has a
very good school system It is a shame to see them make curi to,
programs. They are trying to make these cuts without hurting the
students, but you can see that the quality of progYams is starting tow,
be affected.

I think that not only are education cuts actually hurting public
schools, but there are some in the administration who don t share
your enthusiasM for public schools, period. I really feel that. It
worries me that there 'appears to be an intent to withhold public
support of ptiblic schools. I think that is sofnething we have to
watch veryovery, carefully.

Dr. HANDLER. We definitely do. And also die effect that it has on
the morale of the people who are in those schools who are dedi-
cated to doing a good job, who are working daily with young people
in an effort to bring about improvement, and when it would appear
that there is.no support, even at the Federal level, or limited sup,-,-
port for public education, then we begin to raise these rhetorical
questions relative to why is it more people aren't interested in
coming into teaching. That, too, becomes circular and can have a
very damaging effect.

Mr. KILDEE. I really appreciate your testimony this morning: I
am glad I came to Los Angeles, because I think we supporters of
education in Congress have to keep fortifying ourselves. As we go
back to Waaiington and fight for the continuation of Federal edu-
cation programs, it is good to have seen again firsthand what we
are working for.

The Office of Management and Budget tends to knbw the price of
everything but the value of nothing. They have o concept at, all,
for example, of the value of title L.Mr. Reagan doesn't clearly un-
derstand what title I's purpose is. Mr., 5tockman has"no` concept or
the value of title I. The difference between price and value is one
of the big problems we have in Washington right now. While OMB
is pricing programs out, they really aren't evaluating them very
well.

Dr. HANDLER. Yes, sir. I have never testified before a Congres-
sional committee before, so this is a new experience for me, and
may I humbly submit that if you need any help, I know of no
chAmpion in public education more articulate, more effective, than
Ms. Walters, and I am certain stie would be happy to help you.

Mr. KILDEE. I really appreciated her testimony. It has been excel-
lent.

I have no Kirther questions. I thank you very much for your tes-
timony.
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Mr. HAWKINS: Dr. Handler, you indicated that title I had been
highly effective in response to one question, and yet I think you
alsO indicated not a substantially great academic iMprovement.
Can you reconcile what seems to be a conflict between the effec--

'tiveness of a program and perhaps some disappointment in the aca-
demic.performance of students?

Dr. HANDLER. I can share with you how I reconcile it in terms of
some hypotheses I have, and when there is more time I would be
happy to share whatever data we have in relationship to the ques-
tion.

When one takes a look at our test scores over the past 5 years, 5
years ago they were better than they are now. Then they went
down and they came back up. That is point No. 1.

Point NO. 2. Test scores are important, there is no question in my-
mind, and test scores are the way the public have of.7it is like a
report card for the school. But there are other educational out-

. comes that occur by going to school that aren't measured by tests
Is@ should be given recognition, .and some of these, I believe,

are still very operative and some descriptive data can be shared
with the committee related to that.

But there are three other things, two of which relate to your par-
ticular question, Congressman.

I think that the people in the educational community, well in-
tended, went through a phase of exploring a number of alterna-
tives in order to improve performance. In thiS continuous changing
of emphasis or continuing changing of programs as they were at-
tempting to identify what Ron Edmonds has considered, and I
agree, to be the most important aspects, that in some cases did
have a negative effect related to reading scores or math scores.

So I think where we are now is that two things must hold true. I
think we are now able to identify the standards that are important
for the student, the teacher, the administrator, and the parent in
relationship to improved learning. I think we are also saying that
we have reached a point where, with stability of funding, with for-
ward funding, with being able to plan ahead, that our gains should
now become consistent, and it is most unfortunate that once again
we are placed in a situation of uncertainty, in a way indicating
that some failure .was built into "the program by the way the pro-
gram has been handled by the uncertain funding of the program,
the changes in the policies and philosophy of the progran. You
have been burdened with those as well as the moneys that you
have received.

Dr. HANDLER. Yes, sir. I think these were well intentioned, but I
think after you try something for 2' years and you change to some-
thing else find you change to something else, that eventually that
has a negative effect.

Mr. HAWKINS. Ms. Walters, also along the same line, Dr. Ed-
monds and others testified just a week ago in Washington that
while they supported title I, they felt that there could be some im-
provements in the way that title I is being programed or is being
handled administratively.

Among those changes that Dr. Edmonds:in particular, suggested
was that instead of income being the test of the basis of the criteria
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used that performance might be considered, whichI assume would
get us into the question of better testing of students.

To what extent would you agree or disagree with the need for
such changes?

Ms. WALTERS. Well, Congressman Hawkins, I think that there
have been problems along the way with title I funding and the cri-
teria. But I think the essence of title I, what the essence .of title I
has meant to children across the Nation, is that it cepresented a
national commitment to see that no child 'throughout the United
States, by virtue of the condition of his or her birth, went without
an equal educational opportunity, and I, think it is there that from
that raint all others flow, and that there can be adjustments to
make the funding more effective, to rev:ard achievement, and all of
those good things.

But I think first and foremost, the national commitment must
remain.

Mr. HAwKiNs. Are you saying that this administration seems to
be turning its back on such a commitment?

Ms. WALTERS. Absolutely, Congressman Hawkins. I was horrified
last year in Washington at a meeting of the Council of Great City
Schools to hear a gentleman from the White House, whose nanie
was Bakshian, Aram Bakshian,- tell that group of superintendents
and board members from the 28 largest cities in these United
States that this administration was elected by people who no
longer believed or supported public education and that they had an
obligation to those people and so, because of that, they were sup-
porting the imposition of tuition tax credits.

That was as clear a statement as I have heard from this adminis-
tration that they give public education short shrift.

Mr: HAWKINS. Just for the sake of the record, may I ask you
whether you are supporting or oppose&to tuition tax credits?

Ms. WALTERS. I am opposed to tuition tax credits.
Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you. May the Chair, on behalf of the com-

mittee, commend, the witnesses for a very fine presentation. I think
you have been marvelously helpful to the committee, and certainly
we are going to continue to call on your expertise.

Dr. Handler, you indicated that you had some data that would
support the contention that there have been some improvements as
a result of title I. Along that line, if you do have such data, if you
will submit it to the comnittee we will keep the record open, be-
cause I think this-ia an important issue-involved-in it because the-
administration has sustained or has rationalized its budget cuts on
the basis that we are thro,..ing money at the problem, that these
programs have not succeeded, and therefore that we should try
something' new.

I think Ms. Walters has well indicated that what we are trying
now is not something new, but what we have developed away from.
So we would certainly appreciate any additional information that
you can furnish to the committee.

DT. HANDLER. Yes, sir.
[The information referred to above follows:]
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Los ANGELES CITY BOARD OF EDUCATION,
Los Angeles, Calif, March 3, 1982

Hon. CARL PERKINS,
House Education and Labor Committee,
Rayburn Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN PERKINS: One of the issues in which you expressed interest
when I testified before your Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocation-
al Education on November 6, 1981 was the effect of ESEA Title I programa.upon
.student achievement. I regret the delay in providing this information,,and hope itwill still be useful to you. Some of the ancillary effects of the program will, I be-lieve, be of particular interest.

A longitudinal study has been conducted in the 55 schools which have had ESEA
Title I programs since 1969770. Data for the original 55 schools show that from
1969-70 to 1980-81, the sixth grade reading achievement rose from the 12th nation-
al norm median percentile to the 27th percentile. The 6th grade median national
norm percentile for mathematics rose in these schools from the 15th percentile in1969-70 to the 37th percentile in 1980-81,

Looking at the data another way shows that in the initial year, 54 of the 55
schools were below the 20th percentile in reading achievement. By 1980-81, only 13
remained in that category. In mathematics achievement, 42 of the 55 schools were
below the 20th national norm percentile in 1969-70. By 1980-81, none were in thatcategory.
. Thd parent and community involvement intrinsic-to Title I programs has motivat-
ed many of the participants to seek further education, both to help their own chil-
dren and to seek careers which utilize their interest in and experience with the edu-cational program. Of the community persons who lye been merribers of the dis-
trict-level Title I advisory committees two have become board menibers (one in ourdistrict and one in an adjacent district), one is an aide to a member of the Los Ange-
les City Council, one cooidinates the western region law and poverty program, one
works for the county employment service department, one coordinates-a pre-school,
two who started as parent volunteers became aides and then social workers;'two
became high school teachers, more than ninety became elementary teachers, two of
the teachers, became teacher advisors, and some forty-five acquired associate in-arts
degrees.

More than 250 of the youngsters in the neglected and delinquent children pro-
gram, through counseling, have obtained and retained jobs for at least 5 years. It is
estimated that more than 100 of the junior high .and high school students who, atthe request of the feeder elementary schools, tutored yOunger children in Title. I
cross-age tutoring efforts are now in college.

In terms of direct employment of community persons in Title I programs, the dis-
trict currently employs 5,950 part-time education aides and 2,710 postsecondary stu-
dents, who are able to stay in school because of their part-time employment asteacher assistants.

Such effects of the ESE/1/4'1'We I program will carry over into future generations.
Test scores cannot adequately describe all of these factors which will have lasting
significance for both students and bur society.

Sincerely yours,
HARRY HANDLER,

Superintendent of Schools.
Mr MILLER_Also,-Mr. Woods, that-would-very helpful also. We

have an ongoing _information gathering that we are trying to go
through on the school lunch program because Mr. Perkins has had
the administrators of the program before the committee and at
least they said that they would consider the evidence that would
suggest that maybe the dropout rate is much greater than antici-
pated in light of calls for new cuts in the program.

So anything that you can supply us, when you have it, will be
terribly helpful to that discussion.

Mr. WOODS. I will be glad to do that.
Mr. HAWKINS. Just one minute. Ms. Vance is representing the

minority members of the committee to us in Washington. That
means the Republican members. I would like to recognize her pres-

r
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ence as part of the staff, along with Mr. Jack Jenninds, who is'the
majority staff member.

Ms. Vance, do you have any questions?
Ms. VANCE. I do not have any questions now. I would like to ex-

press interest on behalf of.the minority members that were unable
to make it todayCongressman Ashbrook, our ranking minority
member, and Congressman Good ling, who is the ranking minority
for the Subcommittee on Elementary Secondary. and Vocational
Education. They are interested in knowing your concern's, and I am
here today to listen tG those and to gather any information that
you have to give. It is a pleasure to be here. Thank you.

Mr. HAWKINS. Just one minute, Dr. Handler. We were trying to
clarify one statement. Go.ahead, Mr. Miller.

Mr. MILLER. On the chart that you provided us on your.budget,
under the CETA program apparently last year you received
$10,731,000, and for the .next school year you don't anticipate re-
ceiving .anyof that money.

Those personnel slots are gone, and I assuMe that they have not
been replaced, whether they were helpful in the classroom or else-
where?

Dr.' HANDLER. They have not, and the people have been
dismissed.

Mr. MILLER. How many people?
Dr. HANDLER. At this _point, we terminated 1,048 public service

employees.
Mr. MILLER. Thank you.
Mr. HAWKINS. May I ask you again, in connection with that, Dr.

Handler, it was not directly an education issue so I did not bring it
up,.but were those CETA enrollees involved in meaningful work?
The issue has been raised in terms of CETA employees being
worthless, lazy, not .doing a constructive job, the usual leaf-raking
type, Are we to assume that these individuals that you lost were
actively engaged in constructive; work, were performing Up to,
standard in the educational system?

Dr. HANDLER. Yes, sir. They were actiyely engaged in construc-
tive work and, in addition, the CETA program provided an excel-
lent avenue for them to develop additional skills and eventually
become full-time employees of the district as a result of the CETA
experience.

Mr. HAWKINS. What will you do with their loss? Will you be able
443-11-11--any-of-these-positions-that provided-those-needed-services-9.---

Dr. HANDLER. No, sir, because, as Ms. Walters has indicated,' 2
years in a row we have had to make severe reductions in our own
general fund, and we are not in a position to hire additional people.

Mr. HAWKINS. Would it be true to say that you are not only af-
fected by the cutbacks in education but the cutbacks in the CETA
program have also impacted on you?

Dr. HANDLER. Yes, sir.
Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you.
Mr. PERKINS. One question I would like to ask Ms. Walters and

Dr. Handler both.
I haile been greatly inipressed with the migration of the Spanish

people into this area.
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To what extent is the Spanish migration increasing annually and.
what has been the increase here in the last 10 years? I would just
like to get that for my own information, and I would also like 'to
know what impact -this has on title I and your nutrition programs.
Go ahead and discuss that war.' me just a minute.

Ms. WALTERS. Congressman Perkins, the Hispanic enrollment in
our- schools and the in-migration in our State has increased almost
geometrically over theyears. The Los Angeles Times did an article
not too long ago indicating that-California may well be the first
Third World State. And certainly as we look at the Hispanics in
our school district, about 48 percent of the school population this
year. is Hispanic, and that indicates, as your well state, a need for
additional services, a need for nutritional services, -a need for bilin-
gual services, to bring these students up to full fluency in English.

As you were speaking before the hearing started, you referenced
the Hispanic persons with whom you spoke, spoke Spanish, but
they also spoke English, and that is one of our goals and one of our
charges, that we must bring the students to some fluency in Eng-
lish.

I frankly hope that our students who were born here gain a flu-
ency in Spanish at the same time. That is one of the great short-
comings that I see of our public schools, that we do not have, as
part of our programs, a language program that graduates students
who are not only fluent in English but in another language of their
choice.

Mr. PERKINS. The influx of Spanish people, though, has been at
what would you say-5 percent a year or something like that, on
the increase into the Los Angeles area?

0

MS. WALTERS. I think it is greater than that; much greater.
Dr. HANDLER. Although I do not have the exact number, we can
get it for you: That was reported on the census data. Some other
numbers that are very important, as Ms. Walters has indicated: 48
percent of our students are Hispanic. However, you take a look at
our kindergarten enrollment, and it is going to approximate about
60-percent Hispanic. So by following that through, in a very short
period of time the district will be well over 60-percent Hispanic stu-
dents.

Ms. WALTERS. I might add, Mr. Chairperson, that in some quar-
ters this influx of Hispanics in our society is looked upon as a
burden. I don't think it should be viewed in that regard. I think
that we should view these new Americans as contributors to the
warp and woof of our society and be pleased for the diversity that
they bring us and learn from and build on the things that they can
contribute as building bloCks in our total society.

If I may add, in terms of title I, Congressman. Miller and Con-
gressman Hawkins asked about the CETA proem and what the
benefits to those people had been. Dr. Handler said some of them
had gone on to become regular employees, but we have not been
able to absorb very many.

One of the added benefits of title I that we don't hear talked
about is the fact that because of the mandated parent involvement
component, a lot of parents went back to school and have become
teachers in our district. I think that is an added beneftt that was
serendipitous and certainly is not to be lost

91-113 0-82-8 1 1_4. 0
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Mr. HAWKINS. On. the issue of Spanishrspeaking people, I think
that the record should at least show that this should not come as a
shock to anyone that Spanish-speaking people are the dominant,
group that founded the city of Los Angeles many years ago, and I
think, it is rather fortunate that we. are gifted .to be ahle to speak
English today and not all of us.be speaking Spanish.

So I think we should recognize that this influx may ,be recent,
but tel vieW it as a problem, certainly as Ms. Walters indicated, is
far from true historically and that historically a .great deal is owed
to those who speak the Spanish language.

Mr. KILDEE. Jusfa bfielquestion. You said that about 48 percent
of your school population is Hispanic; is that correct?

MS. WALTERS. Yes.
Mr. KILDEE. What percentage of your school population is en-

rolled in. a bilingual program?
Dr. HANDLER. Between 20and 25 percent.
Mr. KILDEE. Is your bilingual program philosophically a mainte-

liance program or a transitional program? I believe you are famil-
iar'with the terminology.

Dr. HANDLER. Yes, sir. The major thrust of what we refer to as
our LAU program is transition and where we can afford it we try
to provide a maintenance program as well, but the major thrust is
transition.

Mr. KILDEE. r think sometimes we have looked upon bilingualism
as something to be cured. I have always looked upon bilingualism
as a blessing.- I wish I were bilingual. I think we are the most
monolingual country in the world.

Dr. HANDLER. If I may, there are studentsnot individual stu-
dentsbut throughout our district you may find 82 different lan-
guages spoken in our 'greater Los Angeles, Unified School District.

Mr. KILDEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
, Mr, HAWKINS. The committee has no objection to your becoming
bilingual, Mr. Kildee.

Mr. KILDEE. I speak Latin, but there isn't much demand, for that.
Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you very much, again,, to the witnesses.
Ms. WALTERS. Thank you for inviting us.
[Information supplied by Dr. Handler followsd

LOS ANGELES CITY BOARD OF EDUCATION,
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS,

Los Angles. Calif, January 26. 1982.
Hon. CARO). PERKINS,
Chairman. House Education and Labor Gainrnittee.
Rayburn House Office Building. Washington, D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN PERKINS: Again, I would like to thank you fo'r the opportuni-
ty.to describe to the House Committee on Education and Labor's Subcommittee on
Elementary, Secondary and Vocational Education on November 6. 1981, the effects'
that federal legislative program cuts are having and will'have on the future of edu-
cational programs provided by the. Los Angeles Unified School District.

At that time, I indicated to the Committee that .1 would provide additional infor-
mation regarding the effect that reductions in the school nutritiOnal program appro-
priations are having on the recipients of this particular program. Accordingly, our
staff has compared the number of free, reduced-price, and full,price lunches kyld
breakfasts served during the week ending October 9, 1981 with the 1980-81 average.
They found that 'at the elementary level, participation in free, reduced-price, and
full-price lunches dropped by 5. 13, and 38 percent, respectively, while breakfasts
showed decreases of 6, 39, and 60 percent. respectively. At the junior high school
level, participation in free lunches and breakfasts rose by 4 and 2 percent, respec-

1 f
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tively; there were 29 percent more reduced-price lunches, but 29 percent fewer re-
duced-price breakfasts, and a reduction of 66 percent in full-price lunches and 82
percent in full-price breakfasts. Senior high schools also showed increases in free
and reduced-price lunches and free breakfasts, ranging between 5 and 10 percent,
but a 3-percent decrease in reduced-price breakfasts, a 55-percent decrease in full-
price lunches, and an 80-perceig decrease in full-price breakfasts.

The Los Angeles Unified School District Board of Education and members of the
staff are most appreciative of your efforts which are directed toward the mainte-.
nance of the vital school .nutyition program. Please be assured that the Los Angelei
congressional delegation is teing kept apprised of the effect that past and future
proposed fiscal reductions have on the district's ability to provide an educatjonal
program and services so essential to students in a large orban.setting such as Los
Angeles.

Sincerely,

Mr. HAWKINS. The next witness is Mr. William Zimmerman,
treasurer Of the United Teachers-Los Angeles.

Mr. Zimmerman, we welcome you as a witness to the committee.
The United Teachers of Los Angeles certainly should be commend-
ed as an organization for the excellent contribution that they have
made in this field, and we look forward to your testimony, which in
its entirety will be entered into the record. You mAy proceed, then,
to give us the highlights or to summarize from it as you so desire.

STATEMENT-OF WILLIAM ZIMMERMAN, TREASURER, UNITED
TEACHERS-LOS ANGELES

Mr. ZIMMERMAN. Mi. ChairMan and members of the committee,
I would like to thank you for this opportunity to address the sub-
committee on an issue of universal concern, the status of education
today. We are glad that this hearing is being held and that Los An-
geles was high" on the list.

The United Teachers-Los Angeles, which represents the 31,000
teachers in the Los Angeles Unified School District, is committed
to public education and is at the subcommittee's disposal to help
find-answers to the dilemma public education is in today.

-The point I have, to make is, public education is in trouble.
Schools are not safe. They are falling apart. Many are over-
crowded. They are underequipped and understaffed. We need help
in the form of additional support to maintain, at the very least, a
reasonable level of education in the schools, but what we are left
with are mandates without money, massive Fedeial and State cut-
backs in flinding, and the promise that it is more of ,the same in
the future.

We seem to have reached a ciossroad. The Federal Government
made a commitment to the American people that every child had a
right to free and equal education. Yet today, the Money to pay for
that promise seems to be going elsewhere, leaving the educators
and the parents and the children 'with a system, an expectation
and a need, but not the resources to deliver.

Public education has come.a long way since the days of the one-
room schoolhouse. Throughout this century, public education has
won broad acceptance as a top national priority. With the baby
boom of the 1950's, many programs were developed, school lunches,
guidance counseling, parent involvement, vocational education,
teacher aides. We began to see nurses, music teachers, art teacherS,
and reading teachers.

HARRY HANDLER.

a.'
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As demands for still more programs to meet the complex social
imbalances were placed on the educational institution, again, flexi-
bility and innovation prevailed. -

But today, the educators and other public servants around the
country and here in Los Angeles are getting a clear message from
the Reagan administration, the Congress, the tax limitafithY propo-
nents, as well as from more of the parents of the children we teach.
The budget crunch must be solved by basically sacrificing basic
human needs. With deep Federal cutbacks for public services and
social programs, it is going to be very difficult for the financially
strapped urban areas of America and their school districts to main-
tain the level of delivery that has been sustained for decades.

Los Angeles teachers know that the commitm ant to education is
plumnieting. The public believes we are not' ck,ing enough. Rather
than increased resources to improve educational programs, meet
higher demand, and the enormous responsibilities placed on today's
teacher, we are asked to do more with less.

The central issue we hear debated in Washington, D.C., these
days is money, not improved education, and how to cut funds, not
hoW to save our cherished gift to young Americans.

Indeed, teachers perceive quite a different role for the Federal
Government. Federal involvement was always looked at as a way
of completing the learning process at the local -level. Federally ini-
tiated programs helped to create a whole learning environment by
addressing the problems of the poor, the handicapped, and special-
groupings who needed the highest level of guarantee for justice.

The Education and Consolidation Improvement Act of 1981 pro=
vides for the consolidation of 28 categorical programs in elemen-
tary and secondary education. How can the Federal Government
guarantee that specific problems will be targeted with the virtual
elimination of categorical grants? Why did we create categorical
programs in the first place if we thought block grants were more
appropriate?

Instead, we are faced with a possible total of 29 percent in Feder-
al cuts to education nationwide. In Los Angeles, we will see the
elimination of CETA, Follow Through, and impact aid. We will also
experience cuts in adult education below the 1980 level. Deep cuts
in bilingual education which particularly hurts Los Angeles, cuts
in education for the handicapped, ESEA programs, school lunch,
vocational education, and much more.

Proposition 13 has taken its own precious chunk out of the tax
revenuesthat would have appropriated moneys to education in Los-

' Angeles, and if a tuition-tax credit were passed on the national
level, it would strike a deadly blow to the Los Angeles school dis-
trict. Perhaps the President and the Congress will listen to what
the District of Columbia voters thought of that proposal by over-
whelmingly vetoing the idea in their November 3 balloting.

. The Los Angeles city schools, second largest school district in the
country, with over 540000 students attending the classes of ap-
proximately 31,000 teachers, has all the problems that large dis:
tricts face. In Los Angeles, as in most large urban districts, the sit-
uation is beyond desperate. Unlike most school districts, Los Ange-
les is gaining population. Most school districts have a high minor-

.
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ity enrollment. The Los Angeles school district enrollment is 71
percent, 1 in 4 of whom Come from families on welfare.

The Los Angeles school system was in trouble years before the
Reagan administration cuts found us lots. of company. The children
whose fax are on welfare are beyond the reach of the safety
net. Weu.are, health care, and housing programs have also been
cut rablic supported day-care centers are hard to find, and the
school breakfast and. lunch programs have had their portions re
duced. Hungry children can't learn while their minds are on their
stomach& Even for those who receive the free lunch, with much of
the meat taken but of the funding for school lunches, and the
absurd bureaucratic rulings regarding the definition of ketchup,
the hot-balanced meal may already be in jeopardy.

For the roughly 5,000 students who no longer can afford the new,
dramatically higher prices for lunchnow $1.25 in .high schoolsit
is back to bags. Children of the working poor will be lucky to put
peanut butter and jelly in those bags.

Needless to say, the health bf the child affects behavior in the
classroom, and less staffing due to ESSA program cuts take atten-
tion to individual problems away from the student, particOnily in
overcrowded schools. This places an additional burden on the
teacher to solve more and diverse problems without 'being able to
turn to the assistance of teacher aides or special program person-
nel.

The creative title IV program was designed to assist large local
districts with the voluntary integration efforts. Without the coun-
selors and staffers in this program, the possibilities fOr improve-
.ment are jeopardized and the trusting students and families will
again be discouraged by the inadequacies of the system.

The CETA program was terminated, ending the emfiloyrnent and
training oPportunities for over 1,000 beneficiaries in Los Angeles
city schools alone. This takes employees, off the playgrounds, out of
classrooms,, and increases the workload of already swamped teach-
ers. CETA cuts will greatly reduce staff and equipment on the
playgrounds and reverse a trend toward more school. activities.
Poor youth will again be returned to the street corner society.

We have spent many years trying to involve students in the
learning process by making a wide range of offerings. Now we find

'ourselves turning students away from the routines we put in place.
Vocational education cuts were substantial. These cuts heavily'

impact on the school district by making it less able to Offer mean-
, ingful job training to the thousands that flock to the programs

each year. There will be less money to buy modern equipment to
.adequatery train participants for today's changing job market. The
interdependency of this and the adutt education programs to the
'community and the job market makes decreased funding the wrong
way to go. This particularly affects poor students who don't have
the resources to obtain job training outside the public school
system.

It is demoralizing for students thinking about entry into voca-
tional programs that are closed due to overenrollment. Again, we
are turning .another group of students away, and. they will leave
high school with less skills than they could have had, had the pro-
grams been available. The long-range effects are that we potential-
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ly place another group on. the welfare rolls, which would be a cost
much higher to society.

The elimination of impact aid takes one more important possibil-
ity away from, the Los Angeles city schools. We simply have one` less toola flexible, noncategorical fund at .our disposal to target
specific problems.

The condition of the physical plants have gone downhill. They
are unsafe. The paint is peeling. Some classrooms are in base-
ments, next to boiler rooms, and too small and distracting to pro-
vide an effective atmosphere for education to take place. The un-
clean, dilapidated buildings rainforce the negative attitudes inside
the classroom. It is quite difficult for a teacher to ask for discipline
when the surroundings are a joke. The physical environment dam-
ages morale and makes it hard to promote pride in learning.

Our message is rather simple. We lack the resources at a time
when we need more resouices. We need more schools, books, sup-
plies, more teaching staff. We need to pay our teachers a better
starting salary, so we once again can attract the best coilege stu-
dents to pursue the field of education. -

Perhaps we should be talking to the top 20 percent in the gradu-
ating classes of major American universities and ask them why
they are not going into education. There is currently a shortage of
math and science teachers. Why? It is obvious. These two fields
specifically are paying far better in private industry. Federal aid to
education and aid to colleges could once again change all that.

Publie education has taken on a greater role in child develop-
There are more single-parent families, more families with

'both parents in the workplace, leaving less time to give to their
children. That new central role in the students' livek needs addi-

. tional Federal support. Federal cuts are wrong and tfit. tinging is
equally wrong. We are not cutting luxuries; we are cutting necessi-
ties.

The Federal cuts must be stopped. We wouldn't allow a surgeon
to do his or her cutting without having gone to medicAl school.
Why, then, should we anow the wholesale, cutting of educational
'funding without first asking the expertsrollbook-carrying teach-
erswhere the money should be spent and how we can improve
educational programs..The Department of Education has succeeded
only in cutting itself, and not in serving a role as a chief defender
of education programs in this country.

We call for a moratorium on cuts because funding at the 1980
level is totally inadequate. Instead, we propose the formation of a
panel sonsisting of rollbook teachers to createa more effective ap-
proach to edutational program funding, to set priorities and create
more and better programs for classrooms.

The new administration and the Congress funded a beefed-up de-
fense program' in the name of national security. Well, what would
our national security be like with an ill-nourished and under-edu-
cated work fOrce? In .a modern, highly technological society, the
first line of defense is a quality education, not a system that .is
going under.

It is not time to return to the one-room schoolhouse; rather, it is
time to reassess our national priorities and help the teachers edu-
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cate. It is time to invest in our youth; not save money at a great
cost to their futures, and everyone else's.

If I may just einphasize a few points, as was discussed earlier,
there have been tremendous cuts in the CETA and vocational edu-
cation and 'job training programs in Los Angeles and nationwide.You probably know there are many technological industries
moving into the future in America. An example might be the word-
processing industry, and many of you gentlemen I noticed when I
was in Washington have that kind of equipment in your office. It is
a multibillion dollar industry for the 1980's. 6

Yet in Los Angeles we have 50 high schools the majority of
which have manual typewriters, let, alone electric typewriters, let
alone the kind of word-processing equipment so that a person could
acquire a job in that burgeoning industry for the future.

Food programs. You have heard many comments about it. From
the teacher's perspective, it is really quite simple: If the child is
hungry, his mind is elsewhere. If his mind is on his stomach, we
are not going to be able to do our most effective job educating chil-
dren.

High schools are another serious problem. You may 'not know
this, but in the Los Angeles city schools, our graduation credits
have gone over a period of years from 180 credits to 165 eredits..
Many of our, seniors go home at noon now because of the require-
ments. Unfortunately, they aren't getting the kind of education
that you and I may have had an opportunity for years ago.

We don't have the resources to really supplement the program
with the kind of vocational training we need and the kind of cul-
tural training we need. It is unfortunate that in addition to back to'
basics, we have cut out what I think are very important programs
in America. No longer do we have the kinds of music and drama
and creative arts programs that are really necessary to give our so-
ciety a well rounded education.

Another problem with the Federal cuts is the example it is set-
ting for the States. You may have seen the comments of the Gover-
nor of Illinois, Mr. Thompson, regarding Federqj cuts. His impres-
sion is that if this is the kind of leadership the Federal Govern-
ment is putting forth, if he is going to teil tht American people
that education is now a lOwer priority at the Federal level, then
why should it be a high priority at the State level? Where are we
going to set our national priorities? If he Federal Government is
taking the leadership in cutting, it is a sore example for the States.

Impact aid. In Los Angeles we get $21/2 million in -impact aid.
What it does for us is, it gives us a little flexibility. As you know,
those are general category funds. They are not targeted to any spe-
cific problem. It gives us the latitude, if you will. I might add, the
argument froni the Reagan administration on flexibility has now
been taken from us. The impact aid of $21/2 million is now not
there to target specific problems in the city of Los Angeles.

Teacher shortages. I alluded to it earlier. Our society and our na-
tional priorities are not' to pay the teacher his recognized worth in
society. liesis not receiving the same kind of remuneration as other
professionalsengineers, mathematicians, accountants. I had a stu-.

dent teacher last year who would have been an excellent teacher.
He had a job offer with the Lbs Angeles city schools at $13,000 a
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year. he had an offer as an accounting askistant at Litton for
$20,000 a year. Naturally, he made an. economic choice and went
for the $20,000 opening with Litton Industries.

This i unfortunate, and it is another comment on where our pri-
orities are in this society.

The other part is the laclANspect. Not only are we saying, in
our society that the teacher is not worth as much as an accountant
in an economic sense, but we also have lost the respect. The atti-

- tude in many cases in some levels of government and the public is
that the teacher can do all these things with less resources, and yet
the teacher is the one who is in the classroom every day trying to
deal with these diminished resources. We must elevate the mition
of the teacher in society again.

That is the end of my remarks, gentlemen. Thank you_
'Mr. HAWKItts. Thank you, Mr. Zimmerman. Mr. Perkins.
Mr. PERKINS. Let me compliment you, Dar. Zimmerman, for some

excellent testimony.
When I went to the Congress in 1949, the good teachers from my

area were all leaving. The unemployment rate was the highest in
the United States; 30'to 40 percent, because the rail mines, the coal
mines, were all closing and there was no demand for coal.. The oil
shipped into the country at 50 cents a barrel at that time was re-
placing coal. Our teachers in the dilapidated coal-producing com-
munities were all leaving those small communities and going
where they could get better salaries.

We struggled for many years trying to get a Federal aid pro-
gram, and that is just about the same situation that we have in
many, sections of the country today. Here in Los Angeles you have
had some good programs. They are all being cut back.

I am just wondering if this isn4 enough to discourage teachers. It
certainly was in the late 1940's and 1950's in my region, where
more than 60 percent or 70 percent of the rail Mines all closed, the
people were just completely out of wOrk, and there was no tax base
at that time. Is this situation today, with these cutbacks, discourag-

- ing the good students from entering teaching and the good teachers
from staying in the khool system? It has been stated that you need
maybe 500 new teachers here this year.

Are these cutbacks, in your opinion, having a disastrous effect 0

from the standpoint of recruiting teachers that you really need;
that they may get discouraged and go into other businesses? They ,
see the salaries may be better in other businesses and teachers' sal-
aries are not competitive. Do you wish to comment on that situa-
tion?

That is all I have to ask you, and you have given us excellent
testimony. I agree 100 percent with what you stated, but- I would
just like you to comment on that problem.

Mr. ZIMMERMAN.'Thank you.
I think in terms of recruiting future teachers there are two prob-

lems, ,the one being the economic problem of competing in the mar-
ketplace with the dollars, where a beginning teacher -with 5 years
of educatign is only receiving a $13,000-a-year -income. As you
know, a family of four on welfareot the level of $15,000, could re-
ceive food stamps. Unfortunately, we have a teacher with 5 years
of college falling within that range.
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The second part of the problem I honestly believe is the lack of
respect for the teaching profession and the teacher in particular.
There are many less internal rewards fOr bein a teacher. It used
to be--when you alluded t6 the 1940's and,1950 Seven though the
pay was low, there was 'much respect in the community. Everyone
felt that this was an extremely taluable service and everyone ap-
preciated the teacher.
.', Unfortunately, society has changed a little bit and some of the
problems in society are now perceived as being someone's responsi-
bility other.than the family. The teachers have lieen .one of the
groups that have borne the brunt of that attitude. We are given
the job of edUcating the youth. We have a multitude of problems.
We have alluded to those this morning. And yet at the same time
we have none of the control, none of the resources. It is just 1
teacher and 30 or 35 sae, unfortunately, even 40 students in a class-
room with really not the kind of tools to do a good job.

So.I think that is.one of the problems, that we can't attract new
people to the profession because the profession doesn't look, in the
mind's eye of many teacher-job seekers, like the kind of ekciting
job that it might have been in the past.

In terms of current teachers 'n the classroom in Los Angeles,there is a thing that I think would be a better response, and that
s, teachers are somewehat demoralized but primarily frustrated..
All th'e teachers I talk to are frustrated because they want to do a
good job. They are.:not" there to get rich. They are not there because
it pays the best:in society. But they honestly care, and they are
very, very frustrated, and loss of resources is a perfeát example.

I happen to.be -a vocational business education teacher, and my
frustrations at the lack of appropriate tools to educate my students
for the technological society and the tvhnological equipment of to-
morrow is frustrating. I would not say' it is discouraging, but friis-
trating.

MT. PERKINS. Thank you` very much.
Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Kildee?
Mr. KILDEE. Th`ank you very much, Mr. Chairrnan. Just a com-

ment.
You talked about the danger of education being assigned a lower

priority because of the attitude in Washington which I described
earlier in my,remarks. I think that is a serious problem. You see
daily reminders of the fact that'the administrator has placed the
Federal rOle in education.at a much lower position.

I think it goes beyond that. You mentioned te.-Ach salaries. I
have 3 children in the public schools in Fairfa7. Cou -Va., right
across the Potomac River from Washington. At a PTA meeting one
night, my son's teacher actually asked .me for a job. I reflected
upon that. You know, the lowest paid person in my office in Wash-
ington makes more than the average salary for teachers in Fairfax
County.

That is wrong. We don't have the proper system for rewarding or
paying people according to their role in society. I can't think of a
professional group more undercompensated than teachers. Before
being elected to public office, I was a schoolteacher. We have made
gains, but when I look at the average salary in Fairfax County, I
just cannot believe it.

1 4)h., J.
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Arty loss to school districts of reVenue from three basic,sources,
Federal, State, and local, is going to make it diffieult to attract and
keep a quality teaching staff.

Education is primarily a local function. We w9nt to keep that
local function, local control. It is a State responsibility. It is in your
State constitution. It is in the constitution in Michigan. But Lhere
has to be a very strong Federal concern for a variety of reasons
that we,have some national goals. Vocational education is a nation-
al goal, science education and so forth. We have many Clear nation-
al goals: I slibmit gclucation in itself is a national goal.

Because educatfon has been a national goal, it has been funded
as alseries of categorical programs. Education is a lobal function, it
is a State responsibility, but a very, very important Federal con-
e( rn.

Another reason it is a Federal concern is the very mobility oe.ouri.
society; A person educated in Michigan cah come to California to
pursue a career, for example: Yesterday, as I got off the plane, I
met a former student who is now working out here in your corriput-
er industry.

So\they just don't have the right philosophy in Washington right
now. Th e. philosophy changed on January 20. Your organization, at
the Stateand local and national levels, has a tremendous job to
make stire that we -keep ratcheting° the priority of education up
rather thap down.

Mr. ZIMMERMAN. Absolutely. Thank you for your concern. I ap-
preciate Nit.

Mr.EILD4E. Thank you for your testimony.
Mr.HAINONS. Mr. Zimmerman, on the first page of your state-

ment you saY that the schools are not safe. You mean the physical
structure or the security or just what is the full import of that par-
ticular statement?

Mr. ZimmtEriAN. Actually I mean both. In terms of physical
structure, if you have looked around many ot the central cities of
this coUntry .37/M1 will notice that we are in.buildings that are 50,
60, 70 years Old. In fact, in California we have an Earthquake
Safety. Act than required us, fOrtunately, to get out of some of these
unsafe building's. But many of them are still dilapidated and run
down.

In addition to that, in Dr. Handler's testimony he indicated that
we spend $11 million on security in the Los Angeles city sehools.
What he didn't i cKate is, we have had over 2,000 teacher assaults,
and those 'are t e kinds of problems that reduce the image of
teaching not only imong teachers but for fiiture teacher

We have to pro ide an environment where the teac er can do
the job. We have, \unfortunately, many nonstudents entering the
campus and having, motivations other than education to be disrup-
tive, and many, rriany teachers actually fear for their physical
safety when they go to school, each day. In fact, we have actually
had directives in.this city that the teachers leave immediately after
school; that they not stay in their clasgroom and prepare for the
next day because they are literally unsafe.

So, yes, both are problems; the deteriorating physical structure
and the physical safety of teachers because of, primarily, ,nonstu-

1 a)
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. dents, I might adk some violent studentsobut primarily nonstu-
dents who enter on the campus.

Mr. HAWKINS: Mr Zimmerman, a common perception in the
mind of the public is that there is a surplus of teachers. Would you
say that that is true? You seem to indicate in the statement that.
there is a shortage, particularly in some fields. Just what is the
fact? Is there a shortage or surplus, or what is the situation?

Mr. ZIMMERMAN. There is a perception which was correct in the
early 1970's. When there was an over-surplus, a large surplus of
teachers .in the early 1970s, a cyclical thing happens. Because
there is a glut on the market, a surplus of teachers, less of them
enter the educational schools at. the college level. Five years later
the cycle is diminished where in the local schools we used to have
10, 20, 30, and 40 student. teachers, we now have 1 and 2 coming
out each year. So that cycle downward has created a shortage.

I. also indicated in my testimony that this is a school district with
actually a slight rise in student enrollment. Right now we are in
Los Angeles short somewhere between 500 and 1,000 teachers for
this, school year. Those classrooms are being filled by , substitute
teachers. .

So, yes, there is a shortage, and there is a critical shortage in nu-
merous fields. Again, we believe that critical shortage has some-
thinvto do with the salary we offer teachers and the prestige it
has.

Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you.
I assume there are n'o further questions. Again, Mr. Zimmerman,

we express appreciation for your testimony this morning. I think it
has been very helpful to the committee.

Mr. ZIMMERMAN. Thank you.
Mr.HAWKIN. Our next witness is the Honorable Glenn M. An-

derson, a Representative from the 32d District in California, which
. is actually oneOlthe adjoining districts.

Glenn, we are delighted to have you as a witness today. It is a
little unusual foi Members who have a few days off to spend their
time Before committees. We ,are delighted' at your dedication, and
we also recognize t,he fact that not only in Washington but in Sac-

,ramento when you were a member of the legislature, and more re-
cently the Lieutenant Governor of the State, that you were always --

a strong supporter of education and it is a pleasure to have you
before this committee this morning.

Mr. PERKINS. Let me also say, Mr. Chairman, that I wish to wel-
come our colleague from California before this committee. 1 have
always valued Glenn Anderson's friendship and know his contribu-
tions to education in Washington and know how dililgently he
works for his constituency.

I think the Congress in general is very proud of Glenn Anderson
in their company. All of the Congressmen agree on that, and we
are delighted about the contributions that he has made to the
whole country, and especially to education. j just want to join in
welcoming you here today, Glenn.

/-1- _
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.STATEMENT OF HON. GLENN M. ANDERSON, A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Mr. ANDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairmen, Chairinan Gus and
Chairman Carl, and Congressman Dale.

I suppose I could have done this much easier if I had just taken
my gpeech next door to my,office because Carl's office is right next
to mine, but I have come out t6 California to make the presenta-
tion to yoi gentlemen, Mr. Chairman, and Chairman Hawkins.

Of course, Carl, you may not know this, -but Gus and I go way
back. We were seatmates in Sacramento in the legislature for
many years. Gus always says the reason I had a good voting record
is because he told me how to vote and often voted for me if I hap-
pened to be absent. In those days, You know, you could just reach
over and push your seatmate's button, and Gus did that, so I had a
very good voting record.

But I threw him a little bit because now he has me in Washing-
ton, and I am not voting as good as he thinks I should, so he is
having a little problem.

George, Congressman Miller, I am very happy to be here.
Mr..Chairman, I would like to thank you and the committee for

allowing me to stop by to say a few words on- some of the problems,
the questions, and the issues of urban education. While I do not
have the expertise of the professional educators who are testifying
today, I have spent now almost 13 years representing a very urban
congressional district concerned with education issues.

My familia ity with the concerns of my constituents, coupled
with my position as a Federal legislator, provides a somewhat
unique perspective of urban education, and more particularly the
appropriate role the Federal Government plays in these issues.

Traditionally, the United States has recognized the crucial im-
portance of public education. Thomas Jefferson may have preferred
a free press without government to a government without a free
press, but someone else pointed out, or at least at any rate should
have pointed out, that the necessary basis for the responsible use of
the first amendment, freedoms of press as well as'of speech, is an
educated population. An uneducated society will produce neither
responsible writers and speakers, nor responsible readers and lis-
teners.

This has always been true, and it becomes even more important
as social, technological, and political issues have become increas-
ingly complex.

our country has always recognized the importance of qual-
ity education, perhaps paradoxically our National Government has
traditionally allowed greater local control of education than is
common in other nations. This is duevartly to our uniquely feder-
ated government and partly to the confidence on the part of our
national leaders that education will receive the proper respect in
local government.

Our Federal Government, however, does certainly have a role to
play. In recent years it has prOvided approximately 10 percent of
the funds spent by the public primary and secondary education
programs. Most of that 10 percent goes to programs serving the
needs of economically and educationally disadvantaged students

19
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under the title I programs of the Elementary and Secondary Edu-cation Act. The Federal Government also funds programs directed
at handicapped students and language -minority students. _

The Congress does not, then, provide a majority of the funding of
public education, but it does provide a significant and necessary
lesser portion. This already limited role is being questioned on two
grounds, one material and one ideological.

First, practical budgetary constraints that are affecting almost
all Federal programs threaten the Federal °contribution to U.S.
public education. Second, the rhetoric of the New Federalism that
we have all heard this- past year includes a greater emphasis on
local control of education.

The first point, of course, is one 'which cannot be denied. Almost
everyone agrees that the size of the Federal budget must be re-
duced, and the effectiveness and efficiency of education programs
should not escape the closest congressional scrutiny, However, I am
adamantly opposed to the school of thought that the budget for
education programs be arbitrarily reduced by 12 or 6 or x percent.

Perhaps there is inefficiency in the allocation of Federal funds.
Rather than reducing the funding levels of all imograms, let's con-
centrate instead on identifying the specificinoblems that must beeliminated.

The second point is a more interesting one. Giving more control
of public education to local government' does not necessarily mean
a reduced financial contribution from the Federal Government.This is the rationale underlyiag the education block grant that was
mandated as part of the Omnibus Reconciliation Act paSsed by theCongress this past summer.

As yon know, 20 legislative programs for which funds were ap-
propriated in fiscal year 1981 have been consolidated into one
grant, to be distributed to State and local education agencies. Basic
skills improvement, emergency, school assistance, gifted and talent-
ed children programs, ethnic heritage, library funding, and teacher
corps training programs have all been eliminated as categorical
programs. There were appropriated a total of $805 million in fiscal
year 1980, $562 million in fiscal year 1981, and have been author-ized $589 million under the block grant for fiscal year 1982. The
House-passed appropriations bilk includes only $521 million. TheSenate has not yet taken action.

If you think of those three figures, the one that we spent in 1980$806 and we cut it down by almost $250 million to $562
million in 1981, and now we in the House have only passed $521
million, you can see that in these times when costs are getting
higher, we are really going the wrong way.

. There are good arguments supporting the consolidation of cate-gorical programs, and not just educational programs, into block
grant funding to be used at the discretion of State and local gov-
ernment. The latter are more familiar with the particular prob-
lems they must resolve; hence, the allocated funds should be used
more efficiently.

There is also, again, the traditional belief among Americans that
local communities should control education. HoWever, the Federal
Government has a responsibility to insure that certain special
groups of, students. are not overlooked. Congressional control of cat-
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egorical programs guarantees that funds will be targeted at those
groups forwhom the funds were appropriated.

I am pleased the Congress has not adopted the administration ,s
original block grant proposal that _would have included virtually all
elementary and secondary education programs except vocational

education, bilingual education, and, impact aid. I am particularly
pleased that the Education for All Handicapped Children Act of
1975, Public Law 94-142, has remained separate, authorizing cate-
gorical programs that insure that all physically and mentally
handicapped children will receive a free and appropriate education.

This has been an important concern of many of my constituents.
Let me quote from just two of the many, many letters I have re-
ceived on this. This is the first one, just a brief partgraph from a
person in my district: -

"It was a difficult thing for our family to accept that we had a
handicapped child, but not nearly as difficult as it was to accept
that the help that he needed was not available. My son is now 16
years old, and because of Public Law 94-142, many worthwhile pro-
grams are in existence. Please do not allow it to be taken away."

That is signed by Joyce San Paolo, from right in the heart of my
district, Harbor City.

Another one:
"God, in His wisdom, gave us the responsibility of a handicapped

child, a birth defect that can happen to anyone's child or grand-
child. Because of therapy, my child can walk now, and because of
therapy he is beginning to talk, and if he can continue to get ther-
apy, some day he will have a skill and work and pay taxes and
take care of his own, as I have. For God's, sake, for our children's
sake, for our Nation's sake, do not repeal Public Law 94-142."

This is from a gentleman, William Applehy, from Marysville.
These are the kinds of communications we get all the time on .

these and other similar programs.
-Those most concerned with this, program, the parents and the

children themselves, do not want this program eliminated or jeop-
ardized by inclusion in a block grant. The House acted wisely by
funding the categorical programs of this act by a total of $1.068 bil-
lion, a $43 million increase from fiscal year 1981 funding. I am
hopeful that the Senate will appropriate a like amount.

This is just one issue with which I happen to be particularly fa-
miliar. There are, of course; many other questions about urban
education that must be answered, questions ranging from impact

, aid to bilingual education to tuition tax credit. I will leave those, _

issues to the more knowledgeable professionar educators here
today.,1 will, however, continue to urge my colleagues in Washing-
ton and my constituents in the South Bay area to maintain their
interest in this most vital of public issues.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, I would again like to commend you and
this committee for holding these hearings and bringing discussion
of these issues to the Los Angeles area. I want tb thank you for
your time and for your attention and I again want to echo the re-
marks that you, Congressman Hawkins, mentioned earlier.

A lot of people think alai when we go home on a Friday after-
noon we go home and, I guess, play golf. Well, some of us might,
but here is a case of four dedicated Congressmen, Congressmen

P4
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Miller and Hawkins and Perkins and KildeeGus is the only onereally close to home here; the rest all came long distances. I don't
think the people in this country know of the kind of work thatmost of our Congressmen put in. L. Want to congratulate you for
holding these hearings. Thank you.

Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you, Glenn.
Would you remain? I am sure there may be some questions. We

are mit going to let you get' by easily. Mr. Perkins?
Mr. PERKINS. First, let me congratulate you, Glenn, for an excel-lent statement.
We have resisted in Washington, partiCularly the members onthe Education and Labor Committee, the block grant approach asvigorously as we could' possibly. I think we stalled off several pro-

grams from being block granted.
But you partidularly mentioned title I and the handicapped pro-gram, and I am sure you realize the tremendous progress that wehave made in connection with the handicapped program in recent

years in Washington through a direct appropriation for the handi-capped. We have made, tremendous progress, let me repeat, but just
suppose that program was block granted.

What would be the effect on the handicapped people in this coun-try, .in your judgment?
Mr. ANDERSON. If the block grant included other things, such asschool safetywhich to many people as well as myself is a veryparamount issuechance are the handicapped programs would becut. I can see where the pessures and the emotions of the momentwould just knock out a r Pvtrallirogram like the handicappedprogram.
That is why my feeling is, again, that some of these categoricar

programs that have been singled out by Congress, and particularlythe leadership of this committee, ought. not to , be competing with
something else that, at the moment, may be very important.

Thus there are certain kinds of programs, particularly in educa-
tion, that should remain in separate categories and not lumped to-gether, so that they are cbmpeting for one lump sum of Federal
funds. One thing they do is say, "You-spent $800 million last year.We are going to lump them all together, but only, give you $600million.' Well, that .means, then, you have to cut, cut, cut, and it
just destroys worthwhile programs. A program for handicapped
children might not have broad support, since there aren't as manyparents of handicapped children as there might be in some other
group that could rally support for some other category.

Mr. PERKINS. We have resisted successfully so far the block
granting of the handicapped. However, would you agree that if welet up our resistance and the program was put in a block grant ap-
proach, the program would virtually go down the drain. It seems to
me that this would be a serious setback, and they would suffergreatly.

Do you agree with that statement?
Mr. ANDERSON. I do, yes.
Mr. PERKINS. Thank you very much, Mr. Anderson. You have

been verY helpful to the committee.
Mr. HAWKINS. If I may add an additional question to that, Mr.

Chairman, those who indicate that is a viable alternative some-



times say that irthe program is a you have described it, then why
- wouldn't the peopte at the local ley pick up the program?

How would you answer that argu ent which is coupled with the
other one?

Mr. ANDERSON. I would hope that in me areas they would, Mr.
Congressman, but, if funding decisions a returned to the States, I
would be afraid that in some areas the ne s.served by Public Law
94-142or other essential categorical pr ramswould not be'
taken care of:

I would hope in Los Angeles we would be i telligent enough to
do it, but I would be afraid, particularly if the were other emo-
tional things that might come in ahead of it. I on't believe the
handicapped peopleand using them again as the me example
have the broad constituency thai some of the othe rograms do.
Most people do not really associate themselves wit the handi-
capped problem Until they have a child who is han icappedI
don t know what the percentage is, but it is not very bi and all
of a sudden they havesone, and through no fault of theirs they now
find themselves very Much involyed and wonder, "Why were t we
-involved in this.earlierr

But in the constituency they are not a very big number, and
often they find that their money goes trying to help that handP\
capped child in doctors bills, medical costs, travel expenses, and ev-
erything; and they perhaps don't have the money to go out and be
actiye politically like other groups can. So this is one group toward
which I think we have a real, definite responsibility.

I don't want my remarks to indicate I am only interested in
handicapped children, but I think `it is one group which really,
really need help.

Mr. HAWKINS. It is good to have a champion such as yourself at
the federal level. _

Mr. Miller.
Mr. MILLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Then I assume that you arenot hearing in 'your district either

that the block, grant approach has enabled the sphools to maintain
the same level of program with less money, as wds anticipated in
all of the debate, or at least put foirward as a theory\in the debate
earlier this year in Washington.

Mr. ANDERSON. No. As a matter of fact, I tried to p'oint out we
have actually gone the wrong way in our spending, froth, $800 mil-
lion to $560 million to $524 million. We are actually goi9g in the
wrong direction. We cannot give them only the money we ve 'given
in the past and expect them to maintain their service when costs
have risen' in -everything. I mean, they can't even buy gasoline in
the Jocal schools any cheaper than we can.

Everything has been going up, yet we are giving them less
money for everything than it costs them. I think we are working in
the wrong direction and they are not going to save money by 'giving
less money..They. are saying, "OK, maybe you can find the ineffi-
ciencies better on the local level." Maybe they can, but I think we
should do it,in another way. I don't think we should do it by using
this meat ax and cutting straight across the board so every agency
is hit so much, whether they can handle it or not.

Mr. MILLER. Thank you.
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.1VIT. HAWKINS. Mr. Kildee?
Mr. KILDEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I think, Congressman Anderson, from your many years of experi-

ence, in both Washington and Sacramento, you know that once a
program is dismantled it is very, very difficult to put back togeth-
er. I think that is why the five of us have fought to keep separate
categorical funding of education Programs because it just takes
much time, effort, and advoeacy.

I can recall our efforts in Michigan to enact Public Act 198 to set
up the State handicapped education .program. It took years and
years and a lot of parental advocacy, to put that program into
place. Once you take such a program apart, to put it back together
is really a difficult task.

With the fiscal pressure on in States like Michigan and Califor-
nia, eventually block grant funds tend to move ft am specialized
programs into core programs. That is what is happening right now
in Michigan. The Governor, after the appropriation process, had to
ask the legislature to cut $286 million more from the budget. Much
of that came from the schools, and what suffered were the special
programs.

We don't know what they are going to present next year, and we
have to fight that battle again.

I certainly appreciate your long years of leadership there. You
helped me a great deal when I first came to Washington, and I ap-
preciate that.

Mr. ANDERSON. You didn't need much help.
Mr. KILDEE.,Thank you very much.
Mr. ANDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the

committee.
Mr. PERKINS. Thank you very much. We appreciate your appear-

ance.
Mr. HAwicINs.-Thank you, Glenn.
The next panel will consist of State Senator Diane Watson. Is she

present? I assume not..
Assemblyman Art Torres.
Assemblyman, we are delighted to welcome you, particularly to

get the State point of view. It is possible that you will convey to as
a very optimistic picture of where we can make up a great loss that
is being perpetrated at the Federal level; and if so, we welcome you
with delight, but rinany event, we certainly welcome you as a wit-

ness before this committee this_ morning.

STATEMENT OF ART TORRES ASSEMBLY1111 DISTRICT,
- CALIFORNIA ASSEMBLX

Mr. ToaltEs_Congressman Hawkins, I appreciate the opportunity
to share with you and Chairman Perkins and Congressman Kildee,
and my -old law school classmate George Miller, what we see here
in Calilfornia as to how we address the issues of education and the
impact of Federal cutbacks on education.

First of all, I would like to put the discussion in focus and review
very quickly for you the recent data regarding the student composi-
tion in Los Angeles.

91-113 0-82---9
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Today Hie minority has become the majority here in Los Angeles,
especially with the Hispanic community, which comprises now
nearly 48 percent of the district student popnlation. This phenom-
enon is affecting our children not only in Los Angeles, but in com-
munities like San Diego, Alameda County, Orange County, and San
Francisco County.

There is every expectation, of course, that these numbers will in-
crease in the years ahead.

Between 1967 and 1979, our public school population has been in-
creasing about, oh, 8.2 percent. That increase reflects a number of
concerns not only in Los Angeles County but throughout the State.
What we as public policymakers at the Federal level and at the
State level must be aware of is, of course, how do we deal with this
increasing communitY which has specific demands in ternis of bi-
lingual education, also in terms of overcrowded schools here in Los
Angeles, and how the Los Angeles City School District has been
able to comply with that and, quite frankly, not very well because
for the last few years_ a politicization has occurred here in the city
of Los Angeles more toward fighting )using rather 'than educating
our children.

As a result of that, we have had problems especially' in the His-
panic communities, in the Chicano areas, in the Latino areas cif Los
Angeles, where 'children are in horrible Conditions and , over-
crowded classrooms, which has resulted in parents finally taking
up the stand as to what they are going to do and what their re-
sponsibilfty is going to be, along with United Teachers of Los Ange-
les and groups like that working together.

What we feel here in Los Angeles is that how we deal with that
issue is going to be very critical as to what kinds of cuts are going
to be forthcoming.

What we feel, quite frankly, is that that kind of economic ap-
proach and that kind of rhetoric, this new federalism which gives
the States all this authority to hand out crumbs, we feel that that
lcind of new federalism is, in fact, a rhetorical response to a very
serious and concentrated problem which I appreciate Members of
the Congress, especially Democrat Members of the Congress, have
been addressing quite forthrightly.

We also feel that a change in terms of the Federal role is going
to be reflective in the fact that the rhetoric also encompasses that
these new block grants are somehow going to make us perform
magic, and that is, find new money from heaven, if you will, be-
cause by changing the system and by calling it a different name--
instead of cutting we are calling it block grantsis not going to
give us any money.at all.

How we deal with that on the State level is clearly going to be
addressed this coming Monday in Sacramento when the Governor
has called for a special session to deal with the welfare and :the
Medi-Cal cuts, and I, as chairman of the Health Committee -in
fornia, am acutely aware of exactly what we need to do and what
we can do and cannot do.

We also have to be very clear in terms of the impact of these
,Federal cuts on limited English-proficient children. Los Angeles
Unified School District has the largest pOpulation of limited Eng-
lish-proficient pupils in the United States. More than 60 languages

0
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are represented in the Los Angeles CRY School District, and almost
one-half are Spanishpeaking.

In Los Angeles as well as Ca Hernia, the number of limited Elig
lish-proficient children is increasing in other counties as well. How
those Federal cues are going to impact upon-those needs is going to
be clear...We cannot construct a Tortilla Curtain, if you will, 'across
the border between the United States and Mexico to stop the flow
of 'people seeking a dream. The fact of the matter is that we are
not going to immerse and deal with the problem of bilingual educa-
tion by ignoring it or by setting up the 7th Fleet in the Sea of
Cortez in order to Make sure that people don't come across.

People are going to come to this country for a number of reasons,
and they are going to cross fences, they-are, going to cross battle-
ships, -they are going to cross armored vehicles and armored sol-
diers in order to reach that dream. Once they are here as undocu-
mented taxpayers, it is incumbent upon uS to address their needs
and their concerns /*well.

We cannot, in ny'ropinion, go back to the old days when a minor-
ity person would escape to the barrio or to the ghetto and be for-
gotten by the public policymakers. I think the reflection of the con-
cerns is indicated in the audience here today. We are representa-
tiVe of the kinds of issues and how we are impacted by these Feder-
al tuts.

Tbe other problem which Los Angeles faces particularly is the
refugee population. I represent Chinatown and Little Tokyo, as
well, in Los Angeles, and the impact of the South Vietnamese refu-
gee population in Los Angeles County has had its impact as well.
According to the latest count, on October 7 of 1981, of this year,
California had 55,500 refugees- enrolled in our public schools, kin-
dergarten to grade 12. Of these, over 15,400 attended schools in Los
Angeles County.

When you bring Laotians, Cambodians, Thais, South Vietnamese,
Taiwanese, and others all coming into one area, and how to deal
With their problems, not to mention the Korean community, which
is groWing at an increasing rate here as well, we find that not only
is that language proficiency a problem, but how do we deal with
the'refugee program?

Again, we hear the rhetoric from the White House in terms of
providing a homeland for folks, yet when it comes to continuing
the Refugee Act in terms of funding and cOmmitment, it cfalls quite
short, if not almost zero. How we address that on the Stat level, of
course the Federal Government has gilien us a lovely pat on-the
back but no other kind of support, especially fiscal support..

Four school districts today, Los Angeles Unified School District
with 5,773 of those students, San Diego Unified with 5,500, San
Francisco Unified with 4,968, and Long Beach Unified with 2,813,
account for almost 20,000 of these pupils. ,

How we address their needs, of course, is going tq be impacted by
the Federal cuts as well.

We welcome refugees to this country, and I particularly welcome
. them not only in terms of what we have needed to support, them
and the efforts of the California congressional delegation in order
to. suPport the program, but "fiscally we are going to Be hurting in
that element and that variable as well.

13.1_
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In conclusion, I think that what you have here today aro people '
who are concerned, parents, teachers, public policymakers, public
citizens, and people who are concerned about the future of educa:
tion in Los Angeles, in the State of California, and in this country,
and I think that the partnership that you and I have to form in
terms of State and Federal cooperation is more Crucial than at any
other time in our history.

When we consider the impact that education is going to have on
our children, whether they are Spanish-speaking,.whether they are
black or they are yellow or white, whatever color they may be; the
issue of education is extremely important, and I do not think,that
we can ignore the political winds as they are coming from that
White House, but I think we are going to have to start our own
winds and set our own sailS:on a course that will lead us to a little
bit of hunwism and sensitivity and compassion in terms of deal-
ing with the needs and the.interests of children in our schools.

Thank you.
IThe prepared statement of Art Torres follows:1

kNEPARED STATEMENT OF ART ToRaES, ASSEMBLYMAN, LOS ANGELES. CALIF.

M.r. Chairman; members of the committee. my name is Art Torres. I represent the
;OA h District in the California Assembly.

This district includow rlowntown Los Angeles, Chinatown and Littk. Tokyo, East
Los Angeles ;old several growing cities. such as Bell. Commerce, Maywood arid Ikil
Gardens.

To give you :in indication of tlw divorsity.of this district, I represent a large Asian
riopulatitm, comprised of Chint.se..Jawinese. and a growing number of lndo-Chirwse.

.1 'also represent one Of the largest Hispanic populationr; in the stateThe majority
are Nkxican American.

This district also has many senior citizens, handicapped and disabled. In addition,.
the (163.4:Mown area of Los Agneles has a largo number of inebriates.

In these brief remarks; f would like to draw your attention to several federal edu-
cation issues of major com.x.rn to my constituents.

The maM focus will be on changes or proposed changes in the federal role in edu-
cation. with emphasis oh: Education as a priority, Local Control, 1, Bilingual
Education, Refugee Education, and Staff Devehipment.

'Who um the students non enrolled rn urban schools!
To put the discussion in foals, Ir,t nw review some recent data regarding the st u-

dem composition of thp I us Angeles Unified School District. the six..oild largest
school Syst.VM in I ho nation

Today, the -minority-. has become the "Majority-. When. oaly a few years ago,
Anglo students were predominate in public .schools, theynow repwsent 23 percent.

Hispanic-students now make up nearly 48 percent of tlw district's student popula-
tion. And; this phenonienon is alTecting other urbrin cities, like San Francisco, San
Diego,Alanieda, and Orange County.

There is every expectation that 'the numbers will continue to grow, both by natu-
ral increrItie and by immigration to the urban cities, -

While {II Ow Sinn(' time, tile Anglo porlation is expected to continue' to decrease
due to low birth rates sand a shift to private school education.

On a statewide basis, hir instance, Hispanics now number rimre Hum 4.5 million
persons or nearly 20 percent 61-the populationa number ,approximately equal to
the total number of pupils enrolled, in Calikirniies public schools:Kindergarten
through grade 12.
, Between 1967 arid 1979, the public school population K ,12 increased in California
overall by 8.2 percent.

The Anglo population within that group decreilsed by Di percent. while tihe over-
all minority population increased by I. percent.

Within that minority populatiou Iicr(ast n the public '. school pOpulation, there
was a 55 percent increase in the number of Hispanic students. and a 90 percent in-
crease in Asian students.

What does this all mer..:?
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.To the urban planner, it means that we will have cities in Which eight of 10 of the
immigrants are Hispanic or Asian. And, that by the year 2000, Hispanics and
Asians are projected to comprise over one-third of California's pcipulation. -

To the urban school district official, it means that the education curriculum and
; programs will need to be adjUsted to a changing school population.

To the urban business person, it means that many products and serviCes will
reach urban residents who speak two languagestheir natiVe language and English.

To the Urban parent, it means that our tichools will continue tp be an environ-
ment of sharing a variety of cultures and cuStoms: And, it will also need, tremen-
dous resources from all levels of government and from the private sector, in order to
meet the educational priorities of today's youth. ,

And, to the Representative's from Washington, D.C., it Means that students who
have received the benefits of federal education programs, comprise a majority in our
urban 6chools. ,

To actively pursue all of the major cuts and changes in these programs, means
that many students will be deprived of a full education.

And, those cuts and 'changes will affect many people, besides the students now
enrolled in our urban schools.

THE CHANGING KOLE OF THE 1.*EDKRAI. GOVERNMENT IN EDUCATION

The Reagan Administration has recently confronted public education by narrow-
ing its role through a massive reduction in dollars, block grant reorganizations, and
cuts in protections for needy students.

While federal education is not Considered the backbone of public school ,glucation,
it is entirely appropriate to state as a generalization, that cuts in federal education
funding are discriminatoryagainst minorities, against the tumdicapped, against
women, and against those who most need the help.

And in our urban schools, that translates to a large -Hispanic, Asian and Black
student population.

The federal block grants and reorganization plans may save money and then, they
may not. But one thing is for certainthey will tremendously impact the availabil-
ity of quality education for students or large, urban settings.

Eliminated are all of the targeting provisions for nearly 11 elementary and sec-
ondary education programs that are now combined under the Education block
grant.

And, left to the local school boards is the decision whether or not to meet. the
,"special education needs" of: The educationally deprived children, the handicapped
Children, or the children in schools undergoing desegration.

Another major concern, in addition to avoiding the loss of important and success-
ful programs, is the rush by school board leaders to change their agendas.

One such casualty could be hial control. Much has been done in he name of local
control.

For me, local control must include substantial parent participation. It is probahly
safe to say that' without IMeral mandates, especially those in title I, very few .dis-
tricts would five paid much attention to involving parents.

-The language in the 1981 Budget'Reconciliation Act could destroy parent partici-
pation as we know it.

Specifically, there are no required advisory committees or other 'procedural man-
dates including parental involvement, in developing education programs under the
block grant.

.

I strongly urg e. you to reconsider the consequences of the Department of' Educa-
tion's proposals in this area.

also recommend that your Committee, or a Subcommittee, 110.11 a series of hear-
ings on successful models for parent participation in education.
Programs for limited English proficient pupils

The Los Angeles Unified School District has the largest population offimited Eng:
lish proficient pupils in the United'States. More than 60 latiguages are represented.
And, alitiost one-half are Spanish speaking.

In Los Angeles, as Well as California, the number of limited English proficient
children is increasing each year.

In 1979, the state total wits nearly 289,000. Bv 1980, the number had risen* to ap-
proximately 325,000. The 1981 figure shows.ii slight leveling off, but the total is still
over 350,000.

While many of the limited English speaking students are now "graduating" into
regular, instructional programs, is can be expected that these proficiency programs
will continue to be needed.
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And,.this projection is a. result of the federal decisions to Accept large numbers of
immigrants and tefugees, who eventually migrate te California.

Until this year, federal dollars expressed a federal commitment to.help school (As-
' tricts make the most of the opportunities for the immigrants and refugees under

t hose pol icies.
We cannot go back to the old days when many said the only way a minority

person could "escape" the barrio or the ghetto was to join the military.
letvestments in battleships should not be made at the expense of ivestrnents in

our young people.
The needs are greatet today that ever before. I do not believe we Should retreat

from Bilingual 'Education and Bilingual Vocational Education.
Urban cities like Los Angeles and San Fkincisco need federal support for bilin-

gttal edikatioft, not 25 percent reductions.
Staff development and research is also neededibecause cities have not focused on

them.
And, my constitutents want to re-emphasize to you their Aeterrnination to learn

English and improve their vocational skills. To them bilingual education, or what-
ever it is titkd, is a rWeessity.

The school districts of this state have felt the intensity of their feeling. Most of
them arelTow willingly implementing bilingual programs.

However, most of the impetus to continue bilingual education .programs will be
lost if the federal government totally removes its supPort.

Refugee educatthn
As one might expect, refugee children are concentrated in very large numbers in

our urban schools.
According to the lateSt count, on October 7, 1981, Calikrnia had 55,500 refugees

enrolled in our public- schools, Kindergarten to grade 12. Of these, over 15,400
attend schools in Los Angeles County.

Four school districts (Los Angeles Unified with 5,773; San Diego 'Unified with
5,556; San Francisco Unified with 4,9(8; and Long Beach Unified with 2,813) account
for almost 20,000 of these pupils.

These figures are particularly important wlwei one considers several additional
factors:

Almost all of these children have special needs, particularly the need to learn
English without losing ground in their subject matter instruction.

Califernia has the largest number of refugeeS of any state, and percentage keeps
greAving. -

The number of refugees unrolled in Calif ,rniq, schools is growing rapidly°. Between
January and October 1981, enrolline- increased by 40 percent.

Some preliminary indications from the Reagan Administration expose the real
possibility of cutting in half the federal i4sistance for refugee education.

Theadmission and settlement of refugees is 11 matter determined virtually in its
entirety.bv the federal governnwnt.

We welCome refugees and we are glad they find California appealing. We recog-
nize that most refugees hnve special needs and that our school districts are moving
rapidly to meet those needs.

Federal. funding through refugee. programs, Title I, Titk VII, and other sources
presentlyallow distrkts to provide the specialized Services these pupils so desperate-
ly need to succeed in school.and eventually develop meaningful careerS.

Dwindling school district revenues, layoffs, and school closings are the pattern in
California's urban schoirl diStricts. We Gave no place to go to raise revenues, which
have been strictly limited since 1972.

Here is a classic example of federal responsibility to meet pupil needs through
existing kderal programs. But, instead of tying modest federal revenue increases to
an incre;Ming population, the Reagan Administration is considering just the oppo-:
site.

This is not an area to cut. Nor are the education programs for limited English
speaking students. ,

All attempts to de so Must be strongly resisted by Congress, or we will have seri-
'ous complications in providing quality education to our youth.

Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you, Assemblyman rorres, fbr a very excel,
lent statement.

Mr. ChairMan.
Mr. PERKINS. Let me agree with you, Mr. ChairMan. I just wi6

to compliment this distinguished legislator for an excellent state- '

3
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ment. Maybe when he gets through serving in the State Legisla-
ture of California he can join his friend and law school partner,
Mr. Miller, in the Nation's Capital.

Mr. TORRES. I would, be happy to do that in the U.S. Senate.
Mr. PERKINS. We certainly could use your support. We need your

support in Washington. I agree with everything you have stated.
You have pointed up the problem 100 percent. George Miller and

Gus Hawkins and Mr. Kildee and many others are pursuing your
philosophy in Washington hoping that we can do something about
it. We have a rough road to hoe at this particular time, but we are
doing our best to hold the fort and I. hope to see you on my next
trip back here, and maybe you may join us in Washington before
that time.

But I think your testimony has been very much enjoyed .by all
the members of this committee, and I hope all the members of the
Committee .on Education and Labor will read it. Thank you very
much.

Mr. TORRES. Thank you, Mr. Chah-man.
Mr: HAWKINS. Mr. Miller.
Mr. MILLER. Thank -y-ou, Mr. Chairman.
Art, what you point out in a most articulate fashion is teat you

have a school district here that is getting buffeted by more than
simply this administration's lack of commitment on education, so
you are setting in motion other social factors by the funds that
have been cut in other areas.

You mention the refugee program. As you know, at least with re-
spect to those from Southeast Asia, it was brought about at a time
when people were being thrown out of their' country, they were
being threatened with their lives, they were threatened with being
imprisoned a great length of time and were put on the higb seas,'
/and this country made a decision that they were going to bring
those individuals here, and a commitment from the Federal Gov-
ernment that the Federal Government would pick up the cost.

You are chairman of the health and welfare committee. In fact,
that hasn't happened in California and, in fact, now we see that
there is an effort to cut back on the educational support for those
individuals.

It seems to me that at some point there is going to have to be a
very difficult statement made that it 'would be very difficult Jor
California'to continue to receive these individuals as a result of a
.national decision if the National Government is not prepared to
pay the cost. We can't make, in California, those foreign policy de-
cisions.

Mr. TORRES. We have tried to wake up Senator Hayalidwa to
that effect, and we have not received any kind of positive support
in that direction.

Mr. MILLER. I think it is a 'program where the problems are
going to accelerate for people in the local educational establish-
ments. We have indications that at least they were preparing a re-
scission in the funding for this program, to go back on the commit-
ment that the Congress made to the State last year, and I think
that for especially a ichool district like Los Angeles, which is ab-
sorbing a substantial number of these individuals, word had better

sent to the White House that they had better make up their
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mind; either bring these people here and support them or you are
going to stop bringing them, because you can t continue to have it
both ways. The rhetoric doesn't pay for even the first item of Serv-
ice.

.Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Miller, will you yield to me at that point?
Could you tell us some of the reasons why the Spanish popula-

tion has accelerated in recent years in\the Los Angeles area?
Mr. TORRES. Accelerated in populatidn, Mr. Chairman?
Mr. PERKINS. Yes, accelerated in population.
Mr. TORRES. It has been a number of factors, because the accel-

eration is not only coming from Mexico, but quite frankly, in-
creased acceleration in input from Central American countries, as .
well, and South American countries, so much so that the trend
seems to be going in the other direction, rather than from Mexico.

That acceleration has occurred not only because of the economic
plight which Mexico is suffering domestically, but also the employ-
ment problem which ,they are suffering in the northern states of
Mexico.-

We had aMarshall plan for Europe. We had a Marshall plan for
Asia. But we forgot about our neighbors to the South. If we would
have paid a little attention in the 130's and the 1940's and the
1950's and the 1960's in terms of the Alliance for Progress, or what-
ever, and provided some economic development aid, I think) we
would not have seen the kind of effort that is being made now indi-
vidually and collectively on the part of many Hispanics trying to
come into this country to seek a better way of life.

As a result, they are accelerating here. The other phenomenon
is, of course, that they a.e paying taxes. Recent studies indicate as
late as Lyear ago in San Diego County and in Orange Countyfor
example, they concluded a study, and Orange County is not known
to be one of the most progressive counties in the State of Califor-
niathat county indicated that the undocumented taxpayer con-
tributed. $48 million in taxes, sales tax, income tax, payment of
social security, which is not returned to those indi,,iduals, and took
out in welfare and other types of social services $2 million.

So clearly it is a double-edged sword. You have tremendous aceel-
eration of population occurring in Los Angeles and San Diego and
Orange Counties, but at the same time, if .rou were td zonduct an
immigration raid in downtown Los Angeles today you would have a
very difficult time finding people to park your car, to serve your
salad, to wash your Car, to do your laundry, et cetera, because
these people are working and they are contributing to the econo-
my.

How you deal with th oge .concerns and'how yol deal with that
cgsue, of course, is going to be debated in the couirt in Texas on
whether or not public funds can be used or will be used to educate
undocumented children, and that question has to include whether
or not there is a contribution on their end, and does citizenship
necessarily mean lack of taxation?

Mr. PERKINS. Thank you. Excuse me, George.
Mr. MILLER. No problem.
Well, I wish you well in your special session, because I think it is

clear that in many ways California may be the test kitchen for
Reaganorrii4 given your problems, the result of the loss of rev-

.
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enues from, proposition 13 and the loss of the surplus. You aregoing to have a very, very difficult time.
The chairman has shown-me the. recent unemployment figures,which have apparently hit this State very hard. That loss of rev-enues, at 'the same time when we are withdrawing, is 'a challengewhich is certainly worthy of you, Art, to- come up with a solution.Mr. TORRES: Well, right now, George and members, the State ofCalifornia is about $400 million in the red, in deficiency. We havenever been" in that condition before..That, is not counting the Feder-al cutbacks that are going to occur$195.6 million of that $400million is due ta Medi-Cal, health care. overruns and deficiencies.How we deaf with that 'clehrly is going to pose to us whether weraise taxes in a near election year or do we find more ways to cutgovernment, and that is going to be, as George ',indicated, the testkitchen in California.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. .
Mr. PERKINS: Before you leave, and before Mr. Kildee, I want tobutt in. When you get into that problem in your legislature thisyear, I would like for you, through George Miller or Mr. Hawkins,to keep me informed just how you deal with this problem, because

your medicare and medicaid cutbacks, all of these educationalproblems, hnd all of the migration you have here, I would just liketo know how you deal with this situation. Especially since Presi-
, dent Reagan came from this State. I would like to know what therepercussions are and how it is solved. .

Mr. TORRES. Well, we wanted to send him out of the State, butnot necessarily to Washington, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. PERKINS. All right.
Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Kildee.
Mr. KILDEE. Mr. Torres, I spent 12 years in my State legislature,

and I don't envy those I left behind when I went to Washington-.The Michigan Legislature is attempting to solve some difficult- fiscal problems.
Michigan is experiencing itS highest unemployment since theGreat 1)epression. We are in the same double. squeeze that you areapparently, getting caught in now, because proposition 13 is begin-ning to catch up with you.

. If the legislattre doesn't decide to raise taxes, what areas willthey be forced to cut?
r. ToinctEs. The most vulnerable area which we will have to cutin California deals with the category of people called "medically in-digent adults." Those are people who are not reimbursed through

Federal medicare or medicaid dollars. They are 100-percent generalfunds of the State of California. They amounted last fiscal year toabout a $580-million expenditure on the part of State taxpayers to
provide health care services for that group of people.

We would classify those people as basically widows who now findthemselves without a health insurance plan because of their hus-band's death. We would classify in those groups those who are notof age to collect sacial security or medicaid or medicare because oftheir age. We also find in that category male adults uneniployed,
average age about 35. MN also find in that category children ofeither ono- of those categories.
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Those are the most sensitive. What we have to do with that is
that I have a massive statewide health insurance pool plan where
we are working now with the private carrieii to provide a.health
insurance plan for Californians at about $25 a month to provide for
essentially a major medical coverage, not eatastrophic coverage,
but major medical, based on ability to pay, because that category is
going to be the most vulnerable and, unfortunately, the easiest to
cut.
- The other areas that are going to be cut, in my opinion, as we

see it across the board, is the continued aid to cities and counties.
When proposition 13 passed here in California, we had a surplus of
$1.4 billion. As a result of the time that has gone on under a bill

.mhich we called A.B. 8, which was the bailout for cities arid coun-
ties, we continued to provide funding. Cities and. counties didn't
feel the brunt of that funding until this year when major cuts had
to be made in Los Angeles County, in San Francisco County, and
Alameda County especially in health care services, whiCh was pre-
cipitated by the fact that we were reaching a deficiency or a bal-
ance-due sheet..

What we have now in terms of Monday for this coming session,
which is a special session which will last about a week, is to cut in
terms of AFDC, cut in terms of medically indigent adults if that
needs to be done, and other reforms that we can. put into place in
terms of our Medi-Cal program here in California.

Mr. KILDEE. When proposition 13 passed, did the State share of
education funding increase as the local share decreased?

Mr. TORRES. Well, it didn't increase as much as we would have
liked to, to support our schools, but the shift occtirred.

Mr. KILDEE. What will the effect be as the cruneh gets deeper?
Will there be an effect soon on the State commitment to education?

Mr. TORRES. The State commitment tp,-*ducation has been :m-
pacted already in terms of our budget Itiess becattie we had 'to
pit senior citizen and health care ser\rices agalBst children in
schools. How we dealt with that was veil.) precarious and very deli-
cate, and both parties obviously were not satisfied with the kinds of
budget decisions that had to be made.

I think for the most part education did fare all right, but not-
great, and that still is a problem. So we are faced at the State level
of whether we go to issuing bonds, which hopefully people will vote
for, or whether or not we will continue to see more cutbacks in
education, which I am sure parents and teachers hopefully will not
allow, but in terms of where priorities aie going to be set, it is
going to be extremely difficult, as you indicated quite articulately
earlier, for those of us at the State levels to make a determination
of whom do we choose?

That choice is going to be ever more pronounced in the next 2 or
3 yeaes in health care in California when we have to choose wheth-
er we send $80,000 to a neonatal intensive care unit in San Fran-
cisco or we spend the same $80,000 to provide heart bypass surgery
for senior citizens in Los Angeles County. Those are choices that
are not out front right now, but they are creeping up on that table.

Mr. KILDEE. We don't have any Solomons, either, do we to make
those decisions?

Mr. TORRES. No, we don't..
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'Mr. KILDEE. Thank you very much for your testimony.
Mr. TORRES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the com-

mittee.
Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you, Assemblyman. Our best wishes go

with you to the special session. Unfortunately, that is about all we
can conv.ey to you.

Mr. PERKINS. W. want you to keep us informed about _what is
going on.

Mr. HAWKINS. The next scheduled witnesses have not' arrived.
During this interim, may I call on someone who has indicated she
ivished to testify as a community representative, and I think it is
an excellent idea to include individuals out of the audience who
have not been scheduled in advance. For that reason, Ms. Estelle
Van Meter, who is representing the 82d Street Block Iniprovement
Club, is here and has asked to testify.

Ms. Van Meter, we will be very delighted to hear from you at
this point, and if you have any statenwnt already prepared, we will
insert that into the record, but I assume you are just speaking as a
Community representative and without a prepared statemeht. We
will be very glad to hear from you at this point.

STATEMENT OF ESTELLE VAN METER, 82D STREET BLOCK
'IMPROVEMENT CLUB

MS. VAN METER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members.
I am very pleased to come to say a few words to you because

eve6r time the hearings are here, they call the professionals and
people who do not live in the neighborhood so you don't really
know what goes on out there or how we feel about the things that
we are given.

I am certainly not in favor of any cuts, because we.have been the
most disadvantaged citizens in the country and we do need a hand.

I object to the quality cif education in my neighborhood and it is
because of many things. One of the things that I really am very
incensed about is citizenship that is on the report card, how to
behave, morals, and manners. Most of the schools in my neighbor-
hood have overlooked that. Children need to know that they live in
a world with other peoplq and that we don't have to be white and
we don't have to ligve a Ph. D. to be good citizens.

When I have spoken to some of these people about thisand I
have spoken to many, I am very active in my neighborhoodI
want a good, clean, respectable neighborhood to live in. My chil-
dren need it. They need to know that they should assist in keeping
it.

Ninety-one percent of the children going to a high school from
the surrounding elementary schools are,under achievers and that
is not necesssary. So I think that some of these rulewhen you
send the funds, should add these kinds of things to_the guidelines
because you can't take the child .from these elementaryschools and
send him to the high school and junior high scKool when he can't
read and doesn't know how to behave.

This is one of the reasons the teacher of the union talked about
the schools being unsafe. Now, there are a lot of things thaf are
being tolerated by the schools that should not be tolerated. We
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came from way down in the woods in Mississippi out in the coun-
try, and 'we don't think there is any sacrifice too much to make to
get yourself educated. In this country, if we are willing to work, we
will be able to build something for ourselves, 'and this needs to be
stressed-to all of the people in all the schools everywhere.

It does seem to me that the personsnot just the schools, but
other programswhen you come here you ask only the person who
has been dealing with the money. It appears to me that some of
these things do not come from the schools. The school will say it
COITICG from the community. Well, some of it comes from the so-
called programs that have come. They call it giving you a service,
and they get these grants, and then before the citizens living in the
neighborhood know they are here, they have spent all of the money
on salaries.

Some of it lasts a year and then they start in talking about the
stats. They get the police records from the various police divisions
in our community and talk about them and when they write up
,these proposals to send to Washington they say we are on drugs,
we are on welfare, and we do a lot of other things, like commit
crimes.

That isn't necessary. We have been here for all these years living
right out here. You have known me for 40 years and you know it is
'not necessary and it should not hold -true.

We have 95 percent, they tell us, of welfare persons going into
these elementary schools. One of the principals told me recently
they don't teach the children anything. They don't come to school.
They don't even know their names. They can't count to 10 and
they don't know their colors. There ought to be some rules for
these people who have to ,be supported by the taxpayers. I think,
they should be the highest people in the community, with good
morals and good manners and behavior and the children should be
the best because they don't have to work. This is one of the things.

We talk about the aides. They told us in our community there
were going to be persons,. in 'our school community. They would
know the parents and they would assist in the conduct. They would
be the communityrepresentative from the school to the communi-
ty. As soon as they got the law passed, they had the brains, so they
got busy and made it open. Someone comes shuffling into my com-
munity that lives in Englewood, up in Baldwin Hills, for 3 hours
and then they are gone. But if they lived in the community and
stayed there as long as I do and work as hard as I do to have a nice
community, we would have better schools. I think that is one of the
things we need to do.

. The union teachers, it is frightening, I suppose, to come to the
schools, frightening to stay at my house. I read yesterday in the
Times that a lady was waiting, one of the kind of elderly citizens
like me, waiting at a bus line and they grabbed her purse. She had
her bank book and they made her go to the bank and draw out
most of the money that she had. Then some young person showed
up at her door and told her that he was a police officer and-then he
made her go and draw out all of the funds that she had.

Well, these are the kinds of things that are going on in our
neighborhood that has got to go. The union teachers, they are re-
sponsible, if they went back up here for citizenship and manners.
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Children don't want to be' bad people. Blacks don't want to be bad
people. They just need some trainnig, and this has to come through
our local schools and should come with this Federal money. They
have to have it.

I have often asked the union member representing schools at
Fremont and at McKinley Avenue where I am very active, I am
chairman of vandalism, and I have been for 13 years because no
one else wants to do it. I want the school protected. We are proud
of our school. It is an institution of learning and We should keep ft
safe. That is the way I feeli that schools ought to be sacred.

But anyway, they aren't, and they have crime there. We have
been trying since 1977 to get Our educators to give us a special
school, one to put the kids that don't behave, the ones that have
got the guns, the ones that are in the gangg and the ones that cara_
function in the regular school; because the principal has to stop
and get the police, and by the time he gets through with that,
something is going undone that he really ought to be doing along
the lines of upgrxting the community.

We would like to have,that special school, and that ought.to be a
part of our Federal monity:'

We have, also been talking in our community about a trade
school. We think that all of the funds that have come into our
neighborhood over the 13 years should have provided us a trade
school where people could go learn how to do welding and what-

, ever, the things they know how to do so they could make a living.
This is very important.

They sit there and talk about education, but if you are not going
to train them in manners and morals and behavior, they are not
going to get any education. They are going td continue to be on
welfare, which we would like for them not to have to be.

What else do I have here that I need to talk about?
I think those union people should be ashamed to come there as a

leacher and do so little in the inner cities. That is not just in my
community. It must be all over the country from what I read,
things that you read in the Times, and so forth. We are ashamed of
them. We want to be safe. We are afraid to go on the' bus. We are
afraid to go to the grocery store. We are afraid to go to the bank.
We are not safe; the children are not safe.

Education should be upgraded and a lot can be done by sending
word with these funds, how it is supposed to go.

Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you, Ms. Van Meter. I know that what you
have said comes from the heart and practical experience. I think
that a lot of the things that you have mentioned can certainly
bring home to us the problems that people at the community level
are confronted with and the way they feel about them.

Mr. Perkins?
Mr. PERKINS. Thank you very much for your statement this

morning.
Mr. HA*kiNs. Just a minute, Ms. Van Meter. Mr. Kildee?
Mr. KILDEE. Thank you very much. 'I enjoye'd talking to you

before the meeting and I am glad you came today.
Do yOu think that parental advisory committees can be helpful

to schools on certain programs?
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Ms. VAN METER. Yes, I do, and I think that they should be re-
quired to go to classes and learn something. Schools have tried to
do that. I have gone to the class, and the principal comes, and
maybe the schoOl.advisory chairperson or somebody like that, and
they just don't come. But this should be the rule for them to have
that is coming with the welfare check. They should be required to
teach these kids soinething, and they should come and learn some-
thing. themselves. Perhaps they don't know how to keep a budget,
how td clean up where he lives, how not to write on the ,buildings,
all of these things.

That is why we are mad at the public schools. We get mad at
them, you know, because we want to live in peace. We own our
homes. We don have anywhere else to go arid cannot have this.

Mr. KILDEE. Starting in 1982 title I schools will no longer be re-
quired to have parental advisory committees. I think the commit:
tees did help" in operating title I programs, but the provision for
them has been removed from the Federal law.

Ms. VAN METER. Sometimes the parent advisory council would
consist of the people that have children...in the school.

Mr. KILDEE. Who have the Children ititheir program; right.
Ms. VAil METER. But if 95 percent of their' are the welfare recipi-

ents and they are listening to some other person who wants to get
some .large sum of money or something, they keep up a confusion. I
am not talking about, that particular thing because they will come
in and they have never earned a dime in their life and they talk
about fixing the budget for a public school; ,which is hundreds of
thousands of dollars. They can't do that.

Mr. KILDEE. You don't think they have the ability to (IC that?
Ms. VAN METER. I think we could have it, but I don't think it

should be mandatory, no. That is one of the things I think will help
the schools.

But I do think these classes ought to be hekkand they should be
required to come to those.

- Mr. KILDEE. I think the community school concept -of bringing
the school into the community and the community into the school
can help a great deal to provide various services to the total
community.

I really appreciate your candid reply to my question and appreci-
ate your coming here today.

MS. VAN METER. Thank you. I enjoyed it.
Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you, Ms. Van Meter.
Ms. VAN METER. Thank you, Mr. Hawkins.
Mr. HAWKINS. The plan of .the committee is to recess in a few

minutes. The scheduled witnesses have been timed. They will not
appear until later this afternoon, but may I suggest that when we
do reconvene; which will be at approximately 1:30, that if there are
other individuals in the audience who would like to testify, depend-
ing on the availability of time this afternoon, they should see, Mr.
Jennings who is on the end of this table.

If you will see, Mr. Jennings, and thdicate that you desire to tes-
tify, we will attempt to accommodate anyone even though that in-

Aividual may not have been scheduled, so that we can get other
viewpoints other than the scheduled witnesses.
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The committee will be in recess until 1:30 this afternoon. We ,will
have additional witnesses and I hope that those pf you in the audi-

:ence who can return will do to, and that if there are other individ-
uals who wish to testify that you will indicate to Mr. Jennings your
desire to testify.

With that, the subcommittee stands in recess until 1:30 p.m. this
afternoon.

[Whereupon, at 11:33 a.m., the subcommittee recessed, to recon-
vene at 1:30 p.m. the same day.]

AFTERNOON SESSION

[The subcommittee reconvened at 1:52 p.m., Hon. Augustus F..
Hawkins presiding.]

Mr. HAWKINS. The subcommittee will come to order.
The various witnesses who were scheduled for 2 p.m. and also--

3:30 will be, late in arriving, but we do have one or two who have
arrived, and I have a name of a witness from the audience who re-
quested to be heard, Mr. Bob Francis.

Is Mr. Bob Francis in the audience?
Were there'any other names turned in of other individuals who

wanted to testify?
Is Dorotkly Rochelle here?
Mr. JEIsiNINGS: She won't be back until the latter part of the

hearing.
Mitchell Jackson from the Los Angeles Unified School District

Black Education Commission is here.
Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Mitchell Jackson is here. Mr. George McKen-

na is not. Ms. Haynes is here.
Ms. Haynes, suppose, you and Mr. Jacksonare there any other

witnesses in the audience?
Suppose we have you 7o be seated at the witness table and we

can proceed with the sc cmiuled witnesses then, and we will take
the rest of them as they arrive.

Would you be seated, Ms. Haynes? Suppose we just proceed with
you, and-Mr. Jackson, as soon as you are ready, you might join us
at the witness table.

Both of you have been long identified with education in the local
area, and certainly as chairman of the afternoon session and as a
member of the Elementary and Secondary Education Subcommit-
tee, I personally would like to welcome both of you because of the
great contribution that Srou have made. I think it is a real privilege
for us to have you testifying from your particular background.

Ms. Haynes, suppose we hear from you first. We understand you
do have a prepared statement which will be distributed to the
members of the committee and you may proceed.

May I ask the witnesses this afternoon tq speak into the micro-
phone so that those seated in the audience may be able to hear
you, because we don't want to lose any part of this testimony. Also,
the recorder 'seated over here has to be able to understand what is
going on. If you will do that you will help us.
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STATEMENT OF CARRIE A. HAYNES, RETIRED PRINCIAL
MS. HAYNES. All right. understand I have 10 minutes. Is that

right?
Mr. HAWKINS. Approximately 10 minuted you may proceed, yes.
Ms. HKYNES. All right. I do have a prepared statement, but I

would 'prefer to speak extemporaneously. I have passed those out.
Mr. HAWKINS. You may proceed as you so desire.
MS. HAYNES. All right.
I would like to speak to the effective school programs and effec-

tive schools, school behavior as a critical element in the learning
process and educational quality, and the instructional effect of
schools for poor children. Naturally, I will be including the role of
the Federal Government.

What I am going to do is sPeak from my experience at 'Grape
Street School because we did develop an effective school. I think ev-
erybody knoWs that Grape Street is in the heart of Watts.

I went to Gr'ape in 1969 right off the list, so I had had no previ-
ouS experiences. I found a school that was in chaos. A building pro-
gram was going on. There was vandalism that was part of the cur-
riculum, and teachers who really were not concerned abOut what
was happening to children there.

I began visiting classrooms, which seems to have been unusual,
because they tabbed me as the "Walking Principal" right away. I
didn't find any instruction going on there. I was able to encourage
parents to work with us so that they organized to patrol the
schools and they helped to cut down on the vandalism.

I would like to get right into what we tried to do to develop a
program there. What I did was, as I went around visiting the class-
rooms, I made every effort to find somebody who was doing some-
thing well so that they could demonstrate for the other teachers,
and I began a program in this manner.

I also asked teachers to write lesson plans, which was something
they had not been accustbmed to doing and which many of them
wanted to resist. But as teachers began to develop some lesson
plans that were acceptable, then they would demonstrate and then
they would come to teachers' meetings and we would demonstrate
the kinds of things that teachers were doing well.

We got Federal funding the year. after I had been there one se-
mester. One of the first things we decided to do with that Federal
funding was to bring teachers' in 4 days before school began for
staff development. When they came in those 4 days, I had sched-
uled ,a calendar of staff development for the teachers for that year.
I had assigned them based on an evalulation that we had, an as-
sessment and an evaluation that we had made the year before. I
assigned every teacher the responsibility of leading a staff develop-
ment.
_In the meantime, I secured from our superintendent the privi-

lege of dismissing 1 hour early every Wednesday, so for 3 years we
had a 1 V2 hour block of time for staff development. I really credit
that as being the key to what happened at Grape Street that
helped develop it because the teachers and the staffnot just the
teachers; the clerical staff, the custodial staff, everybody who was
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on that staffhad a responsibility for leading a staff development
so far as their responsibilities were concerned.

They led it in such a manner that they could involve everybody
there, and this really helped to upgrade and helped us to develop
our program.

When I went there, we had many, many children with many
problems. Teachers were sending them in recommending that I ad-
minister three slots or so. I don't believe in corporal punishment,
so right away we had to get busy with developing a discipline
policy. Right away teachers said, after the first misbehavior, after I
said, `OK, we are not going to deal with it this way. We are going
to deal with our behavior in a positiVe manner."

We took our Federal funds and we employed very competent sup-
port people, a PSA counselorthat is pupil service and attendance
counselora very outstanding young man; a school psychologist .

and a nurse who supported us in, every one of our efforts at the
school.

When students were sent to me because of discipline, my PSA
counselor began to form a group, first of boys. Naturally, the boys
are the ones who come in first with misconduct. He formed a group
where these boys could discuss their probleins. After a period of
time, he organized these fellows into a basketball team.
, They were beginning to get some attention. He was collaborating
with their classroom teachers so if they were going to play basket-
ball, they would have to follow through with their academics, and
they would have to complete it, and they would have to make this
commitment. They were beginning to get some attention.

So then the girls began acting up. Well, OK; when they started
coming down, we began working with them and organized them
into a cheerleaders' group that would work witli the basketball
team.

From that we began to organize students who had problems in
all kinds of different activities that would get them involved so
that they would be able to make commitments that they were
going to follow through on their classroom wort. As we worked in
staff development, teachers began to take a very positive attitude
toward students and a very positive attitude toward the school pro-
gram.

We began to organize then into an open classroom structure, and
it was based on the teachers' decision that we decided to become
multiage grouped so that some teachers hadtwo of my most out-
standing teachers hadgrades 1, 2, 3 in one classroom, 4, 5, 6 in,
another classroom. They organized their classes so that they
matched the students to the teacher's personality.

Now, many people don't understand that. Many educators don't
Understand what we are saying when we say that. But our teachers
organized. the school so that they had students in their rooms, in
their classes, students with problems, students who were high
achievers, students who were low achievers. They had a very het-
erogeneous grouping so that there could be peer tutoring as well as
multiage tutoring among the students in their classrooms.

It worked, because we began to raise our grades. At the end of
each year we were getting complirnents from the superintendent.
Beginning in, I believe, about 1973 each year we began to get com-
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plimentary letters from Congressman Augustus Hawkins. I am
mentioning this only to let you know that-we were able to raise our
stu'dents' achievement level so that it was conspicuous.

We were able to gradually raise those students' achievement
level because of the enthusiasm of the teachers, because of the
dedication of the teachers, because of the commitment of the teach-a
ers, because the teachers accepted the children as they came. They
accepted them from what they were, and then they respected them
and _they expected much of them. Expectancy plays a major role,
but it has to come first from the administrator and from the teach-
ers, and if the students know that this is what is expected of them,
it will have results.

We were able to get our students on grade level, almost all of
them, in 1976, and this was the year that we also worked all year
long for a bicentennial tour on which we took 45 of our students.
This Was a total school project, raising funds to take 45 students
from grade's 3 through 6 on a bicentennial tour for 8 days and 7
nights to Washington, D.C., and all of the surrounding areas.

The learning that took place that year did evidence . itself in
those academic scores, in the test scores at the end of the year in
1976. -

Now, in 1977, when the OCR imndated that we balance our staff,
then we began to run into some problems. It was necessary for us
to transfer out nine of our minority teachers because one was an
Asian: All of them were top notch who had been involved in staff
development and developing our school for about 6 years. So when
we had to transfer those teachers out and bring nine new people
in, although they were pretty good people, they had not had the
background of the other people and it did make a difference in
what was happening in our scores.

Let me back up just a little.
After we had had our staff development time for 3 years, the su-

perintendent said that we would have to terminate it. I guess I
could understand, although that was really the lifeline of our p'ro-
gram, having our teachers get together every week in small groups
and work through a program that was beneficial to boys and girls.
When he said we would have to terminate it, my teachers had
become so accustomed to this that they asked me if I could get a
master's program for them. I was successful in getting a master's
program for them from Pepperdine University, a master's program
which I led, and this was in.1973.

I led that program and our teachers became really involved that
year, in depth involved, in continuing to develop the open class-
room program which we had and it was very highly beneficial be-
cause we had a substantial rise in our scores that year also.

Also, 29 of 30 teachers who began that program received their
master's degree on the campus of Pepperdine in 1974. You cannot
imagine what this did for their images, for the teachers' images,
and as they developed a better image of' themselves, they trans-
ferred this to the boys and girls.

My only regret, my really deep regret, is that we had visitors
come from all over the world to study .our program. It was intro-
duced by the CACS Committee. The CACS Committee wanted
Grape to become one of the magnet schools, but I don't believe that
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the Los Angeles City District eally. ever understood our program.
. They knew that we were doing something, they knew that we Were
doing something Well, but nobody ever allowed the program that
we had developed to be replicated, even during the period of time
when there was the desegregation program and we were looking
for configurations of schools that could be exemplary.

It was suggested by parents all over the citY that our school
'become a magnet school, but I feel that the location of our school
in the heart of Watts deterred that focus and we were never al-
lowed to be a school that could be replicated.

We were successful. On the pass-out that I handed out I just
refer to a few of the publications. Newsweek picked us up in 1971
and gave us six pages of coverage. The Christian Science Monitor
that same year. We had television as a regular part of our curricu-
lum. We had visitors from all over the world. And we just integrat-
ed that into our total curriculum and our boys and girls benefited
from 'meeting people who had interest in them, and also served to
-boost their image because they felt they were important if people.
were interested enough to come from all of these different places to
see what was going on there at their school.

[The' prepared statement of Carrie Haynes folloWs:}

PREPARED STATEMENT OF CARRIE A. HAYNES

The May 3, 1971, Newsweek published a six page article entitled Does School +
Joy = Learning. In November, 1971, Curtis J. Sitomer reported in the Christian Sci-
ence Monitor"Open Classroom" Successful in WattsScb,--. in Trouble Turns
Around. On March 20, 1972, Grape Street School staff and dents appeared on
PBS Special of the Week. "What Did You Learn In School T. fr produced by the
National Programming Division of WNET/13. Syndicated ,mns, television and
radio stations broadcast the success happening at Grape Street Elementary School.
Visitors came daily from near and far to visit the classrooms and observe the stu-
dents at work. Grape Street was a school where children 'were accepted, respected
and expected to learn. Their scores rose correspondingly. Beginning in 1972 they
began to rise conspiculously until in 1976 almost all of the students were on grade
level.

This change did not come easy. The first priority was set to alleviate the disrup-
t've vandalism which was occurring on a consistent and regular basis. Block Clubs
w e formed. Ministers, community persons and parents organized to patrol the
sch ol or raise funds to pay community youths to protect the school's property.
Alm t simultaneously it was necessary to help school staff understand their re-
sponsi ilities to the students. My regular visits to observe in classrooms earned me
the titl of "the walking principal." My insistence that teachers arrive on time, de-
velop les.pn plans and teach students resulted in a large number of teacher trans-
fers. I wa as selective as I could be in filling vacated positions. By the fall of 1971
the staff wastabilized with competent and enthusiastic teachers.

That year and each year thereafter title I funds were used to bring teachers on
board for four days of pre-school staff training. That fall when the teachers arrived
I passed out the year's calendar for staff development. Using information gathered
fr6m the previous year's evaluation, I had assigned topics and teacher workshop
leaders for each Week. Each person radiated pride that they were being involved.
During the summer I had obtaine&permission to dismiss one hour early each
Wednesday. This gave us an hour and one half block of time on a reaar basis. The
implementation of this, in-house in-service training took on a professional posture
immediately. Leadershfp skills surfaced. Teachers took pride in' student perform-
ance. Students took pride in having success. Parents and community rallied their
support. At the end of this school year there was a conspicuous rise in the academie
scores. Students were involved so we had no behavior problems.

In subsequent years the teachers planned their own staff development and super-
vised the in-servicing of the education aides. After three years the early dismissal
privilege was terminated. At the request of the staff, I secured a graduate program
from Pepperdine University. In the fan of 1974, thirty teachers enrolled in a Master
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of Arts in Jrban Education (MUST) Program at Grape Street where we spent one
year in further development of our Open Classrclom Program. On August 2, 1974,
twenty-nine -of these teachers received their master's degrees. That year the stu-
dents continued to raise their academic achievement.

The 1975-76 school year involved students, teachers, parents and community per-
sons in raising funds for a Bicentennial Tour. A related 'aligned balanced curricu-
lum was planned by staff and implemented concurrently throughout the school
term. This year ended with almost all of the students scoring on grade level. Forty-
five students and ten adults culminated with an eight day trip to Washington, D.C.
and the surrounding historical areas.

When our district began its desegregation efforts in 1977 I was asked-to write a
configuration of our Open Classroom Program. The committee who.received it could
not understand our organization of matching students to teacher style or the
manner in which we used our auxiliary staff to interface and support the program.
Consequently, the.program which we had proVen could work and be suCcessful, was
discounted and discarded in the round file by the school district

During the school years of 1972 and 1977 visitors came daily from all parts of the
fhty, state, nation and the world to roam through cu, multi-aged/multi-graded class-.
rooms observing students, involved in their learning. Instead of allowing this-to be
an intrusion, it was incorporated into the curriculum. Students learned to be hosts
and -hostesses. Their oral expression was enhanced. They reinforced their art of
questioning. Staff morale and student self-image blossomed and flowered.

Every conceivable individual, group and community resource was incorporated in
the school.program.' A Kawaida Program from Martin Luther King Hospital-School
of Psychiatry counseled with 20 students and their parents. Westminister Neighbor-
hood House picked up students for after school programs, neighborhood churches
gave respectable prizes for contest winners, senior citizens formed tutoring groups;
Sons of Watts provided protection, BlOck Clubs proliferated and guarded students to
and from school The School/Community Advisory Committee grew strong and effec-
tive. Legislators encouraged and supported us. Assemblyman Leon Ralph expressed
his concern in many significant ways. Congressman Augustus Haw-kins maintiiined
regular contact by visiting, bringing guest Congressmen to show us off, congratulat-
ing us in writing as we raised our Wit scores, sending us flags that had flown over
the Capitol Building and with innumerable other tangible means of support.

In 1977 when the Citizens Advisory Committee on Student Integration, was
formed, one of their firs( recommendations was to .niake Grape Street. a magnet
schod. District authorities chose to ignore this request. While Ministers of Educa-
tion came from countries such as Japan, West Germany, Australia, England, Nige-
ria, Senegal and even South Africa to study our program, the LAM) looked on as
if it were a program that just happened Without being within the perimeters of the
top staff planning, and so it could not be accepted for replication.

During a question and answer period when John Greenwood was campaigning for
a seat on the Los Angeles Board of Education he asked "Who is Carrie Haynes?" he
continued, "If I had been Board 'Member at 'the time she was principal at Grape
Street, I would have recognized the program developed there as a successful one and
set up the machinery necessary to encourage the replication of the process used in
its development in other schools." This did not happen.

Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you, Ms. Haynes.
In the meantime, if I may back up just a little, Mr. George Mc-

Kenna, the principal of George Washington High School is here.
He excused himself from a very important activity in the school'.

Mr. Jackson, I wonder if your time is not as important or as
, urgent as his if we could simply let him testify next so that he may

get back to the school, if that is satisfactory to you. He was a
scheduled witness at the 2 o'clock time and I did agree to cooperate
to the extent we possibly could.

Mr. JACKSON..That is 4uite satisfactory.
Mr. HAWKINS. SO, Mr. McKenna, suppOse you make your presen-

tation and then we can then get back to Ms. Haynes and then hear
from Mr. Jackson.

1 ch)
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STATEMENT OF GEORGE McKENNA. PRINCIPAL. GEORGE
WASHINGTON HIGH SCHOOL

Mr. MCKENNA. I appreciate that, sir. My time is not that press-
ing, but I do need at least to be back to my school around 3:30 or
SO.

Mr.. HAWKINS. Well, if that is so, then there is no great problem.
You go ahead, and then we will hear from Mr. Jackson, and then
question all three of you at the same time. We will let you out
before 3 o'clock. Is that all right?

Mr. MCKENNA. That is fine.
Mr. HAWKINS. OK.
Mr. MCKENNA. I have a handout that I passed out which may be

read at your discretion.
I think that what I would like to say to the committee as the

principal of an inner-city school and as an educator who is a prod-
uct of what I will call segregated schools all of my life, having been
raised in New Orleans and having been a product of public segre-
gation for the first 16 %years of my life, I think I am well able to
talk about the advant4es and disadvantages *of segregated educa-
tion and education in gen'eral as it relates to inner-city schools.

I think that Most of the preblems that the United States encoun-
ters now has to do with the education of minority children. I am
still of the mind that the winority child of which I speak, where
the greatest problem lies is with the black child, meaning no disre-
spect to those who wish to call themselves minorities either be-
cause it is fiscally fashionable or financially feasible to do so, be-
cause money is available for whoever can prove they are a minor-
ity.

We black people have no problem proving who we are because
small dmounts of blood in blackness makes us black. Therefore, the
biggest problem -as I -see-Ooday, if I may use one word, which may
be controversial, is racism as it relates to an entire school system
and' to an entire country. It manifests itself in many ways, even
from board of.education members who .say that we expect, we an-
ticipate, that the reading and math scores will rise in the district
when those children who have run from mandatory busing return.
If you believe that statement, that means that only white children
can make scores rise, and the presence of black children automati-
cally presumes that scorps will fall or remain at the lower level.

We run into situations where unions want to maintain the status
quo, protect teacher positions and jobs, and the status quo means
that a certain group of people are on the bOttom and the others are
served very well at the top.

If I can complain all day, I would bore you. What I need to do is
try to give you some solutions to the problems. One of the things I
think ypu need to understand is that no program can be replicated
on one piece of paper that another piece of paper will also prove
successful. What I gm saying is that only bodies, individuals, per-
sons, can make,programs work:' Rand Corp. cannot come up with
reading programs that mean anything unless there are people in
there to make those programs work and, therefore, who teaches
the childwho teaches the childis more important than all the
other wheres, whens, whys, and hows of education.
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Who is the teacher? That comes from who is the.parent also as
the ultimate teacher, and who-is the parent in the school. Who is
the local parentis individual? I see no benefit in saying to an all-
black school in an urban glietto situation that it is to your advan-
tage in any way that the Office of Civil Rights mandate forces that
the majority of your teaching staff must be white. That is-of no ad-
vantage to the child. It is of no disadvantage to the child if all the
teachers are capable.

I have no problem with people being white or black in terms of
their capabilities. I do iiave a problem with the fact that only in
inner-city schools does this Become a non sequitur to me. Why is it
important to the child that the majority of the teaching staff be
white? If it is important to integrate schools at all, why is it so im-
portant to integrate staffs _and yet admit to the fact that racially
isolated minority schools are in fact existing, and legally given
credibility by saying we can't do any better and we refuse to? We
will spend a lot of money doing other things other than integrating
sChools.

Saying all of that, saying that what is most important, well, first
of all, who teaches the child? We in the school districts need the
flexibility to determine more effectively who will teach our chil-
dren, and for that I call for, urgently appeal for, more community
input into who Works in the schools.

I think we are servants of the parents. Although I am the princi-
pal of the school and am given certain powers and authority by the
education`code in the State of California, I am still a servant of the
people who pay my salary. If I lose sight of that, then, in factj
think I am something more than I am, when in fact I am only a
servant; a higher priced servant, but still a servant. It means that I
must be more sensitive to the need4 `Of the people.

If:the community does not ,want me as the principal, I should not
be the principal. I should- not be superimposed dpon a community
and say that the community will have nothing to say about who
the principal is,,they will have nothing to say about who the teach-
ers are. ',think that is ridiculous.

Certainly I have the ultimate say-so on whether a teacher gets
an unsatisfactory evaluation, but I think that the community
should be in the first situation when the teacher is interviewed.
The community should have an interviewing situation to deter-
mine who is the principal of a school. What use is it for me to pass
a unified school district test which has no community input at all?
To test what? To test how my colleagues think about me. If I am a
meMber of the "Good 'Ole Boys Club" I will be principal forever.

There is no evaluation process for principal right now.
The superintendent doesn't know what I am doing in my school.

I could be stealing money. He will find out 10, years later when an
audit comes. By that time, 10 years worth of children will have
been destroyed, which is happeping every day in certain situatior s,
not because of the principal necessarily, but because of what is
happening in the schools.

So the community needs a definite input base into who works in
the school. And we need not be afraid of the community. They are
not to be construed as being ignorant. That is a racist point of
view. Black people= as well as white people as well as Hispanic
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people as well aá other cultures are all capable of racism, and if we
are capable, we are sometimes guilty of it. Racism in the negative
sense I am speaking of, where the expettation of a certain group Of
people is different from another group of people.

Some of the teachers that I had to remove from my school were
black. More were black than were not black, basically because
their own racism had let them assume that the quality of black life
is not as important as the quality of white life, so their expectation
for themselves'and their kids was less than what I would exped,
and they had to go, too.

It makes no difference to me what the color ofa teacher's skin is.
I stand before you as someone who has been mistaken for being
something other than a b'ack man, and I never heard a child call
me out of my name or say.that 1 was unfair to him, even when he
thought I was something else, which says to me it doesn't mean
any difference what the child thinks I am. If I treat him fairly, heor she will respond to me.

I know, of course, that there .are situations that we cannot con-
trol in individual matters, but I urge us to put into effect teeth into
the situation to give the community control.

Another point of view that.I wish to express is what is the role of
the outlying business communities? I would urge for some propos-
als that I put in here. I would like to see more parents being al-
lowed to come on school campuses. It is one thing to welcome par-
ents; it another thirtg to involve them.

All principaig say parents are welcome. When you ask them the
last time they talked to any parents in a meaningful way they say
at the last advisory council meeting. Well, 6 people showed up and
there are 2,000 parents in the school. What is the outreach? Well,
principals are frustrated. We don't know how to get the people ,out
of their homes.

But the district doesn't provide for educating the parents. ,We
simply educate children, send them into homes that know nothing
about what we are doing. If we are truly serious about educating,
we need to find ways to get the parents out of their homes.

.

One orthe proposals that I have tried to elicit around town with
politicians is, if in fact we can subpena parents who work to' come
to court and sit 2 weeks, 3 weeks, waiting to be called on a jury,
and sometimes never get called, why can they not be given 10 days
out of the year to come to school if they, have children in the
schools' and their emplpyer' aimply allows them to do that? It might '
not be able to happen in a "Mom and Pop" store because they only
have one employee, but if most parentsand I am talking about
black parents now who have' the greatest -problem, as I see it, and
Hispanics alsomost of us work for the Government anyway. The
Government can be the Brit one to do it. If we work for city hall,
why , can't city hall do it? If you are really ierious about it,. why
can't the chamber of commerce do it? If, in fact, you want better
products to work in sotir businesses, you should 'be interested in
having a better educated prOduct, and the presence of a parent in a
school will produce a better educated produa. You won't' have as
many functitnal illiterates.

Picture' utopia. Every school and every classroom on any given
day there is ak parent sitting in the room. Don't you think that the

1 J,
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quality of education would improve in that classrooni on a daily
basis? Whether the parent knew the subject matter or not, the
mere presence of a physical body. As the principal of a school, it is
extremely difficult for me to physically see an unsatisfactory lesson
being performed. My physical presence in the room makes it a to-
tally unorthodox situation for the teacher. They put on the best
show they can, for which I don't blame them. I would, too, given
the kind of principal I am.

But when I leave the room, there is another thing that goes on.
If you talk to the kids, they will tell you that a lot of nonsense is
going on in the classroom, and the evaluation process that is avail-
able to me does not .allow me to do very much about it unless I
catch the teacher in the act, which is ver; difficult to do since I am
not an invisible person.

There are other kinds of constraints, and I have tried to outline
- some of my proposals in my treatise here, which was prepared a

few years ago; not a few, maybe 2 years ago.
We have begun a program here in Los Angeles that you might be

interested in which was an outgrowth partially of this document
that has been implemented irr area 3. Area 3 is under the superin-
tendency of Phil Jordan. There are three schools in area 3 that
have been converted into quasi-preparatory schools, and in two
cases preparatory schools. Let me briefly outline them for you: 95th
Street Elementary School has been turned into a preparatory
school. It runs K through 5. It feeds into Brett Hart, which is now
a preparatory intermediate school, grade 6 through 8. The ninth
graders have come to Washington High, of which I am the princi-
pal. So Washington High is now a 4-year school.

This is the first year of the program. It is intended that each one
of these will feed into the next level and over the years we will
have a series of feeders. Washington High has magnet schools, by
the way, magnet centers, and I will talk about that briefly. The
hope is to raise the academic level and achievement expectations of

children .in each of those schools in a typical inner-dity situa-
tiön.

The key to it was to be able to hireand we call for zero-based
hiring; that is, start the teaching staff from scratch. Let the princi-
pal and the community pass judgment on who works in the school.
We came as close to that as we cduld; 95th and Brett Hart were
allowed to hire their teachers from zero base. Washington High,
where I am the principal, was allowed to at least hire additional
teaehers.to accommodate the new. ninth graders, which was equiva-
lent to zero-based hiring, but not for the entire staff.

The emphasis there is to create a nonprivate school situation,
but the expectation that is sometimes present in a private school. I
take issue with modeling schools like Marva Collins in Chicago, al-
though I have no problem with Ms. Collins, but the danger of that
is 'that once you get to the point where there is a waiting list, you
then have a tendency to want to select the best of the group and,
therefore, you have a Private school situation. We need to be able
to take our children where they are, with whatever their prOblems
are, and provide resources for them,*not kick them out of school
because they don't fit our mold. We need to be able to have re-
sources to do that.

1
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aAnother programMat distresses me .greatly in the Los Angeles
Unified &MIA District is what is called the mandatory integration
program, which is another form of racism where you bus 15,000,
18,000 black kids, minority kids, every day to the valley, and we
voluntarily submit to that, so I guess we have no one to blame but
ourselves as black people. But why do black people leave so fluent-ly out of their own area.

The PWT program strips the inner-city school Of its greatest re-
sources, academically oriented students. Let me give you an exam-
ple. Washington High School has 1,400 students per day that arebused out of our school voluntarily. Crenshaw High has 1,700 perday that are voluntarily bused. Those two schools combined Om-
prise 20 percent of the total busing population of the entire unified
school district. There are no white children bused into the inner
city, as far as I know, at the secondary level.

Those students take with them all kinds of resources. If I were tomake a suggestion to you abou+ our busing program, I would
submit, first, put a cap on the number of students that are allowed
to leave any one school. Theoretically, if the entire population of
Washington High chose to get on a bus tomorrow, the valley would
accommodate them. All you would have to do is have enough roorn
to accommodate them in the valley and the entire inner city wouldbe wiped out and all the resources would go to the valley. All the

, additional programs would go to the valley.
Second, if you put a cap on it, make a random selection of those

kinds of students that are allowed to leave. Example: If you tell methat Washington High can only have 500 students leave, at least I
know what to prepare for, and I would give every student in the
school a number. The first 500 numbers that were picked would get
to leave. That means all the doctors' kids would not be able to
leave, all the lawyers' kids would not be able to leave. It would be
a random sample and the-valley would have to not be able to hand-pick the kinds of kids they choose to be integrated with. The expec-tation level is different in both situations.

I was asked-a question by a reporter who said to me that recent
statistics show that in the University of California system, we did astudy on minprity students who were freshmen.. Here were the re-sults, and you can make your own conclusions. Results were the
following:

You took a .sample of minority students who came from inner-
city segregated schools. Another sample of minority students who
came from integrated schools. They both had the same grade-point
average when they left the high school. At the end of the first yearin the UC system, the minority kids who had come from the inner-
city schools had a lower grade-point average than the minority kids,
who came from the integrated schools.

His question was: Does that suggest to you that the kids who
came from the inner-city schools were given grades and did *notreally have those grade-point averages, those B-plus grade-point
averages, 3.0, as they were purported to have? Does it suggest that
grades are given away in the inner city?

I said:
Well, it depends Cm who are..Thatis one way to look at it Let me give you an-other point of view. Does it suggest to you that perhaps the students in the valley'



who were minority students were not given the grades they should have been given
in the first place, because there was no expectation that they would be valedictori-
ans, and instead of being given A's like they should have been, they were given B's,
and consequently they both came out with a 3.0.average but perhaps the child in
the valley was supposed to get A's and was supposed to be the valedictorian, but the
expeatation of his taking physics and chemistry is nonexistent and, therefore, he
was put back into a B-plus status. Consequently, when-they both hit the university,
they both said they had B's, but I dare say that it means the inner city is giving
away grades to the contrary. If so many kids fail in the inner tity, why would we be
giving away grades?

But if you perceive it that way, you can perceive racism or you
cannot perceive racism. Our mayor asked a question a few months
ago of a groUp of black educators. There were about 500 people in
the room, broad experience in the inner-city schools. He asked
them, "When is the last time any of you saw a white custodian
working in your inner-city schools?" Nobody raised their hand.
Never had seen one.

The question was: What do you think? DO you think that white
people don't do custodial 'work in this unified school district? You
see white electricians. You see white painters. You see white teach-
ers. You certainly see white principals. You see white office m'anag-
ers. You see white cafeteria workers. But you never see white cus-
todians in black schools. Why is that? Is that because it is not in
the best interests of black children to have them see white people
pick up their trash?

But if you don't perceive that as a racist point of view, you never
assume that is a problem. You presume that the teacher is femi-
nine. You presume the custodian is black. And you make some
other kinds of presumptions that are racist and sexist. The bottom
line is that we need to revamp the entire system, but not so much
by revolution. Internally it can be done with some consciousness
raising. But it doesn't have to do with talking about what feels
good for kids and what feels good for teachers. It is what is good for
kids, and teachers have to adjust to that.

I do not believe that a teacher is demoralized by hard work. I do
not believe that a teacher or a system is demoralized by the de-
mands upon them. Yes, I do demand lesson plans in my school.
Yes, we have done some successful things at Washington High. In
the 2 years that I have been principal we have reduced violence
and vandalism more-than any other school in the district, minus 23
percent the first year, another 14 percent the second year. That is
the statistics of the Los Angeles Unified School District. You can
read them for yourself. This is not simply thing's I have made up
out of the air. I could go on and on.

I think that one of the other things that you need to address is
the problem of safety in the schools. The majority of black people, I
think, leave their own communities because they think the schools
are not safe. They in fact will not be safe unless.we address what
really exists. There are certain things that exist called gangs.
Gangs exist. If they exist, let us not keep trying to address them
with people with pupil services personnel credentials as their only
criteria for addressing problems in the school; You need people
who understand what the'functions of gangs are who can relate to
young men because it is ,a younk man problem, ,young black male,
young Hispanic male. That is the problem. That is who you are

1
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afraid of. That is who other 15-year-olds are afraid of. If a 15-year-
old told you today the thing that they fear the Most, they would
not say the bogeytnan, they would not say the police; they would
say another 15-year-old, because they are the most murderous
people in our society today, not because they want to be; but be-
cause we have nothing to address them. Unless you are willing to
put gang diversion programs in the schools, you will always have
gangs.

Sometimes I believe in my own small way that maybe we don't
want to change things, because if we had no such thing as non-
readers beyond the third grade in America, there would be no need
for remedial reading programs. A lot of people would go broke. If

---,you didn't have gangs, there would be no need for police Officers to
the extent that we have them. We don't need more police Officers
on the campus: What we need are community people on campus
Walking the halls. They 'need to be paid to do that. If we keep
saying you people ought to volunteer, well, you people are working
hard every day, so how can you people volunteer when all you have
is a single parent working in a home with five or six kids, who has
to go to Work. How can they keep coming to the school every day to
volunteer to clean up the bathrooms and the marihuana and all
the other things that go on?

We, have our priorities in the wrong place. Area advisers and all
those other people that push paper around every day, I question as
to whether or not they really have a legitimate right to call thein-
selves educators. My concept of an educator is somebody who can
walk away from their work station and within 1 minute put their
hands on a product, a child. If you can't do that, then you aren't an
educator. You are something else. And be willing to admit that you
are something else. But unless you are working with the child,
then you are not really an educator. You are an implementer, you
are an administrator, ybu are some kind of other person, but that
is not what you do for a living.

We need to have more resources, in the schools. The schools are
the place where everybody gets to go. Criminals, saints, everybody
in the world, has one thing in common. They came through school.
All criminals don't wind up in jail. All Sinners don't ever go to
church. So the only place where you will ever find, every kind of
person in the world is a gchool, and that is the place where these
programs must start.

In my proposal, I have outlined some responsibilities not only for
the school, but for the business community, for the parents, for the
students themselves. Our children are only a reflection of us, . If we
mirror a negative image to them; they will implement it exquisite-
ly, and to their own detriment, in fact. There are lots of things that
we can do, but we have to do them now, because in 1990 we will

- wonder where the 1980's went, and they will have gone down the
tubes again with another several generations of illiterate young-
sters unless we are willing to begin to take some drastic steps right
now.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of George McKenna follows:]

L.+
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF GEORGE J. MCKENNA III, PRINCIPAL, GEORGE WASHINGTON
Hipn Scnoot AND PRESIDENT, COUNCIL OF BLACK ADMINISTRATORS, Los ANGELES
UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT

I. OVERVIEW

Objective: To provide a plan to address the needs of racially isolated minority
schools. To establish a working model which may be imitated and implemented on a
District-wide basis.

Rationale: A current working model is necessary in order to establish a standard
for excellence for all RIM schools which is more than conjecture and hypothesis.

Plan: To identify one or more target communities in which a senior high school
and its predominant feeder junior high and ultimate feeder elementary school are
utilized as the experimental community.

In establishing such a target community, consideration should be given to the fol-
lowing:

1. Does the community have a nearby post secondary institution available in
order to measure the success.beyond high school?

2. Is the community predominately minority and racially isolated?
Responsibility and guidelines will be established on the part of the District, local

school, parents, students, business and community.

II. DISTRICT RESPONSIBILITIES

Objective: To provide a learning situation for the Black child which guarantees :

educational excellence and to eliminate those policies, practices, programs and pro-
cedures which impede this goal.

Rationale: The right of Black children to an equal and effective educational oppor-
tunity is a fundamental right, protected in- the Constitution and re-affirmed in the
courts.

Plan: 1. Remove the Office of Civil Rights and District restrictions which require
by law that the school must have a majority of white teachers in a predominately
minority student populated school.

2. Hire all faculty and staff from a zero base, that is, no personnel currently em-
ployed have guaranteed rights of employment wittan the school. The entire school
staff will be hired as in the staffing of a new school.

3. Allow for the community input in the hiring of all staff, especially the principal
of the school. All parents of children currently attending should be invited to a
screening session to select the administrative team. An elected group of parents
from within the group should be allowed to participate in the selection of all staff
conjunction with the principal. The principal will have the ultimate authority in.
hiring and evalution of staff.

4. The District should establish a written criteria for the specific qualifications for
a RIM school teacher. These criteria should not be general and all encompassing,
but rather quite specific in all areas such as community commitment, expectation of
student achievement, agreement with community goals and philosophies, and will-
ingness to serve the special needs, of minority students. Additionally, the District
should utilize these criteria in the recruiting of teachers by the Personnel Unit.

5. The District should clearly establish its commitment to differentiated staffing,
and to provide for the special needs of RIM schools. The reduction of the counseling
ratiO to 150 students to 1 teacher should be an example of the recognition of the
need for counselors in RIM schools. Other examples are:

(a) The guarantee of group counselors in each school.
(1:) The establishment of 'gang" counselors in the schools. Since gangs do exist

and are a tremendous influence, on the students and community, special persons are
needed to cope with the problem.

(c) Establish a full time "Community Coodinator" position to involve the parents
and the community in the day to day operation of the school.

(d) Establish a full time student activities coordinator position to provide positive
aCtivities for students such as peer counseling, student exchanges, motivational ac-
tivities and programs, big brother/sister programs and other image building activi-
ties.

fel Provide more. school psychologist time. A full time position in each school
would be most desirable.

(f) Establish an Opportunity Program in each of the target schoolS.
6. Establish a quota on PWT students leaving the home school. No more than 10

percent of any home school student population should be allowed to leave the com-
munity by virtue of PWT. No school should be drained of up to one third of its stu-
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dent resources as is currently occurring at Washington High School. Precedence has
been established in that quotas currently,exist on students transferring on open per-mits.

(a) Since the type of student who leaves the Black community is as significant as
the number of students wh'o leave, a more equitable selection process should be
adopted to determine which students are allowed to participate in PWT. As an 'ex-
ample: Invoke a lottery system wherein each student in the home school would be
assigned a number and the priority choice would be given to those students whose
numbers were drawn within the established quota. This would serve to offset to
some extent the current practice of' predominately high achieving students being
bussed in disporportionate numberebut of the home school.

7. Provide easy access of white students to the RIM schools by use of PWT into
the Black schools. Actively recruit white students to attend Black schools in thetarget area.

8. Guarantee a safe and secure campus for students, teachers and community. Su-
pervision Aides should be assigned on the basis of special needs 'determined by sizeof campus, student population, logistical access to campus and other criteria. Aides
should be community based persons.

9. Establish a team approach to the staffing of a school, riot the current policy of
reassigning a new administrator to a school where the current teaching staff is
united in its commitment to personality cliques, teacher apathy and low student ex-
pectations. A new principal should be allowed to bring an elite team of teachers to
the school in an attempt to re-establish higher standards. As an example, if admin-
istrators are in fact to be demoted to the classroom because of budget cuts, they
should be organized into a team and placed into individual schools as a unit.

10. Principals should he allowed to select department chairpersons rather than
have them elected by teachers as is the policy now. The principal cannot function as
the instructional leader if the persons assigned to implement department objectives
are selected on the basis of popularity.

11. Provide a smaller class size ratio similar to provisions made in mid-site school
i.e. Ratio of 1 to 25.

12. Additional money for supplies and equipment must be allocated. As an exam-
ple, if the absence and transiency rate is extremely high, more money is needed for
purchase of absence report'forms, paper for daily master absence lists, attendance
accounting forms and other necessary materials. There are numerous other exam-
ples of' the need for additional monies in RIM schools.

13. Re-define clerical norms to meet the needs of unusually high work loads and
demands due to excessive clerical needs. The burden would be taken from the teach-
ers who are currently inundated with clerical functions due to an inadequate cleris
cal staffing ratio based-on student enrollment.

14. Establish policy which mandates parent conferences due to excessive non-ill-
ness absence of the student from school.

.15. One full time Pupil Services and Attendance Counselor assigned to each
school.

16. Provide funding for more field trips for students since racially isolated stu-
dents have limited exposure beyond the immediate environment.

17. Make a 3 to 5 year commitment to this experimental program at the targeted
schools.

18. Make a commitment to expand the program if significant measurable resultsare achieved.
19. The retention of a full 6 period day for all students.
20. Expand student to student-interaction programs between Black and White stu.-:"

dents.

III. LOCAL SCHOOL RESPONSIBILITIES

Objective: To provide an atmosphere for learning with clearly defined goals for
students and teachers, and to promote and develop confidence and self-esteem in mi-nority.children.

Rationale: Students learn best in an atmosphere that permits and expects-learn-
ing. Students cannot gain a feeling of self worth unless there is a commitment to
self-esteem as a positive goal.

Plan: 1. Establish a master plan for student and teacher expectation.
2. Establish and enforce a mandatory homework policy.
3. Establish and enforce a workable student attendance accountability. program.
4. Establish a flexible schedule for teacher working day to allow for remedial

classes after regular school hours.
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- 5. Establish a School Within a School for students who need remediation in read=
ing, writing and mathematics. Adopt a basic approach for students requiring reme-
diation, as in Lau plan.

6. Establish a teacher exchange program-between Senior, Junior and Elementary
schools tb provide remediation and enrichment for students. Example: students in
secondary schools wile need assistance may be best served by the skills of an ele-
mentary level teacher on a visiting lecturer basis. Conversely, elementary pupils
may be enriched in specific subject area§ by secondary teachers who are specialists
in subject matter such as math and science.

7. Establish departmental and subject area continuums and engage in regular
staff development and teacher exchange of ideas.

8. Staff development should be meaningful and local school goal oriented. Leader-
ship must be developed from within existing staff..

9. Provide a child care program on campus 'for the needs of parents who Wish to
do volunteer work on campus.

10. Establish an "extended family" concept which encourages the involvement of
total community into the operation of the school..

11. Adopt the policy that all school personnel are servants of the community in
which they work and are employed to meet the needs of the students and
community.

IV. PARENTAL RESPONSIBILITIES

Objective: To establish guidelines for parents whose children attend the targeted
schools.

Rationale: If students are to learn the parent must be actively involved in the
process.

Plan: 1. The parent must be responsible for the attendance of the child. The
school should only be responsible for notifying the parent of the absence of the stu-
dent, but the parent must assume the responsibility for the attendance of the child.

2. Each 'parent must commit at least one'hour of service per month at the school
during the normal school day, for the entire tenure of the students enrollment. (See
VI No. 2)

(a.) The presence of parents on campus would significantly if not totally reduce
the need for security agents on campus. Parents on campus would serve to raise the
feeling of belonging and ownership on the part of students for the local school envi-
ronment.

3. Parents must enforce the homework standards of the school.
4. Parents must attend all conferences involving their children as it relates to

school concerns and agree to parental counseling after school hours.

V. STUDENT RESPONSIBILITIES

Objective: To establish guidelines for students which would allow the maximum
productivity in all academic, cultural, extra-curricular and racial activities.

Rationale: Clearly defined goals must be established if students are to strive for
the achievement of those goals.

Plan: 1. All students must attend all classes on a regular basis and failure to do so
must result in a parent conference.

2. Students must choose a definite goal i.e% post secondary education or employ-'
ment.

3. No overt act of violence will be permitted by any student. Failure to comply
may result in removal from the school.

4. Student must be involved in peer counseling programs which provide positive
interaction with peers.

5. Students must assume the responsibility for the cleanliness of their campus.

VI. BUSINESS RESPONSIBILITIES

Objective: To establish a clearly .defined role of the business community in the op-
eration of the school.

Rationale: If the goal of education is to produce productive citizens in the ace-
demic and business world, the business community must commit an effort to estab-

° lish a relationship.
Plan: 1. Business and professional persons and companies should.adopt a school

on a regular basis. This would involve providing speakers, resources, possible em-
ployment, and other motivational activities for students.

.

1 J.
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2. Employers should Provide released time with pay for parents who wish to pro-
vide one hour per month of school service to the school of the childs' enrollment.
This is similar to the paid time allocated to employees for jury duty.service,-Parerits
on campus will greatly enhance the performance of students and thereby produce a
more marketable potential employee resultingin increased business productivity..

3. Employers who hire school age youngsters Should utilize the school as the
"clearing house" or employment agency. No student should be allowed to work as a
substitute for going to school. Adopt .a "we hire no drop-outs" philosophy for stu-
dents who are of school age. Allow the school to be the vehicle through which em-
ployment is secured.

4. Establish and publicize clearly 'defined skills and attitudes which are necessary
for entry level employment so that schools may inform and educate students as to
the expectations for possible employment. Actively recruit students for employment
from within the neighborhood school.

Vil. COMMUNITY RESPONSIBILITIES

Objective: To establish a vehicle for the active .and positive involvement of the
total community or "extended family" into daily operations of the school.

Rationale: Those persons most affected by the educational institutions, the stu-
dents and parents, are lea,t Of& to effect the outcome of policy decisions which
impact upon them directly:',

Plan: 1. Community based organizations should make their presence known to the
school and offer to become involved in an active way.

2. Churches should not be separated from schools. The separation of church and
state should not be a total disenfranchisement from ,institutioris of religious and
moral affiliation. Local clergy must make their presence felt in the daily operation
of the school program..

3. Community based support groups should be established to provide volunteer
support to the local school.

Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you, Mr. McKenna. If you have the time
and can remain, we will certainly be sure to get you out before 3.
Is that all right?

Mr. MCKENNA. Surely.
Mr.. HAWKINS. Mr. Jackson, let us hear from you and then we

will question the three witnesses together. Mitchell Jackson, chair-
man of the Los Angeles. Unified SchoOl District Black Education
Commission.

STATEMENT OF MITCHELL JACKSON, CHAIRMAN, LOS ANGELES
UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT AFRICAN AMERICAN EDUCATION
COMMISSION

Mr. JACKSON. Thank you, Congressman Hawkins.
I would like to make a correction at this point. The Black Educa-

iion Commission is no longer in existence. It is now called the Afri-
can American Education Commission.

Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you. I will make that correction.
Mr. JACKSON. I have prepared a statement that you have but,

like Mrs. Haynes, I would like to talk somewhat extemporaneously
also. I think I can cover more territory like that, and eventually
you will probably read the statements. I would hope that this com-
mittee would read the statements that we have prepared.

Point 1, I would like to address the area of gangs, to which Mr.
McKenna has just alluded. The problem has always bothered those
of us Who are members of the commission because we have always
tried to study out and determine what gangs really are.

When people talk about the gangs in the Los Angeles Unified
School District, they are talking about a certain number of young,
mostly male, black and brown youths. Usually it is the bad or puni-
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tive process that comes forth. It is the contention of the African
American Education Commission that there are far more serious
gangs that are permitted to peruse this city and do far greater
harm to the children or the students who are in the Los Angeles
Unified School District.

At this point, we have to start at the top when we talk about
that gang of people down at 450 North Grand who are called the
board members. That is a gang of people sitting together making
decisions for people and wreaking all kinds of havoc against those
particular students that are in the community.

We also had a thing about the gang of staff persons in the school
district who are also carrying out the so-called instructions or di-
rections of that particular gang of school board people.

Then we have to talk about the gang of policemen who are out
there patrolling. We have to talk about the gang of principals who
are administering a school. We have to talk about the gang of
teachers who are in the classrooms who are wreaking permissive
kinds of violence against our children in that they bring out what
we are presently calling generational genocide. There are too many
of our students who are coining out of the schools who are func-
tional illiterates.

I think that area of gangdom needs to be addressed by the Feder-. .

al Government as well as by those of us who are parents, the gang
of parents 'who are also a part of that total process, just on the
gang process,.Congressman Hawkins.

Next I want to talk about discipline, discipline in the Los Ange-
les Unified School District as we perceive it. Everybody talks about
discipline of the student, and every time they talk about the disci-
pline of the student it is punitive in its process. The education code
is punitive where students are concerned. The general administra-
tive guide of the school district is punitive toward the students
where it is concerned. The general pupil personnel policies that are
handed out by the superintendent and the board of education is pu-
nitive toward students where it is concerned.

In that whole process, we usually deal with what the student is
or is not doing9 and we completely forget about the kind of disci-
plines that need to be addressed by those factions when it deals
with the teachers and those persons who have the legal responsibil-
ity of educating our children.

Most of the minority, .or so-called minority, students in the Los
Angeles Unified School District are well-mannered children. It is
only a very few of them who are put off into that other kind of
territory or category that has to be known as discipline, and that
discipline continues to be punitive, but nobody addresses the disci-
pline of learning, which is most important and the reasons for the
existence of the schools that are in Los Angeles and all over this
Nation.

The second point I would like to talk about is the testing, the
proficiency ability of students as it is tested in our schools. I am
appalled that only until this year has there ever been anything de-
veloped about proficiency testing, Congressman HaWkins, when it
deals with those persons who are having the responsibility to do
the teaching.

44,
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If children are not being taught by individuals who are proficientin whatever the categories or specialties of their .own educational
process are, then how in the world.can the students then be held tobear the responSibility? And then how can the State and hoW can
the school district sit back and develop proficiency tests that only
is going to test the minimal basic skills of these students? The ex-pectation, a term that Mr. McKenna just used, is ektremely racist,
as we perceive it anyway. Certainly we should be struggling and
striving to get something that is very high.

No. 3, or part 2 of this testing is the standardized test. We always
wondered were these students being taught the things that are sup-
posed to be contained on that testing form? I think of the number
of tests that,our students are given, not only when they get in the
senior .high school level or junior high school level, but way down
in the elementary school level. Certainly somebody would have de-veloped some tests that were going to determine whether or notthere are some inadequacies as they are being presented to those
students at that early level. .

As we see it in the Los AngeleS Unified School District, we are-losing too many of our secondary students simply because the in-
formation contained on the tests that are being given is not ger-
mane to what is actually happening with those students and in_those particular individual schools.

I think in my talk about gangs, I talked about the violence proc-
-e-ss, and I am extremely 'concerned, about the violence that is being
perpetrated against black children now. It is not overt or covert; it
is ju,t there, that is all. When a group of students.are permitted to
matriculate through school and then come out of that school not
being able to perform, then the responsibility must not fall on that,
student. The responsibility must fall on those persons who are sup-
posed to be working in a cooperative form to advance the educa-
tional process and the learning process for those students in the
schools.

I know 'of no greater violence thaecould be perpetrated against
our students, Congressman Hawkins, than the degrading, the de-
moralizing and the degeneration of the moral and mental. stand-ards of those students who are matriculating in the Los Angeles
Unified School District. We have to talk about the violence as it
pertains to the physical aspect and to the mental aspect as well,and it is the mental part, as well, that is going lacking at this par-
ticular point in the Los Angeles Unified School District.

I must talk on point 3, the textbooks and the teacher shortages
that are existent in the Los Angeles Unified School District.

When the responsibility is placed upon the children, the stu-
dents, to complete a prescribed course of study at local school and
then we go to the schools, we find out that there are not enoughtextbooks for the students that are in those particular schools.
There are .500,000-some students in the Los Angeles Unified School
District, and I dare say that the 123,000 or 128,000 black students
do not have enough textbooks fbr each of the classes that they are
pursuing each day, then how in the world can a child successfully
matriculate through a course if .he or she does not even have the

'textbooks.
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Then the second part of it: Even if they did have the textbooks,
how could they go through that course if they didn't have some-
body sitting in the classroom to teach them from those textbooks?
In two of our areas now, administrative areas, in Los Angeles, we
know that since September in one of them there are almost 300
classes that are not filled by teachers. I know in another area, the
second area, there are more than 300 teacher positions that are not
filled by teachers, and there are no substitutes available for them:
Then how can that responsibility fall upon those students who are
matriculating in those particular schools?

,I also know of another school, Congressman Hawkins, which
since September, a single school, which has had 300 unmanned
-classroom hours since September, since School started on Septem-
ber 15. That is just in one °school. And we have statistics to prove
that they ar0 everywhere, all over this district.

It was not a Civil Rights Act that caused the deterioration, not
enough textbooks in the schools. We, from the ethnic commission,
or the African American Education Commission, submitted a pro-
posal to this board some '4 years ago talking about that particular
aspect, and wrote a proposal to the board and they turned it down
and, gave us a report saying that x number of dollars are being
spent for textbooks and yet we had gone in the schools and found
out that over 75 percent of the kids did not have the textbooks in
their particular classes. That is every class.

More importantly, I think, in this point, though, is that the lack
or shortage of teachers in the black community is not something
.new. It is not a phenomenon that just developed. Historically in
the tos Angeles Unified School District this has been a problem,
and historically those persons or those levels of government in the
Los Angeles School District have done nothing to talk, or to dis-
solve, or to aMeliorate these kinds of conditions, and I am referenc-
ing the board, I am referencing the superintendent's staff, and
those persons who are in the decisionmaking processes.

This lack or shortage didn't just develop, and yet nowhere have
we been able to find that there is any plan that the Los Angeles
Unified School District has put together that is going to try to
elirninate that one particular process. We just do not have the
books and no one seems to care about it except those of uS who are
working out here in the field all day. it is not new. It is an histori-
cal process, and I think you can review the records of the Los An-
geles Unified School District to find out about it.

I heard Mr. McKenna talk about the racial or number of teach-
ers that are in the Los Angeles Unified School District,.and things
of that sort, and he mentioned the office of civil rights. It is a mis-
nomer, because people are going all around this district saying that
the office of civil rights is mandating x number for this ratio. What
they are not saying is that it is not coming from the office of civil
rights in our original form; that the figures that are being used
and issued by the office of civil rights are figures that the Los An-
geles Unified School District has put together and sent to the office
of civil rights, and then theY are using the figures that were devel-
oped here in the Los Angeles Unified School District.

The teacher-to-pupil ratio has nothing whatsoever to do with the
teacher-to-pupil ratio as they exist in the actual schools. The prob-

1 t:
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lem there is that the teachers are being, given this ratio simply be-
cause of the number of people that are on the work force in the Los
Angeles Unified School District. If they have 25,000 or 30,000
teachers, then that is the ratio that they are using. Those are the
numbers that they are using. It has nothing.whatsoever to do with
the 500,000-some children that are in the Los Angeles Unified
School District.

It is a big problem. We on the African American Education Com-
mission then are going to ask that the Federal Government in its
exploration in this hearing do somea ing. Of course, I cannot ab-
solve the Federal Government either in their responsibility, since
they seem to beI don't know what you call it, the mother or the
father or the leaaers, whatever they are--but they have been
remiss in their responsibility to all of the citizens of these United

.1, States arid those especially who are in the public schools of the
United States.

You allow and permit the school districts over 'this Nation, and
specifically the Los Angeles Unified School District, towell, you
give them funds for supplemental purposes, to supplement the ex-
isting program that is already in existence. If you were to check
the Los Angeles Unified School District, you would find that there
is no program, a basic program, already put together. That is the
thing that bothers us.

The progressive recycling of ineffective public School, local
'school, administrators is another problem that exists in the Los
Angeles Unified School District. You =take a principal who is not
able eveh, he or sh,, to do a local sdhool program, and when he or
she proves ineffective at one school, they will take that principal
and move him or her 10 blocks down the street and let him contin-
ue to do that same process.

Generational genocide is the thing that we are calling it, Con-
gressman Hawkins, and that is what has existed in 'the Los Ange-
les Unified School District. I am not talking from these things that
I believe; I am talking from fle research and information that we
have gathered. Most of the information is coming out of the Los
Angeles Unified School District statistics. I have copies of all that
kind of stuff. We can support the things that we have said.

We know thatwell; racism does reign supreme in Los Angeles
Unified School District. Unless we can get some assistance, unless
the Government stops funding Los Angeles Unified School District
for the failures that they produce, and continues to fund the SEA's,
the State educationabagencies who grant all of the different kind's
of waivers so that they can do something else, and stop actually
supplanting and develop some basic programs, then the Govern-
ment funds can be used for supplemental programs, and adminis-
trators like Mr. McKenna won't haVe to be out here hollering
about the number of children who are in PWT.

I want to finally say that we totally abhor the so-called magnet
program'. We believe inherently that if there is so much goodness
in the magnet programs that are existent in Los Angeles Unified
School District, then they should not be given to just a few of the
students, but all of the students who are in the Los Angeles Uni-
fied School District should be given the privilege or .the right to
those particular programs since they are so great.

1
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The PWT program to which Mr. McKenna alluded, not only does
it take away the students from the local schools, but it also takes
all of the resources. Not only does it take all of ,the resources, it
also decimates the school progrAms at the local schools when these
students have gone. Mr. McKenna would be hard pressed at his
school today to find five chemistry classes, or other schools that are
in Los Angeles.

We lose all of that respect. We don't haveand I knoW this for a
factwe don't have business courses at schools. Children have to
leave the local high schools to go down to Abe Freedman on the
weekends so they can take business courses. I think the Govern-
ment, in its responsibility to the citizens, and its application of
fundsand funds are not- important if the people who are in the
classrooms are not able to address the issues as they relate to chil-
dren, and unless we can put "public" back into public education,
then we are in for great, great turmoil that is going to develop, and
the'revolution this time is going to enmesh or include all? of the
people who are involved in the educational process.

Thank you very much for your time.
[The prepared statement of Mitch Jackson follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MITCH JACKSON, CHAIRPERSON, AFRICAN AMERICAN
EDUCATION COMMISSION

I. EFFiCTIVE SCHOOL PROGRAMS AND EFFECTIVE scHoots

A. The African American Education Commission has not been able to find any
effective school -programs or effective schools as the above-may relate to the aca-
demic achievement of the students.

B. The paper programs exemplify goodness and effectiveness, but the statistical
reports indicate a totally different aspect as reported by the school district.

C. The Staff nevelopment Component in Los Angeles City Schools for teachers
and educational aides are too few, too short, and exhibits a lack of "'content and

'4..

Methodology which leaves the classroom teacher unable to present an effective
learning session for students.

D. Lack of knowledge of the instructional curriculum leads to grave misUse of in-
structional periods for the students.

E. The local school principals exhibition of responding to upper administrative de-
sires precludes their administering to .the needs of the student population, thus
short changing studentA of full and comprehensive learning sessions.

IL SCHOOL BEHAVIOR AS A CRITICAL ELEMENT IN THE LEARNING,PROCESS AND IN
EDUCATION QUALITY

A. This "school behavior" process firstly belongs to the Board of Education. The
policy setting regulations are contained in the general Administrative Guide, com-
monly called Board Rules. This group bears the responsibility of all programs, deci-n
sions, plannings, evaluations, etc. in the district. Some of the short comings of this
Board are: information, gathering, reCeiving and disseminatiOn. TI4 Board only
works on data developed by the superintendent's staff. It totally dismisses "informa-
tion data" gathered by other organizations, groups, etc. that are a part of the city
constituency, especially in the so called minority communities. The dissemination of
information to the local school communities is almost always "fragmentary" and
'watered down.'' Local school staffs are almost never informed regarding upper ad-
ministrative memoranda.

B. School behavior concerns as it relates to students is always punitive and nega-
tive. There are no "behavior" concerns that relate to principals, teachers, counsel-
ots, area administrators, superintendents, Board members that reflect any negatiK-
isms.,Anything that the above groups do is always supported by each group and the
students and parents must bear the responsibility. Then constant white-washing of
incidents perpetrated by these groups is a commonality in Los Angeles City Schools
in the ethnic minority areas.
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The attitudes and expectations of principals and teachers have always been of
great concern to our students and parents. The constant talking down to our stu-
dents has prevailed for years and classroom teachers and non-classroom personnel
constantly tell our students, who have been labeled disadvantaged, to accept your
"C" grade and don't .aspire to get an "A" or "Er; lack of leadership of the local
sc000l principals is of paramount concern. Here I am referencing principals who
don't have the ability' to administer a local school program. The most blatant behav-
ior in this area is the school district's re-cycling of ineffective principals; when they
prove unable to positively function at one school, the district will move that person
from one school and assign them to another school that is only 8 or 10 blocks away
and continue to practice that same ineffectiveness.

III. INSTRUCTIONALLY EFFECTIVE SCHOOLS FOR POOR CHILDREN

We have been unable to locate instructionally effective schools in the South Cen-
tral and East Los Angeles areas. Let us reference just some of the inadequacies that
prevail in our Sbuth Central and East Los Angeles local schools: Textbooksour
school district does not have enough textbooks for the number of students who are
enrolled in Los Angeles City Schools. At this date, November 6, 1981, there are stu-
dents in the South Central and East Los Angeles areas who started to school in Sep-
tember and don't have but one fD textbook. How could they beexpected to progress
through 'a course when there aren't textbooks to be utilized? The content in most
textbooks that are in use is racist, demeaning and devoid of real truth. The lack of
the number and the content of the few that are in the schools are.only just two of
the problems. The holding back of students in thenvlasses is another of the inade;
quacies that,is Prevalent. Stddents with great abilities and who can move at an ac-
ce1t4ated pave are held back by teachers so they maY develop that third level of
student. They are not allowed to grow at.the rate of their abilities.

The tracking of students into certain remediaj groups within their classes and the
placing of these students into the slow learning groups that they never leave all the
way through school is another of the inadequacies present in our geographic areas.
Our children,are tracked into the most degrading categories, i.e., EH, EMR, TRM
LD, and placed there without parent consent.

The utilization of the many different reading and math programs in our schools
has a very-bad effect on our students and parents. The high transiency rate of' the
students and the presence 'of the many programs in reading and math does not
allow for any continuity in learning. When the child has to go with his or her par-
ents to another school attendance area, he or she must also contend with another
program and thus start from square one (1) again.

Other facts with which we must deal is the high teacher transiency rate, teacher
absenteeism, shortage of' permanent teachers and no substitute teachers. Some of
our children have already had as mtiny as six or seven teachers since September 15
of this year. In two of our Administrative ,Areas, there are approximately 400-500
teacher shortages. .

For the above mentioned reasons and many morc, we have been unable to find
1nstructionally effective schools in Los Angeles.

IV. THE ROLE OF TUE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IN FACILITATING QUALITY EDUCATION AND
SCHOOL SUCCESS

It is with remorse that we view the Federal government's paSt role in facifitating
quality education and school success. In reviewing the government's past role as a
facilitator, we must condemn the general regulations that has been developed. We
must first refer to the specially funded programs, commonly called Compensatory
Educatien. PL 89-10 once had as a,requirement, one month's growth 'for students
for one month's instruction. Although it was not enough, it at least had some ac-
countability to it. The process degenerated so much that it has allowed the S.E.A.'s '
to permit the L.E.A.'s to expect only five months growth for nine months instruc-
tion. The comparability .reports asked for by the Federal government in the past
only dealt with fund expenditures by the S.E.A.'s and L.E.A. s.

The government has also been rewarding the S.E.A.'s and L.E,A.'s for the "ffiil-
ures" they reported in.their evaluations. It has allowed the S.E.A.'s to utilize a coin-

.bination of fUn'd sources related to the individual student and set the service
amount to the student at, an extremely low level. The supplementing rather than
supplanting clause has been orly words and nothing else. We believe the govern-
ment should facilitate the total extra fund reseurces for students by having constant
monitoring of S.E.A.'s and L.E.A.'s; that accountability of both agencies miist be a
"fact" rather than a report: that the amount or extra resources should be utilized

S
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without a low maximum per student ratio; that there must be comparability in
'areas other than fund expenditures, i.e., pupil ,growth, measurable personnel per-
formance, administrative proficiency; that the government should eradicate the pro-
miscuous use of "waivers and that a greater amount of success for students must
be the rule rather than the exception. Finally, the Federal government must in,ter-
cede where the collective bargaining of teacher organizations extracts from the re-
sources that are designated for student§.

In conclusion, the aforementioned issues are indicative of the areas to be covered
during my testimony before your subcommittee. At that time I will be prepared to
provide in greater detail the necessary information concerning the educational proc-
ess in Los Angeles City Schools.

Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you.
I wish to commend all three witnesses for their very excellent

testimony. You have thrown out a lot of challenges and I am sure
there are a lot of questions that can be addressed to the problems
that you have raised.

Mr. Jackson, let me make sure what the Los Angeles Unified
School District African American Education Commission i. Is this
a creature of the unified school district, and if not, what is it?

Mr. JACKSON. Yes, sir. It is a creature of the board of education.
It is mandated or put together on a board, rule that is numbered
1995, and we are a subsidiary to the board of education. We are to
go out and monitor programs, get information, the concerns of the

'black community.
Mr. HAWKINS. And your members are named by the board of

education?
Mr. JACKSON. N9, they are not.
Mr. HAWKINS. How are they selected?
Mr. JACKSON. We hold them at a-- public election in the

comm unity.
Mr. HAWKINS. I see. They are publicly elected on a community

basis.
Mr. JACKSON. That is right.
Mr. HAWKINS. I see. Thank you. I just think we need that back-

ground when ,we address the questions.
Mrs. Haynes, are you currently employed in the school system?
Ms. HAYNES. No, I am not. I am retired from Los Angeles Uni-

fied School District June 30,.1980. I am now serving as the execu-
tive secretary of the Council of Black Administrators.

Mr. HAWKINS. I see. I just wanted to know the perspective from
which we address the questions. You are, then, a retired principal,
Mr. McKenna is an active principal, a very active one, and Mr.
Jackson is a democratically electedsmall "d"community elected
representative of a commission that serves in an advisory capacity
to the unified school district.

Mr. JACKSON. And I am not an employee of the school district.
Mr. HAWKINS. And you are not an employee of the school dis-

trict.
MT. JACKSON. Yes.
Mr. HAWKINS. That is rather obvious, Mr. Jackson.
Let me first yield to my colleague here for the questions.
Mr. Kildee, of Michigan.
Mr. KILDEE. Thank you; Mr. Chairman.
I really appreciate your testimony. I tell people in real life I was

a teacher. I still feel I am a teacher, and I just love to hear people

1 b. u
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talk Mout how education can be improved. It has been a very help-
ful panef today.

Let me ask just a few questions. We have been trying to ask in
the hearings we had in Washington and now out here, when we do
find an effective school, how can we replicate that? Several of you
referred to that replication. What I can gather from what you have
been saying here is that it is not primarily so much process or even
tools, it is peoplethe principal, the staff, even the parents.

Is there a Federal role that can be played in encouraging that
concept of utilizing people in the best possible way to make these
schools more effective?

Mr. MCKENNA. Well, the microphone is in my face, and rhave
never been known to move a microphone When it is in my face.

In respect to that, I. think the Federal Government's role can be,
by holding te local schools accountable for those things Which
they spend thair moneys on. If a person is held accountable, they
have a way of finding people to do the jobs for which they will be
held accountable. You can't clone people; not yet we can't. The
Federal Government's role is, if you hold a local school district ac-
countable, really accountable, not simply what they tell you they
have done, really look at it, really have someone there watching on
a daily basis, monitoring and auditing, you will then find them
being more receptive to putting in the people to make those pro-
grams work.

One of the things that I have always advocated is the team ap-
proach to administration of a school. Let me give you a typical ex-
amPle. I am a brandnew principal. I had never been ,a principal in
my life, and I was assigned to Washington High, which is like
throwing a rabbit in a briar patch, but to some people it would be
their death knell, because the school was fraught with problems
that had been coming to them for years.

But they take a brandnew principal, with no experiencef and
give that person Washington High. I could have been incompetent,
and maybe I am in some people's eyes, but that is what I was
given. I walked in there all alone. No team came with me. I had to
move out other people who were incompetent and work on my own.
I did not bring with me my own assistant principals. I have no
power in that, determining who my support staff is. I am simply
assigned to a school as an individual, and I am stuck with what is
there. When I say stuck, we are talkingnbout the individuals.

The Federal Government's role is simply, I think, to be more
active in learning what goes on in a school. How many times, other
than perhaps in compensatory 'education programs, do teams of
Federal monitors come through schools and actually look at what
they are doing? And not once a year, when you can put on the best
possible face. You need tO ask Some hard questions.

I think the harder your questions are and the higher your expec-
tations, the greater will be the response from the local school dis-
trict.

Mr. KILDEE. In Washington High, are there any particular Feder-
al programs that have been especially effective or helpful to you in
bringing about some of the changes in the school?

Mr. MCKENNA.. Interestingly enough, 'Washington High has no
Federal programs:
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Mr. KILDEE. None at all.
Mr. McKENNA. We are the only inner-city school that qualifies

for title I funds that does riot receive it because we are too low on
the priority. The money runs out before it gets to us. So Washing-
ton 'High receives no compensatory educational funds.

Mr. KILDEE. If more money were appropriated and, therefore,
you weren't off the scale when the money ran out, do you think
that title I funds could be used in an effective way to enhance what
you are already doing?

Mr. MCKENNA. If you asked me how I wanted to use the money,
and not tell me how to use the money; but then, again, I wouldn't
say to do that with every principal. So maybe someone needs to sit
down and come up with guidelines that the community feels will
he effective. You can pump title I moneys into schools, just like
with poverty programs, and it will all get drained off by the bu-
reaucracy before it gets to the child. A lot of conventions will be
held, a lot of drinks will be toasted, and a whole lot of things will
happen before it gets to the child.

Compensafory education is a potentially beneficial thing. In its
actuality, it sometimes remediates us to death. The expectation is
that all we need is to be remediated. We get Federal funds for
teaching youngsters math and English, but as long as you keep
them non reading, you keep them needing title I funds. And if, in
fact, you show improvement, the title I funds are cut back.

Mr. KILDEE. Do any of the others want to comment?
Mr. MCKENNA. They both do, I guess.
Mt. KILDEE. All right, I will moderate.

. Ms. HAYNES. When I went to Grape in 1969, there were title III
Federal funds at the school, and they were a total obstacle and
roadblock to the program. After I had been there for one semes-
terand I really won't have time to go into why, but it was sup-
posed to have been an innovative program that somebody else inno-
vated and imposed on the school, and that is not innovative.

It was divisive because it covered kindergarten through the first
grade when I first arrived. Then it was going to progress itito the
second grade and it wasn't ever going to get any higher than the
third grade.

The first semester I was there, we were monitored and then title
I funds came that next semester; because I went in during the
spring term. I can't remembe-, but we got just lots of money and
we were frustrated because everybody at the school, in trying to in-
volve people in planning for the budget, everybody in the school en-
visioned title I funds meaning to pull people out of the classroom,
and everybody who had never taught a day in their lives there
became qualified to come out of the classroom.

We really had a very frustrating fury that first year, but we got
ourselves together and we got involved in the team approach. So
that next year we really had some plans that we had developed by
working together all year long. Those fun& became our lifeblood.
Without them, we could not have done the kinds of things that we
did with programing at Grape Street.

Mr. JACKSON. I don't want you to omit me, although I am the
srnallest one up here.
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You did ask what role the Government could 'play, and I want to
address it in that manner. It would be somewhat of a diticism, but
also a constructive criticism, I hope, and if you don't view it like
that, that is fine. It is your privilege. I don't care.

What really the Government has been doing in the past and
what they should stop doing is that all of the funds that they allo-
cate to the State education agencies, who then allocates the moneyto the local education agencies, the only process that the Govern-
ment wants to hear is a comparability report. That comparabilityreport is only in a financial process.

The Government, whatever it is, whether it is compensatory edu-cation or any other general funds moneys, Ahey are going to haveto expect more for the moneys that they are allocating, and they
are going to have to hold the State education agencies responsiblenot only for the fiscal responsibilities, but the comparability proc-
ess and the reports that are going to be made are going to have to
encompass student performance, efficiency and proficiency of thepersons who are utilizing and spending the moneys. The fiscal re-sponsibilities and the comparability is going to have to be sure thatit is not just the LEA's and the SEA's who are making the deci-sions on how the programs are put together, but you are going to
have to put into it where the parents, the community people, aregoing to have to have some decisionmaking powers or you aregoing to continue to get nothing for your money for the reports.

Mr. KILDEE. Just one final question, if I may, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HAWKINS. Yes, but will you yield at that point?
Mr. KILDEE. Yes.
Mr. HAWKINS. If this has been true in the past, then it would .seem to me the problem would be even greater under the concept

of returning control to the local agencies, the local school districts,
or block granting moneys without any particular standards or cri-teria or any controls.

Would you agree that that threat is even greater?
Mr. JACKSON. I would agree.
Mr. HAWKINS. What you seem to be saying is that money should

,not be given without at least some control over what happens tothe money. What is happeningand this gets back to the Federal
responsibility, I think, that Mr. McKenna indicated, or perhaps youdid in your remarksis that there vi ill be less possibility of thoseof us at the Federal level having any say-so.

Mr. JACKSON. And there would be less possibility of those of uswho are in the community having any say-so. If you give it in a
block grant form, we are wiped out completely.

Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Kildee.
Mr. KILDEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
There is a corollary to that. Under the legislation that was

passed starting in September 1982, the parental advisory councilsfor title I programs were eliminated.
Could you comment on the role of the advisory councils?
MS. HAYNES. I could never have existed at Grape without the

support of the parents; no way. They initially came in and orga-
nized ministers, legislators, just parents in general, and helped to
minimize the vandalism. They cut it out completely within the firstyear Ahat I was there.

1 :5
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The first thing we did with our title I moneys was to transfer the
education aide 3's who were unrestricted there for the title III pro-
gram. We transferred them and found approporiate placement for
them and employed the parents in our community as education
aides.

I ran into big trouble. Let me just tell this, because as soon as
they got employed, we got a termination notice 3 mon.thg after they
were employed, that they were to be terminated at the end of 6
months. I guess I worried everybody down there at that board of
education until they changed some legislation in Sacramento in
order for me to keep those parents in that school. It is most impor-
tant that that component remain in the program. It was for me.

Mr. MCKENNA. My response will be brief. '

- I think that my attitude as a principal, about parents, is differ-
ent, if not totally in opposition to most administrators' point of
view. I will be very candid about that. I welcome parents in the
school. I cannot survive without them because I perceive my role as
being one that answers and is responsive to the community. All ad-
ministrators do not feel that way. As a matter of fact, most of them
do not. They are very protective about who is in charge here.

We hear that all the time. Who is going to really run the schools.
There is a great fear on the part of administrators that parents
will tell them what to do, and they feel that their degrees and their
titles and their educational expertise permits them to tune parents
out and say, "I will welcome you at back to school night. I will wel-
come you at open house. But other than that, don't call me; I will
call you."

That is a pervasive attitude in this district, which I don't think is
unique to most major urban situations, where parents really don't
have a 4ot of involvement, and only the strongest ones of them, and
the most vocal ones, are the ones who can get any say-so in at all.
So. unless parents are willing to be very aggressive and assertive,
the school does not, in fact, have a vehicle for welcoming them
with open arms.

There are papers written about what you are supposed to do, but
nobody says you are unsuccessful as a principal if you don't do
that. One of the lowest expectations on the totem pole is how many
parents are involved in the school. Is it quiet? Are they rioting?
Every now and then they will ask about test scores. But they don't
expect you to remain in a school as a principal more than 4 or 5
years anyway, and they look for another pronhotion, or lateral
moves, and sometimes I think the Peter Principle is alive and well
and living in Los Angeles.

Mr. JACKSON. I would have to say that one of the biggest mis-
takes that the Federal Government has made in that law that you
passed is where it is going to remove the local parent councils. I
want you to understand that I did not say the local parentadvisory
councils. That is the First and biggest mistake that you have ever
made, in mandating a parent advisory council.

We who have the children, who support the children, who sup-
port' the schools, have the least to say about what is happening to
our children. Therefore, a particular kind of committee developed
at the local school level is going to have to be envisioned and put
together so that the decisionmaking process, where parents are
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concerned about their children, is going to have to be a decision-
making thing rather than an advice-giving thing.

If you continue to put it off in the advisory capacity, then you
are not doing the parents any good, you are not doing the schools
any good, and you are not doing the Federal Government any good.
You are still going to get comparability reports that are not telling
you anything. You must put it back, if you haven't already, and
you must give the parents some decisionmaking powers in that
process; otherwise, consternation is going to continue to reign

supreme.
Mr. KILDEE. Just one more question, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HAWKINS. You may proceed.
Mr. KILDEE. This has been very helpful to me.
Mr. HAWKINS. There is no limit, so go ahead.
Mr. KILDEE. We have a 5-minute rule back in Washington.
Mr. HAWKINS. Which you may exceed with grace.
Mr. KILDEE. Thank you.
Mr. McKenna. you referred to the zero based hiring, I think, in

the ninth grade, when you took on the ninth grade in your high
school. Were you able to do that within the citywide teacher con-
tract? Was there any problem there?

Mr. MCKENNA. No. You could not do zero based hiring in the
city. No, the union would not permit that. I guess unions are for
that purpose, to protect the people who pay dues to the, unions.
Since children have no .union, they have no say-so in that. They
guarantee teachers who have seniority rights. So it did not work
around the city. It only worked in those three schools for which we
wrote this proposal. Washington High was just one of those schools.

Because we got an influx of. ninth graders, 400 additional young-
sters, I had to hire additional teachers. Then some teachers left be-
cause they were either frustrated with what I was asking them to
doand I drove some of them out; I will be honest about itbe-
cause of my expectations, and so at Washington High this year I
have hired physically 55 brandnew teachers at the school, and the
school has 117 bodies on it as I speak now, 118 when I get back.

Mr. KILDEE. But the hiring of those teachers on a zero base for
the ninth grade was not prohibited by the contract?

Mr. MCKENNA. No, it didn't prevent me from doing that because
I had to hire them anyway. When I say zero base, I am talking
aboutyou see, it came from the concept of this: Because the
inner-city schools were hard to staff, teachers were saying they
didn't want to work in those schools. White teachers were saying
this, they didn't want to work in inner-city schools. They offered
the teachers a salary increment to work in those schools. They
wodld get paid additional money. Some people called it combat pay.

For that money they are supposed to do additional duties. Most
principals don't ask those teachers to do anything but what they
were doing originally. I made them do snme additional things. They
couldn't stand it. So the union and I had to fight, and I don't apolo-
gize for that. I expect if I make changes, somebody, is going to try
to stop me. Since I know who it is, I have no problem, as long as
they don't come up from behind me. As long as they are in front of
me; that is fine. I know who it is.
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Consequently, in order to make those changes, it was necessary
to hold people s feet to the fire. The union does not want a zero
based situation. Now, they still have increments to work in inner-
city schools. Right now the office of civil rights mandate is not
being applied because they finally found out that even with the in-
crement, we still cannot get white people who want to work in
inner-city black schools. That is a fact. It still exists and will con-
tinue to be a fact.

If you say it is anything other than racism, we could argue. I
don't care what else you want to call it, that is what it is. Because
of that, we are willing to pay for people. When we started talking
about the increment, we said, "If you are going to get an incre-
ment, let us start with a zero base hiring." The union fought that.
So everyone who was there the year before was grandfathered in,
whether they could do the job or not. They were just given more
money to stay where they were, stay put.

The original concept was to have zero based hiring; that every-
body who was going to work in an inner-city school where the in-
crement was given, the principal and the community were sup-
posed to be able'to interyiew them from scratch. So the mere fact
that you had been there for 50 years did not give you carte blanche
to remain. But the union fought it and it was kicked out. So they
were grandfathered in.

So the only way you get a zero based situation right ilow is with
some special program, if you turn the school into a magnet school,
if you turn it into a preparatory school, or you have the addition of
a whole new grade level. That gives you, in effect, the reality of
zero based hiring. But that is the premise upon which I began to
operate, knowing that only certain people cah make certain pro-
grams work. You cannot replicate things on paper that will auto-
matically work in other sitaations.

I do believe that staff development is possible. Ms. Haynes is a
strong proponent of upgrading teachers, that certain people who
are ineffective can be made effective. I take issue with Ms. Haynes
on some of that. We are good friends and we argue about that all
the time. I think that sow's ears stay sow's ears. She believes that
some of them can be turned into a silk purse. I think that some of
them can be saved, but most of them cannot.

I have a frustration with trying to tolerate mediocrity in teach-
ers, and I-will not institutionalize mediocrity. You see, I don't want
you to get the feeling, too, that my perception of education is one of
a very liberal point of view. I can be very conservative on many
issues. I am not permissive at all with children. I believe in them
having the right to be children, but I also believe that I have the
right to restrict them to certain kinds of activities.

For example, at Washington High we have some dress standards
for students that no other school may have, and I don't care. I
don't ask. No young man can wear an earring on campus. No one
can wear curlers in their hair to come to school. They can't bring
radios to school. There are certain other things they cannot do. I
will not permit it.

Now, the board of education says you can't tell children what to
wear. I do, and 1 don't think anyone is going to run me out of
Washington High School because I am doing that. No parent has
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yet said to me, "I demand my child be able to wear pink and green
rollers to school." I say no. If it is pouring down rain, OK; other-
wise, no.

So we have some conservative values and we also have some, I
think, humanistic values. I am not one to believe that additional
security agents on campus is what will lower the level of violence
and raise the level of security and safety on the campus. You can
put dhundred security agents on a campus and it won't, change it.
It won't change a thing. You have to teach children to love each
other. You have to teach children to not want to be violent. You
can't teach them self-defense as a means of protecting themselves.
You have.to teach them defenses of the heart, of the spirit, of the
soul, so that there is no need to hate and no need to take advan-
tage of people.

But we don't do that. There is no curriculum that teaches love.
There is no love I, love II; there is no prerequisite for taking chem-
istry. You can build a bomb. If you don't know what to do with it,
everybody is in trouble. We don't teach values in the school any
longer. We really don't. There is no course that says teach values.
Now whose values? That may be an issuc. But just plain humanis-
tic values. The board of education does not allow, us to do that.
They restrict us to 150 credits at the high school level. You must
have 150 credits in order to graduate, and there is very little flexi-
bility in that, so much of this, so much of that, sc; much of the
other, so you try to teach values internally.

I have tried to teach values in assemblies. Some of my teachers
write anonymous letters and say I am preaching racism and
hatred. I kept a young man in an assembly one day and a young
woman the other day, and they said that was sexist. I am sure the
young woman wouldn't have been interested in what I was saying
to those young men, and those young men certainly wouldn't have
been interested in what was said to the young ladies, and I locked
myself out of that assembly.

But we try to teach values in there. We talk about manhood. We
talk about being fathers. We talk about power, economic base, all
kinds of things that they don't get anywhere else. Kids need to be
told what it is like to be a father. Some of them don't have a
father. They don't know what a father is supposed to do. They
don't know fathers change diapers. They don't know fathers walk
their kids in the park. They think it is cool to make babies and
leave them, because that is the only image they have. Somebody,
has got to tell them something some time. I choose to do that. If I
am wrong, it will catch up with me sooner or later, but I don't
mind.

Ms. HAYNES. In my defense, George and I are the best of friends,
.and we argue thiS point all the time.

I do not believe all teachers can be saved. When I went to Grape,
more teachers transferred out than stayed in during that first year.
Every year the first 2 years I was there I had an almost brandnew
staff. But as new people came in, I was able to become selective,
and those people who agreed to stay, I do believe 'that they could be
saved, and I do believe in staff development.

I did chronicle my experiences at Grape, and I am going to give
Congressman Dale Kildee a copy of this 'Good News on Grape' be-
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cause Congressman Hawkins already has a copy. "Good News on
Grape StreetThe Transformation of a Ghetto School." It will
answer a lot of the questions.

Mr. JACKSON. I would like for you to hear all of these things that
these people who are working in the schools are saying, and I agree
with some of them and some of them .I dorCt. Staff development is
one of the elements that is a critical issue with those of us who are
members of the African American Education Commission.

Staff development in Los Angeles Unified School District is sup-
posedly to increase the potential for the teaching proficiency
within the classroom, to enhance the teacher and the teacher aides
so that they might work together to see to it that children are
better learners and, that their performance ratios grow.

In the Los Angeles City School District there are too few.staff
development sessions being held. The content of the staff develop-
ment sesSions is nil, nothing, completely nothing, and if it does not
deal with enlarging and causing the student to learn more or to be
exposed to more, and to cause the teacher in the classroom and the
administrator at the school to see to it that the teacher in the
classroom is providing that excellent educational opportunity for
the child, then the staff development is not working.

When staff development is going'to be done only by Los Angeles
Unified School District and those persons who deal with the dis-
trict on a contractual basis, then staff development is not going to
do it. I am with George. I just don't believe too many of them can
be saved in that process.

Ms. HAYNES. Just one thing. I just have to do this. I am not talk-
ing about Los Angeles Unified School District staff development. I
am talking about the staff development that was developed and im-
plemented at Grape Street School by the staff there. And to me,

'that is a big difference.
Mr. JACKSON. We only have 500-some schools in this district, so

more, then. fine.
Mr. HAWKINS. May I indicate that, Mr. McKenna, it is now 3:15.\ If you must be excused, let us excuse you at this time. ,

Mr. MCKENNA. Unless you have another, question. I can wait a
feW minutes.

Mr. KILDEE. I am through. I just want to thank you, Mr. Chair-
man, for bringing this tremendous panel together. I think it has
been extremely helpful to this committee.

Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Smith, I think; is to be credited. I don't mind
getting all the credit I can in, my own district, but I think Mr.
Smith was responsible.

Mr. KILDEE. It has been very good. I really appreciate your testi-
mony.

Mr. JACKSON. Before you send us away and somebody else comes
in, I would like to ask--

Mr. HAWKINS. You are not being sent away at this point.
Mr. JACKSON. OK, thank you very much. Rut before I do, I have

a question to ask you.
Mr. HAWKINS. I yield to Ms. Vance for whatever she needs some

time fbr.
Ms. VANCE. Thank you. I would just like to make a comment.

1 -7; t
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was interested, as. this morning's discussion proceeded to learn
o the misinterpretation of the law with regard to the involvement
f parents under -the Education Consolidation and Improvement
ct. I do not know if all of you were here this morning, but I am

representing the Republican members of the subcommittee, who
were unable to attend today. One thing I am quite certain Repre-
sentative Ashbrook would like to communicate, both as the rank-
ing Republican member of the Committee on Education and Labor
and also the author of the Education Consolidation and Improve-
ment Act, is what he intended in terms of parents' involvement

A
under both chapter I and chapter II .of ECIA.

FROM THE FLOOR. It is in black and white, what you intended.
Ms. VANCE. Mr. Ashbrook's purpose in leaving out the manda-

tory requirement on parent advisory councils was to insure LEA's
would not be dictated to by Washington as to how parents should
be involved. Hopefully, there will be more cooperation with schools
like you have, Mr. McKenna, that will allow parents to become in-
volved in .the iirocess in a meaningful way at the local level.

Mr. HAWKINS. We have too many witnesses. We will be very glad
to swear' in any of the witnesses who would like to present a few
points and be identified in the record later, but Ms. Vance was ex-
plaining the intent of the author of the block grant proposal, and if
it isn't operating as he intended, she was just trying to explain
that. Let us get that. We will give others an opportunity to make
their comments.

Go ahead, Ms. Vance.
Ms. VANCE. That is really all I had to say.
Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Kildee?
Mr. KILDEE. I am through, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HAWKINS. I have only a few questions. I think Mr. Kildee

had asked most of mine, and I think the witnesses have been ex-
tremely articulate and clear in their statements. They have left no
room for doubt, I think, in what has been expressed. Just a few
points of clarification.

Mr. McKenna, you emphasized the role of parents in the class-
room. I think you made.a very good case for that. You also indicat-
ed that in disadvantaged schools, or so-called schools of disadvan-
taged students, that parents could not afford to serve.in such roles
without some compensation.

Were you suggesting that it would be a very wise investment to
have such parents in the classroom and that in terms of compensa-
tion that if this could be a program among those eligible for Feder-
al funding, that it would be well spent, because it seems to me this
is something which is concrete, it is something which I think had
been envisioned under the CETA program. Call it CETA or any-
thing -else, regardless of what it is called.

Would you think that in terms of education that it would be a
cost effective and wise investment to provide 'some compensation
for parents from the neighborhoods to be selected in the school-
rooms?

Mr. MCKENNA. Yes, I do, Congressman. I specifically feel that
the parents of the youngsters who are currently in attendance at
the school, if they are working or if they are in any way connected
with anything where they are physically capable of coming to the
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school, that compensation in kind to either their employer or to
them for attending on a regular ,basis should be given, because I
think that a yourster who knows that his or her parent is on the
campus has a ' differenf attitude about what school is all
about in conjuntion with the home, and what the values are that
he has in the home and what the parents are trying to reinforce
from the school.

Many parents believe that if they send tbeir child to school, that
is enough; the school will take care of them. Put them in the hands
of the church,put them in the hands of the school, and somebody
will save them. That is net enough. They have to be there, but they
can't be there because they are trying to make a buck. I think that
most employers, if they could really be encouraged by the political
climate and political leaders to give release time to parents, if they
just gave them half a day a month, just that much, and we -knew
who was coming on what day, we could organize things for those
parents to do, places for them to be, the kids would see them on
campus, and the atmosphere would completely change. It changes
every time parents get to a school.

But we usually wait for crises to do it. You let somebody get
killed on a ichool campus, parents will turn out like crazy, and for
2 or 3 weks the atmosphere will calm doWn. But it is only in a
crisis.

To answer your question, yes.
Mr. HAWKINS. I have not had an opportunity to visit George

Wshington High School for the simple reason that it is not in my
district, and I pretty well confine myself to the schools in my dis-
trict. Under reapportionment, it is being added, so you probably
will have a visit from me very soon. But that is a prelude to the
question.

I have noticed in schools that I have visited a very serious disci-
pline problem. I have noticed the lack of security. I have seen what

' I would call policemen on the cainpus, and so forth. You have
painted what seems to be a different picture at your particular
school. In terms of security, let us say, would you say you have
and may I also indicate that I am not talking altogether about the,
students in the particular school. I have noticed outside groups
coming into the schoolyard, which seems to pose a more serious
problem. I don't know whether you have the same problem at
George Washington High, but if you do or don't have it, could you
explain to us in what way, then, can this problem be reached, espe-
cially that part of the problem which is imposed on the schoor by
outsider'§ coming onto the campus?

Mr. McKENNA. Outsiders do cause some problems in terms of the
campus. Most of the problems, I think, that come to a school come
from people who are not students at the school. The drug traffic
comes from the outside. It comes into the inside, but it starts with
the outside. Whatever comes on a campus is brought from the out-
side, either legally or illegally.

But what I think can cure much of that on the school campus is
the presence of the community on the campus in a paid capacity to
help police \their own schools, and if I use the word "police,' I don't
mean security, agents with guns. They don't prevent anything.
Their whole mindset is totally different. You will not be able to get

1 ? u
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security agents to stand at the front door every day, as a parent
would do, and in a gracious, humanistic way greet the parents and
welcome them to the school, aud that kind ø4 thing. Security
agents won't do that, and that is not what they are supposed to do.
They are supposed to make arrests, and things like that.

But that is after the- fact. I don't want kids arrested. I prefer
them not to do what they get arrested for. I would prefer that they
didn't have dope. But they don't make dope. They don't grow it.
They buy it from the professionals on the street. That is apolice
responsibility. And it is very interesting to note that PCP and
those kinds of things that are cooked in garages where they blow
up, that isn't done in Beverly Hills. They do cocaine in Beverly
Hills. In the black community it is the destructive, mind-destroying
kinds of' things that just throws your brain cells away. I am not
advocating that cocaine is easier on your brain, it is all detrimen-
tal; but there is a different kind of' permissiveness that occurs in
the black community from the police point of view.

But I am saying ,that we do need more parents on campus, and
we need to fund these things that will permit parents to become
involved, unless we are afraid that parents will make the school
change. If that is, the case, then maybe everything we have been
doing all along was wrong. Heaven forbid that we would ever
admit that.

Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you.
Mr. Jackson, during your remarks, you made reference to the

scarcity of' textbooks, a teacher shortage in terms of classrooms
without teachers, or unm.anned classrooms I think is the way yqu
phrased it. Are such data included in the remarks that you have
filed with the committee? The statement does include clarification
of' those?

Mr. JACKSON. No, the statement doesn't include the clarification.
Mr. HAWKINS. Are you actually suggesting that in the Los Ange-

les Unified School District that there is an absence of textbooks in
some of the classes?

Mr. JACKSON. I am. I am not suggesting it; it is a part of the
record.

Mr. HAWKINS. I appreciate the assistance from the audience, but
we will give you an opportunity. I maynot be agreeing or disagree-
ing. I am trying to clarify the statements for the record, because
we want the record to reflect the entirety of' what Is being said.

Mr. JACKSON. Would you allow me to clarify it?
Mr. HAWKINS. Certainly, Mr. Jackson.
Mr. JACKSON. The absence of textbooks and things I do not have

with me here, but it is a part of the court records and all of that
that canie through the so-called desegregation or integration proc-
ess. During-that whole process, an order came from one of the
judges asking the Los Angeles Unified School District to make a
slirvey of' the books that are missing or that are in the school dis-
trict, and then come up with it.

So the court demanded the record, the process was performed by
the Los Angeles Unified School District, and I can very easily
obtain that and give it to you. So it is not something that I
dreamed up.

91-11j. O-82--12
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Mr. HAWKINS. All we need is the citation as to the sources of the
remark so that it can be verified and action taken at least to do
something about it.

Mr. JACKSON. I can provide that. No problem. I can provide that.
Mr. HAWKINS. We will certainly appreciate that.
[Information referred to above, requested by subcommittee and

never received.]
Mr. HAWKINS. May I thank the three witnesses. You have been

excellent and very forthright. I think the fact that you.bring a lot
of experience to the statements that you have presented to the
committee is very helpful. There are many challenges that you
have made, and I think we have benefited tremendously by your
statements this afternoon.

I would like to commend each of you for the very courageous-4
hate to say that it takes courage sometimesbut for the very cou-
rageous positions that you have taken before this committee. You
have certainly given us a tremendous lift, I think, in terms of faith
in what is being done by dedicated individuals. So we certainly
commend you.

Mr. JACKSON. You said you were going to let me ask a question.
Mr. HAWKINS. Yes, Mr. Jackson.
Mr. JACKSON. What will this committee do once it leaves this

hearing? What is the intent of the committee, I think I would like.
to know?

Mr. HAWKINS. The committee is in th,e process of taking testimo-
ny on effective schools and effective practices within the schools.
The committee will make its recommendations to the full Commit-
tee on Education and Labor, which is chaired by, Mr. Perkins, who
was here this morning. It is expected that what is learned from
this series of hearings across the country, that these ideas once re-
fined and agreed to by a majority of the members of the committee,
will be incorporated in legislation.

We obviously En_ticipate that some legislation will be introduced
and that these ideas will be incorporated in that. In addition to
that, it is hoped that, through public discussions of the various
issues involved, that recommendations can be made through the
chairman of the committee to the Department of Education, if it is
continued, or to its successor, that we will, through <public hear-
ings, be able to influence decisions across the country.

You realize, of course, that in the field of education there is a
philosophy that it should be left to the people at the hical level and
that we should not be interfering in the process at the Federal
level. Whether that is controversial or not, obviously there are
some of us who do interfere to some extent, if you may call it inter-
ference..

Mr. JACKSON. Thank you.
Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Kildee may want to give a further answer.
Mr. JACKSON. I don't think he wants to talk to me.
Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you, Mr. Jackson, very much.
Mr. JACKSON. Thank yqu all for letting me come and talk to you.

I hope you do something after you leave.
Mr. KILDEE. You pay our salaries.
Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you.
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The firal panel,of witnesses on the schedule will consist of Ms.
,Gloria Sear Is, Executive Director of the International Children's
School; Mr. Raul Arreola, Executive Director of the Los Angeles
Unified School District Mexican-American Education Commission;
Ms: Sophia Esparza, president, Parents Involved in Community
Action; and Ms. Vicky Verches, president, East Los Angeles Mexi-
can4merican Educators Association.

Ms. Verches has had to cancel out.
What abonethe others? Ms. Sear Is and Ms. Esparza?
MS. ESPARZA. I am Sophia Esparza. E-s-p-a-r-z-a. Sometimes they

misspell it.
Mr. HAWKINS. It is spelled correctly..I mispronounced it.
MS. ESPARZA. Oh. Well, we will have to make you bilingual.
Mr. HAWKINS. You seem to be a good teacher, all right.%
I have two additional witnesses, Bob Frances, and Mr. Ron Rodri-

guez. You may be seated- now.
You may proceed.

STATEMENT OF GLORIA SEARLS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
INTERNATIONAL CHILDREN'S SCHOOL

MS. SEARLS. I am. Gloria Searls, from International Children's
School.

This school is particularly unique because it was created by par-
ents requesting it. Back in 1968I will go bask to 1966I had left
Los Angeles Unified School District to start a preschool Interna-
tional Children's' Center. I had 'done this with 22 years in public
school education and university education teaching behind me. I
had some very 'strong ideas about what young Children could do if
given opportunities to do it.

So I -created the International Children's Center. This school
became very, very successful as a preschool. The parents came to
me requesting first grade; second grade, and I responded by refer-
ring them to other schools, private schools. When they came back ,

not being able to get their children into the private schools, it was
then _that I told them, with your help, and if you will conunit-your-
self to-helping, we will start this school.

It took from 1968 until 1975 to build quite a fantastic school
which houses some 300 children, classrooms, science's, art, orches-
tra, gymnastics, dramatics, darkroom, all sorts of things. The most
-unique thing cbout it is that it is in the inner city. and it is the
kind of thing that children of the advantaged are exposed to, but
these are children from poor families who 'are able to attend this
school.

The other part about it is the fact that among our Children we
are, now getting the feedback after all these years what they are
doing in college. I think one of the most glowing things that I could
say is about one of our students who is 15 years old, a sophomore
at UCLA, and a Phi Beta Kappa candidate. We have students at
the University of WaShington, Fiske University, UCLA, Howard
University, Brandeis University, University of Massachusetts, most
on scholarehips.

When parents seek a school such as this, they are looking to
answer a need, and the need that we had, or rather, the need that
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we answered is that our school opens at 6:30 a.m..in the mornin
and it does not close until 6 p.m. in the evening. So the parent
bring their children there and gO on to work. We feel in one wa
we have answered the "key-around-the-neck child" from first grad
through ninth grade, because not only are they involved in ac
demic subjects, they are involved in afterschool subjects of the e
tended learning subjects, the orchestra, the drama, the scienc
projects, the things that I have mentidned.

The one thing that I have found that is a very prevailing thin
in education now is that a new family has emerged in our society
and people keep referring to the children, the 15-year-olds are doin
this, and the 12-year-olds are doing that. They do not look at th
fact that throughout our country we have an enormous percentag
of single parents. It is among the wealthy and it is among the no
wealthy. The children of poor parents are the minority parent
who are found in that particular status. They are still feeling 193
and 1940 reactions to family. ..

Quite often you will hear a teacher talk about a family,
mother, a father and a child. What we have had to do was teac
our children a mother and a child is a family, a father and a chil
is a family, a grandmother and a child is a family. We need to edu-
cate these people to this. I feel that the schools that are public and
that are out there for the children, because we are very unique, w1.3
are one small, private school in this setup, but the public scho 1
should also address that.

You can appeal td dignity in the chlidren, you can appeal to di
nity in their parents, if you give them the respect and dignity th t
they deserve. This is not being done that much in our present ed
cational philosophies and approaches. We still have the parent w o
is afraid to go to the school because quite often the principal or tte
teacher will refer to ,"Your child has no father," or to the fath r,
"Where is the mother," and we have got to deal with the fact t at
it is so many of them.

Within our own school we have a large percentage of chil4 en
with parents, two parents together, but a larger percentage of Chil-
dren with two parents who are not together. We must build dignity
and tin appreciation and an acceptance of that.

Our school facility is very unique. We built the school without
hallS, without bells. We created a beautiful, beautiful art classroom

- withlout a ceiling. It can rain and children can still go right out and
,haye art. We search to enjoy what California can give to us, the
beautiful sunshine and what not.

The school facility is bright and cheerful. It is built aro nd ai

pl4a. The children plant flowers, there is a stage, sunken laza,
groinds for them to play in and also to work in. It is not a huge
expanse of pavement that you so much see in the inner city for the
poor childrcn but you do not see it in other communities. I

Approximately once a year the staff, certain members of my
staff, will go with me to visit schools. Last year we visited four high
schools and junior high schools. One of them was Crenshaw /High.
It was very barricaded, and the children had very little to do. They
did a lot of sitting around, talking, and no doubt thinking Of mis-
chief because there was very little to challenge them. i

,
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We went to another school that I remember 20 years ago,
Vernon, Mount Vernon, that had been thought of as a school that
was in a lot of trouble. Today it is a very fabulous school. The
people working there, the principals, the teachers, have really
made it into an alive, wonderful place for youngsters.

We went to a school that 20 years ago had been considered one of
the fine, fine schools, Pasteur, where in a science room they had
put a pool table and the boys had their hats on backward shooting
pool, and on one wall they were allowing them to express them-
selves, and they were drawing a very horrible mural, and it was
very chaotic.

Then we went to Beverly Hills High School. I have never in my
life seen anything quite like it, not even at many colleges. They
have their own communications center, their own television stud-
ies, everything that you could think of.

I think the Federal Government should look at the fact that
schools should be equal for all children, whether 'they are Indian
children, immigrant children, black children, or \advantaged chir-
dren, ',.;ecause the moneys that are spent at Beverly Hills, a great
deal of it, I am sure, is the same kind of tax money that is spent at
Crenshaw High School.

So I merely want im say one or two things before I stop. The,
schools mugt be places for our children to want to learn in. There
has been a tremendous change in education and the role that it
must play for children. I think teachers must be helped to teach
children. They, themselves, must lae given assistance. They must
move from the textbook and go more into the textbook as well as to
teach children about what is currently happening in the world, be-
cause children need to know about the world. This is not a place
any more in our country where children are born in a community,
grow up in a community, marry in that community and die in that
community.

These children that we are working with, we are preparing them
for the 21st century, and they know that they are going to be going
to Africa and Europe and other places. So the teacher s role today
must be one to help them understand that world, to know what
OPEC is about, and how it is going to change so many things. In
our school during the OPEC crisis, even our first graders were in-
volved in a study of the Far East and the 'OPEC countries.

I think we should realize that for poor children there is a gap,
there is a tremendous gap, in education, and to close that gap you
need the parent. Our school could not be without the invnlvpmpnt
of our parents, without their dedication and their hard work. There
is very little that we do, and we are doing something all the time,
that does not involve parent participation. You must have that,
and you must also have teacher involvement and a closeness that
can exist between the threethe staff, the teacher, the child and
the parent.

I feel that some of the innovative things that we have done in
education have surpassed anything that I have ever dreamed of as
an educator. I hink that the problems that we are having in our
educational systems today throughout this country could well, look
at some of the working, successful, innovative programs that are
"operating..There can be an exchange of ideas of the accountabililty.
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Our children take the same sort of tests, California achievement
tests and the other tests that are given in public schools, and we
have a school where our children are in the 80th percentile of
learning in this State, which is almost unheard of in most of the
schools.

I would like to say that the International Children's School is im-
portant only because with parent's:and with people, we had no Govy
ernment money. We were able to create a very fantastic plan, a
very fantastic program that always involved community people,
community leaders, people who have soniething to contribute, to
bring thern into the school to motivate the children. We have very
few problems in this school. We have no narcotic problems. We
never have. We have a school that since 1975, I don't think we
have had one child to play hookey from 6:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. 5
days a week.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Gloria Sear ls follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF GLORIA SEARLS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, INTERNATIONAL

CHILDREN'S SCHOOL, Los ANGELES, CALIF.

What role exists fbi. the Federal akernment in facilitating quality education and
school success?.

That a criteria be set for all schools,tn America.no matter where they are and
who they are for, be it for the children of Indians, immigrants, the ghetto or the
privileged.

That the Federal Government assumes the role of keeper and perpetuator of
these schools.

That requirements. be made of States to distribute State funds and keep a bal-
anced method among communities where it may be necessary to teach parents'
about the educational got Is being set for their children.

The Federal Government should aid in promoting the realism of our present
family structure so that its existence is accepted with dignity. Programs shoud be
designed to assiit the huge percentages of single and poor families to have the same
status which seems automatic for the traditional family structure. Children and par-
ents must'be allowed a positive place in Ameritan life
What factors contribute to schools effectiveness?

The school facility.No longer can the-poor be housed in bleak and barren educa-
tional facilities. High standards of,respect between teacher and student should be
expected and required. Families must be encouraged to provide consistency in life
style for their children as well as themselves. They should be given the opportunity
to become a part of the American dream of living a good life.

Teachers should be made accountable for the charge of educating children beyond
the content of books.

The school and the learned should promote activities of discovery for parents and
children.

The new reality that has not been faced with dignity and respect is what makes a
family today. There should be a lot of counseling and guidance for single parents (in
groups for interaction,. There have been a few attempts made (sometimes unrealis-
tic and highly glamorized in films). There is so much confusion and loneliness with
this newly emerged single and often poor family.

People, parents and children need to feel good about themselves.

THE EXTENT TO WHICH SCHOOL CLIMATE f5 A CRITICAL ELEMENT IN THE LEARNING
PROCESS AND IN EDUCATIONAL QUALITY

There is indeed an educational evolution throughout America. The progress and
changes that are occurring inseur American society are happening so fast that
many adults do not comprehend this magnitude of change. It is difficult for people
to cope with life.

Our schools are obligated to assist teachers in learning the scope and the core of
these changes in order for them to fulfill the educational needs of the children.
There are adjustments to be made to worldwide development from the OPEC to

0
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man's discoveries in Science, space exploration and the broadening new techniques
of communication. Television and the technologies involved with all changes require
a different kind of career motivation. We must use current events as a strong teach-
er learning motivation tool. Teachers are obligated to make children become awareof world changes and world development.
HoW cal, we make our urban schools more instructionally effective for poor children?

By realizing that a gap of information exists among the poor.
By realizing and creating innovative methods to minimize that gap.
Teaching children by allowing them to do, see and thscover.
Bring in people to give informationfor career motivation.
By giving praise for achievement and effort.
By giving help when needed, rather than emphasizing failure.
By building upon those moments of happiness and helping to minimize the mo-ments of despair which children experience.
By doing whatever is necessary to help break failure syndroms that prevailamong poor children.
Yet, as an educator, I believe in America and its free educational system. Neverbefore in history has there been anything better.
Where poor children are concerned, I refuse to ever use the phrase or think that

"equal educational opportunities eXist for all". This phrase is an over used farce andthe shame of our country.
This meeting today before congressional representatives gives hope that it willcontinue to improve.

Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you. Ms. Esparza.

STATEMENT OF.SOPHIA ESPARZA, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
PARENTS INVOLVED IN COMMUNITY ACTION (PICA)

MS. ESPARZA. Thank you very much.
I am quite pleased to be here, and a little nervous as well, so

bear with me if I am not up to key in my speech today.
First of all, let me tell you a little bit about myself and then a

little bit about the organization that I represent and that will give
you an idea as to where I come from.

My name is Sophia Esparza, and I am the executive director of
an organization called PICA. The acronym stands for Parents In,
volved in Community Action. We have been in existence entering
into 'our 12th year. We started strictly as a voluntary organization
of parents In the Los Angeles Unified School District and now have
formed our own organization. So I am a paid staff member as well
as a .parent with a child in the Los Angeles Unified School District,
and. I was once a teacher in the Los Angeles Unified School District
and have long since left.

I was asked by your letter to come here and address the current
status of education in Los Angeles. I have attempted to do so from
a perspective that maybe is good and bad, so I may be lynched
when I Leave this table today, but it may give you a perspective, as
well, as to what is happening.

First of all, I don't know if anyone who has preceded me has
givEa you an idea of what the ethnic composition of this district is.

Mr. HAWKINS. Yes. That has been done several times.
Ms. ESPARZA. Wonderful. So then you know that the district bas

very rapidly become minority in the last 10 years and it is pre-
dominantly growing Hispanic. The school district has not released
its most current figures, but from the best estimations We figure 83percent of the entering kindergarteners are Hispanic youngsters,
most of them non-English speaking or limited English speaking. SoI will address that.

011 1 t,
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The quality of education in Los Angeles must be viewed with dif-
ferent -variables taken into account. Education in our community
does not exist in a vacuum or a void. Politics, dwindling financial
resources, changing social mores, and a diverse student population
affects the quality of education offered to children in our schools.

The Los Angeles Unified School District has all of these condi-
tions presently facing it and they are going to have to meet this
challenge in the future. The concern, at least from our perspective
in PICA, with regard to our school district mounts daily when we
read about school districts across the Nation, particularly on the
east coast, that are folding due to their fiscal responsibility.

Education has become a political battleground where public opin-
ion and prejudice govern and the education of children becomes ex-
pendable. Issues such as desegregation, bilingual education, and
balanced budgets are discussed without any forethought of what it
means to children and their future.

What makes for effective schools and school programs, especially
for poor and minority children? The answer isn't nev, and it isn t
an easy one to accomplish. Social sCientists and educational scien-
tists have written numerous volumes on the decline of urban
schools, and some of them have even posed answers as to What to
do with them. However, as a member of this school community and
as the executive director of this parent advocacy group, my view of
the LoS Angeles Unified School Distrirt may he a little different -

from what you have heard.
The decline of public schools has become the cry that is voiced

throughout all segments of our society. In Los Angeles, we have ex-
perienced something that may not hold true for the rest of the
Nation, and I urge you to keep this in mind when I speak to it.

In 1971, through active community pressure, reading improve-
ment was a LAUSD goal. At that time we called it the superinten-
dent's preferred reading program. The district set goals' for reading
gains. Each of the schools was to identify a set reading program
and carry it out for 5 years. We found out in the Los Angeles Uni-
fied School District that there were something like 361 different
reading programs. That means that almost every single elementary
school had_ different reading program and then it varied from
classroom to classroom. So if you were a teacher in the first grade,
you might have the Houghton-Mifflin Series, and if you were a
teacher in the fifth grade, you could have the Satayana Series, and
there was no one who wai, really, following or tracking reading.

So the Mexican-American Education Commissionand Mr. Ar-
reola is not here right now to address thisdecided that they were
going to push for the reading program to be a particularly impor-
tant area that we would concentrate our efforts in. The results in
Hispanic schools were somewhat startling. When reading scores
started, they were at the 15th percentile on the norm test of the
California test of basic skills. We saw an improvement districtwide
not only in the Minority schools but in the white schools as well,
and Hispanic schools at the end of a 5-year period had gone from
the 15th percentile in reading to the 35th. So we had in 5 years
managed to make a 20 percentile point in 'reading.

What has this effort shdwn us?' It clearly demonstrates that
teachers across the district weren't teaching reading, not in white
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schools, not in black schools, not in brown schools. When everybody
said let's start teaching reading, reading was being taught. I am
not saying they were doing a tremendous job, but they were doing
something.

It is also shown that through this program, the Los Angeles Uni-
fied School District has held steadfast at maintaining its reading
scores at the 35th reading percentile. Now, that is no :. to say that
there is not a school in this district that is reading at the 3d per-
centile and one that isn't reading at the 89th. We have one cchool
that is reading at the 95th percentile. But the average tight now in
this school district is about the 45th.

So while other systems are experiencing losses, the Los Angeles
Unified School District has held firm. That is not to say they are
doing a great job and everything is hunky-dory here. We are still
at national norm. But we have not experienced since 1975 a de-
cline, a steady decline that you see in other educational systems.
For this school district, reading has improved and math scores
show that this lastLear, particularly for non-English-speaking and
limited-English-spegking, students, reading has improved. This is
not- to negate that racial and ethnic and economic factors don't
come in .to bear on learning. It does demonstrate the teacher per-
ception and expectations make a difference. It also showS that the
presence or absence Of school violence -does contribute to school
staff behavior and child learning.

There is plenty of work ahead of us to improve learning. Howev-
er, I cannot in all honesty say that the decline of this school system
has occurred in the last, let's say, 5 to 7 years. We have held firm.
We have made no gain, but we haven't lost anything.

Los Angeles presently faces the following: A city that is undergo-
ing racial metamorphosis in terms of student population. Ethnical-
ly, the district has changed in the last 10 years from being 70 per-
cent white to being 83 percent minority. Linguistically, Los Angeles
has over 50 percent of the non-English- speaking or limited-Eng-
lish-speaking students in the entire State of California, and socially
and financially, parents in this district have changed from being
middle class to poor, unemployed, or underemployed, and in a large
number of cases they are new immigrant parents with few re-,-

sources and little knowledge or understanding of oustoms, lifestyle,.
and educational expectations that we have in this country.

The district, by virtue of its legal and political realities, has
made many parents face some very hard truths. Among them are
that minority parents and children are net represented adequately
by the present board of education; second, that parents lack local
control of schools due to a desegregation court order and/or little
access to their politically elected officials. By this I mean that our
present school board is recalcitrant. They don't care about any
.other child in this school district except White children, and they
have been so caught up with the desegregation court order, fight-
ing it, that they have not paid any attention to learning at all in
this district since we have been under court ruling. They have been
so busy stopping busing that they don't know what else to do.

Yet when the child learns or doesn't learn, the parents must face
the failure of an educational system that they weren't responsible
for and had no access to. These hard realities of life for both par-
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ents and school staff often lead to confrontive rather than coopera-
tive exchanges, and they seem to be fighting one apinst the other.

I am not able to take you through a magical tour of this school
-.district on a carpet ride, but if we could, and if your child were
Hispanic and presently attending the Los Angeles Unified School
District, this is probably what he or she would confront: Attend-
ance at a segregated school. Our school is under court order to in-
stitute a voluntary desegregation plan. I am not trying to be dis-
paraging to the Los Angeles Unified School District or its staff, but
even if "everyone in this district wanted to desegregate, the plan
would not be feasible. We cannot accommodate all minority chil-
dren in a desegregated setting due to the decline of white students
in this district.

That child would probably be in an overcrowded school. Hispanic
schools are severely overcrowded. I have an example here. My
Xerox machine broke down, so I have only one copy. This demon-
strates how the conditions are in some of these schools, and I have
given you an example.

Hoover Elementary, that is only abotft 35 miles away from here,
was built for 400 children. The campus currently houses 2000
youngsters. It is on a year-round schedule. It is on double session,
and they are busing out youngsters. It is interesting, you will note,
that they are busing out youngsters from Hoover. If you decide
that you want tO stay in your local neighborhood school, you prob-
ably would have to attend an overcrowded school because there is
no vacancy within a 10- to 15-mile radius of our severely over-
crowded schools, so our kids have to ride buses for 40 to 45 min-
utes.

It isn't limited to the elementary level. Belmont High School is
busing 1,100 youngsters .out of its high school. That is an entire

- high school that is rolling on buses to another area of the Los An-
geles Unified School District because of the severe overcrowding.

Even if you do stay at your local neighborhood school and you
aren't bused, if that is what some parents wantmy child is riding
on the PWT bus right now, so I have nothing against it; I am just
using it as an exampleand if your child is non-English speaking
or limited English speaking, the quality of education further dimin-
ishes. There are not enough bilingual programs, there are not
enough bilingual teachers or bilingual teacher aides to provide a
meaningful bilingual program. The dearth of bilingual materials
available is criminal. We have nothing with which to teach them.

I am not even addressing the quality of the materials that we do
have. We just don't even have enough. Mr. Jackson mentioned that
there were no textbooks. If there are no textbooks in English, be
assured that there are no textbooks in any other languge, be it Chi-
nese, Cantonese, Filipino, or Spanish.

The LAUSD is in noncompliance with the Office of Civil Rights
with regard to LAU remedies. During the desegregation court case,
the judge heard testimony that 60 percent of all LES/NES young-
sters in this school district were receiving no program assistance-
60 percent.

With all of this in mind, you can see the phenomenal task before
the district. Any gains that have been made in this district have
been in spite of the board of education. It is our belief at PICA that

1
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children, regardless of race, creed, or color, can learn to read, can
learn to write, and can learn to compute if teachers simply taught
them to do so. The reality is that they are not being taught.

We recognize that poor children have not had and are not given
full access to equal opportunities, and therein is our present prob-
lem. I earlier stated that public opinion was the one that governed
our schools. It is public opinion that now wants to destroy our
public school system. The white public sees no vested interest or
wish to educate minority children. They perceive public schools as
being maintained for the benefit of the poor and the minority.

We have problems, but in Los Angeles, in spite of so many prob-
lems and tremendous obstacles, we have been able to maintain,
hold a holding pattern, if you will, instead of declining. Recognizing
all of this, I would urge the subcommittee not to forget the role of
the Federal Government. One of you asked that of Mr. Jackson
earlier. It has been through Federal law and mandates thai minor-
ity and poor parents have been able to fight local repressive and
discriminatory pol icies.

I would further recommend that the committee take a real hard
look at current moneys and how the States will allocate these dol-
lars. I am very fearful that they are going to not work to the bene-
fit of poor and minority youngsters.

Bilingual education is to sunset in Washington in 1984 if I am
not mistaken. So the rumor goes. Bilingual programs have been cri-
tiqued, reviewed, and researched, yet we have only had them for a
period of and in actual existence across the Nation possibly about 7
years. The first 3 years were implementation programs. Maybe we
have had a program now for 7 years, yet rio one has really begun
to look at the ineffective ways that other moneys have been spent.

I don't mean to earmark title I moneys, but title I moneys I
think have in a sense helped us and in a sense really hurt us be-
cause it is the welfare mentality that has been created in the
school districts and the school district staffs by receiving title I
money. You get title I money because your kids are not reading at
a certain level. Once the kid jumps over that certain level, or the
whole entire school, the school loses the money. In many cases, it
behooves school districts to maintain kids not reading in order to
get that Federal,dollar.

So rather than to give remedial money, why don't you give en-
richment money.? I think it would really begin to alter teacher per-
ception.

When the Federal budgets are balanced, please don't do it at a
constituency of children who don't -haVe fobbyists. Somebody said
that they don't. They really don't have anyone to speak for them,
and many times parents don't know how to speak, at least minor-
ity parents who come from a different country and are really
coming, and buy hook, line, and sinker the American dream and
the fact that everybody can fall in and learn, and pull yourself up
by your bootstraps. In many cases people don't have even boots by
which to pull themselves up.

The ultimate question, one of the questions you asked, is:,What
is a successful educational program for poor children? You saw Mr.
McKenna sitting here before you. It is clear. All you need is asgood
strong administrator who understands the community, who is sen-

co4
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sitive to it, who can relate to it. A principal who can, in turn, moti-
vate and inspire his teachers to teach, and if they are unable to do
so, if he has the courage, or she has the courage, to-miive them out.

What does the future hold for our children in public ed cation?
Only that which you, the Congress and the Senate and thi Nation
will mandate of local districts. The role of the Federal Gov rnment
becomes increasingly more important.

At this point I would like to mention one thipg: If yOu .follow
local school boards, I know that one gets caught up with the unem-
ployfrient rate and all the other things, but if you were to look at
local school boards, if you were to take a good, hard, steadfast look
at our school board, I think you would see that they are bigoted,
they just don't give a damn. When I see Miss Weintraub, when she
was president of the board, stand before us and say to us, minority
parents, "What has happened to our children?" She wasn't talking
about my child. She was talking about white children in the valley
who she said had flown the coop. When you see Mr. Bartman, who
refuses now, as board president, to consolidate and close underuti-
lized schools, and he doesn't want to bus white youngsters a mile
and a half from Prairie Elementary to Hesby Elementaryit is
only a mile and a half; he doesn't want to consolidate those two
schools.

Our title I moneys, the ones that you give us and our local
schools supplant, we pay for coordinators, for principals, out of that
Federal dollar, while they take money out of the general fund to
maintain a principal at $45,000 a year for only 150 kids out in the
valley. We, the minority youngsters, my child, maintains that. And
he can sit there and he can say to us that he will not bus those
children a mile and a half because the school semester has started,
because it would disrupt their educational experience. And my
child has to go either to an overcrowded school, has to either
attend half-a-day sessions, or he has to ride the bus for 45 minutes.
I tell you, there is something inequitable here.'

But I don't want to leave you with the idea that your Federal
dollar has done nothing. Your Federal dollar has opened the eyes
of many parents. Your Federal dollar has in many cases provided
for programs that this school board would not provide otherwise.
But when people tell you that your Federal dollar is wasted and
that our schools are declining, I tell you that you do have success
to some degree, a small degree, in Los Angeles. And when you go
back to Washington and yod revamp your entire educational pro-
gram, or whoever allocates Federal moneys, I would really urge
you to get staff that beginsto look at the west coast with eyes, be-
cause social scientists wrife about education on the eastern sea-
board of thiS Nation and all that happens to children on the east-
ern seaboard. Research is rarely done oh the west coast, and when
moneys come to be allocated, they aren't given to this school dis-
trict over here.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Sophia Esparza follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OE SOPHIA ESPARZA, EXECUTIVE DIRECTLR, PARENTS INVOLVED
IN COMMUNITY ACTION .

The status and quality of education in Los Angeles must be viewed with all varia-bles taken into account. Educatio does not exist in a void or vacuum. Politics,
dwindling financial resources, ch ing social mores, and a diverse student popula-
tion affects the quality of educatio offered to children in our schools.

The Los Angeles Unified School District has all of these conditions facing it pres-ently and in the future. The concern over the future of our school district mounts
daily when we, read.how our districts, across the nation have fared.

Education has become the political battle ground where public opinion and preju-dice govern and the education of children becomes expendable. Desegregation, bilin-gual education, and balanced budgets are discussed without any forethought of whatit means to children and their future.
What makes for effective schools and school programs especially for poor and mi-nority children? The answer isn't new or an easy one to accomplish. Social and edu-

cational scientists have written numerous volumes on the decline of our urban
school systems. Many of them have even posed solutions.

As a member of this school community and as executive director of a parent advo-cacy group, my view of Los Angeles Unified Schools may be somewhat different
° from what you ve heard or read.

.The decline of public schools has become a cry that is voiced by all segments of
our society. In Los Angeles, we have experienced something that may not hold truefor the rest of the Nation. In 1971, through active community pressure, reading im-provement was a LAUSD goal. The district set goals for reading gains. Each schoolwas to identify a set reading program and carry it through for 5 years. The resultswere that Hispanic schools started with reading scores of 15 percentile on the
normed test (California Test of Basic Skills, CTBS). We saw an improvement and
increase district-wide, not only in minority schools but white schools as well..His-
panic schools were reading at the 35th percentile at the end of the 5 years.

What has that effort shown us? It clearly denionstrated that teachers weren'tteaching reading in any school. It also has shown that through that program,LA`USD has held steadfast in maintaining a 35 percentile in reading scores. Sowhile other school systems were experiencing a loss, we in Los Angeles held firm.
This year LAUSD has improved reading and math scores for NESLES youngsters.This is not to negate that racial, ethnic, and economic factors don't come to bear onlearning. It demonstrates that teacher perception and expectations do make a differ-

ence. The presence or absence of school violence does contribute to school staff be-havior and child learning. There is plenty of work ahead to improve learning. How-
ever, one cannot in all honesty say that schools have declined or deteriorated in thisschool system.

Los Angeles presently faces the followint:
A city undergoing a radical metamorphosis in-it's student population.
Ethnically, the District has changed in the last 10 years from being 70 per-cent to being 83 percent minority.
Linguistically, Los Angeles has a little over 50 percent of all Non-English or

Limited-English speaking students in the entire state of California.
Socially and financially, parents in the District have changed. from being,

middle class to poor unemployed, or underemployed. In a large number of cases,
they are new immigrant parents with fewer resources and little knowledge or
understanding of our customs, life styles and educationally expectations.The district by virtue of legal and political realities has made parents confront

some hard truths. Among these are that minority parents and children are not rep-resented adequately by the present board of education members; parents lack localcontrol of schools due to desegregation court order and/or little access to their elect-
ed officials. Yet, when the child learns or doesn't, parents must face the failure of
an educational system they weren't responsible for.

These hard realities of life for both parents and school staffs often lead to confron-tive rather than cooperative exchanges. They seem to be fighting across purposes.
We are unable to take a magical carpet ride, through Los Angeles. However, if wecould and if your child were Hispanic and presently attending LAUSD, this is whathe or she would probably confront.
(1) Attendance at a segregated school. Our district is under court order to insti-tute a voluntary desegregation plan.1 am not Being disparaging to the LAUSD.Even if everyone wanted to desegregate every school, the 'plan would be unfeasible.

We can not accommodate all minority.children due to the decline of white students.
`..
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(2) It would probably be an overcrowded school. Hispanic schools are severely
overcrowded, (Exhibit As an example, Hoover Elementary was built to accommo-
date 401) children. The campus currently houses 2000 plus on a year round schedule,
double session and bus out on the voluntary plan: One option may be to attend a
different school, but the bus ride would be 40 to 45 minutes long. There is no school
in the immediate area with vacancies. The situation of over crowding isn't limited
to elementaries. Belmont High School buses 11)0 children to another school.

(3) However, regardless, if he attends a neighborhood school or is bused, if your
child is NES-LES the quality of his education is further diminished. There are not
enough bilingual teachers, teacher aides to provide a meaningful program. The
-dearth of bilingual materials is criminal. We won't even address the quality at this
point. LAUSD is in non-compliance with the office of Civil Rights. During the deseg-
regation court case, evidence was presented that tiO percent of all NES-LES stu-
dents were receiving no services. I suspect we must augment that figure due to the
increase in this student population and the lack of gains in hiring bilingual person-
nel, (Exhibit

With the foregoing in mind, we can see the phenomenal task before this district.
It has often been in spite- of the district that anything has been accomplished. Yet,
children regardless of race, creed or color can learn to read, write and compute if
they are simply taught.

We recognize that poor and minority children 'have not and are not given full
access to equal opportunities. And th74-ein is our present problem. I earlier stated
that public opinion governs our schools. It is public opinion that now wants to de-
troy our public school system. The white public sees no vested interest or wish to

lucate minority children. They perceive public schools as being maintained for the
benefit of the poor and the minority. Yes, we have problerns. But in Los Angeles, we
have fought tremendous obstacles that other declining school systems have not
faced or been challenged with.

Recognizing all of this, I would urge this subcommittee not to forget the role of
the Federal Government. It has been through Federal law and mandates that mi-
nority and poor parents have been able to fight local repressive and discriminatory
policies.

I would further recommend that the committee take a hard look at current Feder-
al moneys and how the States will allocate these dollars. Bilingual education is to
sunset in 19S4. Bilingual programs have been éritiqued, reviewed and researched.
They have been said to be ineffective and provide little benefit to students. I would
urge that same review process to be used with title-I moneys. The welfare mentality
that results from maintaining children at a "non-functional level" so as to keep the
-money is terribly damaging. Allocate money to enrich, not to remediate learning
programs.

When Federal budgets are billanced, don't do it at the expense of a constituency
of:children who can't lobby.

Ultimately, one of your questions was what is a successful educational program
.for poor children. A school needs a strong administrator. A principal who can moti-
vate ancf inspire-his teachers to teach children. A principal .who ultimately makes
them teach.

What dbesthe future hold for our children and public education? ()illy that which
the Federal Government will mandate local districts to do. The role of the Federal
Governinent is increasingly more important.

EXHIBIT NEP/TEACHERS IN ADMINISTRATIVE AREA 6

Total

LEP NEP
'Spam?.

Tidal
LEP NEP

others

Leaner;
,eve,

rea cner
B

Teta,

EheteactBis tiNeed2orP.
reacher
vs Need

Or

Students
without
teacher

Albion Street 186 2 0. 0 0 9 3 9 3 186

Ann Street 180 l 3 1 4 9 0 5.0 100

Belvedere 604 o 16 4 20 ' 30 2 10.2 204

Breee Street 306 6 5 11 15.3 4.3 85

Bridge Street 2% 9 5 0 0 14 3 14 3 '286

Brooklyn Avenue 227 0 7 3, 10 11 4 1 4 27

Bushnell Way 31 9 3 1 4 1.5 !- 2.5 0

Castelar 143 484 0 0 0 7 2 7.2 143

City Terrace 172 2 30 0 30 8 6 4- 21 4 0

Dacotah Street 4-15 14 it' 0 0 22 3 22.3 445

Eastman Avenue ) 754 0 19 9 28 37 7 9.7

q,

194
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EXHIBIT 11.-LEP NEP./TEACHERS IN ADMINISTRATIVE AREA 6-Continued

total
LEP/NEP

Spanish

Total
LEP/NEP

eth ers

Teachers
A level

Teache rs

B level

Total

Teachers

A

Need Tpi
20

Teacher
vs Need

4- or

Students
without
teacher

El Serena 274 6 9 1 10 13.7 3.7 74
Euclid Avenue 447 25 0 0 0 22.4 22.4 447
Evergreen Avenue 475 0 0 0 0 23.8 23.8 475
Farmdale 225 57 0 0 0 11.3 11.3 225
First Street 334 5 4 7 11 16.7 5.7 114

*Ford Boulevard 547 0 0 0 0 27.4 27.4 547
Fourth Street 305 3 0 0 0 15.3 15.3 305
Gates Street 467 45 13 7 20 23.4 +3.4 0
Glen Alta 193 97 '- 0 0 0 9.7 9.7 193
Griffin Avenue 160 13 0 0 0 8.0 8.0 160
Harnmel Street 555 2 0 0 0 27.8 27.8 555
Harrison 373 1 5 7 12 18.7 6.7 133
Hillside 334 % 34 0 0 0 16.7 16.7 334
Humphreys Avenue 509 0 0 0 0 25.5 25.5 509
Huntingtorl Drive 420 13 28 2 30 21.0 9.0 0
Kennedy,'Robert F 358 0 20 2 22 17 9

.+
+4.1 0

Lane, Robert Hill 29 27 0 0 0 1.5 1.5 29
Latona, Avenue 102 14 2 7 9 5.1 +3.9 0
Lorena Street 617 1 0 0 0 30.9 30.9 617
Malabar Street 380 0 19 6 25 19.0 +6.0 0
Marianna Avenue 160 0 4 3 7 8.0 20
Multnom- . ... . 47 3 1 0 1 2.4' 4.0.4 27
Murchison Street 544 0 0 0 0 27 .2 27.2 544
Rowan Avenue 716 0 0 0 0 35.8 35.8 716
Riggin 64 0 0 3 3 3.2 +.2 0
Second Street ......... .. 435 7 40 1 41 21.8 +19.2 0
Sheridan Street 647 3 0 0 0 32.4 32.4 647
Sierra Park ;. 256 17 0 0 0 12.8 12.8 256
Sierra Vista 114 9 6 2 8 5.7 2.3 114

' Soto Street . . ..... ., 310 0 1 0 0 15.5 15.5 310
Utah Street 468 b 5 3 8 23 4- 15.4 308
Riggin Magnet Center . .. 11 0 2 1 3 .6 +2.4 0

total .. .... . . 14.210 812 242 78, 311 355 9 469.1 9,330

Note 7Teacher to pupil need is based on 20 students Or two-thirds of normal class size of 30

EXHIBIT II -LEP NEP/TEACHERS IN ADMINISTRATIVE AREA 2

Total
LEP/NEP

Spanish

Total
LEP/NEP
all others

Teachers

A tesel

Teachers

6 level

Total
Teach A

B

Need IP/ Teacher vs
Need +

or

StudeA
without
teachers

Ascot Avenue 99 0 1 . 2 3 5.0 2.0 40
Bryson Avenue 142 5 1 2 3 7.1 4.1 82
Compton Avenue 20 0 0 0 0 1.0 1.0 20
Corona Avenue 596 14 140 3 17 29.8 12.8 256
Elizabeth 'Street 653 27 5 3 .8 32.7 24.7 494
Fishburn Avenue 487 10 9 2 11 24.4 13.4 268
Florence Avenue 657 0 12 6 18 32.9 14.9 298
Graham 293 0 20 0 2 14.7 12.7 253
Grape Street 49 0 1 1 3 2.5 .5 29
Hellothrope 552 3 1 2 3 27.6 ." 24.6 492
Holmes Avenue 38 0 1 0 1 1.9 .9 18
Hooper Avenue 280 0 3 0 3 1470 11.0 220
Liberty Boulevard 709 .0 5 7 12 35.5 23.5 469
Eillian Street 322 0 7 5 12 16.1 4.1 82
Loma Vista Avenue 632 4 16 6 22 31.6 9 5 192
McKinley Avenue 0 0 0 0 0. 0 0 0
Middleton Street__ . 1,058 14 0 0 0 52.9 52.9 1,058
Miles Avenue a 558 10 21 2 23 27.9 4.9 98
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EXHIBIT II.-LEP NEP/TEACHERS IN ADMINISTRATIVE AREA 2-Coatinued

Total
LEP/NEP

*Spamsh

Total , s s IP/
LEP/NEP 'eacuers 'eacuers

A level B level
TeTacothI A

all others & B
20

Teacher vs
Need +
or -

Students
without
teachers

Miramonte

Nevin Avenue

,39th-Street

92nd Street

96th Street
Illth Street
109th Street

102nd Street

116th Street

112th Street
Park Avenue

.Parrnalee Avenue.

.Ritter

Russell

San Gabriel Avenue

Stanford Avenue

State Street
Tweedy

Vernon City

Victoria Avenue

Wadsworth Avenue

Weigand Street .. .......
Wwdlawn Avenue

San Pedro Street
20th Street

111th St. Magnet
112nd St. Magint

Total

784

246

0

73

38
46

0

35

0

3

392

415

35

.79

252

867

325

142

129

359

194

59

366

648

403

0

1

13,027

1

1

1

1

164

24

ii

159 71

3

0

218

39.2

12.3

0

3.7

1.9

2.3

O

1.8

0

.2

19.6

20.8

1 8

3:4

12.6

43.4

16.3

7.1

6.5

18.0

9.7

2.5

18.3

62.4

20.2

0

0

651.6

7.2

10.3

0

3.7

1.9

1.3

0

.2

0

.2

7.6

16.8

.8

3.4

12.6

43.4

16.3

4.1

6.5

1$.0

8.7

1.5

18.3

20.4

23.2

0

14

20

7

3

2

15

33

1

7

25

86

32

12

35

17

3

36

40

26

,.,-433.6 18,695

Note -Teacher to pupil need is based on 20 students or two thirds of normal class size of 30

Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you, Ms. Esparza.
' Let us hear briefly from the other two witnesses, and then we
will question all of them together.

Mr. Francis, Bob Francis?

STATEMENT OF BOB FRANC&
Mr. FRANCIS. Thank you very much, Congressman Hawkins and

subcommittee_l appreciate the opportunity to speak to you today
and I am going to address myself to parent participation in schools.
That is what I am all about.

Let me give you a little background, just a brief background, on
Bob Francis.

I spent 20 years in the Army playing trombone, and I spent an-
other 10 years with the Government doing other things overseas. I
came here to Los Angeles in 1971 and entered my children into Los
Angeles city schools, at the 99th Street school. Ever since then, for
the last 10 years, I have been involved in the schools. Right now I
am a member of the advisory at Brett Hart, one of those fine
schools that Mr. McKenna talked about, Gompers Junior High
School, and Locke High School. I have been at Locke forthe last 6
years.

Fortunately, just on my birthday on the 4th of November, to
show you how we are advancing, there are not many men that par-
ticipate in the schools. Just on Wednesday, the 4th of November,.I

$wo
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am so proud to say we haa an election on the advisory, and out of
the five positions we had four men to do this. Now, the ladies tell
me, out of all the years, they have never had this. But this is the
progress.

Now, I think Bob Francis had something to do with that because
I have been talking to men. For the Ist. 8 years, I have been in-
volved in Project Follow-Through. President Reagab caused me to
tetire because he has taken the job away from me, so now I am
retired from Los Angeles city schools. But during those 8 years, we
have organized, if you wish, Men's Clubs, or Dads Clubs. SoMe

schools call them Dads Clubs. This is parent participation.
We had 15 schools involved, 9 in South Central and 6 on the East

Side. The black and brown we used to call them. We had a pro-
gram where we would take those 15 schools on a camping trip
during the summer. Now4 we are not talking about using all of

your Government moneys to do this. We had a lot of parent volun-
teers. We, had some teachers, but most of this was parent volun-
teers. We would go out on a Friday, stay until Sunday morning,
and then come back. Monday we would start getting ready. We did
this for five weekends.

To make a long story short, we did this on snow trips with 15
schooli on the weekend, the same thing. Now, what we were doing

was giving children, boys and girls in Los Angeles city schools in
that particular area, in the inner city, the opportunity to see men
doing their thing, so to say. These are children without fathers in
the home, and we were giving them a father image. I think we
were successful, because we would settle some discipline problems
in the schools because these children were looking forward to going

on some of those trips. So what we would do, we would have the
teacher identify 'some of these problem children, the children that
didn't have fathers in their hOmes, and we would do this.

At Washington High School, as far as the parents are concerned,
the Dads Club and the parents, we had a carnival over there. Now,

this is in the violent area. A lot of people said, "You ,can't have this
in that area. You can't have a'carnival in that area. You have too

many gangs." Sure we had gangs, but the community wanted this,
and we rounded the community up and the community walked

around the grounds and we had no problems with gangs as far as
Washington High School was concerned.

We had a carnival at Fremont High School. We did the same
thing. No problem. At Wadsworthwe are talking about three dif-
ferent years. In 1979, at an elementary school, we had a .carnival
and a Christmas party, with parents being involved. Through the
parents, they went to businesses and Mattel and got toys. We gave

away 2900 toys for the children of these nine schools in Follow-
Through. Then we even gave the parents 50 gifts, single gifts. We

had them wrapped.
So these are some of the positive things that parents do in the

schools...That is why I would not like to see the parent involvement
in the schools be disseminated. Right now Washington High School,
Brett Hart, and 95th has this program going now, and my little girl
is at Brett Hart. The principal wants the parents tO come in and
evaluate the program. He wants this. He doesn't want to keep the
parents out. He wants this, because he feels that outside eyes can
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see some of the things that they don't see. So he welcomes this, and
we are going to do this.

At Locke High School, I encourage parents to go to Locke. I go to
Locke every morning because I have a problem with the students
not going to class on time. So every time I see this, I just go to the
assistant principal and I say, "Hey, what is going on here?" Then
the whole staff comes out and they start getting the kids to class.
So now they have a program because I have gotten some parents to
come there and watch. This is what you have to do at the schools.
The parents have to come and be watchdogs, if your children are
going to get a good education.

Some of the principals do mind it, but a lot of the principals
don't mind you doing that because they welcome the help of the
parents. So I think we are doing a pretty good job as parents, and I
don't think we should be denied the privilege of coming into the
school and helping. Now, I know the Government says "Keep going
to the schools, but they do need some of the moneys. We have
found out that in the compensatory education, the community
aides that are hired with that compensatory education money, a lot
of those aides have gone back to school and have gone to college
and have become teachers. I can name four or five right in the
inner city. I know of three that came from 99th Elementary School
who have gone back. And incidentally, they are damn good teach-
ers, because a couple of them have had my children.

So I could give you a lot of history about parent participation in
the inner city schools. It is just too bad that I can only go to four. I
wish I could go to all of them, but I can't spread myself that thin.
But there are things going on. I talk to other parents, and there
are some other parents in other schools that want to see this done,
and they hang in there in those schools.

I had a couple of other things here, and then I will be through.
The gifted at Locke. You see, when we talk about compensatory,

we don't want to talk about the gifted. Now, this is a pathetic
thing. If the gifted needs to use a machine at a school and it is title
I, the first thing they say, "Hey, the gifted can't use this because it
is title I moneys. You can't use this if it is _title I moneys." What is
the difference? All of 'the children are getting an education. This is
something that needs to be straightened out.

Gifted parents, when they have meetings, they line the walls.
That is how interested they are. And they have no problems with
their children. So this is one of the things we have to look at. Some
of those guidelines that you have to use in spending that money is
too tight. And please, please, don't let that money get in the hands
of the board of education or else we are gone.

Thank you.
Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you, Mr. Francis.
Mr. Rodriguez, you indicated you wanted' to make a statement.

Would you try to be as brief as possible?

STATEMENT OF' RON RODRIGUEZ

Mr. RODRIGUEZ. First, I am a parent at Gates Street School. We
are presently on year-round. Gates Street School was built for 500
students. Let me say that Gates Street School is in East Los Ange-
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les. It wiis built for 500 students, a few extra rooms were gut into
it, they upped the capacity to 800 students, and now there are 1,200
students.

We were put on year-round, and my analogy to what year-round
is like a family having a house and the house is not big enough for
them, and instead of building a bigger house somebody comes and
tells that family-to live thPre in shifts. That is what they are doing
to our kids right now. You are having kids out in the streets all
year-round. You have kids like my kids. My kids'just came back
from a 3-week vacation, but let me tell you that my kids didn't go
to a year-round school all summer long. We boycotted the year-
round school all summer long. We just received a letter from the
superintendent of schools saying that he is going to promise to take
us off year-round.

The reason that they are going to promise to take us off year-
round is because of, as I said, this boycott. four hundred parents,
we voted twice. They asked us to vote. One of the votes was four-
hundred against, 8 for year-round. Year-round was still implement-
ed ae Gates Street School. We are wondering, you know, 'Why in
tile hell did they ask us to vote?"

But through the pressure, -like I said, the pressure. that we put
on, we have a promise that we are going to be taken off.

What I would like to speak about, I agree with what we have
heard. We , have heard really, great people. We have heard Rita
Walters. We have heard other teachers, Mr. McKenna. I, can't
really add too much to what they have said. The only thing I could
really add is that I live in the community. I know what is happen-
ing right now. Like right here we are maybe fairly sophisticated,
some of us educated people, trying to do something.

Right now in my community, my friends are getting loaded with
drugs right now, because there isn't anything else. And their little
brothers and sisters are getting loaded with drugs. Right now it is
Friday night. They are trying to line up the beer. They are trying
to line up the wine right now, because the only thing there is in
our community right now is tLe drugs and the street.

There is a double standard in the society. The double standard is
getting big. You think I teach my kids to say the Pledge of Alle-
giance, justice for all? My kids do not say the Pledge of Allegiance.
I do not say the Pledge of Allegiance. Maybe that is shocking to
you, but when you see my school filled, for 500 students, having
1,200 students in it now, where we have a grammar school 10 min-
Ines away that has 250 students on 9 acrgs, where ours is 1,200 for
3 acres, is it a coincidence that the other sehool is predominantly
white and our school is predominantly Mexican and` Latino and
Asian'?

I do not think it is a coincidence. We could see these contradic-
tions. We could see these double standards. We could see it when
the board of education, they were outraged, they were outraged
with busing and integration, except for Rita Walters. The rest of
the board of education was outraged, adamant what was happening
to their kids. What happened to their sense of outrage? Where is
their sense of disgust now?

My kids, the parents, we are the ones that are outraged now. We
are the ones that are demanding change. My kids go. to those
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schools. We could see what is happening. When I was a product of
thoSe schools, when I went to college I had to study twice as hard
to just be on an equal level with the students who were coming out
of the other high schools. My high school did not prepare me for a
'college education. I had to struggle. I had to struggle intensely to
try to get through college. In fact, I had to start at a junior college
just so I could get into a State college.

So what do-we-find now? We find these double standards. You
find kids, that don't have anything but the streets'. I was a youth
counselor for 4 years, with a gang worker. That was a CETA pro-
gram. We were terminated. We used to take kids out, like the gen-
tleman was saying here. We used to take them out to outings, and
the kids responded to that. There aren't any more programs like
that now. I am serious when I say there is only the drugs and the
streets there.

People are talking about what is wrong With the kids. They are
shooting up each other. I have friends that are dying. I have
friends that have died. I have had friends that have overdosed. I
have best frienas that have overdosed because of what we find in
the schools and what we find in the communities. We'are tired of
this. And what we see, the kids go home and on television they see
other people with their finehave every sort of social mobility,
able to buy yachts, able to buy boats,- able to buy new cars. They
see it all arsound them.

Do you think these kids are going to stay in these communities?
Do you think they are going to stay there and be content with
what they have? Hell, no, they are not. Even though I don't agree
.with this article that was written a ,couple of months ago in the
Los Angeles Times about the marauders from the inner cities, it is.
fact. But it is a fact that these kids from these communities are not
staying in these communities any more. Remember Ribicoff's
daughter that was shot? People in the communitA, my friends,
these little kids, they ddn't care. They will come and shoot you.
They will come and shoot you out in the street just to take $5 out
of your pocket, and maybe not ey3n to take that $5; just, like we
say in Spanish, for a jugada, for fun, because they have been op-
pressed, they have been going through a violent system, they have
seen a school system that doesn't give a damn about them, so they
don't give a damn about anybody else..

So the only thing that I can see now is, we haye the ideas, we
have the creative ideas. It is too bad Mr. McKenna is not our Presi-
dent; not the president of the board of education, but the President
of the:United States. We have ideas, we have creative ideas. We
could take, like we were saying about the parents, the parents
coming down and working with the schools, we see that. Right now,
if we were in the schools and we had a larger say-so, we could deal
with the violence. Like right now we have high school students,
why can't we get creative programs, have these high school stu-
dents come down and work with the junior high school kids, their
brothers and sisters that are getting out of line..They would keep
them in line.

We could have these high school programs and pay these high
school kids. We could pay kids that are out on the streets doing
nothing, have them come back in the schools, have them come back
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and learning. Gentlemen, right in the very age that we are living
in, the very thing we need the most is more money and more pro-
grams, but the very opposite is happening. They are taking them
away.

I don't want to say this, but it is true. It is like Nero. We are
fiddling, and the society is burning around us. In society, there has
been a solvent poured over 'the society and it has loosened the
social cohesiveness. You can see that people no longer believe. I re-
member 5 or 10 years ago that people believed in this system, but
when we had a President of the United Stales take the Constitu-
tion and come back to the White House and get invited back to the
White House for a dinner, whereas, where I was working in pro-
grams and kids that were ditching school were being handcuffed by
the cops like that, and taken in, how can we tell kids to have re-
spect for a system that handcuffs them for ditching school when
the ex-President of the United States broke the Constitution and
gets invited back?

Gentlemen, we see these contradictions. I would just like to say
that not all is lost. We have the ideas here. We could change this.
We could turn things around. We need the moneys now. We don't
need the moneys being spent in El Salvador right now. We' don't
need the money killing our friends and our brothers in El Salva-
dor. We don't need, just like I read in the paper the other day, we
don't need more money being spent in the Sudan.,We need the
money right here, right now. If we don't have this money right
now, you gentlemen are sitting on a volcano.

You know, we are underneath it. 'You are going to catch the vol-
cano. And I hope that we could do something, because we only
have a few more years, gentlemen. Right now, the Conditions we
are eeeing in our society are not allowing us any more time. They
are talking about when we have a Congressman talking about a
military coup. Schmidt otalking about a military coup, where it
would be good to have a military coup.

Like I said, I would like to leave you, and I think we can turn
these things around, we can use these moneys, and that we only
use these moneys, we have to go to the President, we have to go to
everybody else. Let me just say this one last thing: Rostow, orie of
the leaders in the administration, said we are living not in a
postwar era; we are living in a pretvar era. Do you think these kids
are going to go out and risk, you know, maybe going to jail for 10
years? That doesn't frighten them.

Gentlemen, every' day I read the paper they are talking aboutI
am afraid, I am afraid. They are talking about atomic bombs.
Reagan is talking about winning atomic war. I am afraid for my
kids. We have to do something.. You have to take this back. You
haye to take this' back and know that the people are behind you.

Mr. Hawkins, Mr. Kildee, the people are behind you. The people
didn't vote for Reagan and the people didn't vote for Carter. We
had the lowest amount of election turnout since Calvin Coolidge.
Reagan wasn't put in there with any mandate. The mandate they
had was the people didn't want either one. We have to have cre-
ative leadership, and we can turn this country around, but if we
don't do it in the next few years, gentlemen, I don't know what we
are going to see, but it is going to be something very horrible..
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Mt. HAWKINS. Thank you, Mr. Rodriguez.
Mr. Kildee.
Mr. KILDEE..Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
It seems stilt ge that at a time when, as you indicate, Mr. Rodri-

guez, the kids do turn to the drugs and to the streets, funding for
public-service CETA jobs has been cut completely. To add to the
irony, the same President who proposed and supported that cut is
now proposing to spend more for prisons.

Mr. RODRIGUEZ. That is right.
Mr7 KILDEE. It shows a lack of understanding of the causes of

criminal behavior: The President is trying to deal with end results,
rather than causes. I certainly have found myself, since January
20, probably more frustrated than at any other time in my life be-
cause I see such a reversal in Federal priorities.
r.Mr. RQDRIGUEZ. That is right.
Mr. KILDEE. It is extremely frustrating. I jua think, when I read

about the extra dollars for the prisons, if they wanted to do both,
maybe you could see something there, but when you cut off dollars
that could make it far less likely for people to get on that treadmill
where they wind up there in that prison, then you could say at
least they are serving both ends. There was no one in the Con-
gressand Gus, let me do this-7there was no one in the Congress
who fought harder for CETA than the man sitti g next to me.'

He dug his heels in so strongly he would vote even on proce-
dural 'things to help the President get his program through. He
was an inspiration to some of us youngef members, I. was very
proud of Gus on that.

Mr. RODRIGUEZ. May I say one more thing, tog, about this Feder-
al question, just a small thing. I have heard comments made about
more community control. It is a ticklish question, but let me just
say that I believe in community control, but I -also believe that the
education in the United States should be nationalized. I believe
that every kid, whether. he is in Hawaii or Missivippi, should have
the same amount of dollars. Don't they say that in our Constitu-
tion, that we are equal under the law, justice for everybo4?

That is what I am saying. So what is happening now? Let me
just say that what is happening now is analogous to Reconstruc-
tion. They are talking about wanting to give local officials more
chance to implement programs. No. This is like after the Civi:
War. We have Congressmen like Mr. Hawkins here fighting for
progressive things, fighting for things like a reconstruction, the
war on poverty, fighting for CETA programs. The Reconstruction is
over, and what this reconstruction is that they are turning back.
Instead of having controls, guidelines, on the local races, the local
races are going to be able to run amuck more now. That is what it
means to us right now with these new Federal regulations.

Mr. KILDEE. I know that some school superintendents would like
to have us lay the Federal dollars out on thestump to be sPent in
any way die superintendents want. We do have national purposes
that must be served, and that is the reason for categorical funding.

Ms. Esparza raised a very intereiting point. The question of chil-
dren who finally reach a certain proficiency because of title I, who
then lose title I services because they no longer qualify for them.
There is almost a disincentive in achievement in this case.
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The law says tha't title 1 shouldn't be used for those not in need,
but the rules and regUlations say that, it be used only for those
below the grade level. I think the rules and regulations might be
changed to allow children at least 3 years of participation in the
program, so 'if they improve, enough in. the first year, they don't
automatically drop out.

Do you want to respond to that? Do you' think that might help
some, if the trial could be longer?

Ms. ESPARZA. I think what you really have to begin to look at is, ,
there has to be a way that, as the school system begins to become
proficie_n t_. . t they see a vested interest
in doing so.

When I was tedching in school and we had title I money, it was
always interesting to me to think that parents really felt that they
were to some degree participating in the determination of that title
I budget. They in many cases were, and I am not saying all adviso-
ry councils function that way, but I do have sortie examples of it,
that parents are somewhat rubber stamps to it.

The Federal Government has got to find a way to somehow
really dig its heels in and make a school district, make a local su-
perintendent, make a local school board responsible for making
children learn, because up to now teachers get paid whether that
kid is reading at the 5th percentile when be or she leaves her class-
room, just as if she had put in all the effort to get that child up to
the 60th or 70th percentile in reading.

We in essence havecbegun to reward ineffectiveness. I don't want .
the child to lose out on the wonderful things that title I moneys do
buy.'They. do buy a lot of things. They do buy textbooks that the
regular budget doesn't buy in many cases. They do a lot of things
that the regular school board just completely ignores children on.
But somehow teachers have got to be paid, rewarded, for success
not failure, and I don't know how we are going to do that.

I think it is a very hard question to grapple with, and it becomes
even more discouraging when you have a district the size of Los
Angeles.

Mr. K1LDEE. Well, this committee certainly is interested in that
problem that you have raised.

Ms. ESPARZA. I would hope that when you begin to evaulate pro-
grams, you know, we have had title I, and we haven't given other
programs a chance, and I use bilingual education because that is
very dear and close to my heart. I see children who jpst sit there
and vegetate. If I had given my speedh to you entirely in Spanish,
it would have been worthless to you, or if I had done it in Canton-
ese. I have walked into classrooms where children.are just not even
spoken'to. They don't know how to say'sit down, stand up, or we
are going to go splay. I mean, there is no one who can comniunicate
with them.

If we are interested in moving them, and I am not into the argu-
ment. and I am not going. to fall into the argument of, oh, well,
should the bilingual program be maintenance and transition. I

don't give a darn about that. All I want Le; fur that kid to move into
English as quickly as he can god have him be able toI entered
school speaking only Spanish. '
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Mr. K1LDEE. Could I ask a question just on that2 Since I put to-
gether the first bilingual education bill in Michigan, that contro-
versy has raged about whether bilingual education shbuld be for
maintenance or transition. I generally avoid it.

MS. ESPARZA. Like me.
Mr. K1LDEE. You attached some charts to your testimony, and I

want to make sure that I understand those charts correctly.
Are you saying that in area 6, 9,Q00 otiti of 15,000 Spanish-speak-

ing students do not have bilingual education, and in area 2, 8,695
out of 13,000 do not have bilingual programs?

Ms ESPARZA. That is correct.
MT. KILDEE. OK.
Ms. ESPARZA. That is only Spanish. I am not speaking of Filipino,

Cantonese, or any other language.
Mr. K1LDEE. Are all those students deficient in English pro-

ficiency?
Ms. ESPARZA. They are. Let me explain the chart to you a little

bit. These are all the elementarY schools in the. area. The Los An-
geles Unified School District has something that is very curious.
They test all their teachers, and they are the only district in the
State of California that does so. Just to become a regular teacher
or to become a bilingual teacher. So you see teachers that are
called A level and B level here. A level is a person who is complete-
ly proficient in English and Spanish, is not only bilingual but bilit-
erate, can read and write the Spanish language very well. A B-level
person is a person who can speak it very well, but does not have
the mastery, let's say, to teach at the fourth, fifth, and sikth, grade
leVel technical subjects like science or mathematics that reqnire a
more sophisticated language skill and is able to transmit it.

Now, we have teachers who are on waiver, and that is a person
like yourself who has the greatest intent in the world to learn
Spanish, and it may take them 12 years to do so. In the meantime,
we give in the State of California a waiver to a teacher for 4 to 5
years to levrn Spanish, and then if they don't learn it in that
amount of time, we waiver them again and they can sit there.

What happens is that childrenthis is interestingchildren are
supposed to do it in 6 months, but teachers can take 10 years, and
possibly even longer.

In these two areas, which are the Most segregated linguistically
and the most segregated racially, area 2 is black and brown. That
is probably our most integrated in terms of Hispanic. and black.
Area 6 is almost entirely, 90 percent, Hispanic I would say, and in-
creasingly Asian. So the Asian numbers here I didn't calculate or
tally in. I just used Spanish because 93 percent of the NES/LES .
students in this district are Spanish speaking.

We do riot have noligh teachers at all to function. In fact, in the
listing of area 2, there is Middletqn elementary that has 1,500 kids,
and there was not one bilingual teacher for all of those kids.

So I am not even going to get into whether they have a really
super-duper Cadillac program. All we need is somebody to be able
to move them within the first -..nd second year, because we know,
as educators, that if we don't Move that child into English by the
third year in school, they have lost concept learning, and that is all
I am interested in. I want them to learn to multiply. I don't care in
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what language. I just want them to learn the skill, and we are not
even doing that.

Mr. KILDEE. So the.program has not yet been successful getting
students tci the point where they can learn other subjects ef-
ficiently.

Ms. ESPARZA. That is right. Looking at this school district, we
figure that if we were to be able to move children from Spanish to
English, or whatever language to. English, if the district were to
really make an effort, and if people were to buy into the program,
we figure that by third grade, fourth grade, children would be func-
tional enough where we wouldn't have to worry about them. They
would be able to function at that quartile where title I can then
talcq over, and then soon, by the sixth grade, we figure we could
have successful younOters in junior high school.

Mr. KILDEE. I think that is all I have at this time,'Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you, Mr. Kildee.
Ladies and gentlemen, I will forgo any further questions. I think

that we have accomplished a great deal in Lo's Angeles today. I
want to at this time express appreciation'to Mr. Kildee, who came
all the way out from Michigan in order to make this quoiuM this
afternoon and has remained very patiently with us. Mr. Kildee is
one of the vital members of the comMittee in terms of education
and I think that it is most important that fie has been present
during this hearing today.

This morning I yips asked what did we expect to accomplish. I
tried to answer several of the witnessei that question, in addition
to what I have heretofore expressed, and I think the fact that today
we have listened to actually the inner core of the Los Angeles Uni-
fied School District, we have listened to representatives of the
teachers, the tegcher organizations representing the teachers, we
have had an opportunity to have an input from parents at the com-
munity level, the operators of the -program, together with all the
interests, I think, represented in the city.

I think as a result of these hearings that they do bring about
greater accountability, and the fact that there is such a committee
that takes the time to come to the city, I. think, and to bring these
individuals together so that they hear each other, speaking, some-
times for the first time, expressing themselves in no uncertain
terms, that it does make them a little more =countable.' We at
least hope that that is true.

It has been a very patient audience today. They participated offi-
cially and unofficially in the proceedings, and' we are-deeply thank-
ful, particularly for those of you who stayed throughout the day. I
think we have called on everybody who expressedan interest in
testifying.

Ms. GERMAN. There are some other people 'in the audience who
would like to testify.

-Mr. HAWKINS. Unfortunately, there are some schedules that
must be kept. I had earlier asked for those individuals who wanted
to testify to let us khow so we could schedule them. We took every-

° body who ekpres4ed an interest in testifying.
Ms. GERMAN. I came here lx:cause I had a point I wanted to

make.
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Mr-HAWKINS. Well, if you can do it 1 or 2 minutes, we will do it,
but please confine yourself to making a very brief statement, be-
cause we do have schedules that must be kept.

Ms. SEARLS. Before I go, may I just make one statement, please?
Nr. HAWKINS. Surely. Absolutely.

ft' Ms. SEARLS; AS I have stated today, iniblic education is, of course,
the American way, and may it forever stay the American way. But
I happen to represent one small segment, and it was unique be-,

cause it was an inner city private. school and we are de.perately
trying to maintain !hat private school while we are working with
some 300 Children year in, year out,arid doing fantastic things
with them.

At some point, please remember, if the name International Chil-
dren's School calls upon your offices to give us some assistance on
survival that this is what we are about, to conlinue, to maintain
that very', very small segment, but it is doing such a fantastic job
with parents and children in the inner city and our children are
the Mexican children the Asian children, the black Children. We
have them all there together.

Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you, Ms. Searls. -

Now, will the other witnesses plea§e make very brief statements
so we can listen to as-many as possible? Identify. yolirself. Will the
others who'vvish to speak come to the table, please, at ihis time?

As. I said, we had earlier requested this. No names were turned
in. We called oneverybody who did; so in asking you4o bp brief, I

' don't want you to believe that we are trying to cut you off. We are
simply, as I say, trying to make time. We are deeply appreciative of
your interest, and for that reason we would like to hear from you:

STATEMENT OF ALEX COTA

. Mr: COTA: Thank you very much, Congressman Hawkins anct
Congressman Kildee. I appreciate very much being allowed to
speak.

My name is Alex Cota, and I have'been involved with the school
board for quite a longtime. They have been particularly against
busing, and, this is one thing that has severely injured our schools,
academically as yell as in many other respects.

Onl thing, Congresswoman Bobbi Fiedler always hit me with the
argument that, well, our school is segregated not because of the
schools, but by the accident of housing. I have given you a copy of a
Los Angeles Times article from a week ago Friday, October 30,
1981, and just briefly I can give you some excerpts from that.

A man moved into an affluent area in West Hollywood. He hap-
pened to be black. He took his family awayI will just paraphrase
it very quicklywhile the family was away at theSan Diego Zoo,
vandals virtually, destroyed the i-nside of the home. Every wall, 'ap-
pliance, and curtain N./vas spray painted "Nigger" and "Black Nig-
gers" was splashed on the walls in nearly every room. He was ad-
vised by the police to move out to a hotel.'

I told. Mrs. Fiedlei, when she was on the school board, over and
over and over again: If you are against busing, then be for integrat-
ed housing. There was always silence, which indicates clearly there.

2 !I
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was racism. They were not .solely just against busing; they were
definitely against integration.

Now I have been pursuing, and this is what .I wanted the com-
mittee to be very aware of, I had to bring a-lawsuit in the Federal
courts just recently asking the school board to cease° and desist
from selling its surplus vacant land. We are not talking about the
under-populated school that you heard about today. They are sell-
ing vacant land. They sold 7-plus acres in the valley, an area that
is against integrating our schools, for over $1 million, and Bart-
man, Trias, Ferraro, and Weintraub votedto use the funds from
the sale of surplus lands to build more segregated, isolated schools.

I said, "No, use the land for integrated housing an4 the. kids can
walk to school. You don't need busing. What is your excuse?"
There was silence.

. I want this committee to be fully aware, because Congresswoman
Fiedleris trying to push, with Jesse Helms, a so-called constitution-
alamehdment to outlaw busing. You can point out to her, "Well,
you certainly were not for integrated housing. The school board in
Los Angeles is selling surplus landY A'nd that is exactly what they
are going?' to try to keep pulling on us, to build more ghetto schools.

I wanted to alert this committee to it. They are misusing those
funds right now, and I am going to bring still another action in the
State court, since the Federal court has turned its back on it. I
think it is becatise they are afraid of Ronald Reagan. So I am goirig

-to try again in the State courts, but it is not easy because our judi-
ciary has been taking a pasting, which is another reason why,you
are very important. Our judiciary has been getting more and more
timid in enfoking integration.

One of the. things that is "ciippling our Los Angeles School Dis-
trict more so than if Jesse Helms and George Wallace were on our
own school board is the fact that they are racists and we have defi-
nite proof, aside from the busing issue, namely, the fact th'at they
Will not use lands that the school board owns to integrate the
schools. It calls for in our StateI don't have the sections with
meour State law calls for any surplus land held by any govern-
ment entity, should be usedone of the priorities, not the only
.onefot parkland, for example; but first and foremost it should be
used forlow-income, affordable housing.' So you should. approach the cities, you know, the counties, and..
ask them if they want to use it for anything before they put it on
.the market. This school board has been ignoring that° and has put
it on the market and sold it-to prNate interests so it cannot now be
used for low-income housing. Our own city has been falling down
on that, so this is another thing I would hope you would look for.

We have got to overcome the racism which does not allow a man
to move into a neighborhood, and tears his home up, and this is not
Alabama. This is Los Angeles, and I am a native of Los Angeles.
This makes me ashamed. I am going to do 'everything in my power
to help this gentleman. t.

I thank you very much' for your time.
Mr. HAWKINS. Thank.you. Let us hear trom the next witness.

0
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STATEMENT OF SANDRA GERMAN

MS...GERMAN. It 'is interesting that he brought that up, because
when we- first moved to Los Angeles 4 years ago, the house we
looked at in Torrance, when we went back to visit it the second
time the neighbors had been there and threatened the seller not to
sell to us. So we are in the inner city by choice. /

But I aM here because I support parents. I have five children and
they are here now. My message to you today is that parents care. I
have pioneered a home learning pr m. I have developed a rapid
reading instruction method,ir& y o ngih children: It used to take
me 30 to 90 days to teach a child to rea , but I have refined it so
thdt I can do it in 2 weeks flat, and I can teach other parents to do
this, because I believe that our children are brilliant and I believe
that early education helps them learn that the whole world is a
classroom.

I believe in teaching them about their potentials, but I am of-
fended by the lack of opportunities for my children. It is interest-
ing that this is the only museum that has free admission here in
Los Angeles. All of the other museums and zoos have admission,
and the Children's Museum has an admission of $3.50 for an adult
and $1.75 for children. A lot of the educational opportunities are
for an elite class of people. They are not accessible to pOor and lim-
ited-income people.

I have just finished purchasing $160 in outside classroom oppor-
tunities for my children for 6 weeks. I do not have that kind of
money, but I believe that we must invest in our children,- and I
want to urge you, for one thing, to help parents learn to instruct
their children, use pokitive methods to broaden that child's perspec-
tive, even'before they get tO school.

Second, I would like td urge you to make these programs, these
museums, the zoos, aecessible to low-income, limited-income people.
A family of seven does not have' $21 to go to the Children's
Museum, plus busfare andparking and all of that.

I would like to thank you for this opportunity.
MT. HAWKINS. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF NISAA HASAN. ORGANIZER OP PARENT POWER
MS. HASAN. My nanie is Nisaa Hasan, the organizer of Parent .

Power for Los Angeles
I think as Mr. Hawkins is aware, .vve do have Parent Power stim-

ulating now from Sacramento thiough San Bernardino County.
Some of the things that we want here in Los Angeles under Parent
Power are ati have listed here, but I am going to give you some-
thing brief about the experience in America of blacks.

As you well know, the black exicerience in America has been and
is a unique experience, that bitter and negative experience perpet-
uated by capitalists who have and are depriving, oppressing, re-
pressing, and suppressing the majority of our black Afro-American
society to become hardcore, hostile, and destructive not only to
themselves but the total society as well. .

To turn these negative forces around, you must give the'brack
Afrp-Americans and other.minority groups a unique education, an
education that will produce positive action to enhance self-worth,

. \
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sellesteem, pride, dignity determination, and a good, productive
life. 1

Our needs are:
Parent involvement to insure and promote not only quality edu-

cation but equal education as well.
To remove the prohibitions that tend to make parent involve-

ment ineffective.
Remove limits which keep parents from protecting the rights to

quality and equal educ tion of all children as well as their own.
We need administ tors and educators within who will instill

good moral characte and conscience, the willingness and ability to
perform without having to be motivated by combat pay or incen-
tive increases to teach students under so-called adverse conditions.

We need those same educators to help instill and build strong
moral character and creative mill from the primary grade level
through senior high school in addition to teaching the three R's.

We parents not only need to sit on advisory councils and make
recdmmendations that are tossed in wastebaskets, but to become
involved with the final process of decisionmaking, school improve-
ment, be involved in the seleetion of educators and principals, and
the selection of instructional materials, books, et cetera.

Our needs are to make the Los Angeles school board, superin-
tendent, principals, and fiscal administrators accountable and re-
sponsible in addition to the parent responsibility-for children who
remain illiterate in the educational system. -

We do not need cuts in title I funds or block grants. We. do need
a direct allocation of funds to parents to help insure quality educa-
tion and fiscal accountability. For the pabt 5 years we have a°build-
up of more than $16 million in carryover funds here in LAUSD

. while our children are kept disadvantaged dui to a lack of books,
educational tools and instructional materials. Why?

Our needs are to be respected as human beings, both our chill
dren and parents, by superintendents, administrators, and teach-
ers. We need to remove all administrators who have track redords
of being demeaning, unqualified and miseducators of all of our chil-
dren.

We need for our black children to also become bilingual, to have
a fair. share in employment opportunities. We do not need to
becorne lost in the shuffle. .

-Last but notfrleast, we need a parents' bill of rights to insure the
eight points and-other points to insure equal and quality education
for all.

Thank you. ,
_ L

. Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you, Ms. Hasan.
May I suggest that anyone else who has a statement that would

like to get it into the record, if you will write your statement to me
in Washington, I will be glad to keep the record open and see that
the statement is put into the record.

I wish, again, to thank the final witnesses. They were brief and
they cooperated with us, and the audience as well, and with that,
and the usual thanks, the meeting is concluded. .

[Whereupon, at 5:10 p.m. the subcommittee adjourned.]
[Material submitted for record follows:]

, 6
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PREPARED STATEMENT PRESENTED HY RAUL P. ARREOLA, DIRECTOR, MEXICAN
ASH: tICAN EDUCATION COMMISSION, BOARD OF EDUCATION, CITY Or Los ANGELES

The Los Angeles Unified School District has a, student population which consists
of 77 percent minority students. The Other White population is 23 percent, but the
curritulam and instruction has been addressed to this 23 percent population. The
teacher institutions (colleges and universities) train teachers to teach these stu-
dent:3. 'The standard -textbooks and instructional materials are published and ad-
dress themselves t6'satisfy the need'of the White pupil.

The attitude cf teachers, including minority teachers, is to change the minority
students into so-called "Americans'. Efforts are not made to help the minority stu-
dent in maintaining and developing his first cuRtire and language. Rather, the mi-
nority student's differences are demeaned, either saay or outright. Current bilin-
gual programs are transitional programs (to assist the student in learning English
more quickly so as to move away from their 'culture hnd language.

Most minqity pupils who come to the United States from other countries arrive
here at-a very young age and find themselves either in gangs or groups who accept
'them as they. are. Most minority youngsters born here (in the U.S.) experience a
difficult. time succeeding in a school environment whose attitude is to change him
into something that he is not.

The minority student who succeeds and feels adequate about himself is the one
who was born in his native country and then educated there to a point where he
knows who he is and can acquire the new culture (americanism) and language (Eng;
lish) without jeopardizing his native culture and language. Most of these studehts
feel a self-worth about themselves and succeed in our schools and in our society.
These are your true "bilingual/bicultural" citizens 'who seek and acquire the jobs
and fulfill the bilingual needs.

We are having tremendous difficulty in developing bilingual teachers, yet we have
the largest potential and bilingual population in Los Angeles. But, the potential is
not developed; our transitional programs curtail these student's potential and make'
them feel inept. Most of our Mexican Americans and very young foreign born
youngsters are made to feel unworthy about themselves. They have been stripped of
their first culture and language, them potential, and then are forced to acquire a
new language to replace their firstthey speak neither their native language nor
English adequately. No wonder we lack a sufficient number of qualified-bilingual
teachers.

Many of our teachers and administrators impose their middle-class yaties on our
minority, poor children, and espect our children to possess books and materials
which their parents are not able to provide. Many of our children are made to feel
ashamed of their (1) neighborhooda; (2) homes; and, (3) parents for being poor and
different.

Many of our students feel unwc:-thy and are ashamed of their familiesHow can
this attitude and feeling provide for success?

The state and federal governments must provide for the basics of education: (1)
adequate books and proper materials for a quality education; (2) relative criteria for
teachers and administrators; (3) proper facilities and curriculum; and, 141 jobs for
parents to provide proper housing.

We must take the SHAME and the lack of self-esteem out of our educational envi-
ronment!

Los ANGELES UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT,
NINETY-FIFTH STREET PREPARATORY Setiool.,

Las Angeles. Calif, December 1, 1981.
Hon. AUGUSTUS HAWKINS,
.29th District, Calilbrnia.
Rayburn House Office Building. Washington. D.C.

DEAR SIR: You extended an invitation to attend the Education and Labor Subcom-
mittee Congressional oversight hearing in Los Angeles at the Muses Room of the
Museum of Science and Industry on November 6, 1981. I did attend, but I would
have preferred to testify to provide your subcommittee with a more balanced input
or feedback from a practicing' educational professional in a minority community
school of Los Angeles. At the end of your hearings, you welcomed those of us to send
in additional written testimony to be entered in the congressional record.

The subcommittee under your chairmanship indicated that the full committee
'was interested in the impact of the present administration budget cuts and the new
federal regulations impact upon local school communities. Secondly, the committee
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was interested in any solution strategy that would make better use of the reduced
federal education funds flowing into local education agencies.

As a practicing administrator in a minority school in Los Angeles, we foresee Xhe
following negative and destructive impact upon local schools, staffs, students and
parents:

1. Reduced quality and quantity of paraprofessionals providing daily reinforce-
Ment lessonS to small groups of students in each classroom of a Title I school,

2. Reduced quantity and quality of Staff Development Workshops to train teach-
ers. paraprofessionals and parents in teaching procedures and learning activities.

3. Reduced quantity and quality of the school support teams of curriculum coor-
dinators, teacher advisors and resource teachers who teach Title I classroom teach-
ers "how to teach better and manage their classrooms more effedtively".

4. Reduced quantity and quality of medical, nursing, counseling and psychological
services providing poor Asian, Black, Hispanic, Indian and White students, who
have very special needs rooted in poverty.

5. Reduced planning and preparation time to improve instrtiction and learning ac-
tivities fbr teacher's through after school and Saturday work sessions.

6. Reduced opportunity to create, maintain and replicate effective and outstand-
ing local Title I model schools where teacher's and students are achieving the twin
goals of improving instruction and (earning.

7. Reduced ability to sustain the holding power of keeping very well-trained teach-
ers who were nutured in these Title I minority schools.

S. Reduced quality and quantity of proven Administrative and Management De-
velopment training programs far under-achieving minority schools.

9. Reduced quantity and suality of parental .nvolvement in "shared decision-,
making" in analyzing, designing, maintaining and eialuating local school education-
al programs.

10. Reduced quantity and quality of parental participation in the daily claSsroom.
instruction and learning activities at each Title I Minority schoOl.

Ir. Reduced impact upon local education agency's policies and legislation without
an active and participating apparatus of School Advisory Couneils, Area Advisory
Councils and District Advisory Councils.

12. Reduced employment of students, parents, teachers, adminiStrators and sup-
port personnel whose economic impact upon each local community, city and county
will be destructive and tinhealthy in the long run.

13. Reduced ability and opportunity for the local education agency or governing
board to provide the educational infrastructure and educational services needed by

- a major portion of its educational clients: minority children.
As a practicing administrator in a very special minority school project funded

with Title I and local tax levy funds, we are in the midst of improving instruction in
three minority schools with the present 1981-82 budget allocation. Most of these im-
provements could not be effectively implemented without the continued flow of Con-
solidated Application monies. The following recominendations are some of the solu-
tion strategies that should be applied to under-achieving minority schools utilizing
limited federal tak levy funds. We are employing the following design variables to
improve instruction and learning. These quality assurance components have been
validated by the Pre-School longitudinal study, the Madden Early Childhood Educa-
tion Study in 22 matched schools in California; the two Rand Corp. Studies in 15 Los
Angeles Title I Schools, and the Edmonds, Clark & Lotto national study of 1200
schools. It is bur recommendation that the funds should be allocated to local educa-
tion agencies and minority schools to make them more effective if these schools
adopt these quality assurance components:

I. Enrollment ceiling to prevent overcrowding.All studies indicuted that schools
with 600 or less pupils were more effective.

2. Strong. skilled and motivated lecidership of the administrator, principal or su-
perintendent.Research studies indicate that humanistic or autocratic adminiStra-
tors must possess the skill, quality and/or charisma to motivate classroom teachers.

3. High expectations of students. staff and administrators.Research studies have
consistently reinforced the "Pygmalion impact" of the "self-fulfilling prbphesy", i.e.,
teachers get what they expect from students; and conversely, principals and parents
get what they eXpect from teachers and paraprofessionals.

4. Selection of teachers by the administrator and/or by parents.Recent research
studies indicate that when a teacher or an administrator has a "cultural match",-or.
a sense of professional identity with the educational policies of the'school, the com-
munity and the, district, then they are successful with classroom management or
with school management.

2'
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5. Daily and tv..:ekly parental involvement dnd parental participation.All four
major studies indicate that the number of parents involved is not necessarily signifi-
cant, but it is, the daily or weekly involvement of parents participating in the class-
room, the School activities and the shared decisionmaking format that is present in
all of the "more effective schools".

6. Small classes and three-hour and six-hour paraprofessionals in each room.Re-
search studies consistently illustrate that dais size is not necessarily significant' in
student achievement; but because most teachers think that it is, this feeling or atti-
tude is translated into greater student achievement.

Studies also indicate that small classes and the presence of a paraprofessional re-
duces the pupil to teaching adult ratio at 10 to 1 or 15 to 1. These studies about
small classes and student achievement also indicate that the more direct teaching
time that is given tostudents does increase student achievement.

Small classes and the addition of paraprofessionals provide more time on teach-
ing-learning tasks.

7. Needs assessment/analysis process must precede the design of any local school
educational program.All research studies Indicate where teachers, grade levels,
subject departments use some sort of school-wide or district-wide standardized as-
sessment instruments, such as the LAUSD "Survey of Essential Skills", and/or the
"Calif. Test of Basic Skills"; then teachers and schools can identify each student's
specdic skill needs for instruction and learning.

8. Joint planning of teaching strategies, selection of goals/objectives/skills and
learning activities by teachers and administrators.These same studies also indicate
that joint planning and decision-making in curriculum, classroom management and
school management were present in the majority of the more effective schools
studied.

9: Staff Development Training Workshops for administrators, resource ,or support
_personnel, ,leachers, pupaprofessionals parent volunteers on a regular weekly, bi-
monthly or monthly basis.Each of these four major research studies found that the
nore than 1200 "effective schools" had regular staff development training work-
shops based upon local school-wide, grade level and department needs assessment
and analysis. These workshops were jointly planned and conducted by "on-site"
teachers and resource personnel. Each of these workshops were :ollowed by a class-
room demonstration lesson conducted by a regular classroom teacher.

10. Regular communication and dissemination of information regarding the local
school educational programs and neecls internally to teachers, paraprofessionals, stu--
dents; and .externally to parents, volunteers, citizens, local organizations, businesses,
agencies and school's concentric communities.Each of the research studies illus-
trated that the more effective schools had daily and weekly methods of communicat-
ing internally and externally with daily and/or weekly- studant assemblies,- grade .
level, department .and faculty meetings; daily and/or weekly newsletters and news-
papers, bulletins, and special projects and events.

11. Daily monitoring, evaluation and supervison of instruction in all classrooms by
administrators, support personnel, grade level or department chairpersons.These
recent studies also show that when administrators visit all classrooms daily to
"sample the quality of instruction"; teaching procedures and learning activities in-
crease the achievement levels of student's in these more effective schools.

Research also indicates that when administrators utilize a more in-depth and reg-
ular 20- or 40- or 60-minute Observation of a classroom and provide teachers and
paraprofessionals with a written feedback in. a face-to-face conference, teachers do
improve their instructional procedures, because this supervision process nurtures a
sense of ownership, shared leadership, self-esteem-and professional growth.

12. A creative, safe and secure school climate for instruction and learning.Our
studies reinforce consistently that the more effective schools had a cliMate or set-
ting where students, teachers, paraprofessionals, and parents "felt good" about
themselves, their school, their educational programs and their personal, as well as,
collective achievemepts.

Such schools were characterized by clean campuses, facilities, classrcioms, cafete-
rias; fewer incidents of personal violence, graffiti and overt verbal abuse.

Their school climates were nurtured by weekly, bi-weekly or monthly school-wide
activities or projects, such as, student assemblies, special events, cultural presenta-
tions, campus beautification, academic fairs, career awareness, consumer education,
environmental projects, etc.

13. &Sic subjects such as. Science, Mathematics, Eng.lish, Language, Reading,
,Spelling, Writing and Social Studies should be tbieght daily-Without any ,interrup-
tions from anySource.All of the research studies indicated that the mor4-effective
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schools raised student achievement levels when teachers guarded the teaching of
the basic subjects zealously in a "time on task" approach to teaching them.

14. Daily and houHy directed teaching lessons by the teacher and reinforcement
lessons by the pairprofessionals in small .group instruction rather than large group
instruction.Research has consistently shown that the more time that a student
has with "face-to-face" instruction on needed basic skills, their achievement levels
were raised in the majority of those over 1200 "more effective schdols".

These same studies also. indicated that students who participated as a part of
"guided practice", follOw-up or "independent activities" of the accepted 7-step lesson
plan-process, learned More effectiVely whether they had visual, auditory or tactical
learning stYleS.

15, Daily homework assignments reviewed by parentsdaily and checked by teachers
daily.Our four basic studies also indicated that students who were achieving in
these more effective schools were given daily reinforcement projects as part of the
homework process.

These same students had a strong sense of what the role of the school was in the
nurturing of their coping strategies and survival values of their present and future
fife.

16.Regular progress reports and parent conferences.These.studies also illustrate
that when parents are more aware of the needs and successes of their children, they
will particippte more fully and regularly in school programs and the educational.
process of their children. Students feel more confidence about themselves and their
clasSes or schools, when they know they are achieving successfully and that failure
is alSo a part of the learning process.

We recommend maintenance of all Consolidated Application Funding with escala-
tor clauseS that may be impacted. by a local education agency's population growth,
collective bargaining and salary inflation rates. I propose these design and policy
items, not just from the provencial setting of our 3 schools project, bat also from my
global experience in working with staff development and management training in'
some 231 LAUSD schools, 39 CUSD schools and 17 IUSD schools. If further reduc-
tion continues in the education funding sources, these short-sighted policies will
ave a micro and marca effect on local schools, communities, school districts and
each state. It is most unfortunate that the creators of federal education pOlicy deci-
sions and legislations cannot see and feel what they have wrought . , .!

Our nation has benefited from the "seed money ithpact of Title I upon the im-
provement of instruction and learning in the poor Asian, Black, Latino, Indian and
White Schools of this city, county, state and nation. In short, we need continued and
expanded federal funding support to maintain and improve the.quality of American .

Schools. Can you held us .
Sincerely,

ALFRED S. MOORE,
Principal.

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
HOUSE OF REpRESENTATIVES,
Washington. D.C. July A 1.981.

Hon. CARI. D. PERKINS,
etiairman. Committee on Education and Lobar.
Rayburn House Office Building, Washington, D.C. .

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: On Wednesday, July 1, 1981 I convened a-Public hearing in
my district (7thBaltimore. Mcli on the subject of "The Baltimore City Public
SchoolsRetention, Drug Trafficking, Proposed Budget Cuts, and Parental Involve-
ment." As you can see by the enclosed program. I heard from a significant number
of local experts and persons who have direct impact upon the resolution of problems
in these critical areas.

For your perusal I am sharing a copy of those testimonies which were submitted,
along with my opening statement. I would very much appreciate your consideration
regarding the printing of these proceedings into a comprehensive booklet.

I believe that the information which surfaced during this hearing is quite valua-
ble since the problems revolving around the aforementioned areas 'are common to
most inner city school districts. In that regard, I hope that your Committee could be
responsible for consolidating the testimonies thereby making it available for all
Houze and Senate Members.
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Please .advise me at your-earliest cOnvenience and I tnank you in advance for
Your cooperation.

Sincerely,

Enclosure.
PARKEN J. 1tlacro:14..

OPENING REMARKS OF HON. PARIONN J. MITCHELL D. 7TH-MD.), HEARING ON THE
PROBLEMS OF RETENTION, DRUG TRAFFICKING, SPENDING REDUCTIONS IMPACT, ANL)
PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT IN BALTIMORE CITY PUBLIC SCHOOLS, JuLY 1, 1981

Ladies and Gentlemen. First of all. I would like to welcome you and extend partic-
ular thanks to our witnesses. Your very presence today indicates that you share our
growing conCern with the graye threats to education as precipitated by federal
spending reductions in this area.

Unfortunately, our united plight continues during a time when it is apparent that
education has become a low priority in the eyes of the new Administration. I seri-
ously question the validity of a federal budget proposal which stipulates that some
$12.2 billion in cuts must come from elementary, secondary, vocational, and higher
education programs for fiscal years 1981, 1982 and 1983. Moreover, I Cringe at the
knowledge that the House Education and Labor Committee, through the Budget de-
liberations, and Reconciliation process, has been forced to almost fully adhere to the
proposed cuts by facilitating aggregate outlay reductions of over $11 billion for fiscal
year 1982 over $14 billion for fiscal year .1983 and over $18 billion for fiscal year
1984. It should also be noted that the Committee's compliance with the Reconcili-
ation imtructions will mean the imposition of spending reductions into fiscal year
1984!

II we examine the implications of the !imposed Mductions in a matter-ofAct
manner, weneed not exert any effort to paint a bleak picture. A mere review of the
resulting realities is quite enough to propel us into alarm and constructive actions.
_It is nO secret that the proposed reductions .in federal spending for education will.
reduce services available to poor children, the handicapped, and youth who benefit
from skills training programs. Additionally, most states have started to anticipate
the possible elimination of funding for School libraries, teacher training, basic skills
improvement., Teacher Corps, and special programs such as education of the gifted
and talented, consumers '. education and career education.

Unfortunately, there is more to this assessment. For example, due to budget re-
ductions in higher education assistance, approximately 575,000 students, primarily
from middle-incoMe families, will become ineligible for assistance under the Pell
Grant Program. Now we,Will have these students competing for other educational
assistance programs which will also be essentially held at current funding levels.

Looking closely again at federal aid for elementary and secondary education pro-
grams, the Administration and many Members of Congress are alsti proposing to
consolidate these activities into two block grants for purposes of implementation.
Now, regardless of how any of us perceive block *grants, I do not believe that a
persOn in this room is confident that our lower income and minority students will
be well served by entrusting the states and local educational agencies with the sole
responsibility-of administering these programs. In fact, even the most conservative
among us question the cost of the block grant approach and the subsequent chaos
which ?nay result as states exerise sole discretion in choosing among the dispensa-
tion of funds which have been cut by 25 percent.

Let us look for a moment at Title I Elementary and Secondary Education Act
monies. As you know, under the auspice of this Act, support is provided fbr pro-
gra ms of compensatory education designed to increase the educational attainment
of children from low-income families. The Administration's wishes, and possible
Congressional endorsement of the block grant concept in this area will mean that,
'in the abSence of federal monitoring and guidelines, these Title I monies will be
opened to disputes by various local education groups. I shudder to think that such
disputes. in the absence of targeting, as defined by currently acceptable stone ,rds.
could mean that many children will be underserved or not served at all. I believe
we must seriously consider the block grant approach ancirealize that the Congress

-may produce the concept devoid of prevailing federal rules and regulations, and
.eager to rely on local jurisdictions to develop alternative guidelines for implementa-
tion.

While the capacity of our local entities to pursue such activities is not highly
questionable, we must wonder about special targeting and actual prograM respon-
siveness during the period in which the development of' new guidelines is taking
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place. Moreover, there is always the underlying fear that such program funds could
certainly be Used to boost fiscal stability in ways other than meeting the needs of
our disadvantaged students. I oppose the block granting of Titv I ESEA or any
other programs, and I urge you to consider the implications of this approach.

On the, positive side, future budget deliberations allow tis some slight hope that
we can forestall or reduce the size of the projected fiscal year 1983 and 1984 federal
budget cuts. Contrary to our feelings of dismay about the highly unprecedented
budget procedures of late, full review of the proposed fiscal year 1983 and 1984
budget cuts is a mandate of the 1974 Congressional Budget Act. We can form the
foundation to combat the projected cuts by clearly setting forth the impact of the
fiscal year 1982 budget cuts on Public Education. The consolidation of potential ef-
forts in this very room can comprise a viable barrier to a repetition of this year's-
penny-wise, pound foolish, aptiroach to solving problems of the economy.

A very feasible approach is to focus on several universal problem areas in public
edueation and'examine the impact of the budget cuts on these areas. For example,
the problems of Retention and Drug Trafficking are quite common, particularly in
our urban areas. J believe our experts today will reiterate the critical need for ade-
quate federal funding, even with 100 percent participation from the types of commu-
nity resources represented here.

An initial step is to analyze the feasibikity and effectiveness of\exising programs
to address these problems. Step two would inyolve the investigati* of whether fed-
eral funds either directly or indirectly aid in combating school drop-out oceurrence
and drug trafficking. I know we can safely assume that experts today will substanti-
ate the need for progressive preventive approaches versus the mere treatment of the
problems once they are identified:Adequate funding for these approaches is impera-
tiveelementary' school counselors cannot always work on a -voluntary basis, nor
can we expect such initiatives as project D.A.RE. (Drug Abuse Reduction Through
Education) to operate at maximuni capacity in theabsence of sufficient monies.

Needed finally is an assessment of what specific impact the fiscal year 1982 and .

subsequent budget cuts will haVe on federal and local efforts to combat both activi-
ties.'Extracting from the positive nature of cost-effectiveness, this same kind of criti-
cal evaluation must be targeted to include impact analyses for ensuing fiscal years.
Such assessments are not impossible this year since our Congressional Committees
have projeCted particular budget reductions through 1984.

It is particularly imperative that such analyses are not limited to our educators,
educational administrators, or human services coordinators. Perhaps the most criti-
cal question that all community segments should ask themselves is, "What can our
establishment do to address pi.evailing public school problems?".Again, not one of us
should be immuned from being asked and more importantly, from responding to
this question. For as much as we must examine the impact of the loss of federal
funds, our top priority must become what we can do as a united, concerned commu-
nity.

am very proud to see the cross-section of concerned community leaders present
today. I am encouraged by the apparent desire to hold other segments, besides the
education component, accountable for the adequacy of our public schools. However,
it is sad that our businesses, community organizations, and other groups whose ac-
tivities are not related directly to education, are shecked at the reality that they
must be prepared to absorb the challenge or decreased federal funds for education. I
submit that such a responsibility should have been well established and should not
even be a reaction to budget cuts.

In all fairness, I have to acknowledge that many businesses and coMmunity orga-
nizations have played key, roles in the educational development of out children. We
are all familiar with instances where such groups have stepped out of their. specific
roles and have extended their resources to provide essentail programs in the area of
education. In fact, we will hear.from shining examples of such actions today.-The
point is that these activities must become the norm. The undergirding of education-
al pursuits for our children must become priority with all community residents. For
the businesses, there will be no employees, advisors, or informed consUmers without

09 education. For the community organizations, the essential future of tomorrow (our
children) will not survive without a firm educational base. For our elected officials
we cannot count on future generations to protect the interests of this city and state
unless We protett adequate educational facilities, programs, and opportunities for
those who must lead in the future.

I do not want to fear the onslaught of total state and local control for program
implementation in education or any other area. It is very difficult to oppose the con-
cept of block grants when, theoretically, the core of this approach iS that the imme-
diate community is in the best position to assess its own needs and provide the per-
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tinent services accordingly. The assessnwnt of these needs still does ntl worry me as
much as the fact that prior to the-imposition of federal regulations, guidelines, and
targeting, many of our human needs program recipients were victims of discrimina-
tion, underservice, and irresponsiveness.

We are in a position today, and in the future, to guarantee the soundneSs and
responsiveness of pub/ic education facilities. The drastic curtailment of federal as-
sistance should not meafi the. automatic demise of programs to combat Drug Traf-
ficking, Drop-out acceleration, and academic ineptness. Such reductions should
meqn that our ongoing efforts will just have to work more arduously.

I will continue in my fight against the prevailing economic approaches as em-
bodied in our formal budget targets for fiscal years 1982 through 1984. I will never
encourage acceptance of the feasibility of `such approaches as I do not believe that
they, will guarantee equitability for all citizens or even minimal access for many. I
do helieve, however, that we mast face the enactment of the Administration's
dreams as a reality, and respond as a united front. This response must be a contin-
ued effort to. combat the apparent insensitivity. At the same time, the response
must include a concerted, pragmatic approach by,the organizations represented here
to assure that our community will guarantee the continued life of public education.

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH P. NEWMAN, LIEUTENANT, BALTIMORE POLICE DEPARTMENT',
BALTIMORE, MD.. CONCERNING DRUG TRAFFICKING IN BALTIMORE CITY, JULY* 1, 1978

Drug abuse pervades the American way of life. Conservative estimates indicate
that at least 42 million Americans have experimented with Marijuana, smoking ap-
proximately 130,000 pounds daily. The use and abuse of other Controlled Dangerous
Substances is also increasing at an alarming rate. Not only are a large number Of
our citizens using drugs, but the age of initial experimentation is declining. More
and more, our school children are coming in contact with drugs. A recent survey
conducted by the Maryland Drug Abuse Administration indicated that 8th grade
students' are exposed to and have used many drugs, including the most dangerous,
Heroin. The following was obtained from this survey: 36.1 percent of Stir graders,
63.3 percent of 10th graders and 69 percent of 12th graders have used Marijuana.
The presence of Cocaine in the school system is indicated by the following: 3.7 per-
cent of 8th graders, 7.4 percent of 10 gratlers and 12.5 percent of 12th graders have
used it. Although not in the top three as to volume of use, Phencyclidine (PCP)
should be of grave concern to all of us. PCP, which is a mind altering.drug, is ex-
tremely dangerous due to its'ability to provide psychosis closely akin to schizophre-
nia, which can occur after only one dose, and which can last and recur long after
the drug is out of the systeM. The use of PCP has'been discovered in the ekhth
through the twelfth grades. In 1978, of 915 twelfth graders surveyed, 13.2 percent
admitted using. PCP; out of 1,123 tenth graders surveyed, 8.-1, percent had used PCP
and out of 933 eighth graders surveyed, 3.4 percent had sonie contact with PCP. Al-
though this survey was conducted in the Baltimore City Public Schools, cornparable
resulta would also be discovered in the private schools in our cominunity. This over-
view of the drug involvement of our youth gives us an indication of the seriousness
of the problem. We must combine our resourses 'and attack this problem at every
level if we are to be successful.

The Baltimore Police Department recognizes that the solution to the problem of
drug abuse does not lie in punishment or treatment, but rather in education and
prevention before the fact. The Criminal Justice System cannot resolve the drug
problem by itself, it must seek support from others. For example, the narcotic ar-
rests for the Police Department has increased over 200 percent in the past ten (10)
years, and yet drug abuse has continued to rise.

Our schools and 'teachers provides a needed ally to assiit in this endeavor.
Through an educational program presented to students, the school can provide the
information, necessary to consider alternatives to,drug abuse, and play a paramount
role in shaping community attitudes and hopefully curbing drug usage. We in the
Baltimore Police Department are involved in such a program. Project D.A.R.E.

It is a rather general agreement among Law Enforcement experts that there is a
direct correlation between Drug Abuse and Crime: In order for a Narcotic. Addict to
support a $100 per day drug habit, this individual must obtain $36,500 a year just
for Narcotics. Since it is almost impossible for an addict to make this amount of
money legally, he must resort to criminal activity. This activity has been found to.
include Theft. Robbery and Burglary...Since the going_ rate for the conversion of
stolen Property is $1 for $3 value, an addict must stdal over $100,000 worth of goods
per year if he 'is to support his addiction through property crimes. This is an ,exam-
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ple of how criminality is rampant among addicts. It is evideat. that addicts are re-
sponsible for committing an inordinate amount of crime anif thatinany of these of-
fenses Tireserious in nature. These observations were proven by Dr. David N. Arco
of the University of Maryland, who participated'in the publication of a paper on
October 9, 1980. "The Criminality of Heroin Addicts When Addicted and When Oft
Opiates" interviewed' 237 Heroin Addicts from Baltimore City, and it was deter-

, mined tlit these indiQuals were responsible for approximately 500,000 cnitnas over
an eleven (11) year period. This study showed the opiate use itselt.was the principal
cause of the high crime rate among addicts, so, if we can control addiction, we can

:reduce criminality appreciably. In order to achieve this objective, the Baltimore
'Department ihas developed the "Total Officer" concept. Under this concept,

all levels of narcotic enforcement, other than the major suppliers, are conducted by
officers of the field force. The major violators are investigated by the Narcotic Unit.
As a result of this policy,, every member of the Department is trained in narcotic
iddntificatiop and detection and is actively encouraged to become involved in narcot-
ic investigations.

Another method employed to reduce the crime committed by addicts are periodic
special operations which concentrate on selected areas of the city that have shown a
high increase in narcotic use: Officers from the various Police Districts throughout
the City are joined in a Task Force concept and concentrate on Narcotic Violations.
The most recent operation was concluded on 5 June 1981 resulting in the arrest of
1,184 persons and the recovery of 104 firearms.

All our efforts locally can only deal with demand, reduction, but this is not the
ultimate solution. Attacking and eliminating the soui-ce is the only effective way of
dealing with the problem. Therefore, there are certain measures that must be taken
on the Federi,1 Government level to insure 'our success in dealing with the Narcotic
Problem.

Sinee_the drug problem is so pervasive and the most serious internal threat we
face tdday..We should mobilize all of our available reserves to assist in this endeav-
,or. All authorities appear to be unanimous in their estimates that only 5 percent of
the illegal flow of drugs into this country are diverted and confiscatetl by law en-
forcement before reaching the doMestic market. Legislation has been introduced by
Senator Sam Nunn, (D.-Ga.) and Representative Billy Lee Evans (D.-Ga.) that would
enable all branches of the Armed Services to assist with intelligence gathering. This
could be accomplished, and not deter the Military from their primary mission. This
amendment to the Posse Comitatus Act would enable the United States Navy and
Air Force to supplement an overextended Coast Guard and Customs Service in the
detection of narcotics coming into this country from foreign sources. Dramatic re-
sults could be anticipated, as the vast majority.of illegal substances coming into the
country are transported by sea and air.

1 .7 Secondly, the amount of marijuana produced is so large, the number of people in-
volved is so great, and the profit margin is so high, that without an eradication pro-
gram which strikes at the source, the end will never be in sight. We ask that the
Federal Government aggressively support an eradication program that was so suc-
cessful in Mexico a nuinber of years ago. Marijuana is bad, and we would like to see
an all-inclusive effort to diminish and hopefully eliminate it -in the foreseeable
future, lest its usage become as widespread and as injurious to the health as alcohol
and tobacco. Since studies by the National Institute of Drug Abuse (N.I.D.A.) have
indicated an ever increasing and alarming rate of use by adolescents 12 through 17
years of age, it is imperative that we make these initiatives immediately.

In conclusion, I would like to quote from Police Commissioner Donald D. Pomer-
leau's testimony before the Committee on the Judiciary Subcommittee on Criminal
Justice on September 11, 1979, "I would ask you to consider the thesis that Federal,
State and local law enforcement are, along with the judiciary, the most effective
tools we have at the present time; while, in faCt, that which we represent should be
needed the least. However, harsh reality indicated that unless the Congress, the De-
partment of State and Health, Education and,Welfare work cooperatively to identi-
fy, develop, support and implement progressive programs of growth control and
demand reduction we will be no further ahead tomorrow than we were yesterday."

Since drug usage cuts across economic, social, ethnic and racial lines, we all have
the potential 'to be affeeted. Recognizing the wide spectrum of drug abuse, we must
all unite in combating this deadly opponent.

91-113 15
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STATEMENT SUBMITTED HY THE OREATER BALTIMORE COMMMEE, BALTIMORE'S AD0Fr-

. A-SCHOOL PROGRAM

Baltimore's Adorn-A-School Program is business-school partnerships designed to
introduce elementary, middle and junior high students to the world of work. The
purpose is to help young people appreciate the importance of a good education and
its relationship to the world of work.

"School is a certain kind of environment: individualistic, oriented toward cogni-
tive achievement, imposing dependency on and withholding authority and responsi-
bility from those in ale role of stude:lts: So long as school was short, and merely a
supplement of the main activities of growing up, this mattered little. But school has
expanded to fill the time that other activities once occupied, without substituting for
them." '

For five years Baltimore businesses have been helping Baltimore City Public
School faculty convince students that the skills and'habits streSsed in school cannot
be passed off as "unimportant kid stuff." Every student, whatever his or her ability
and motivation, at times feels bored and frustrated with sehool. At those times,
while the regular school faculty often encounter considerable difficulty cutting
through, the apathy, variety can prove miraculously effective: variety in speaker and
in type of message. When representatives of the business community tell Baltimore
City Public School students that they will not be able to find jobs without school
diplomas or without being able to read, write or compute, the students hear them.
When employees of Baltimore's businesses warn students that people who fail to
come to work every day or who arrive late risk losing the opportunity to be promot-
ed and even the chance to work, the students listen. Students_need to be told that
supervisors -can seem every bit as arbitrary and difficult as teachers, and fellow
workers every bit as irritating as classmates.

The goal of the Adopt-A-School Program is to motivate students to behave appre-
priately at school, to attend school regularly, to be punctual, to learn to read, write
and compute, to learn to be responsible, and to learn the work constructively With
supervisors and peers by (1) showing students the connection between their present
lives as students and their futures as working adults, and (2) increasing the expo-
sure of students to principals teachers, students, and business personnel. This gen-
eral goal can be broken down into I3 specific aims. Three of these aims refer direct-
ly to bridging the school-work gap, six are behavioral objectives, and four cark be
categorized as academic.
Bridging the school-work gap

1. To establish interaction between business and schools.
2. To expose students to the adult work world.
3. To shoe students the connections between school and work.

'Biliavorial objectives
4. To motivate students to learn to cooperate with peers.

. 5. To motiyate students to learn to 'cOoperatq with supervisors (i.e. teachers).
6. To motivate students to accept responsibility.
7. To motivate students to be punctual.
8. To motivate students to attend school regularly and to graduate.
9. To motivate students to behave appropriately at school.

Academic objectives
10. To motivate students to learn to use standaid English (both spoken and writ-

ten).
IL To motivate students to learn to compute.
12. To motivate students to learn to write,
U. To motivate students to learn to read.
Each Adopt-A-Schpol partnership develops its own approach to motivating stu-

dents based on the needs of the school and the resources of the.business. Data Mdi-
cate that the Program has bad a significant impact on both academic achievement
and attendance. Teachers testify to the effect of the program on students' attitudes.
Ekposure to the Program helps students develop more positive attitudes towards .

adults.
In May. 1981 WCAU-TV in Philadelphia sent a crew to do a story on Baltimore's

Adopt-A-School Progtam. The sixth grade students whom they interviewed (out of

' Coleman. James S. et al. Youth: Transition to AdultRood: Report of the Panel on Youth of
the President's Science Advisory Committee: University of Chicago Press; Chicago and London:
1974.
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the presence -of either school faculty or business personnel) described the value of
the program. One student said she had not .understood the relevance of arithmetic
skills. before her exposure to Adopt-A-School. Another proudly told of the perfect
school attendance 'he maintained when part of Adopt-A-School,

Adopt-a-school partners

American Health and Life Ins. Co.
A. S. Bell Co.
Baltimore Life Insurance Co.
Baltimore Federal Savings & Loan
Baltimore Gas & Electric Coca
Central Savings Bank
Charles H. Steffey, Inc.
C&.P Telephone Co.
Coopers & Lybrand
First National Bank of Maryland

Hess Shoes
Koppers Co.
Loyola Federal Savings &Cowl Associ

ation
McCormick & Co.
Mercantile Bank & Trust Co.
Noxell Corp.
Savings Bank of Baltimore.
United States Fidelity and Guaconty Co
Waverly Press
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse Defense and Electroni

Systems Center

Chinquapin MiddleSchool
Bay-Brook Elementary School
Eutaw-Marshburn Elementary School
Tench Tilghman Elementary School
Diggs Johnson Junior High School
Medfield Heights Elementary School
Hamilton Elementary School
Guilford Elementary School
Federal Hill Elementary School
Dallas F. Nicholas, Senior Elementary

School
West Baltimore Middle School
George Washington Elementary School
Mount Royal School

Hampstead Hill Junior High School
Pimlico Elementary. School
Robert Poole Junior High School
Greenspring Junior High School

. Booker T. Washington Junior High
Harford Heights Elementary School
Canton Junior High School

c Francis Scott Key Junior High

OTHER BUSINESS-SCHOOL COLLABORATION

While tilt Adopt-A-School Program is the only educational program sponsored by
the Greater Baltimore Committee, Baltimore businesses are involved in Baltimore
City Public Schools in a host of other ways. For example, many businesses partici-
pate in Project Go, a program operaied by the BIC ,:imore City Public Schools with
goals similar to those of the Adopt-A-School Program. The Voluntary Council on
Equal Opportunity sponsors both Engineering Pipeline and Project Excellence. Engi-
neering Pipeline consists of engineering clubs in middle schools or high schools de-
signed to encourage minorities and women to pursue engineering careers. Project
Excellence is a summer jobs program for disadvantaged young people who are excel-
lent students. The purpose of Project Excellence is not merely to. provide summer
jobs but also to demonstrate to the business community that disadvantaged is not
synonymous with poor student.

The Ramsey ConferenceOroup is a coalition of administrators from the Baltimore
City Public Schools and business executives who seek to %Ise expertise from the busi-
ness community to help solve school problems. In addition to tackling problems of
budget, data processing, purchase order management, transportation and public re-
lations,' the group has considered the preparation of Baltimore City Public School
students for employment. The Ramsey Conference Group has diyided employability
into 2 parts: (1) preparation in vocational skills; and (2) whole person training.
Whole person training is of greater relevance to our purpose this afternoon. Whole
person training refers to the fact that many people cannot find or hold jobs in spite
of having adequate vocational skills. These people lack the attitudes and habits that
business reqtnres of its workers. The Ramsey Conference Group has catalogued
what those attitudes and habits are and is working with the schools to find ways
that schools cait better help students to develop those attitudes and habits.

Finally, Baltimore businesses are also involved with the Baltimore City Public
Schools through the Council on Economic Education, 'Junior Achievement, vocation-
al education advisory committees, and a host of miscellaneous relationships.

Baltimore business needs to, and is working on, doing more.

2 1
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MARYLAND STATE DEPARTMENT OF.EDUCATION,
Baltimore, Md., June V, 1981.

To: Hon. Parren J. Mitchell.
From: Perey V. Williams.
Subject: Impact Statement.

Attached is a copy of the Impact Statement prepared by David W. Hornbeck;
State Superintendent of Schools, Maryland State Department of Education. While
this statement was prepared earlier during the Year, there is still too much uncer-
tainty.

Attachment.

STUDY ON THE IMPACT OF PROPOSED FEDERAL EESCISSIONS AND BUDGET CUTS

(MarYland State Department of Education, David W. Hornbeck, State
Superintendent of Schools) .

The recommendations in the Reagan:Economic Plan for the revised fiscal year
1981 and fiscal year 1982 budget for education will place critical hardships on Mary-
land's State and local programs in the 1981-82 school year. Moreover, the burden
falls disproportionally on the poor, disadvantaged, and handicapped. The rescissions
to the fiscal year 1981 continuing resolution average approximately 25 percent,
while proposed cuts go as high as 67 percent and 100 percent (fiscal year 1982
liudget) in certain programs. These cuts, coupled with a double-digit inflation rate,
translate to a .35-40 percent real cut. The total loss to the 750,000 school children of
Maryland for the school year beginning in September will exceed $75,000,000.

The rescission proposal becomes even more onerous when it is realized that the
forward-funding concept of education, whiledesigned to help schools plan for the
coming year, now has become the nemesis. Forward funding was included in the leg- 4
islation so that schools would know up to a year ahead of time how much money
they would receive in grant money and be able to plan accordingly. Forward:fund-
ing has now become, a mechanism for the Administration to cut funds which, while
appropriated, have not yet flown from the federal government to the states and
locals. Yet, it is the amount in the fiscal year 1981 continuing resolution on which
statea and local agenciee have based their planning and budgets for fiscal year 1982.

Deregulation, block grants, and resulting savings are suggested as tradeoffs for
the proposed cuts. Setting aside for the moment whether those savings are real or
imagined, there is no proposal to have such deregulation or block grants accompany
the fiscal year 1981 rescission proposals. Thus the same administrative and regula-
tory burdens will have to be carriecrwith fewer dollars.

As to the merits of deregulation and block grants producing savings, it could be
reasonably argued sueh moves=would eliminate a need for appropriations in excess
of the fiscal4year 1981 appropriation level. But no one should be under the illusion
that cuts beyond that in any program will do other than cut directly into the bon
of efforts to serve the poor, the disadvantaged, and the handicapped. No amount of
rhetoric will alter that fact.

Block grants accompanied by significant cuts will not just result in the elimina-
tion of programs. Anbther phenomenon will occur which may in the long term be
equally or more damaging. That phenomenon will be the tearing of a fundamental
piece .of the fabric of our society when the poor and the handicapped begin to fight
with one another for the reduced funds in cities and communities across our state.

In addition to the reduction and/or elimination of services to children, the rescis-
sions and cuts Will have other short and long-term consequences. TheY will result in
the layoff of several thousand staff at both local and state level; That loss in income
will hardly assist the Nonomy. Those same staff will then receive unemployment
compensation thus placing.an additional fiscal burden on local school systems. The
ripple effect of such consequences will be far reaching.

In the long term, it is difficult to calculate today the impact of the proposed cuts.
What we do know is that the juvenile training institutions, prisons and welfare rolls
are filled with those who have not succeeded educationally. One may be sure that
we mill pay whether today or tomorrow.

Until the Administration releases the plan for implementing the proposed block
grants, it is impossible to fully measure their impact. We do feel quite strongly,
however, that the block grants discussed so far have a major, serious, flaw. At the
local level, without any kinds of setasides or percentages to assure program spend-
ing in areas of greatest need, there would arise a constant battle over which pro-
grams or which kinds of students will receive funding, since all programa could not
be maintained. The principal loser in this situation-is the child.
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When the block grant'proposal is released, we will attempt to analyze its impact
sand meastire its workability. In the meantime, we can only offer some suggested cri-
teria for consolidation plans that mould improve the administration of federal edu-
cation funds: (1) Assurance that basic services are provided to special needs popula-
tions and that programs are targeted by need; (2) ctinsolidation only of similar pro-
grams, with similar structures; and (3) simplification of administrative require-
ments. 4

A brief summary of the impact of a 25-percent decrease: Vast reductions 'of num-
bers of children served; significant reduction of staff, both state and local; shift at
State Education Ageney level from technical assistance to improve program quality
to monitoring and enforcement role; and reductiOn or eliminatiOn of projects now
coming to fruition in fourth and fifth years.

In addition of elementary and secondary education, another very important effort
will be severely damaged by the Administration's proposals. That is Vocational reha-
bilitation. Vocational rehabilitation is an 80-20-federally funded program in Mary-
land. Those proportions have existed for years'. We stand to lose more than 'A of the
federal fund under the President's proposals if Vocational rehabilitation gets it pro
rata share of the block grant. That bloclt grant also includes the very significant
Title, XV'Social Services funds administered by the Departament of Humn Re- -.. .

sotii,ces. Last year more than 20,000 handicapped adults were admitted to thd voca-
tional rehabilitation program. More than 6,500 handicapped adults completed their
rehabilitation program. The proposed cuts wilt impact dramatically on our.ability to
serve this population as we will have to lay off 200 or more connselors, evaluators&
trainers, and others and/or doge the importarit Maryland Rehabilitation Center.

IMPACT SPECIFICS/PROPOSE FEDERAL ;RESCISSIONS AND BUIICET CUTS

C The CoMbination of cuts in thi year's bildget (fiscar'year 1981 rescissions) and
proposed cuts for next year (fiscal ear 1982)will exceed $75

Children most severely impact d will be those inaprograms for the disadvantaged.
(25.4 percent), handicapped chi ren (25.4 percent), and child nutrition programs
(40.1 percent).

Library services to 10,000 bIIid and physically handicapped will be substantially,
cut.

At least 3,000 state and loca "employees will be laid off.
Services to 10,000 disadvantaged 5th and 6th graders will be eliminated.
An estimated 160,000 childeen who now pay for school lunch will stop buying it.
Services to 25,000 handicapped children would be curtailed.
To accommodate proposed cuts in fiscal year 1982, the vocational rehanilitation

program would have the choice of virtually gutting its counselirg Program '.o handi-
capped people or closing down the vital Maryland Ftehabilitation Center.

Proposed elimination of the Impact Aid program translates into inc, eases in prop-
erty tax rates of up to 35 cents in 15 Maryland subdivisions.

Other programs seriously hurt by the proposed cuts are voo,Itional education, li-
brary services, adult education, equal opportunity, special projects to support state
educational priorities (including basic skills), and youth employability.

ESEA Title IServices to Disadvantaged Children
Amount of State ellocatiory.7..

Maryland fiscal year 19.82 (continuing resolution) $49,502,541
Maryland fiscal year 1982 (revised budget) 36,956,790

toss (25.3 percent) 12,545,751

. Impact at local levelreport from 22 of 24 LEAs
Children serted.Services to approximately 10,000 children will be .discentinued

by: (a) eliminating services for grades 5 and 6, and secondary, or (b) eliminating all
services in some schOols.

Staffelim?nntions..--7-1,100 positions.affected.

Teachers 102
Aides 710
Parent liaison people 116
Supporting specialists 13

Health services personnel -- ?

'Administrator I.
.Unspecified staff
Teacher assistants 73
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Parent participation curtailed.Some LEAs report eliminat'ng parent observa-
tion programs, reducing Parent Advisory Council budgets, etc.

Severe problems in contract negotiations. Deadlines for iay-off notification are-ap-
proaching. In some cases, re-negotiation would be 9ecessary, adding costs to local
agencies.
Impact at state level

Reduction of two staff members. ,
A significant shift must be made from providing technical asSistance to LEAs to

dealing only with monitoring and enforcement and issues of compliance. Program
quality will be adyerselY affected.

Major Accomplishmentssto Date
In grades 2-6, all but one school system now have more than 50 percent of stu-

dents achieving ten months growth for a year's instruction in reading and math; in
some cases, above 60 percent.

Parent involvement has grown considerably and is a model for other states.
Instructional programs ate sPecifically developed to meet needs of Title I stu=

dents.

Education for thehandicapped

Amonnt of State Allocation (4 programs): .

,Maryland fiscal year 1982 (continuing resolution) $25,268,000
Maryland fiscal year 1982 (revised budget) 18,859,000

Loss (25.4 percent) 6,409,000

Impact at local level (state grants)
Reduction of services to approximately 25,000-handicapped children.
In reports from 8 LEAs, 94 professional positions and 50 support position4 would

be eliminated.
° Grants for local level inservice training, which is mandated by the regulations,
would,. be eliminatecj.

Compliance will be difficult because of specificity of regulationsespecially in full
educational opportunity, Child Find, inservice training, procedural. safeguards, and
complaint procedures. e

Local school systems are currently renegotiating teacher contracts. FOnding re-
scissions will further compound problems resulting from liml;ed resources.

NEL,..Maryland law was written to parallel Public Law 94-142, any 'changes in
fedpr7t1 regulations to ease the reqttiremenis have little or no impact in Maryland.

Impact at State level (State grants)
Five or more professional positions will be eliminated.
Drastic reductions in the state's ability to provide technical assistance to LEAs

and.to monitor and eshaluate special education programs.

Other programs
I. Preschool incentive.Loss of $132,000 (25.1 percent). Will result in reduction in

quality or complete elimination of special education and eelated services to 5,000
handicapped preschoolers. Increased state and local contributions will be required to
maintain services. Costlier, more,restrictive environments will krequired for these
students in later years.

.1. Special education personnel development.Loss of $170,000. The entite grant
will be eliminated because Maryland is a Z cycle state which is due for renewed
funding in fiscal year 1982. All Z cycle states will be denied funding while X ,and Y
cycle states will be funded. The elimination of this grant impacts the quality of spe-
cial edtication and related services to apptoximately 100,000 handicapped children.
All state, level training will be mliminated. Two staff positions at the otale,level will
be eliminatea. .

?. ESEA Ti'tlei. handicapped.Loss of $793,000 (25.5 percent) Reduction in the
quality of special educatidn and related services for 3,800 severely handidapped chil-

dren in state operated/state supporte6 institutions a.i locally operated programs.
Quality of life Will be diminished as suPplemental services are cut. At MSDE, two
staff positions are affected as well as significant impact at DHMH. Compliance will
be affected in. ability to proVide supplem-entary services as required by the regula-

.
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Major accomplishments to date
Production of a 16-part TV training series with accompanying instructor's manual

and,particiPanj activities for inservice teachers of secondary level handiCapped stu-
dents. ,

+-Expansion of special education and related services to 600 handicapped infants
ages birth through two.

Development of identification models for LD students.
.,Expansion of related services and vocational education services to the handi-

capped.
Elevelopment and piloting of the Program Evaluation Models.
The deinstitutionalization of approximaely 2,480 severely handicapped children.

VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION

Amounfol State allocaten Fiscal year 1981 Fiscal year 1982

Basic suprrt ,. . ,.. . .. '- $12,790,000 I $9593000
Social Security Disability Income (SSDI) 1,168,162 0

Supplemental Security Income (SSI) 553,151 0--
14,511,313Total 9,593,000

Note loas $4.918313 01\3 percent)

Funds tor bscal year 1982 are mcluded with a number of other programs in a Social Services block grant to te administered by the
Department at Health and Human Services

Four critical problems affect services to handicapped adults in vocational rehabili-
tation.

1. Reductions of 25 percent of basic support make it impossible to continue to pro-
Lide the same level of direct services to clients.

2. Indusion in a block grant administered by the Department of "Health and
Human Services would not ensure levels of support that now exist with categorical
funds. Rehabilitktion would ,cOmpete with other social services programs such as
Child Welfare, Foster Care, Title XX Social Security, and Developmental Disabil-
ities for funds.

3. Elimination of the Social SecuriO.Disability Insurance (SSDI) and Supplemen-
tal Security Income (SSD Rehabilitation programs, (special federal funds provided to
vocational- rehabilitation agencies to serve th* severely disabled population) will
result in a sighificant losa of services. In fiscal year 1%1, the Diirision received
$1,721,313 to serve these persons.

4. Under ttle,block grant proposal, federal funds provided for training of rehabili-
tation persbnnel and for specia grant projects (Independent Living, Client Assist-

. ance Project, and similar specia rvices) would beeliminated and support for such__
projects would have to be elimin ed provided unAr a reduced basic grant.
Impact at the local level

No real impacta state prove
o Impact at the State level ,t

Critical decisions will need to be made concerning, options to substantially reduce
field programs while maintaining sale program quality. In addition, serious consid-
erat:on will have to be given to reducing or eliminating service components at the
Maryland Rehabilitation Center.

Substanfial reductions would be required in those fe2leral fundeokrehabilitation
, programs previously supported through individual grants. Areas atiktedpould in-

clude professional training services, advocacy services for clients provided by the
Client Assistance Project, and the Independent Living Center Project.

Vucational rehabilitation is. an 84-20 federally funded program in Maryland.
Those proportions 'have existed for years. We stand to lose more than one-third of
the federal funds, under the Administrations "proposals if vocational rehabilitation
gets its pro-rate share of the block grant. Folded into the proposed block grant is the
very significant Title, XX Social Services funds administered by the Department of
Human Resources.

rhe propqsed cuts will luive a devastating effect on our ability to Serve our cli-
ents, as we will- have to lay off 20(7 or more counselors, evaluators, trainers, and
others, and/or close the vital Maryland Rehabilitation Center.

- 2 1
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Major.aerornplishnwnts to date
Last year more than 20,000 handicapped adults were admitted to the vocational

rehabilitation program. More than 6,500 completed their.rehabilitation programs.

Child Nutrition Programs

Amount of State allocation:
Maryland fiscal year 1981 (this program is not forward funded. No

rescissions) $65,909,992
Maryland fiscal year 1982 (Administration Budget). 39,951,298

Loss (40.1 percent) 26,953,799

Impact on local level:
Eliminates the support for paid meals:

Lunches (schools and institutions) 42,131,618 .

Breakfasts (schools and institutions) 1,235,963
Lunches and suppers (child care centers) 979,263

Breakfasts (child care centers) 286,589

Reduces the support for reduced price meals:
Lunches (schools and institutions) 5,737,595

Breakfasts (schools and institutions) 875,570

...-....--4iunches and suppers (child care centers) 315,629

Breakfasts (child care centers) 222,197
Changes the guidelines for eligibility for reduced price meals from

195 percent of poverty level to 185 percent and eliminates stand-
ard deduction:

Lunches (schools and institutions) 819,656

Breakfasts (schools and institutions) 125,081

Lunches and suppers (child care centers) 45,090

Breakfasts (child care centers) 31,735

_Reduces funds for all lunches: Lunches (schools and institutions) 23,702,998
Eliminates Sponsors with tuition above $1,500.
Eliminates the support for snacks: Snacks (child care centers) 3,136,956

Reduces cash-in-lieu of commodities:
Paid lunches and suppers (child care centers) 979,263

Reduced lunches and suppers (child care centers) 360,719

Eliminates support for a la carte milk where other meals are
served: Servings (schools and institutions) 32,162,167

Eliminates the Summer Food Service Program; 1,275,961 meals (recreation cen-
ters, summer camps, etc.).

Eliminates the Nutrition Education and Training Program; 17 projects (schools,
institutions, and child care centers).

.Eliminates the Food Service Eqvipment Assistance Program; funds to purchase
equipment (schools, institutions, and child care centers).

Eliminates the update of poverty guidelines.
Changes semi-annual adjustment of rates to annual.
Requires the verification of income for a sample of the applicants.
Impact at the State Level.No impact at the State level.

Summary of losses

School lunch program $12,490,647

Food distribution program 8,647,899

School breakfast program 429,705

Child care food program 1,116,919

Summer food service program 1,569,774

Nutrition education and training program 269,921

Foosl serviee- equipment assistance program 326,781

Special milk program 1,608,108

State loss 26,953,799
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Vocational education

Amount of State allocation Maryland:
Fiscal year:

1982 (continuing resolution) $13,417,251

1982 (revised budget) 10,349,126

Loss 3,068,125

Impact at the local level
Grants to community colleges on the Eastern Shore for programs to serve dis-

placed homemakers cannot reach fruition.
Support teams in the riiral and target low tax-yield counties will not be funded

for disadvantaged and handicapped vocational students.
Only 12 of 24 local districts and 6 of 17 community, colleges can be funded for

providing placement services (program placement, job placement, and follow-up of
graduates) to vocational students.

The user fee for occupational information updating services for 300 secondary
schools and 12 community colleges will be adversely affected.

Equal access attempts for minorities, handicapped, disadvantaged, and females
will diminish because of .the lack of funding for extended-day, short-term, and
summer programs in at least 12 counties.

Impact at the State level
The loss of two st'ate persons for evaluation and Office of Civil Rights review and

on-site visits, will not permit the State of Maryland to be in compliance with the
P.L. 94-482 assurance requirements.

The technical assistance and on-site compliance review phases of the program to
comply with the Office for Civil Rights Guidelines dealing with equity will'be virtu-
ally eliminated in the first instance and adversely affected in the second.

The state will only be able to allot special disadvantaged funds to one subdivision
(Baltimore City); two others of equal rank, Somerset and Garrett Counties, will be
unable to provide work study to disadvantaged students.

The requirements'for supporting a Management Information System cannot be
met except on a prorated basis. This method has been ruled inadequate by the U.S.

Department of Education, Vocational Education office.
Maryland competency-based research and development activities will cease. Ap-

proximately 60 percent of the occupational programs still have to be analyzed for
output standards (competencies).

The schedule development of an automated equipment inventory and facility utili-
zation system will be delayed, resulting in continuation of the mechanical processes
at state and local levels.
Major accomplishments

Competency-based vocational-technical criteria have been developed for 40 per-
cent of all school-based occupational programs in the State of Maryland.

To date, 41.8 percent of all enrolled 10th to 12th grade students are being served
in occupational programs.

A total of 1,300 of the state's 2,000 secondary programs have been presently evalu-
ated to determine the level of program operation, support services, and community/
school activities.

Formal agreements have been signed by five community. colleges and their corre-
sponding local education agencies to practice articulation of occupational programs.

Impact aid (Public Law 81-874)

Amount of State allocationMaryland:
Fiscal year:

1981 (continuing resolution-90 percent of entitlement) $11,867,700

1982 (Adriiinistration budget)
Loss: (100 percent) 17,867,700

Impact at the local level
In fiscal year 1982 budget recommendations, only heavily impacted "A" districts

(where over 20 percent of students have parents who both live and work on federal
property). Nationally, eligibility is reduced from 4,300 to 330 districts. In Maryland,
because of large local districts, no'clistrict is eligible.

Most local fiscal year 1982 budgets have already been finalized; local funds 'will
have to compensate for this loss, through tax increases. This is an entitlement pro-

2 9
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gramto 4ive general aid to LEAs to compensate for ioss of local tax revenue due
to presence of federal property

The loss of Impact Aid would cause increases in property tax rates in 15 Mary- .
land subdivisions, ranging up to 35$ per $100 of real property. This increase repreJ
sented as a percentage will effect property tax rate changes ranging uplo47.5 per-
cent. If on the other hand this money is -not repleced, services to poor disadvan-
taged, handicapkd and average children will be seriously affected.

Impact at the State level.No real impact, since payments are made directly to
LEAs.

ESEA Title IV-CLocal innovation
Amount of State allocationMaryland:

Fiscal year:
1981 $2,798,000
1982 (continuing resolution) 1,695,000
1982 (revised, budget) 927,000

Loss: (1981-82) (66.9 percent) 1,871,000

Impact at local level
About 188,000 students would lose some or all service.
Approximately 140 project staff positions would be terminated.

1

Over 9,000 teachers would lose present inservice and staff developmentftervices.
Two-thirds of existing programs would be eliminated. A 67 percent reduction in

one year causes serious disruption in the operation of the projects.
LEAs would not have any available federal funds for designing and implementing

projects which address critical local educational problems. (Title IV-C is the only
federal program designed to provide these funds).

Some Title IV-C projects will be eliminated just at the point when they are ready
to demonstrate effectiveness resulting in loss of several years of preparation and de-
velopment.
Impact at State level

Elimination of two staff positions..
Reduction in the number of projects supporting State Board of Education prior-

ities such as basic skills, gifted and talented, alternative education programs, guid-
ance and counseling,. and early childhood education.
Major accomplishments

Model programs have been designed and implemented by LEAs in Early Child-
hood Education, Alternative Education for Disruptive studentS, and in the Educe-.
tion tor the Gifted and Talented which significantly influenced the direction of edu-
cation throughout the state.

LEAs have been provided the opportunity to explore different alternatives in solv-
ing some crucial local educational problems.

Diverse models have been developed for serving the needs of children with a _wide
variety of-handicapping oonditions.

Improved project focus and management has resulted in a significantly higher
rate of LEAs continuation/installation after termination of federal funds. These pro-
gowns have significantly impacted on LEAs; e.g., Proficiency Instruction and Cur-
riculum Development now adopted as local board policy in an LEA; Criterion Refer-
encedReading Program now totally implemented through the county in another
LEA. Similar types of programs are toeing institutionalized in several LEAs.

ESEA Title V-BState strengthening
Amount of State allocationMaryland:

Fiscal year:*
1982 (continuing resolution) $983,800
1982 (revised budget) 737,850

Loss: (25 percent) 245,950

I apact at the local level
Impairment to projects such as training centers for teachers of gifted and talented

youth, community-based learning centers, alcohol/drug abuse;
Reduction in number of school principals participating in Maryland Professional

--Development Academy;
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Delay, if not 'elimination of the continued development of model guidance and
counseling programs:

Curtailment of implementation support of Project Basic through local staff.

Impact at the State Level
Twenty-five percent loss in the only discretionary money for the State Education

Agency (SEA) to support development of model programs which address identified
, statewide needs. (These funds are not used in Maryland for permanent staff. All

funds are used for program activities).
Reduction in SEA efforts to comply with state mandates, e.g.: Improving school

guidance programs; project basic; and social studies curriculum; reduction would
prevent implementation after two years of development.

Reduction in SEA efforts in providing model programs that address critical needs,
e.g.: Alcohol/drug abuse prevention/intervention centers; community-based learning
centers; and principal's training for effective leadership in schools.

Elimination of MSDE Internal Staff Development Program.

Major accomplishments
Development of a master model for social studies which will serve as a framework

for other curriculum areas;
Establishment of alcohol/drug abuse prevention/intervention centers in key areas

of the state which resulted in an increased awareness to the community of the grow-
ing seriousness and complexity of this problem in the state;

Development of standards for model guidance and counseling programs;
Improved quality of instruction through competency-based education;
Followup of a selected group of principals attending the Professional Development

Academy indicate that 85 percent of the participants were implementing the con-
cepts learned.

LibrariesSchool library media centers (ESEA Title IV-B)

Amount of State allocationMaryland:
Fiscal year:

1982 (continuing resolution) $3,225,883

1982 (revised budget) 2,419,412

Loss: (25 percent) 806,471

Impact at local level
ESEA Title IV-B prdvides funds to purchase school library resources, instruc-

tional materials, and equipment. The proposed reduction means there will be far
less money to purchase materials, the cost of which has far outpaced inflatidn. The
impact will be felt doubly as a result. Many of the local systems have, at best, only
been able to maintain their local effort.

The funds from ESgA IV-B were used to support such areas as competency-based
instructionProject Basic (in materials), reading improvement, and microcomputers
for mathematics programs. In many of the local systems, fewer schools and children
will be provided with less in terms of resources. Overall, school programs will obvi-
ously be affected. For example, Baltimore City uses a 4-year cycle to distribute
ESEA IV-B funds to the schools.

The following would be the 1982 results of a 25-percent cut there: 18 fewer schools
will be served; 12,285 fewer students will be served; 75-80 fewer films willabseedmr-
chased for the Film Library; 100 fewer periodical subscriptions will be purch for

the Professional Library; and 400 fewer books will be purchased for the collection..
The cycle for funding of equipment is a 2-year cycle, so servicing will be reduced ',

in the following way there: 21 fewer schools will be served; 5,803 fewer studOnts will
be served.

Small school systems with-certain high cost pupils (reading disadvantaged) would
probably be hurt most. If a block grant goes through, apparently no maintenance of
effort would be required. This could seriously cut local school library programs.

Impact at the State level
At the State level, with a reduction of administrative funds, MSDE would prob-

ably lose the Maryland Review and Evaluation Center. This center provides two
staff members who work with Maryland educators in reviewing instructional mato-
rials. New textbooks and instructional materials are housed in the center for pre-
view. If we choose to maintain the Center, then positions within the School Library
Media Services Branch would have to be eliminated. The Branch will also have to
cut one-half of its professional workshop activities.

22,1,
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Major accoMplishments
Maryland'S local school systems used Federal funds to support their instructional

programs in a multitude of creative ways:
. .

With IV-B funds, Anne Arundel County implemented a mathematics and science
program using microcomputers because of IV-B funds;

Calvert County was able to focus on its competency-based education needs, by
using IV-B funds tnpurchase materials;

Montgomery County provides for a highly developed gifted and falented program
by purchasing materials which encourage critical thinking skills, as well as micro-
computers; and

Ho Ward County has been able to establish a color television studio which supports
not only the total schobl program, but also a high school communications program.
The funds have provided over 300 nonpublic schools with materials and equipment
which they might never have had, such as microfilm and equipment.

The funds have had an impact on every single public school in the State. There
are over a hundred other examples.

Librqry Services and Construction Act, Title I (LSCA)
Amount of State allocation--.MarylUnd:

, Fiscal year:
1981 (continuing resolution award-3 quarters recommended 4th

quarter funding) $1,176,242
1982 (Administration's budget) 881,182

Loss: (25.1 percent)

Impact at the local level
LSCA I funds are used to initiate new programs or services or to provide services

to.an unserved or underserved group in the community. Grants are made by a com-
petitive evafuation process.

A reduction in funds would reduce the number of projects and amount of funding.
Thirty-three projects were funded in 1981 for a total of some $750,000.

Some 450,000 persons are served by new services and programs funded through
LSCA. The cut would reduce that number by at least 25 percent.
Impact at the State level

These three statewide programs account for about 25 percent of the cuyrent LSCA
I appropriation:

Library services to blind and physically handicapped wahave to be reduced. The
Library for the Blind and Physically Handicapped serves over 10,000 persons by
direct mail or through schools, retirement centers, other libraries. About one-third
Of the budget is Federal LSCA funds.

Library services td residents of State institutions would be severely cut. Federal
funds provide books, magazines and other materials for education, and occupational
information and recreation of some 17,000 residents of State institutions.

Statewide staff.development and inservice training programs are provided by the
State Library Agency on such topics as management, planning, reference services,
providing special information services to special populations such as illiterate, deaf,
elderly, etc. Staff throughout the State need regular and substantivb inservice train-
ing programs to update knowledge and to gain new skills. Reduction in this service
would deny these programs to some 300-400 librarians annually.
Major accomplishments

Public libraries have identified major unmet service needs in their communities
and have initiated programs to address these needs with LSCA funds.

In Baltimore City the Enoch Pratt Free Library has instituted a job .and career
information center that has the support and cooperation of major city agencies and
employment services; it also has begun a special program .of active support literacy
programs throughout the City and is providing a special reading machine (Kurzweil)
and othertservices for the blind and visually handicapped. .

Somerset County in cooperation with the school sysytem is providing library and
reading centers in schools for adults and a combined public/school library on Smith
Island.

Twelve public libraries now have a special community information and referral
service assisting individuals to find the appropriate agency to help them with their

.

questions or problems.

295,060

2')
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Special services to the elderly, the deaf, the homebound are in place in at least 10
library systems.

While some program grants are designed to serve specific population- groups,
others are for the general population, such as regional film collections.'In that re-
spect all counties and all persons using libraries services because of LSCA funds.

Adult education
Amount of State allocationMaryland:

Fiscal year:
1982 (continuing resolution) $2,200,000
1982 (rev ised budget) 1,440,000

Loss: (34.5 percent)
Impact at local level

76,000

Services to the most needy group would be reduced. Fifty-five percent of adults
served this year were,from urban areas of high ,unemployment. Fifty-eight percent
were minorities.

ESOL services to those not speaking English would be adversely affected.
Classes would close earlier; summer programs unlikely.

Impact at State level
851,00) Maryland adults, 30 percent of the population are without high school

diplomas. Financial support is already inadequate: 1979, is 20,000 adults served '
though ABE, 1980 is 34,a® adults served through ABE.

The state agency will have difficulty remaining in compliance for service to the
"least educated and most in need." Individualiwd instruction and support services
are necessary to reach that target population; resources will not be adequate.

Three staff positions would be eliminated.
State-sponsored professional development activities would be eliminated.
Statewide model dissemination/special project activites would be eliminated.

Major accomplishments
34,500 adults served at an average program cost of $60.00 per student.
(a) More than 1,000 were unemployed and obtained jobs as a result of experience

gained in programs; (b) 859 changed to or were upgraded to better jobs; (c) 2,300 re-
ceived high school diplomas; (d) 351 were removed from public assistance; (e) 5,000
adults with limited English ability were served; and (f) more than 1,000 institution-
alized adults were enrolled in programs.

Emergency School AidLEA grants
Amount of State allocationMaryland:

Fiscal year:
1982 (continuing resottition) $2,586,921
1982 (revised budget) 1,940,191

Loss: (25 percent)
Impact at the local level:
Ten to fifteen percent (146,000) fewer students will be served; staff will be reduced

by 170.
Quality will diminish because projects already have minimal staff; in some cases,

all schools identified must be served, thereby reducing quality.
impact at the State level.Little impact; program is not administered by the

SEA.

'Major accomplishments
Human relations counseling has been introduced in school systems through ESAA

and has become an integral part of the schools' staffs and programs.
Projects addressing "special student concerns" have increased the awareness of,

administrators and teachers reprding: Disproportionate treatment of minority stu-
dents in the application of disciplinary measures; lack of minority parent participa-
tion in the schooling of their children.

The magnet school concept introduced through ESAA programs has been helpful
in bringing about better racial balance in areas where there has been racially iden-
tifiable schools.

646,730

1976 Census Update

29
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Prior to fiscal year 1981, ESAA projects' allowed instructional focus on remedi-
ation in math and reading for Title I eligible children in non-Title I schools.

Civil rights training and advisMy services

Amount of State allocationMaryland:
Fiscal year:

1982 (continuing resolution) $97,019

1982 (revised budget) 72,760

Loss: (25 percent) 29,259

IMpact at the local level
This state loss of fiscal support will result in loss at the local level in desegrega-

tion implementation:
A loss of assistance in inservice staff development providing administrators and

teachers with methods aimed at: Elimination of bias and stereotyping; acceptance of
differences in children; role of the principal as the tone setter for desegregation.

,One hundred forty thousand (190,000) children will lose the benefit of learning by
'example from adults skilled at living in a pluralistic setting.

Impact at the State level
Eighty percent of money funds MSDE staff who provide technical assistance and

leadership to LEA's to assist in understanding desegregation cOncernsthis would
be reduced.

Compliance in desegregation will be difficult at both federal and state levels.

ESEA title IIBasic skills improvement

Amount of allocationMaryland:
Fiscal year:

1982 (continuing resolution) . $105,000

1982 (revised budget) 78,750

Losi;: (25 percent)

Impact at the-local level
Reduces number of LEA subgrants from 15 to 11; fewer children served.
Services from state will not be readily available in each basic skilldifferent

skills may need highlighting in different years. This will not allow the SEA to beof
full service to LEM.

Regional and local follow-up of basic skills improvement efforts to all LEAs will
decrease to the few LEAs in most need.

26,250

Impact at the State level
Intent of legislation will be further weakened with 50 percent of allocation flow-

ing tolEAs and 50 percent remaining at SEA; neither amount remains significant
at a time when basic skills are more, rather than less important.

Statewide inservice training programs for basic skills personnel will be reduced
from four to three sessions.

Much of the operating budget of the Basic Skills Branch comes from Title II. The
number of individual visits by content specialists to LEAs to provide technical as-
sistance will be reduced, thus affecting overall quality of services-to all LEAs.

Major accomplishments
4

Statewide leadership conference on basic skills held each year.
Development of six publications on basic skills program improvement for LEA

use.
An effective state leadership program for basic skill improvement with verY little

money used for administration.
Basic skills services from the SEA to LEAs are coordinated and supported with

aid of this program.
ESEA title VII.--Bilingual education

,

Amount of State allocationMaryland:
Fiscal year:

1982 (continuing resolution) $22,000

,082 (revised budget) 16,600

Loss: (25 percent)- 5,900
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Impact at the local level
There are currently three local districts in Maryland receiving federal discretion-

ary grants. A 25 percent rescission wou/d decrease that source of funds that assists
LEAs in providing direct services to limited English-speaking students. These proj-
ects in Maryland currently provide services to over 1,000 students.

Reduces statewide inservice for ESOL personnel from 3 to 2 sessions impriority
area of appropriate assistanceetn limited English-speaking students.

Reduces individual technical assistance to 13 school systems without specialist
help in ESOL.

Reduces coordination and technical assistance for preparation of new local basic
grants under ESEA Tit Id VII.
Impact at the-State level

Reduces nuMber of SEk leadership inservices from three to two for ESOL/bilin-
'gual personnel.

Limits the development of appropriate assistance programs for limited English-
speaking students. 80 persons service 6,000 stadents.

Reduces.`technical assistance and resource services through a funded Resource
Center at the University of Maryland-Baltimore County to LEAs.

Reduces bilingual internship program by 1 person.
Major accomfilishments

Establishment of Resource Center at UMBC.
Establishment of internship program.
Provision of technical assistance to mid-sized and smaller school systems in partic-

ular.,

CETA (COMPREHENSIVE EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING ACT)

1982 block grant pmposal
Unemployment rates for youth, especially economically disadvantaged and minor-

ity youth, are significantly higher than rates for the adult population. In the last
five years, several comprehensive pieces of legislation have been enacted specifically
focusing on youth ,to attack this problem by encouraging coordination between the
labor and 'education sectors to- assist youth in making the transition between school
and work.

The Administration's pEopOSal to consolidate youth programs With adult training
programs undoes much o the progress made by this legislation and potentially will
xedu^e or eliminate present activities and services directed to making youth employ-
able, .

Without having seen legislative proposals, specific concerns are:
One block grant for youth and adult employment programs could jeopardize the

22 percent funding setaside for joint projects between schools and CETA ptime spon-
sors and the Governor's 1 percent setaside for education linkage and coordination.
MSDE currently receives $511,692 in linkage monies.

Block grant proposal puts in limbo further planning for the two-year CETA.educa-
tion demonstration projects that were launched in January.

Elimination of CETA's Title IV Youth Employment and Training Program
(YETP), the cornerstone of.federal youth employment efforts and the Youth Conser-
vation and Community Improvement Program (YCCIP). The programs would be
folded into CETA's Title II-13 adult training program.

The relationship between CETA and school districts would be strained as prime
sponsors juggle their priorities among adults and teenagers.

The YETP's 22 percent setaside for joint projects between local education agencies
and CETA prime sponsors to serve high school youth and dropouts would be wiped
out. CETA's YETP trains about 450,000 high school dropouts, graduates and young-
sters aged 14 to 21 for employment. YCCIP finds jobs for about 50,000 youth in the
same age group, mostly in weatherization and housing rehabilitation projects.

The proposed CETA block grant will follow Title II-B eligibility guidelines, which
are more restrictive than the Title IV programs. This, would screen out many young-
sters who are eligible for Title IV programs.
Major accomplishments to date
.Strengthening educational component in the traditional CETA programs for in-

school yputh and providing jobs for economically disadvantaged in-school youth.
Assistinu local school systems in consolidating all available resources toward pro-

gram goals.
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FUNDS ANTICIPATED IN MARYLAND FOR FISCAL YEAR 1982-FORWARD-FUNDED-PROGRAMS

Programs
1981 current

a/kcations

.Md 1982
slwe of 1981

continuing
.

resolution

Md. 1982
share of 1981

revised

Oncludin8
rescissions)

Percent
decrease

current funds
to ""

budget

Percent

463-lin,L'iniresolution o

revised budget

Loss in dollars

A B C (A-C) (B-C)

Title I, LEA grants $45,364,063 $49,502,541 $36,956,790 18.5 25.3 812,545,751

Title I, State admin 112,518 172,518 542,194 29.8 29.8 230,324

--Title IV=C, Local Hwy,. ... '......... 2,798,000 1,695,000 927,000 66.9 45.3 168.000

Title V-B, State strength 983,800 983,800 131,850 25.0 , 25.0 245,950

ESAA, LEA grants 2,586,921 2,586,921 1,940,191 25.0 25.0' 646,130

Civil Rights Act, Training and Advisory

Service 97,014 91,014 2 12,160 25.0 25.0 24,254

Title IV-B, Library Instructional Mater)
als 3,225,883 3,225,883 2,419,412 25.0 25.0 806,411

Edw. Handicapped-State grants 20,435,211 21,457,000 16,143,000 21.0 24.8 5,314,000

Educ, Handicapped-Preschool Incentive

(ck, Handicapped-Pecsonnel Develop-
ment

526,000

180,000

526,000

3 110,000

394,000

0

25.0

100.0

25.0

100.0

132,000

110,000

Title I, handicapped 2,621,529 3,115,000 2,322,000 11.4 25.5 193,000.

Vocational rehabilitation independent

living 159,000 191,000 153,000. 3.8 19.9 38,000

VOCational education State grants 13,411,251 13,417,251 10,362,591 22.8. 22.8 3,054,660

Adult education 1,851,000 2,200,000 . 1,440,000 22.2 341e4A, 160,000

Basic skills (ESEA, Title II) 105,000 105,000 18,150 25.0 25.0 26,250

Total 95,123,190 100,044,928 14,489,538 25,555,390

Funding for these progiims is allocated to the states for- the fiscal year after the year in which the federal appropriation is enacted. This,

currently (uuring fiscal year 1911). programs are operating from the federal fiscal year 1980 appropriation. The federal fiscal year 1981 continuing

resolution, tor wthch the following rescissions are being sought, wouid provide the state and kcalallocations for fiscal year 1982. State and local

districts have carried out budget and staff planning based on this continuing resolution amount,
75 percent of grants awarded in fiscal year 1912-not a formula allocation.

.Ehrnination of grant award in fiscal year 1912. All "2" Cycle states would lose fiscal year 1912 grant awards. Others would be funded at 25
. .

percent reduction.

FUNDS ANTICIPATED IN MARYLAND FOR FISCAL YEAR 1982-CURRENT-FUNDED PROGRAMS

Programs

1911 1981 share Percent

Maryland revised to 1912 Reagan decrease

share of 1981 include recommenda- (includes Loss in dollars

continuing recommended hoes rescission)

resolution rescissions 1981-82

A e c ,
:

Vocational rehabilitatson basic grants

Vocational rehabilitation SSDI funds

Vocational rehabilitation SSI funds

Public libraries (LSCA, Title I).
Impact aid

Child ntitrition

Total

12,790,000

1,168,162

553,151

1,176,242

19,853,000

65,904,992

12,790,000

1,168,162

553,151

1,176,242

17,867,700

65,904,992

2 9,593,000
o

0

881,182
3 0

39,451,248

;.5.0

100.0.

'100.0
25.1

100.0

40.1

3,197,100

- 1,168,162

553,151

.295,060

17,867,700

26,453,744

101,445,547 99,460,247 -49,925,430 49,534,817

Funds Jor these programs are allocated to state arid local districts the same year in which the federal aPProPriation is enacted.' Thus,

Maryland's current (fiscal year 1981) funds are fkom the federal fiscal year 1981 continuing resolution. In some cases, as indicated below,

rescissions are being recommended for amounts reirrainiog in this fiscal year (through Sept. 30. 1981).

Will be part of a social services block grant from ceonrtnrent of IRIS to Governors office.
Change in eligibility would eliminate all Maryland fu Only heayilyinmacted "A" districts eligible.

'tat Loss total for both Foreward- and current-funded prog s is $75,090,207.,

. TESTIMONY OF PERCY WILLIAMS, ULY* I, 19NI

My name is Percy V. Williams, Assistan State Superintendent of'Schools in the
Maryland State Department of Education. m here today representing the State
Superintendent, the State Board of Education, the State Department of Education,
and as part of the larger community, in Mary d committed to public education.
We are here to discuss the extremely serious situ ion which will arise in our state
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if the President's Economic Plan is enaeted by Congress. The impact of the Presi-
dent's proposals permeates. the entire educational system and reaches deeply into
the community. Children and adults, rich and poor, handicapped and those notlifis-
abled will all lose service in schools, libraries, adult education, and vocational and
training programs. It is crystal clear, and I cannot emphasize this too stronglythe

Atnpact will not fall evenly upon all, but will fall disproportionately on the poor and
the.handicapped. But more than that, it is a subterfuge. The plan would take away
money from the poor and handicapped for vouchers and tax credits for the rich to
send their children to private schools. Public schools are the bulwark for democracy
and any plun which chips away the foundation is weakening the structure of our
national security.

The Reagan Economic Plan, if' enacted as proposed, would result in a loss of $75
million to the 750,000 school children in Maryland for the school year k iegi n n ing in
September, or an average.of $3,000 for each class of 30 children. If-spread evenly
like this, the impact would have seriously damaging consequences. But, let me de-

scribe for you the skeWed impact on programs for the disadvantaged and handi-
capped, as well as other programs in our state.

As proposed by the Reagan administration, Maryland would lose $12.5 million (or
25,3 percent) of our funds for disadvantaged youngsters. Special assistance, princi-
pally with reading, writing, and arithmetic, will be eliminated for approxithately
MOM economically and educationally disadvantaged children. There are about
125,000 youngsters eligible for this assistance in Maryland. The present funding
level allows service to only 65,000 before the funds run out. With the Reagan Plan,
Maryland faces losing a full one-quarter of what we have. It is also estimated that
over 1,100 staff positions will be eliminated.

Second, the proposed reductions call for the state to lose nearly $6.5 'million in
funds for handicapped childreo. That represents 25.4 percent of our federal funds
for this important undertaking. With 'such a loss, services for some 25,000 handi-
capped young people would have to be reduced. Maryland and the nation have made
a great commitment over the past several years to serve handicapped children, to
take them figuratively and literally from under the proverbial staircase. Now we
face the prospect,of the federal government reneging on that promise. In addition.
other special cuts of over $1,000,000 are proposed. Those funds presently provide
services to 5.000 handicapped preschoolers, training for teachers to work with
handicapped children, and services for severely handicapped children in institu-
tions.

The proposed cuts do not stop with school based special education programs.
Maryland also stands to lose nearly $5,000,000 in vocational rehabilitation funds.
That is 33.9 percent of all we receive from federal sources. This is particularly sig-
nificant since federal funds represent 80 percent of our total vocational rehabilita-
tion Program. Last year. vocational rehabilitation served 2' ,000 handicapped citi-
zens, most of whom are severely disabled. More than MOO completed their rehabili-
tation program. Now we must face laying off 150 counselors, evaluators,itrainers,
and others, or closing the vital Maryland Rehabilitation Center, which is one of only

nine in the United States.
The proposed cuts also will result in a loss of $26.5 million or 40.1 percent to child

nutrition programs. That includes losses to schools, institutions, and child care cen-
ters. It impacts on both school lunches and school breakfast programs.'The losses

eliminate the summer food service program at recreation centers and summer
camps, the assistance to purchase food service equipment, and the nutrition educa-

tion programs across the entire state.
The list of proposed cuts goes on and on: vocational education ($3 million); impact

aid ($17.8 million); public and school libraries ($1 million); and several more. Details
for individual program losses are listed in chart form on the handout sheet.

It has been suggested that deregulation and block grants would produce savings to
lessen the effects of these cuts. Whether or not these savings are or imagined,
whether or not deregulation will ultimately come or not, there is no proposal to pro-
duce savings to offset the reductions proposed for this next school year. Thus the
same administrative and regulatory burdens will have to be carried with fewer dol-
lars. Moreover, anyone who thinks that even total repeal of laws accompanied by
total deregulation will produce savings, remotely approaching the proposed cuts is

just plain wrong.
If' the cuts, as proposed by President Reagan are adopted by the Congreis, one of

two results will follow: there will be a dramatic reduction in services impacting
most harshly upon those most in need, or the state and/or local government will
have to pick up certain costs resulting in tax increases for everyone.

91-113 0-82-- 16
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The damage which will be done to education will be severe when measured in loss
of opper.tunity for children. But there is another factor I suggest we ponder. If klock
grants or consolidation is accompanied by cuts of the magnitude proposed, it will
result in -those most in need not only losing services, but it is likely that those
groups who should be working together will instead fight with one another for what
is left. In addition, block grant .funds without any strings are likely to open the door
for teacher associations and unions to fight to have the money used for higher sala-
ries to combat inflation rather than provide better programs for children. I urge re-
flection on the consequences of those twofacts.

We shall pay now or we shall.pay later. Today the costs are educational pro-
grams. Tomorrow the costs will be those resulting from the inability of citizens to
read, write, and calculate; resulting in handicapped persons being dependent for a
lifetime, growing into dependency on public assistance; and a larger number inpris-
ons and juvenile training institutions.

The State Department of Education has prepared a detailed analysis of the
impact of the proposed cuts foreach of some twenty programs. We would be happy
to make this available to any, interested party.

Finally, it is argued that the budget must be cut. I do not necessalily quarrel with
that conclusion. But I do quarrel with the fact that once again the handicapped, tha
poor, and the disadvantaged must disproportionately bear the burden. Human serv-
ices which represent an investment in human capital are being cast aside. And in
the case of education, we are talking about the legacy each generation leaves to the
generation which follows.

In the words of one of our great presidents, I end with, "Nothing matters more for
the future of our country: not even our military preparedness, for armed might is
worthless if we lack the brainpower to build a world of peace: not our productive
economy, for we cannot sustain growth without trained manpower: not our demo-
cratic systein of government, for freedom is fragile if citizens are ignorant."

'We cannot long endure as a democratic, free, and responsible people without ade-
quate systems of free public schools. Freedom has no permanent defense against to-
talitarianism except the inquiring, logical, and courageous minds of educated
people.

.,

P/tEPARED STATEMENT OF THOMAS DESHIELDS, PRESIDENT, UWYNNS tAus PARK
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL, JULY 1, 1981

PROBLEMS OF /tETENTION, DRUG TRAFFICKING, SPENDING REDUCTIONS IMPACT AND
PA/tENTAL INVOLVEMENT IN THE BALTIMORE CITY. PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Good afternoon, the Honorable Parren J. Mitchell, Democrat '7th Congressional
District, State of Maryland, Congress of the United States, House of Representa-
tives, and to your Committee and other invited guests.

As the current President of the Parent-Teacher-Student Association at P.S. *91,
Gwynns Falls Park Jr. High School, I am honored that you selected me to partici-
pate in this hearing. I was born and raised in Baltimore City and attended its public
schools. Having been a resident of the Gwynns Falls community for 22 years, I have
also witnessed its many changes. Being concerned and active parents, we have con-
tinuously worked with civic organizations and local PTA's for the betterment of our
children s education and for Baltimore in, general. Currently, I am also a member of
the Southwest Regional Advisory Committee chaired by Dr. Joel Carrington, Re-
gional Superintendent, Southwest Region, Baltimore City Public Schools, and I also
serve on the Baltimore Education Advisory Council representing the SouthOrest
Region.

As you know, PTA's in general reflect on the community's collective abilities and
needs and since the early 1900's there has been a constant increase in the number
of school age youth who clualify to attend our public schools and choose to do so.
However, in the past few years, this trend has reversed itself. More and more school
age youth are dropping out of school for a variety of reasons. To combat the nega-
tive impact of school-dropcnits on our community, and to encourage the retention of
our youth in school, our PTA:

A. Has meetings on a timely basis to give support to administrators, to teachers
and to the pupils as a means of encouraging their attendance, and their retention in
school.

B. We have several fund raisers at our school and in other segments of our com-
munity to generate funds for educational activities because the school system
cannot "do it all." For example, though we are unable to purchase the additional
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musical inkruments that our school band needs, we do use our monies to purchase

the accessOries that -the band needs to develop our community's musicians of the

future. These kinds of actwities rnhance the interpersonal and the educational ex-

periences which positively impact on our youth.
Additionally, our school and the community could greatly benefit from any source

of funds to upgrade the gymnasium area including its toilet facilities and the addi-

tion of Unproved locker room facilities. There is also a great need to develop our

wasteli acreage in the rear 'of the immediate building. This land should be improved

by the addition of baseball diamonds, a track field and basketball courts. The stu-

dents and the community can use ths outdoor area for wholvome recreational and

leisure-time activities. The esthetics of our building would be greatly enhanced by

painting exterior windows and doors, too. With these improvements, our school can

better fulfill its heritage and become a more prominent communitAcenter, thus cre-

ating an atmosphere of togetherness, of pride and of esteem in our neighborhood.

C. Our commitment warrants our serving on several educational advisory commit-

Aees. This involvement helps us to generate strategies which we feel will assist our

junior high school in improving the potential for our Young people to want to attend

school and to graduate.
D. Participation in 'Youthworks Programs" which houses itself in our school and

develops in our youth a sense for the added value of the school facility as a worksite

and as the hub from which many skills can be developed that increases the worthi-

ness of the building to our young people and 'thus, encourages their retention in

school and a more cost effective utilization of the building.
E. The School Community Centers Program at our school is a supplemental edu-

cational, recreational and leisure time program which is operationak,under the aus-

pices of the Baltimore City Public School System, Division of Adult and Community

Education. This program is supported and encouraged.by our PTA because it allows

for the extended use of our facility immediately after school, on weekends, on holie

days i.ind during the summer. This program, too, encourage retention of our youth

in school, reduces vandalism in our school, gives additional supervision to our young

people. gives stratum, with flexibility to our youth's repertoire of experiences and

most certainly increases the value of the school to all segments of our community.

F. The Urban GarMning Program utilizes the resources of our young pciple and

the physical. plant and grounds of our school to plant and to harvest fresh vegeta-

bles. Again, this activity enhances, in our opinion, school retention because the

value of the school to the community and the youthful utilizers of the facility is
increased as they identify with more and more positive experiences that call for the

use of the building. Yes, this school's PTA recognizes the need to do all that it can

to encourage its youth to partake of the services generated by our involvement and/

our commitment to the education, of ourchildren.
Moreover, as is the case in other communities, drug trafficking is a problem for

both in school and out-of-school youth. It is a problem that crosses all boundaries

and ,infiltrates the "best of communities." Our PTA, as a means of support to the

school staff, is supportive of the teaching of the curriculum related to drug abuse,

and we leave no stone unturned in encouraging our youth to be wise decision-

makers when it comes to the proper use of drugs.
As I sit here today in front of you, I know that the Governor's wish to cut an

additional 3 percent from the budget of the Maryland State.Department of Educa-

tion as reported by local newspapers is a threat to the continued funding of the

School Community Centers Program. I strongly feel that 'IReaganomics' has givt*h

rise for these additional cuts in the budget. However, with the threat of drug traf-

ficking, with one or bOtti parents out of work, with young adults in families who

have graduated from college and high school out of work, with younger family

member out of school for the summer, family tension is increased and so is suscepti-

bility to become involve s! in drugs as a "cop-out." Now more than ever, the need,for

supplemental, educational, recreational and leisure-time activities in the absence of

a more viable alternative, work; a job:should be encouraged and not threatend with

extinction.
By not being aware of this State's final, decision relative to the funding of the

School Community Centers Progam, the spending reduction impact of the imPend-

ing budget cuts will have a direct impact on Gwynns Falls Junior High School be-

cause it has been an S.C.C.P. site for ten years. We hope that this program is not

cut from this school system's delivery of services, and we entourage the Maryland

State Department of Education to think this matter over carefully.
SuMmarily, in each. of the experiences related to the aforementioned testimony,

our PTA, more specifically our parents, our teachers, our administrators, our com-

munity organizations, our volunteers and our young people have assisted us and
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participated with us in our thrust to better the educational process in Baltimore as
a whole and thus, we feel this has improved the lives, and the experiendes of each of
us though we know, that our future lies in the well-being of our young people.

On behalf of all of our supporters and the fine young people for whom allot' this
is about, we thank you, the Honorable Parren J. Mitchell, and the members of your
committee for granting us this opportunity to say "we want to do better," and we
look forward to your continued support of our efforts.

BALTIMORE CITY PUBLIC SCHOOLS TESTIMONY ON DRUG ABUSE IN BCHOOLS

I am extremely pleased to have been invited to this important hearing in order to
present testimony on what has become one of the most serious concerns in our soci-
ety todayDrug Abuse and Drug Prevention, and specifically the traffic of drugs in
our schools.

How serious is this problem? It's become so complex an issue that solutions are-
almost beyond our compreWnsion. We have laws on Marijuana and Drug Abuse.
Yet it is estimated that better than half of our society breaks these laws regularly.
What can one tell children about drugs when the adulte in the community, who
should be serving as role models for the youngsters, are consuming m much or more
than the youngsters, themselves? How serious would the problem be if, suddenly,
half of the drivera in our city decided that they no longer had to respect our traffic
laws?

From the point of view of educators, the problem becomes: Attempting to teach
children in schools, under the affluence of drugs, who are unable to learn, are a
disruption or a distraction in class, and are generally taking precious time of staff
dedicated to teaching.

Clearly, drugs are a barrier betwee:. .the teacher and the student. We can say we
are in the knowledge business, and drug abuse should not be one of our concerns.
But if we took this position, we would be putting our heads in the sand.

So we ask what we can do to solve the problem. And we look at what we are al-
ready doing tb see if it is all we can do. Within our Security Area, our front lines in
dealing with the safety of our school facilities, we ayetsge roughly 140 arrests a.
year for simple possession.of drugs. Out of this total, about 20-25 arrests are made
fot distribution, a far moserious offense. This i, of tom*, hardly the tip of the
iceberg.

Many.educators feel that at the very most, we can on. y Work to keep drugs out of
schools through a commitment by staff to make possossion and use of drugs in
schobl buildings so uncomfortable that youngsters simpl! won't want to bring them
to school.

This Would mean training teachers and administratoke beyond the knowlede
they may have at present in recognizing drugs and drug-related equipment, Old in
dealing with students under the influence'of drugs. Unfortunately, many educators
simply ignore children under the,influence of drugs if these youngsters aren't both-
ering anyone. Or, educators may fail to realizeAiihat is wrong whit a child -who has
taken drugs.

In acknowledging the role, we as educators must play in keeping drugs out of
schools, substantially more would have- to Be done in the way of staff development;
for certainly, if a survey of teacher and administrator awareness of the problem
were given, I fear we would be sadly lacking the comprehensive knowledge we
would need to deal with the concern as a total school system,-and perhaps it is only
through a systemWide effort that we could begin to keep .the drug traffic in our 't
schools to a minimum.

And of course, the problem remaiihs that with only so much time for teaching in a
given zchool day, how much tan educators do to work on drug prevention also?

Thus, the first line of defense apinst drugs v6ould be the commitment of staff and
the training of staff. The other side of the coin is what we are able to provide for-
children, especially young and impressionable children, so that they can make re-
sponsible decisions when faced with inevitable peer pressure to take marijuana and
drugs. -

Through a variety of instructional programs, many beginning at an early age,
children are given a good portion of the information they neeid about kindis of drugs,
appearance of drugs, how drugs harm the body, and so forth.

Once again, what can we teach children that will make a difference in their lives
and curb the use of drugs? Above .a11, educational programs for children must be
brutally honest. It is difficult to admit, but children may have a far greater grasp of - -

the basics of drug information than we would like to admit. It does no good to
inform children that taking marijuana will lead to taking hard drug's when they
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may know this is not the care. But perhaps what children should know is that what
is being purchased certainly has no uniform quality. Children must know that what-
they are purchasing, particularly marijiiana, ages in si peculiar manner, and hi fact,
oxidize., thu* causing it to change its compositioh and become very harmful.

Children 'should know, also, that many incidents of a criminal nature in schools
and out are drug-related, and that ultimately, it becomes prohibitively expensive to
purchare marijuana ard drugs, and the result is an enormous rise in street crime.

We have considered the role staff may play in drug prevention through staff de-
velopment and a comm:ticent to deal with the problem; and we have considered
briefly how to approach the problem through various instructional means. But what
of the parents and other adults, sb many of whom may themselves be drug users
and abusers. It is a tragedy of our times that children witness drug abuse taking
place in homes and on streets where the very drug abusers are those closest to the
children. Youngsters and adults in this situation may be beyond our help. But there
are parents who care deeply and are witnessing behaviors in their chirdren which
they may not recognize, and certainly have no precedent for dealing with.

Parehts must in some manner, perhaps through Adult Education programs, per-
haps through community-sponsored activities, perhaPs through media's commitment
to provide them with information, be.prepared to deal with, children before the prob-
lem is out of hand. What must parents need to know? They must notice and be pre-
pared to deal with drastic changes in a child's mood or behavior. They must notice
attitudinal or response changes, and they must be prepared to deal -with a major
falling off in a child's school grades, for, as was noted earlier, it is almost impossible
to learn when a child is tinder the influence of drugs.

Schools and society must acknowledge the fact that drugs are being taken at ear-
lier and earlier ages. Drug awareness programs in schools, therefore, begin at the
earliest grades, and we must recognize still another problem which is something dif-
ficult to face: Courts can do little or nothing with nine-Year-old drug abuiers. This
may be the saddest fact of all.

In confronting the responsibilities of children, educators, and parents, we must be
willing to acknowledge that drug abuse is not a problem that can singularly be
placed in the lap of the school community. Unfortunately, schools, in dealing with
society's problems, become scapegoats when the time comes, to blame someone for
the ills around us. Realistically, can we in education be held responsible for what a

. child is doing on a street corner in the evening hours? Of course not. But we can be
° aware of what goes on in mil schools, and here is where we can make a cOnsiderable

'difference. .
At this point ,it is worth 'taking a cloeer look, at the specific* of what we are pro-

-viding most notably through our health education area, in bringing children, infor-
mation on drat°, We have used the preventive approach by raising the students'
level of self-esteem. This goes on from gtades K-12, and this is tli-6 fifth year we

' have icied this method. We feel a child needs to feel good about his or her self, and
especially needs to have a life's goal in mind as early as possible. Also, a child needs
to be excited about the possibilities in learning and in life. Thus, we wou1d hope we
are'dealing with the social, mental, emotional, and physicakvell being of the young
person. Here, we try to get the children to understand that if they take drugs or
alcohol excessively, and get into trouble, or do other counterproductive things as
they are growing up, it will most certainly delay a life's goal. We believe we are
reaching the whole person here and we even go as far as dealing with key relation-
ships with family, friends and society.

We like to view this as a pioneer effort that, if it hasn't shown drug reduction
results to a significant degree as yet, is, at least, causing attitudinal changes, and
giving youngsters the information with which they can make informed decisions on
this criticals,aspect of their lives.

For your Information, within the 12 week Health Education Component there is
heavy emphasis on drug information focusing on life's goals and self-concept.

It is also worth mentioning, for the record, that project DARE began last year
through the efforts of the school system, the State Drug Administration and the
Police Department as a Staff Development project that has been extremely well-re-
ceived by our teachers and others.

I wanted to cite these efforts to demonstrate that all is not hopeless in the war
against drugs. Positive things are taking place. We recognize there are no short-
term solutions and we believe these approaches, in dealing with staff and with the
'self-concept of the child, will make a difference.

We spoke about parent education programs earlier as well. We know from teach-
ing children about smoking that they actively confront adults to get them to stop,
and that smoking for youngsters and adults, has been 7educed. 1Perhaps .children
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armed with knowledge about drugs, and alcohol, can make an impact on adults
here, too.

We must continue to emphagiee to children that drugs can came poor vision when
driving, can cause ,ou to be arrested even if you are only in the vicinity of a drug
arrest, can settle in the reproductive tissues and do great harm health-wise. Also,
we want children to think about being able to control what happens to them, and in
the area of drugs know they can control their choices.

We recommend also that more caring adults such as recreation leaders, church
officials, and others join us in helping our children to grow up in a drut-free atmos:
phere. And we Must continue to emphasize to young people that ther in many
cases, must make the choices themselves, change if necessary themselves, because
unfortunately, all too often; adults have failed to properly guide them. This is a case
where Children may help adults r4re than the other way around.

In conclusion, we urge more ,parent pducation, additional staff development, a
continuation of the preventive instruetTonal effort we now have in Health Educe-
tionand perhaps more of it and a:growing involvement from adults outside of edu-
cation who truly care about our children. All of these factors will ultimately go into
saving our children and winning the war against drugs, in schools and in society.

BALTIM.ORE Crry SiliOuL TESTIMONY ON DROPOrN, TRUANCY, RKTENTIoN, XND
DRUGS

In representing the school syitem of Baltimore City; and in addressing the needs
of the students of Baltimore City, and of the families and the community at large, I
am most appreciative of having been given the opportunity to present this tasti-
mony.

That there are grir.a concerns in echillhtion and our society we m ust face iminedi-
ately, is something no one can deny. And perhaps the most serious of our concerns
is the fate of our children in a world that based on the 'dollar value placed upon
them in terms of' educational expense, views them as being worth very little.

Consider, for example, that dropout proneness predictability is often evident as
early as the 4-5 grade level. It is at this age that we could, with proper resourees,
identify the-Problems of youngsters and act to prevent their leaving school at a later
date. This is a major problem that could be solved to a considerable extent with ad-
ditional counselors at the elementary level. At this time we have no elementa0y
school counselors.

In,1973, we had 48 elementary school counselors Working in 135 sChools.-All wereA
eliminated in budget cuts around that period. In fact, getting those,48 counselors
into'aur elementary schools took nearly ten years'. It should be noted that every ee
inentary school in Baltimbre County at present has a cotinselor.

At least one way to attack the problem. of dropeuts is to reach children at the
early grades. Parents should be aware of the danger signs. So should teacher* Un-
fortunately, it i extremely difficult for teachers whose primary commitment is the
classroom program to take on the role of social psychologists and deal with the con.
cerns of students who may be potential dropouts.

At least one recommendation here would be for the Baltimore City Public Schools
to have one elementary counselor for every three schools, working with children at
the upper elementary grades; and these counselors must work with parents at that
level because the sad truth is that as children get progressively older, parents seem
to drop out of the picture themselves, as far as education is concerned.

Still another serious concern that must be dealt with is the transition a child
makes from elementary to junior high school. We can't be certain why this is so, but
we do know that youngsters with problems at the elementary level are more likely
to have attendance problems at the junior high level, unless steps are taken early to
deal with those 'problems. This goes for students who were not truant in elementary
school but demonstrated problems other than attendance which in secondary school
become attendance concerns.

There are many indicators that tell us the biggest problems are at the junior high
age. When the change is made, youngsters may be going from a small school where
they were in contact with 1-2 teachers to a large school ;where suddently they must
deal with possibly eight to ten teachers. In terms of preventing students from drop-
ping out, this transition must be dealt with.

Ir. truth, truancy is a symptom of a larger problem such as fear of school, fear of
failure, a learning difficulty, or even some family concern.

Remarkably, attendance in the city schools has been at a consistent 86-87 percent
over the past five years, an excellent figure when compared with some of the other
urban systems. But you should realize one of the reasons for this has been the dedi-
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e°
n of some 100 CETA workers who assisted the school as full-time attendance

fliflonitors. Needless to say, these CETA workers made an enormous difference and
are one of the main reasons why our systemwide attendance figure has remained so
high. But, we are facing the next school year without these attendance monitors be-
cause.they have been cut from our staff.

What were some of the tasks they performed? They worked closely with the chil-
dren and with their families. They visited homes and addressed parent and child
concerns. They sent letters home when necessary. They assisted youngsters with
school-related problems. a

These figures should be,:noted in the record: In any school system like ours, that
has 13 pe nt of the students absent on a given daythat 13 percent of 130,000;
next yeFwe anticipate our enrollment will be around 118,000=7-8 percent Will be

' Mb8tlorfillne58 or other valid reasons..Thus, 5 percent are likely to be truant.
ere is a statistic here which I believe indicates a serious trend is taking place.

The trend is based upon a comparison of graduates to dropouts in terms of numbers
of each in a given year. By dropouts, I mean simply those over 16 and gone from
schools with no record of employment, marriage, or military. Last year our figures
showed for the first time, more dropouts than graduates. In fact, there were some
6,200 graduates compared to 7,200 dropouts.

Leaving school early is a symptom, as is truency, and the reasons for it are com-
plex. We are also noting the return of many of these dropouts to Adult Education
programs. But the dropout picture is certainly a disturbing one.

What are some iif the reasons for the growth of the dropout problem? One may be
fewer vocational programs than we had ten years ago. And certainly, badly needed
are more pre-vocational. programs in our junior high schools. Programs such as
these offer our children important choices and bring actual work experiences into
the classroom. Additionally, there must be consideration for additional work-study
programs and experiences, provided by the business community and government,
either paid or voluntary. Currently, systemwide, about 1,200 students are in such
programs, and these are mastly seniors.

If the work experiences provided no salaries for youngsters involved, perhaps ad-
ditional academic credit can be given. One such program is CABLES, at Northwest-
ern, sending about 600'youngsters into the community to work in hospitals, senior
citizens homes, banks, and a variety of other businesses. ,

More of these kinds of programs are badly needed so that students can feel a part
of the larger society and learn the responsibilities of a job situation. Establishing
'these kinds of situations for students can go a long way in curbing truency and the
dropout .rate.

Another needed policy to keep students in school is.the return to basics which
many feel.should have come a long time ago,- and which needs more emphasis than
ever,today. Students need strueture, need standards. If anything; the large number
'of choices may confuse them, and certainly offering courses with no practical appli- ,
cability wastes Money,.student lime, and use oftstaff. We should have been more
concerned over Ae years, as we certainly are now, that youngsters with poor lan-
guage and/or computing skills were being placed in exotic 'language programs or
even computer programs.-Maitering Basic Skills gives a youngster the confidence ta '
move on and the desire to finish school.

In this regard, we badly need more teachers with special skills in the areas of
reading, mathematics, and areas that will serve our young people personally and
professionally throughout their lives. .

Studdlts.do not usually know what they need. It is our job to know what they
need andlo program for it. This is where the role of the counselor is so important,
and this is why it is so regrettable that not only in. this area where we-have lost 100
CETA workers, we are also forced to reduce our guidance staff significantly, along
with our social workers and homer visitors. This is all Part of our total staff reduc-
tion across the system, and, in fact, at this time our social workers, the. remaining
force in the system, work with students on a ratio of 4,000 youngsters to each social
worker. We are working hard to hold the student-counselor ratio at 400-to-1.

What can parents and community organizations do to help with the process of
educating this generation's children? One answer, and certainly one that is at pres-
ent beyond budget consideration, is a stronger parent education component within
the structure of Adult Education. At one time, in the Baltimore City Public Schools,
eight full-time staff persons in the Adult Education area yvorked exclusively on
parent education programs, or parent effectiveness training, as it is commonly
called today.

If we were fortunate enough to have staff working with parents of our students,
what could we hope to teach them? We could certainly teach them the danger signs
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to look for in children's behavior and to deal with it. We could teach them how best
to support their children in the schools. We could teach them how to more comfort-
ably work with teachers and school staff. We could teach them how to be part of
essential survival skills and sex education-programs, and certainly we could teach
them more about the tragic problem of teenage pregnancy.

It is Worth considering the problem of teenage pregnancy, as a concern of educa-
tors and as a societal concern, because certainly it is one of the truly enormous
problems of our time, and it is alse a "Recycling" problem because jt repeats itself
so often from mother to child. Survival skills alone may not be enough. More on the
subject of human sexuality rmist be taught. The option to this is ignorance, and here
education, in all honesty, must plead only a partial responsibility. The responsibility
for helping young people and their families must be shared with other agencies such
as social services and juvenile services. And we'cannot afford to wait and to plan
how we intend-to approach this problem. The time to act is now. That is, if we'care
about our children. e

In the context of theory and observation, it may be safe to conclude there are
three basic kinds of parents: Parents who care and know how to care; Parents who-
don't care, even though they know how to care; and Parents who care, but don't
know enough about how to care. It is this third groupof parents we must attempt to
reach with training.

There can be no denying that we must take stronger measures in dealing with the
drug problem in teenagers. We feel, in the Baltimore City Public Schools, that our
policy is sufficiently strict, and also flexible enough to permit us to handle individu-
al cases in the best interests of the child ewith whom we are dealing. We can be
tough or lenient as the'situation may dictate. We never wanted an absolute policy
. . . except in the area of dealing with "Pushers." We are working with enormous
dedication to the task of remmiing them from our schools. Anyone caught selling or
distributing drugs is immediately suipended. But the child caught "Smoking" need
not necessarily be suspended..I repeat: 'A child caught selling must beArrested and
suspended." Supply and distribution:is the major problem here, and we feel we have
a fairly good held on the distribution situation.

However, there is a far larger problem that is not being effectively dealt with.
,That is Alcohol. We tend to dramatize the drug problem, but alcohol may be the far
greater danger.

Beyond that, there must be considered the availability of drug treatment
programs in our community. Here, it should be noted that there are 20 Drug Treat-
ment programs in Baltimore, and 18 may deal exclusively with hard drugs or meth-
adone. Only two such programs work With children under the age of 18. The avail-,
ability of drug counseling for children is clearly a disgrace. And it is being cut back
even more. The priority has always been the Adult Addict, or Detoxification. The

, feeling is that children are only "experimenting."
And the burden is placed, one again, on the schools, to come up with solutions to

this preblem that plagues our society. COnsider here that the options are frighten-
ing. Should the child be managed in school, at the possible expense of teaching
other youngsters, or should the child 'be removed and sent out on the streets where
there are no programs to 'help, and where .he or she can dogreat harm te self or to
innocent people?

The school system provides professional development programs in child, abuse,.
and in drug and ales:Awl counseling and in other areas when, in reality, we should
be able to refer children. But there are so few places to which we can refer. We
must make some serious decisions now. We must determine, 'as a community, as a
city. as a society, what we want for our children. 'And when we decide, we must take
the responsibility to carry out what is best.

In the area of parent .education, certainly drug and alcohol abuse are items we
Can present. Unfortunately, too many of the adulte in our society are poor role
models beCause of their own problems with drugs and alcohol.

Still 'another area of concern is Mental Health Services, when needed, for our
youngste.rs. One of the most unpopular causes today is attempting to deal with the
emotionally disturbed youngster. Unfortunately, many perceive that there are only
two ways to work with this kind of young person. The easy method, and the one
most often utilized, is punishment. The other approach, getting help, is often ig-

nored. The general mood is for punishment rather than counseling or treatment;
perhaps it is time to take the hard way rather than the easy wey, and deal with the
problem through real care for the child.

In conclusion, it is obvious we need a great deal more in the way of resources
than is presently available in educating our children. We need more teachers in the
basic areas; we need a pupil service area that has more staff to work with these
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complex problems; we need more pre-vocational and vocational programs at the sec-
ondary level. There should also be more work-study components. Additional services
in the community Must be provided for atudents with drug, alcohol, and emotional
problems. Schools are ill-equipped to deal in this area:. Parent education iS an abso-
lute necessity. More programs and more emphasiS"k tirvival skills and especially
more programs dealing with teen pregnancy are 4rels that must be considered in
the context of preparing our children to taketheir places in -our society, .

PREPARED STATEMENT OF QUENTIN LAWSON, DIRECTOR, HUMAN DEVELOPMENT FOR
THE CITY OF SALTIMO,RE

I am Quentin Lawson, the director of Human Development for the city of Balti-
more and -I am pleased to be able to address you today regarding the affect of the
Federal budgets cuts on our educational system. An extensive analysis of the Feder-
al budget cuts and their impact on all of Baltimore city conducted by Mayor
Schaefer revealed a 257 million dollar loss in Federal aid to the city over a 14-
montb period. I repeat, a quarter of a billion dollar reduction imposed`over just 14
months.

This loss translates into a critical curtailment of vital:services both for our Citi-
zens and, consequently, of jobs for people who offer those seri/ices.

Eleven million dollars are being Cut from direct Federal aid to our city's school
system and children it serves. While eleven million -pales somewhat in the face of
the total 257 million dollar loss, I-Want to emphasize that the vast majority of the
Federaltudget cuts to Baltimore city impact directly and severely upon our ability
to provide the support system which we know to be vital to the success of our chil-
dren's future.

Allow me to provide you with a few examples of what I mean:
When we suffer a loss of approximately 10,000 jobs in Baltimore city as a result of .

budget cuts, that translates into some 10,000 parents who must be consumed by
trying to pay the rent, rather than by helping their children with homework____

The jobs of over 500 CETA workers who provided much needed assiatance in our
schools and to our children, have been eliminated.

Over 200,000 citizens in Baltimore city are functionally .illiterate. In spite of our
newly created literacy commission, our capacity to dimillish the illiteracy rate is
substantially reduced by the Federal budget cuts to our literacy training programs.

With subsidies to the poor, in the form of food stamps, housing and health care
sizeably reduced, so too is our ability to foster the proper learning environinent for
our children. If you are hungry, poorly housed and without adequate health care,
how can learning take place?

These.examples, when added to the eleven million dollar loss in direct funding to
education, only serve to expand the total loss to education and deepen its impact.

The eleven million dollar direct loss to our Balitmore city school syStem can be

seen and will be felt thusly:
Approximately 5 million dollars will be eliminated from Title t funds for disad-

vantaged children. This loss will impact severely .upon services for these'children
services ranging from basic skills instruction to special 'counseling and clinical-serv-
ices for children with speech impediments.

One million dollara Will be cut from the impact aid program which translates into-
a loss,of 60 teachers and an increase tO an already high teach/pOpil rptio. This 1
million dollar loss will force the crosing of the inipact tiid program entirely.

As oUr refugee population, steadily, increases in Baltimore,,our ability to properly 4
mainstream-these people into our. culture, will substantially decrease as a result of
Federal budget cuts to our bilingual eduCation program.

Our handicapped education program.will be substantially reduced affecting some
4,500 handicapped children.

It has been said that youngsters who are.hungry can not learn and that may well
be the case this fall as nearly 1,500,000 fewer lunches will be served to students at
school resulting from a reduction in funds for child nutrition in excess of 2 million

dollars.
The Community College of Baltimore, which has been yiewed -by many, as provid-

ing a viable second chance for our city's young adults, will suffer a 40 percent reduc-
tion in enrollment equaling a loss of 2,000 students annually because of Federal
budget cuts.

At A time when student achievement in our city schools is at an all time high
which has reduced the gap between Baltimore's academic test scores and the nation-

,
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al norm from a 2 year gari, to a 6 month gap, now those proud gains are in danger of
being nullified because of the dismantling of the school system's infrastructure.

It has been and is the .city's position that the administration should, have been
more selective and careful in determining the -places for budget rechictions. Pro-.
grams with demonstrated success should clearly not have been cut.

SUMMARY OF BUDGET LOSS

Program

Economic Deveiopment Administration 6625,000,000 $4,500,000

C.E.T.A 4,406;000,000 37,000,000

Social Servim 2,449,943,000 24,000,000

Health ,.,,i 3,266,000,000 34,000,000

Education 3,796,490,000 10,500,000.

Transportation 3,001,000,000 28,000,000

H.C.D. 1,112,800,000 18,000,000

V.A..Hospital. 100,000,000

Total 18,657,233,000 257,000,000
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BALTIMORE CITY COUNCIL,
Second District,

Baltimore: Md., July 1, 1981.
Hon. PARREN J. MITCHELL,
Rayburn House Dffice Building, Washington, D.C.

Mum CONGRESSMAN MITCHELL: I thank you for the concern reflected by your
convening of today's hearing, and I appreciate the opportunity to testify. Although
many have begun to assess the fiscal impact ofReaganomics upon Baltimore City and
our citizens, we will not fully know that impact until it is felt, beginning within the
next few 'months.

By way of background, Baltimore City's property tax, now $5.97 per $100 of Assessed
valuation,, is doul3le or triple that of any other Maryland subdivision. Despite this
extraordinary local effort, however, income from property taxes account for only 16
percent of our total annual budget. All local taxes, including property tax, can provide
us with only 24 percent of the money we need to run the City. The remaining funds
come from State and federait sources. The impact of cutbacks, combined with block-
granting, begins to be understood when we realize that 25 percent of our City-budget is
spent on education, within the Baltimore City Public Schools. This agency has
suffered severely from CETA cutbacks, losing approximately 450 employees on two
months' notice, Subsequent layoffsby the hundredshave occurred in the past
months, affecting teachers and aides paid through general funds. Education, which is
everybody's business, is getting the business from every level of government. ,

And that is for startert.
Three thousand local families who should have received CETA income this year will

do without. They and our economy suffer. A work ethic Washington makes paying
work impossible by cutting back on daycare funds and training programs. In anticipa-
tion of the termination of federal operating subsidies. MTA raises farespredicted to
reach $1.40 a ride by 1985. For parochial school students, fares have already increased
from 25 cents to 40 cents. For a family with four such students, this increase will cost
an additional $24 a month in transportation expenses.

At a time when active parental support is needed to keep education a local funding
priority, families are themselves so hard-pressed that schools w,jl need to do ever
more with ever less just to provide a secure and supportive enviefinment in which to
get to the business of educating the children in their care. Title I, which has
encouraged infdrmed parent participation where most needed, is in jeopardy. This
program has consistently developed strong local leadership which eventually benefits
an entire community.

You, have asked about the City's response to the staggering array ofsetbacks with '
'which we are faced. TO date, we have fought, as best we ean, on every front, Ito stop
what how seenis the inevitable. We appreciate your own fine leadership in the, endless
battles waged. With greater need among our people and fewer resources With Which to
meet them, we must negotiate priorities, ,in good faith, among ourselves As citizens.
We must de whatever is necessary to survive and grow as a City until the tide.turns,
as it must and as we must inake it. This requires acertain unity and spirit of good will
Among us, suCh as crisis generally inspires.

This may be the one good which emerges from these spiteful times, an informed and
unified citizenry 'which moves to shape local policy and, eventually, to turn back a
national steamroller fueled solely by one group's willingness to flatten every other.
This movement will logically begin in the public schools, whose Citywide,network is
already in place and whose diverse constituents can already agree on at least one
priority, the quality education of our children. The rest will grow from that viable
base and formulate the realCity's real response to its own government's actions. In the
interim, I appreciate the chance to be involved in the challenge with such fine
colleagues in Congress and in the neighborhoods of our City. Thank you.

Sincerely youra, .)
MARY PAT CLARKE.
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CONGRESS Or THE UNITED STATES,
HOUSE oF REPRESENTATIVES,

-Washington, D.C. March 15, 1982.
HOn. CARL FERKINs,
Chairman, Committee on Education and Labor, .

Rayburn Building, Washington, D.C. .
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: Aa you are well aware, the current administration believes

that if the federal government relinquishes funding.for a number of community arts
and education programs, the "private sector" will be able to pickup the slack. Iam
enclosing a copy df a letter from one ,of my constituents that I believe shows the
unrealistic nature of this policy.

The Sacramento Area State Parks Docent Council Association recently wrote to
more than 200 private foundations requesting assistance in developing curriculum
materials for school field trips to California's new state railroad museum in Sacra-
mento. For its efforts, the association received only three positive gnawers and
raised less than $150. It is my understanding this is not an isolated example.

For that reason, I request that the enclosed letter be considered by the committee
as it deliberates legislation and that it be made of any public file on this issue.

If I may provide you further information, please contact me. Thank you for your-
consideration.

Very truly yours,
ROBERT T. MsTstn, A

Member of Congress.

Enclosure
SACRAMENTO COUNTY OFFICE oF EDUCATION,

Sacramento, Calif, February 22, 1982.
Congressman ROBERT MATSUI, ,
Cannon House Offiee Building,
Washington, D.C.

Demi Boa: Enclosed you will find a copy of letter sent to try to raise a "Moderate"
amount of funds for a curriculum project. I am also sending copies of the various
ways in which "the private sector" has said "No."

I thin* this is an interesting study in response to "volunteerism."
We are going to.publish a curriculum guide. It will not, however, be the p olished

publication for which we had hoped. Also, there will be little chance for: in-seivice
implementation. Further; our ideas for an area-wide (then state) SocialStudies Fair
similar, to "Science Fair" will pot be accomplished.

The point is that these kind') of actiiitiet woulchbest be accomplished under direc-.

tion of a full-time consultant in the Social Studies who had support staff. That
person would also be working with district personnel who felt it was an integral
part of their regular job, not just "one more`thing" added to other responsibilities.

This is typical of what is happening throughout education. Persons in creative
leadership roles have either been eliminated entirely, or they are working in posi-
tions that combine so many functions that they just "skim the suifice" on allnot
feeling satisfied that any major task is done in the way it could or should be done.

You no doubt have some constituents who could care less about creative proj-
ectswhether they be related to social studies, the arts, or reading. But these are
the essence of true educationthe difference between existence and ciVilization.

We are making choices now about the nature of society in years to come as we
make educational decisions today. I hope you look through these materials and
ponder what they 'mean, I believe they say: Public schools need to be funded beyond
the poverty level if we want more than poverty education. Are private individuals
or corporations going to step in and fill in all the extras? Hardly. That sounds good
on national television, but it simply isn't working.

Thank you for pondering.
. Personal regards,

Enclosures. .

2

(MTh.) ESTHER FRANKLIN,
Consultant, School Library Services.
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SACRAMENTO ARRA STATE PARKS,
. DOCENT COUNCIL ASSOCIATION,

Sacramento, Calif, October 18, 1981.

This letter is intended to introduce you to an educational committee interested in
developing currieulum aids which will mak, field trips to the new California'State
Railroad Museum more meaningful experiences for school studenth.

We are very aware of the economic restraints of the public schools, aad assume
that if field trips are to be continued, they mist be focused on regular school cur-
riculum, 'not be merely a pleasure sightseeing tour. .

You probably are aware that students study California history and U.S. history in
the elementary school curriculum in grades four, five, and eight. Our curriculum
committee is going to plan curriculum materials for students with reading and in-
terest levels of these age groups. We believe the kinds of materials needed include
printed bookleth for students, teaching unith to offer instructional 'ideas and meth-
ods to the teachers, and visual materials suCh as posters, filmstrips 'and films or vid-
eotapes. Three dimensional displays could be packaged, too.

All the materials developed should meet certain criteria: (a) Bean integral part of
the regular classroom instruction, and thus strengthen students' ability to read,
write, and compute; (b) Motivate studenth to want to learn; (c) Be keyed to the read-
ing and interest levels of studente in grades 4 'through 8; (d) Be attractively pack-
aged, so teachers will want to use them; and (e) Be inexpensivesince schools have
limited funds for text/curriculum materials.

Now we come to our reason for contacting you. We believe 'you are interested in
students and what goes on in schcol programs. We also believe you are a contribu-
tor to the growth and development of the historical resources of Sacrmento.

For this reason we are inviting you to contribute fifty dollars ($50) to assist us in
organizing, Writing, developing graphics and duplicating the products we believe are
estiential for the purposes noted above. If you feel this new state museum is a mean-
ingful resource:, we urge you to participate. Acknowledgements will appear on mate-
rials developed.

Checks may be made payable to Rio Linda Union School District, with a notation
On. the check indicating the donation is for the Sacramento Area Railroad, Curricu-
lum Committee (S.A.R.C.C.). They should be mailed to:
Mr. Don Walker,
Rio Linda Union Sc0ool District,

'Rio Linda, Calif. 95673
Sincerely,

(WS.) FSTHER FRANKLIN,
, Curriculum Committee Coordinator.
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